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Introduction
An Auto- Theory of Queer Belonging

I did not pack the right clothes for a funeral. I emptied my luggage onto 
the floor, spilling out colorful dresses and skirts, blouses and flats, makeup 
and jewelry, all evidence of a nascent trans life. That summer was sup-
posed to be the beginning of my becoming, a fork in the road on my gender 
journey.

Just one month  earlier, at a Christian summer camp in Southwest  Virginia 
transformed, if only momentarily, into a queer oasis, I told my friends that 
I’d like them to refer to me as “they.” More specifically, for an entire week 
in the Appalachian Mountains I wore a clunky construction paper nametag 
around my neck loosely held together by a single thread of colorful yarn. It 
read: “Gregory, they/them.”

By midsummer, I was living in a cramped sublet in Brooklyn—my sum-
mer writing cave. I threw an outfit together and hustled out the door. From 
Flatbush, I moved along a seemingly endless series of subway lines to a small 
Jewish funeral home on a busy street corner in Forest Hills, Queens. I had 
settled on a  simple black blouse, a thin necklace, red denim skinny jeans, 
and black ballet flats. It was the best I could muster from the limitations of 
my femme wardrobe. I had not brought any of my old “boy” clothes with 
me.  There I came face- to- face with my biological parents and my aunt and 
 uncle— the Jewish diaspora, all re united in one room.

Three years  earlier, I had first tried coming out to my parents at the not- 
so- tender age of thirty- one. I remember they reacted with worry and con-
cern to my coming- out story. My  father sent an email in response warning 
that, in sharing such personal information about my gender and sexuality 
with the world, I was potentially affecting my prospect of attaining aca-
demic employment. My  mother wrote a longer, more personal, letter. She 
slipped it inside an envelope and handed it to me during a rare, ill- fated visit 
home with my first queer girlfriend.

From the funeral home we carpooled next to a small cemetery a mile 
away, where we bade farewell to my  mother’s  sister’s husband’s  mother. 
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She had lived to be 100 years old. I watched her body descend into a cavern 
alongside other deceased members of her kin. Among them was a person 
whose gravestone was marked with the name Allan.

My  mother’s letter had introduced me to Allan. He was her  sister’s hus-
band’s  brother. My mom said that Allan, like me, had been in a heterosexual 
marriage. His marriage, like mine, had fallen apart. He had sub sequently 
come out as gay. Allan paid the ultimate price for  those actions, she ex-
plained. He contracted HIV and died in 1989— one of this country’s hundreds 
of thousands of  people who have died from HIV/AIDS. My mom suggested 
that I, too, would face  great peril if I lived a queer life. I  hadn’t known any 
of this about Allan. I  didn’t even know that he had lived. Her words hurt so 
much that I hid that letter or I destroyed it— I cannot remember which, and 
to this day I cannot find it.

In the heat of midsummer, with the sun beating down upon us, I could 
not stop staring at Allan’s grave. I wondered what it meant, if anything, for 
me to be standing right  there in front of him in my blouse, ballet flats, and 
jewelry. Would he have recognized something of himself in me? Would I 
have seen something of myself in him? I was six years old when he died. No 
one ever spoke of him, or about any of our  family’s long history of queerness, 
 until I was thirty- one years old,  until I forced that information out of my 
parents through the trauma of my own coming- out journey and their reac-
tion to it. My parents seemingly remembered Allan’s life only as a caution-
ary tale, only relevant in this moment  because their own “son” threatened 
to replicate his perceived  mistakes. My coming- out pro cess reconnected 
my  mother with a history of queer trauma from her own past.  There was so 
much mystery surrounding my  family’s queerness. But why?

At the conclusion of the funeral, my mom walked up to Allan’s grave 
and placed a small pebble on top of the blue- gray stone bearing his name. 
In Jewish custom, this is a common ritual performed to remember  those 
who have passed. She was remembering a friend— her  sister’s husband’s 
 brother— and remembering the ways in which the AIDS crisis, and Ameri-
can LGBTQ history more broadly, touched our  family and changed our 
lives. It would continue to change our lives.

On the long, stuffy subway  ride back to Central Brooklyn, to the place 
where my own grand mother had grown up in the 1920s and 1930s and that 
I had returned to in the 2010s seeking my  family’s Jewish New York roots, 
my older cousin (who also attended the funeral and lived in Brooklyn) spoke 
to me with rare openness about queer history. He shared with me his mem-
ories of our  family’s queer pasts. Every thing he knew and shared astounded 
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me. I had not known just how queer our  family was. If I had known, if 
queer lives and stories had been celebrated in  family lore, around the 
Thanksgiving dinner  table, in the backyard during a game of hide and go 
seek, who might I have become? Would I have begun my journey  earlier, 
rather than now in my post- marriage, slowly balding midthirties?

Several weeks  after the funeral, I returned to Southwest  Virginia—to Roa-
noke, my home. To be honest, when I first moved  here in 2015 I was pretty 
scared of this place. My New York Jewish roots run deep, all the way back 
to when a great- great- grandparent’s feet first touched earth on Ellis Island. 
As a newly out queer person, it worried me to imagine a  future in the sup-
posed wilderness of Bible- thumping, Confederate- worshipping, white su-
premacist, gay- bashing Appalachia.

Of course, that is not at all what I discovered. Rather, in the small city of 
Roanoke (population 100,000), I found a hidden queer and trans mecca. For 
at least half a  century this city has provided a home for LGBTQ communi-
ties to grow and flourish— a series of spaces wherein queer  people could be 
and become their best selves.

Yet upon arrival, I was like a fish out of  water. Not only a newly out baby 
queer, I was also a baby Southerner. I had never lived south of the Verraz-
ano Bridge. The learning curve was steep. To be queer in the Appalachian 
South was dif fer ent than being queer in Brooklyn.

I quickly realized that I did not  really understand how race works in the 
South, how my whiteness and my Jewishness are read in Southern spaces. 
I had to relearn broadly how queerness is expressed  here, where and why 
it has been made vis i ble or invisible over time, and  whether or not it is safe 
for me to go out at night wearing both facial hair and makeup. As I slowly 
transformed from cis queer caterpillar into a beautiful trans butterfly, my 
gender metamorphosis followed the map of this geographic pilgrimage. My 
emerging transness was Southern- born— born of this place, this region, no 
longer tied to New York. I have discovered my gender and sexuality anew 
within the context of this small Southern city on the edge of Appalachia, 
while discovering that the landscape holds narratives of queerness and 
transness just as the streets of the Village do.

Queer history is all around us, and it has provided a map for my own jour-
ney. Indeed, each of us searches for who we are as gendered and sexual 
beings, and we do so within spaces of both remembrance and belonging, 
erasure and marginalization.
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The presence of the past is always with us.1 We are constantly living 
within and among the residues of LGBTQ memories, and history itself lives 
on in the pre sent through acts of perception, interpretation, and memorial-
ization. One of the main points of this book is that LGBTQ history lives on 
in spaces: physical spaces, such as the neighborhood gay bar, or the HIV test-
ing clinic, where queer pasts big and small are interpreted or memorialized 
or deliberately hidden or forgotten.

 These spaces are not just mnemonics or memory devices. Queer and trans 
 people  today need spaces for our pre sent and  future belonging— spaces 
where we can become our best selves and forge vibrant queer communities 
for the  future. I have thought a lot about  these spaces—in the mountains, a 
downtown city block, New York City, Roanoke— and how queer space shapes 
our identities and our sense of self and community, while in turn we are 
constantly making and unmaking spaces through practices that can be 
loosely lumped together  under the definition of public history: memorial-
ization, commemoration, exhibits, walking tours, all the ways that  people 
remember and interpret their pasts.2  Because queer spaces lie at the core of 
both remembrance and belonging in LGBTQ communities— both where 
 we’ve come from and where we want to go— and  because spaces are so of-
ten the putty with which public historians do their work, it is impor tant to 
grasp how LGBTQ  people think about space.

LGBTQ activists, writers, and community organizers have thought about the 
issue of “queer space” for de cades.3 This concept can be broken down into 
two basic under lying questions.  These are:

• What is the difference between place and space and what are the 
implications of this distinction for queer public history?

• What is the relationship between queer spaces and “safe space”? In 
other words, what is the role of policing and exclusion in making 
and unmaking queer spaces?

In exploring  these questions, I offer below a brief guide as to how I think 
about LGBTQ historical spaces and their meanings.

Geographer Tim Creswell defines place simply as any “meaningful loca-
tion.” Big or small, a place is somewhere that someone or some group of 
 people have an emotional attachment to.4 In essence,  every place is a sto-
ried one, in that the nature of “place” is that it is imbued with meanings— 
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memories, histories, tales, lore. But Creswell has a more nuanced definition 
of place, as well. “Place,” he writes, “is space invested with meaning in the 
context of power.”5 This “power” piece is impor tant for understanding 
LGBTQ  people’s relationships to spaces,  because queer folks’ grasp on power 
has so often been marginal or at best momentary.

To understand the role of power in curating the meanings assigned to 
places, consider this: while  every place is meaningful and storied for at least 
someone, in what situations and in which contexts do queer  people actu-
ally get to define the narrative of a place versus the larger heteronormative 
institutions that are already actively assigning and circumscribing mean-
ings to places? A  great example of this in my home city is the Salem Avenue- 
Roanoke Automotive Commercial Historic District, established in 2007. 
This very seedy, queer part of downtown was once home to a gay disco-
theque, a gay dive bar, a site of transgender sex work, and much more. 
However, when the area was deemed historic and designated worthy of 
preservation in the mid-2000s and preservationists wrote up a thirty- page 
nomination form for the district, not once did they mention LGBTQ  people 
or places. Instead, the supposed historicity of this district lies in its auto-
motive body shops— one of which, by the way, became an impor tant gay 
dance club in the 1970s. This is an example of how the power to curate the 
meanings ascribed to places, as preservationists have done in this once- gay 
district, limits the stories that are officially told about them.6

If places are meaningful but also contested— realms of storytelling in 
which narratives are curated by  those in power— then what is “space”? Cre-
swell, drawing upon the work of geographer Yi- Fu Tuan, offers another defi-
nition. If places are imbued with meanings, “spaces,” on the other hand, 
“have areas and volumes.” In other words, spaces are more abstract, physi-
cal territories.7 Spaces are pretty darn impor tant to queer folks. Think about 
it: if space is about territory, then when  people talk about claiming, or re-
claiming, spaces, they are referring to contested territories, not just mean-
ings.  People occupy spaces with their bodies and with their material cultures. 
 People so often fight over access to spaces— this is particularly true for dis-
abled  people as well as queer and trans individuals; additionally, consider 
the narratives of  people of color in the United States who have had to  battle 
waves of displacement from urban renewal to gentrification in a fight for 
community spaces. You may think of the distinction between place and 
space as the difference between putting up a plaque that reads “queer was 
 here” on a building façade and queer  people actually living freely in that 
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space. Places are about remembrance; spaces are about belonging. And 
which is more impor tant to LGBTQ communities in the twenty- first  century? 
A plaque or a living community?

This distinction between place and space ultimately gets at the heart of 
just what I think is sometimes so off about historic preservation activities, 
particularly relating to LGBTQ heritage.8 To preserve a place means, simply, 
to save the mnemonic in the landscape, that  thing— a building or a statue— 
that tells a specific story about what used to be. To preserve spaces, on the 
other hand, means working with communities to maintain a way of life in 
situ, to help  people continue to live in the very places that they love and call 
home. Public historian Andrew Hurley has argued this quite forcefully: 
that traditional approaches to historic preservation are often complicit in 
the commodification and gentrification of spaces and may result in the dis-
placement of the very communities that once made an area historic in the 
first place.9 The erasure of LGBTQ  people from historically queer spaces is 
an example of just such a travesty. If, however, historians and heritage work-
ers focus on spaces, rather than places, then we may be able to leverage the 
power of the past to preserve homes and livelihoods and communities for 
the pre sent and for the  future.  Isn’t that what  really  matters?

But preserving historically queer spaces is not so  simple. This is  because 
queer spaces are always made and unmade through pro cesses of policing 
and exclusion. This is where the concept of “safe space” comes in. In queer 
communities, and particularly in queer activist spaces  today, the concept of 
safe space is used to denote areas carved out of the larger heteronormative 
world, spaces that we have made for ourselves. We are  free to be our many- 
gendered and sexually liberated selves in  these spaces. The gay bar, the 
cruising block, the community center, bookstores, movement spaces, even 
 whole neighborhoods,  whole cities, regions, or parts of the world have all 
been declared good, or safe, spaces for queer  people to live, work, play, and 
fuck in.

In all of  these examples, however, the promise of security is maintained 
only through the ever- present imperative to police the bound aries of that 
space. Historian Christina Hanhardt, in studying the concept of safe space 
as it applies to historically gay neighborhoods, shows that in each instance 
when a queer community has drawn a line around a space to mark it as their 
own, this demarcation inevitably has resulted in the surveillance, policing, 
and exclusion of other queer  people.10 This is an impor tant aspect in the 
history of all LGBTQ spaces:  every space is a queer fiefdom where some types 
of queerness are allowed and  others are prohibited; some variety of LGBTQ 
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 people are welcome inside, while  others are barred at the gates. It is a good 
 thing that gay  people have choices—in short, have some power— over spaces. 
Yet one person’s queer space is another queer person’s space of oppression.

If we look closely, this dialectic of security and policing, of inclusion and 
exclusion, is evident in nearly  every realm of queer life in the United States, 
in spaces both big and small. Some LGBTQ Americans, for example, have 
come to see the United States as the  great protector of queer freedoms in 
a world teeming with foreign, supposedly antiqueer forces. This “homo-
nationalist” desire for safety,  under the protective umbrella of the state, 
 contributes to the policing and surveillance of immigrants and mutates 
easily into xenophobia and white nationalism, ideologies from which LGBTQ 
communities are not immune.11 Coastal, urban gays also sometimes hold 
“metronormative” assumptions about the supposed superiority of the city 
as a safer space than the countryside.12 This conceit, that safety is only 
pos si ble for queers in New York or in San Francisco, is belied by the exis-
tence of vibrant rural queer communities across the United States, includ-
ing in Appalachia.13

The South itself is often maligned by some as an unsafe space for queer-
ness, even as a reputable study put out by the Williams Institute at UCLA in 
2019 showed that more LGBTQ  people live in the U.S. South than in any 
other part of the country.14 LGBTQ folks have made vibrant spaces  here, 
including many long- standing communities.  There have been lesbian com-
munes and Radical Faerie sanctuaries, dive bars and cruising sites, and even 
thrilling, fleeting spaces of un- safety such as highways, truck stops, and 
the in- between places that queer historian John Howard once famously 
wrote about in Mississippi.15 Roanoke is a prime example of a small city 
that has attracted queer and trans folks from the countryside, yet the city’s 
distinctive racial geographies mean that any space  here for queer  people 
has only been welcoming to some but not  others. Roanoke’s queer map re-
veals disparate spaces of belonging among white folks versus Black folks, 
men versus  women, cisgender versus trans folks. Queer fiefdoms, indeed.

In short, understanding queer space through the lenses of safety and ex-
clusion helps to reveal an impor tant characteristic of all historically queer 
spaces:  there are no unvarnished spaces worth preserving  because they are 
magically  free of racism, sexism, or transphobia. Rather, all LGBTQ spaces 
hold both celebratory and terrifying narratives from our past, and any ef-
fort to preserve or maintain  these spaces must contend with the legacies of 
pain and trauma that still live on in  people’s bodies and in their memories 
of  these realms.
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Still, I think  there is an imperative to preserve historically queer spaces. 
Most such efforts are underway in large cities. But small, regional hubs such 
as Roanoke,  Virginia, also have queer spaces worth documenting and re-
animating through research and interpretation. Historians of queer life have 
long focused on places of leisure, such as the gay bar. But  there are other 
spaces that deserve equal attention, including places of residence such as 
gayborhoods and places of work such as red- light districts. Some of the most 
common spaces of queer historical significance in Amer i ca’s cities are the 
gayborhood (if one exists), downtown, and the very margins of the city.16

Gayborhoods, or gay neighborhoods, mostly date to the post– World War II 
era.  Today,  these spaces are increasingly branded as sites of queer heritage. 
Rainbow crosswalks are just the latest municipal trend in a movement to 
market  these spaces as historical for purposes of tourism and selling real 
estate.17 Gayborhoods are also historically racially segregated spaces, a 
narrative too often overlooked when cities seek to celebrate this heritage.18 
Downtowns, on the other hand, especially in the South, are impor tant his-
toric meeting spaces for the segregated city, that realm in which Black and 
white residents came most frequently into sustained contact. Downtown 
has long been a battleground where Black  people have had to fight for 
time and space— their movements policed intricately in terms of how they 
walked on the sidewalk and at what hour they  were required to vacate to 
“their” side of town.19 Queer  people of all races have also carved out spaces 
downtown, be it within the walls of downtown residential  hotels, through 
gay- owned businesses, or in municipal spaces turned deceptively queer 
such as public libraries and public parks.20 Sex workers have also fought 
for spaces and created communities in downtown red- light districts. Fi nally, 
 there is queerness at the margins of the city: the waterfront, the piers, 
shopping mall rest rooms, under neath the highway overpass, under ground 
in the subways, on the beach. Each city has its own margins where queer-
ness lives.21 In Roanoke, a city surrounded by mountains, queerness exists 
upon that urban edge on the boundary between city and suburb, a land of 
exiled sex toy shops and adult video stores, twentieth- century shopping 
malls and low- budget  hotels and motels.

Now look closer.
Queer spaces also exist in microgeographies, sometimes only known or 

vis i ble to  those who know where to look. The late queer theorist José Este-
ban Muñoz wrote that queerness exists in “quotidian” times and spaces, 
such as sharing a Coke with a gay lover (drawing upon a poem by Frank 
O’Ha ra) or in the public toilets in an under ground subway station where 
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men used to meet to fuck.22 Phi los o pher Sara Ahmed argues that all spaces 
exist only in relation to our own bodies, and that queer  people, consequently, 
live and move through spaces that  were not designed for us.23 The beauty 
of queer folks, in my opinion, is how we yet so marvelously manipulate 
heteronormative spaces. We make spaces queer through our bodily be hav-
iors. Consider the highly gendered American public rest room. This is a 
space designed very explic itly to reinforce normative genders, yet gay men 
have turned so many of  these into cruising sites where gender is playfully, 
and literally, fucked with.24

Ultimately,  there are also limitations to the usefulness of the concept of 
queer space. From the historian’s viewpoint, the documentary rec ord is 
often stronger in capturing how  people historically moved through spaces 
that  were vis i ble to  others and how  people behaved in public rather than in 
private spaces. It is hard to talk about what  people did  behind closed doors 
 unless they left  behind a rec ord of it.25 This bias reveals itself in the strug-
gles of resurrecting a lesbian history in Roanoke where, for example, the 
bar scene was historically dominated by gay men, and most lesbian social-
izing occurred within  people’s homes. Transgender history reveals a simi-
lar challenge in Roanoke:  there exists much more archival data on trans 
sex workers than on married cross- dressers. The former  were quite vis i ble 
in the spaces of downtown Roanoke (and in the pages of the Roanoke Times), 
while the latter met indoors and sought to be clandestine in their transness.

Thinking about space therefore risks overemphasizing the significance 
of white gay men’s histories in ways that exclude other LGBTQ  people. This 
is particularly true regarding queer  people of color whose gendered and 
sexual embodiments may rarely have been made vis i ble and thus archival 
for very good reasons of personal and community safety. All of this leaves 
the public historian with a lopsided archive, revealing  limited options for 
preserving and interpreting spaces that are not public or that are not vis i-
ble to the public.

Yet queer space is still worth fighting for. Preserving  these spaces should 
be at the forefront of the work of public historians, community organizers, 
and preservationists. Queer space, warts and all, is an impor tant barometer 
of community well- being, even knowing full well that  these spaces  were 
historically constructed through pro cesses of policing and exclusion and 
that they evidence unflattering histories of racism, sexism, and transpho-
bia, and knowing that not  every queer space is vis i ble, marketable, or even 
beautiful. As lived-in spaces, we are surrounded on a daily basis by  these 
contradictions. We live with  these historical legacies. We must do the hard 
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work of understanding the past in order to make a better world out of its 
remnants.

When I think of Roanoke,  Virginia, in the pre sent, I think of the right of 
queer and trans  people to this city. Building upon French theorist Henri 
Lefebvre’s notion of the “right to the city,” generations of poor  people,  people 
of color, and other marginalized communities have leveled this declaration: 
the right to claim space, to put down roots, to belong somewhere— the right 
to make meanings and to live amid one’s own storied places.26 Through the 
work of unearthing the city’s queer pasts and staking claims for the sur-
vival of our own spaces of belonging, we do the impor tant work of exerting 
our right to be  here, of making and remaking this city as our home.

As you can tell, this is not so much a history book as a book about history— 
about how we make it, shape it, alter it, fight for it, and sometimes forget it. 
In  these pages, I examine how a small group of history activists, including 
myself, have endeavored since 2015 to reclaim historically queer spaces in 
the city of Roanoke and make queer histories legible in the spaces where 
we live, work, fight, and fuck. The Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ History Proj-
ect is an example of what I call queer public history activism— a blend of 
the methodologies of public history practice with the strategies and tactics 
of grassroots community organ izing. Before I moved to Southwest  Virginia, 
I lived in New York City and fought for racial and economic justice with the 
Occupy Wall Street movement and with my  labor  union. My approach to 
public history activism draws upon  these experiences as well as my aca-
demic training. As an activist proj ect, the Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ His-
tory Proj ect’s goal is not simply to remember our region’s queer pasts but to 
create spaces of pre sent and  future belonging. We  will not repackage the 
city’s queer history and serve it on a platter to city officials in support of 
wrongheaded efforts at urban development and wealth regeneration. In-
stead, our proj ect is determined to reclaim queer pasts in a way that disrupts 
pro cesses of gentrification and erasure, ensuring that queer and trans 
 people and stories are vis i ble in the very spaces that have always mattered 
to our community.

As an activist historian, I weave my own story through  these pages. As 
an LGBTQ person  doing LGBTQ history I cannot ignore or deny my own 
stake in this proj ect. I live in this community, and as a queer and trans per-
son I need spaces of belonging just as much as the next person. Queer his-
tory lives on in my body and in my heart, just as it does for other community 
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members. Furthermore,  doing the work of queer public history shapes my 
own experiences of being a queer and trans person in this city. Since almost 
every one involved in the Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ History Proj ect over 
the past five years identifies as part of the LGBTQ community, perhaps to-
taling over 100 persons (not including an additional 200 or more mostly cis 
straight white college students who have also participated),  here is an impor-
tant point about our experiences: as queer and trans  people  doing LGBTQ 
history, we do not simply study the past with an objective gaze, with our 
white lab coats on. Rather, the past is something that we are intimately 
tangled up in, and the distinctions between past and pre sent, us and them, 
me and y’all, are never quite so clear.27

For me, along my own physical and psychic journey from New York City 
to Appalachia, from cisgender heterosexual man to queer and trans deviant, 
as a newly out queer person in 2015 and then  later as an out transgender 
person in the late 2010s, my becoming has all along been hitched to this 
specific place. I have learned about being trans from the transgender elders 
I have met in Roanoke. I have learned about queer spaces by putting my 
body into the last remaining queer spaces in Roanoke and working with a 
team of young LGBTQ  people to uncover hidden histories of lost queer 
worlds. I have learned about queer belonging through the hardship of fac-
ing an increasing separation between myself and my biological  family in 
New York, while also experiencing the florid sweetness of building a new 
 family—my chosen  family—in Roanoke. LGBTQ history changes us. I know 
this,  because working on this proj ect has changed me. Queer historical con-
sciousness not only makes urban spaces more legible but also more lovable. 
I can belong to a place  because I know that queer and trans  people have 
fought to be  here. I am motivated to continue that fight,  because I know that 
my safety and happiness hinge on the continued queerness of  these spaces.28

My thinking on practices of queer remembrance, belonging, and mean-
ing making draw heavi ly upon the methodologies of oral history. The con-
cept of intersubjectivity, for example, comes from oral history practice, 
from the setting of the oral history interview in which one person with all 
their subjectivities interviews another person with all their subjectivities. 
The interviewer’s identity as queer or straight, as Black or white, as man or 
 woman,  will shape the answers that the narrator is willing to share about 
their own life, just as the narrator’s own identities shape the questions that 
the interviewer  will ask.29 But this concept extends beyond oral history into 
all interactions within queer public history.  Every time we hold a meeting, 
or when we create an interpretive program, we do so in a feedback loop in 
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which our own queer and trans identities influence our approach to the past, 
just as the past itself is slowly changing the ways we think about our own 
queerness.

Additionally, another concept from oral history theory that informs my 
approach is public memory. This term refers to a community’s collective 
understandings of its past.30 Oral historians tend to be more interested in 
documenting how  people remember the past, rather than the facts of what 
 really happened. LGBTQ communities are no exception. Queer and trans 
communities create and maintain public memories, often quite mythical, 
about where they come from and how they came to be. From 2015 to 2020, 
the Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ History Proj ect conducted forty- two oral 
history interviews with LGBTQ community members.  These stories and 
community voices are featured prominently in this book. I also write about 
the lives of  people involved in the proj ect who did not conduct formal in-
terviews, but who volunteered with the proj ect as walking tour guides, as 
researchers, and as proj ect leaders. This is a book about  people— and about 
how we remember.

The pages ahead first introduce you, dear reader, to Roanoke, then dive 
deep into the work of the Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ History Proj ect. The 
opening chapter explores a long history of Roanoke as a “sin city,” a place 
where deviant genders and sexualities have frequently threatened to de-
stabilize the city’s growth and urban management, and how top- down ur-
ban development practices have amplified the general public’s fears of queer 
sexualities and trans bodies taking up public space. This  battle, in which 
the city of Roanoke has sought to de- queer and de- trans itself over and 
over again, has been ongoing for over a  century. The strug gle continues 
with twenty- first- century resurgent gentrification and many local  people’s 
dreams of turning our city into “the next Asheville,” an Appalachian urban 
fairy tale that  will include  either the erasure or the appropriation of queer 
pasts.

The practices of the Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ History Proj ect fill the 
remainder of the book. Chapter 2 explores the demo cratic and social jus-
tice aspirations (and shortcomings) of the proj ect, as well as our use of story 
circles and historical reenactments as key strategies for making space for 
LGBTQ remembrance and belonging. Chapter 3 examines how we remember 
and interpret lesbian histories in an era in which few young  people iden-
tify with the “L word” anymore. Chapter 4 dives into transgender history 
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and how the History Proj ect approaches working with trans communities 
and interpreting transgender histories. Chapter 5 turns to an exploration 
of the whiteness of our proj ect and how we have grappled with and strug-
gled against legacies of white supremacy inherent in queer public history 
work. African American LGBTQ  people are central to Roanoke’s past, yet 
the politics of how Black queer stories are told, by whom, to whom, and how 
race shapes  every aspect of queer public history practice, remain thorny 
obstacles for the uplifting of LGBTQ voices in the still- segregated city. 
Chapter  6 explores a quarter- century rise of online, virtual, and digital 
spaces of queer belonging in Southwest  Virginia, and the tension between 
this and our proj ect’s efforts at restoring and celebrating physical and ma-
terial cultural relationships between residents and their heritage.

This book is very personal to me, and in writing it I was surprised to learn a 
lot about myself and my own gender and sexuality. Like most LGBTQ  people, 
I’m not exactly sure why I am queer. I personally do not like the “born this 
way” theory of identity formation. As a trained historian, I can only see my 
queerness and transness as historically contingent, si mul ta neously  limited 
and enabled by the epistemologies and categories of the world in which we 
live. The most coherent explanation in my mind, therefore, for why I am the 
way I am is this: queer history made me queer.

In gradu ate school I read Michel Foucault’s History of Sexuality and 
Judith Butler’s Gender Trou ble.31 I also read Foucault’s discussion of the 
nineteenth- century intersex person Herculine Barbin. Assigned female at 
birth, at around the age of twenty or so, a doctor discovered that in the 
genital region surrounding what appeared to be a vaginal cavity, Barbin 
possessed hidden testicles. Somewhat similarly, I was born with a hidden 
testicle; only one hung outside of my body, the other was hidden deep in-
side of me. When my testicle did not descend on its own, a doctor performed 
corrective surgery to make my genitalia fully “male.” Trans  people often 
speak of gender confirmation surgery as a choice that some  people make in 
adulthood to assist their bodies to conform to their identities. In my case, a 
doctor and my parents de cided to make my body conform to a gender that 
I had not chosen. I never chose to be male.

I now know that my testes  were the primal source of my early adoles-
cent growth spurt, the emerging body hair all over my back, legs, and 
arms, my patchy facial hair, volcanic acne, an awkwardly lowering voice, 
my constantly erecting penis, my wet dreams. But  these changes  weren’t all 
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“male.” I masturbated as Julia Serano describes in Whipping Girl, rubbing 
and humping my body rather than the cisnormative acts of stroking and 
jerking.32 I was fruity, artsy, into  music, dance, choir, theater, moving my 
body in awkwardly emergent ways. I saw girls in high school who, for the 
first time, made me think: “I wish I could look like her,” or “I wish I had her 
hair.” I saw two girls in embrace and I wondered what it would be like to be 
one of them in that physicality. I wanted to jump into someone  else’s skin.

Barbin’s body, in puberty, also began to change in ways that made her 
physical appearance dif fer ent from that of the other girls. She also expressed 
a similar lesbian desire to my own, something that priests and doctors had 
to make sense of in her own time by reclassifying her as “male.” My own 
parents, bless them,  really thought they  were raising a boy in the 1980s 
and 1990s, as if a boy was an  actual  thing, rather than a strange mass of 
flesh and balls and hormones and  legal designations and societal expecta-
tions. Now I live increasingly outside of  those laws, against science, against 
society, a monster of my own mutations. I have had to reinvent this body in 
adulthood. When someone queries me about the seeming newness of my 
transness, I say, actually, I had gender confirmation surgery as a child and 
I have been on hormones nearly my entire life. It is only recently, however, 
that I have begun to exert control over  those pro cesses and the historical 
legacies that my body has endured.33

When I first came out as a queer man in 2014— when my parents reacted 
so negatively; when I first learned about Allan— I did so in a blog post. I cited 
Foucault in my coming- out proclamation, paraphrasing that if sexuality 
used to be something that  people only did rather than something that they 
 were, a be hav ior rather than an identity, then why not go back to that way 
of being? Why do I have to choose  whether I am straight or gay, male or 
female?

 These questions had boggled my mind for over a de cade. In my se nior 
year of high school, I wrote a letter to my heterosexual girlfriend. In it I 
explained I  wasn’t  really sure if I was homosexual or not, but it was some-
thing that was eating away at me. I remember how angrily she reacted, 
crumpling up the letter in her hands on the edge of a childhood playground 
and telling me matter- of- factly that I was not gay. She was right. I was not 
the G, the L, the B, or the T. Fourteen years  later, when I first came out, the 
only  thing I could think to write with any certainty about myself was that 
I was “not 100  percent straight, and not 100  percent male.”

I remember repeating this line for my then- wife in a bar in Manhattan. 
She  didn’t like it. We got a divorce. If only I had actually been gay, I thought, 
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this would all be so much easier. But somehow, I was neither cishet (cisgen-
der and heterosexual) nor LGBT. I did not know anything about that in- 
between space, that nonbinary space between the letters of the acronym, 
except that queer history and queer theory lived  there. Foucault and Butler 
 were like mysterious ogres in a dark cave, a place that at once intrigued 
and frightened me with equal mea sure, yet I knew that I belonged in  there 
with them.

Foucault gave me the language to understand my gender and sexuality 
as fluid and as contingent, to reject the G, L, B, and T identities as I did for 
the first several years of my queerness. (I am now more comfortable with 
many of  these letters.) Moving to Roanoke in 2015 and becoming involved 
with the Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ History Proj ect taught me every thing 
 else that I now know about what it means to be queer and trans. Book learn-
ing was fine, and it got me a Ph.D. and got me out of New York, but Fou-
cault and Butler could only explain so much. When I say that queer history 
made me queer, I mean, for the most part, that  doing queer public history 
activism in this community, in Appalachia, is where, when, and how I fi-
nally discovered myself.

I can still remember the moment it hit me— that moment when my involve-
ment in the History Proj ect cracked me open like a nut. It was the fall of 
2016. I was sitting inside the Roanoke Diversity Center, our local LGBTQ 
community center. I was then serving on the center’s board of directors. 
My friend, a transgender  woman in her sixties, was in the midst of telling 
her story. This was part of a new initiative that we had designed for the 
center’s board. Once a month we would gather in someone’s home or at the 
center to hear a dif fer ent board member tell their life story. She was also 
the third trans  woman that my students had interviewed for a new oral 
history proj ect. To be honest,  these three trans  women’s stories  were the 
only transgender narratives I had ever heard from the lips of trans  people 
in my thirty- plus years on the planet. As my friend told her story, she got to 
a point in the narrative that I was almost prepared for, for I had heard it in 
the other  women’s tales as well: the story of when and how she first put on 
her  mother’s clothes.

My eyes became wet with tears. I could not hold back. I realized some-
thing then, in that moment, that I could no longer deny about myself: this 
was my story too. I had snuck around as an adolescent trying on my  mother’s 
clothes. In seventh, eighth, and ninth grades, I would come home from 
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school, before my parents arrived, and put on dresses, blouses, and other 
articles of my  mother’s wardrobe. I admired myself in the reflection of her 
large vanity. I would tuck my penis between my legs and behold a naked fe-
male body in the bathroom mirror. I wanted to see myself— a truer version 
of myself— reflected in the glass.

Working with older trans  women, hearing their stories, I became open 
to a repressed part of my adolescence. I had wanted to wear  women’s clothes 
so badly. And I had done it. I was ashamed of  these experiences. While I 
“grew out of it” over the next twenty years, another interpretation suggests 
that I repressed  those urges so deeply, and turned, as society demanded, 
 toward compulsory heterosexuality and cisgender male identity so fully, 
that I forced myself to deny and forget a huge part of myself. Yet, on that day 
in 2016, I saw myself reflected in the trans  women that I had met through 
the oral history proj ect. I saw myself reflected in this  woman’s eyes. She 
had explored and experienced similar urges and repressions; all of  these 
 women had “come out”  later in life, just as I had.

In October 2016, I wore a dress in public for the first time. By mid-2017, 
I was nearly exclusively wearing  women’s clothes. I went from identifying 
as “not 100  percent male” to a genderfluid man to nonbinary to transfemi-
nine. I now call myself a  woman.34 I changed my pronouns, reclaimed my 
name. I fell in love with a genderqueer person in Roanoke who sees me and 
loves me as an equal. All of this happened so fast. It happened  because of 
queer history and public history activism,  because of the collaborative work 
that we have done with trans elders exploring their lives. Queer public his-
tory activism aided me in developing a deeper knowledge of myself and of 
my community. Trans history transformed me.

In the pages that follow, I explore how LGBTQ history and queer public his-
tory activism in the small Southern city of Roanoke,  Virginia, has brought 
about  great changes— changes that have drawn Roanokers together and 
apart, challenged LGBTQ individuals’ identities and senses of belonging, 
and challenged an entire community’s understanding of its history and its 
hidden places. If queer history made me queer, I can only hope that the 
Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ History Proj ect helps other  people realize that 
they, too, are queer, or trans, or nonbinary, or an ally.

History is not just a story waiting to be told. It is both a pro cess and a 
practice. In our proj ect,  doing history means combining trans- inclusive and 
racial justice politics with antigentrification activism; it means bringing 
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together the archival and oral history methodologies of the acad emy with 
the community organ izing and direct action methods of the street. When 
Donald Trump was  running for president in 2016, a community member 
came up with the slogan for our proj ect: Make Roanoke Queer Again. This 
is the story of how we have attempted to do just that: the work of queering 
a city in a region known more for its Confederate monuments and socially 
conservative Bible thumping than for its LGBTQ heritage.

This book argues not only that LGBTQ history  matters, but my goal is to 
show you how it  matters— how we fight for it as we si mul ta neously strug gle 
for our lives as queer and trans Americans  today, how remembrance and 
belonging, the past and the pre sent, live in tandem. The History Proj ect has 
embraced the power of public history to challenge collective understandings 
of LGBTQ stories and spaces in Southwest  Virginia and across Appalachia. 
This work has the power to change a life. Indeed, it has changed mine.



1 Magic Tricks
A Sexual History of Roanoke’s Urban Re nais sance

Walk around downtown Roanoke on a Saturday eve ning in the summertime 
and feast your senses on this heteronormative tableau: white middle- class 
men and  women stroll up and down Market Street; downtown bars brim 
with homogenized bros, the dark, dank interiors smelling vaguely of craft 
brew and Old Spice; former sorority girls spill out onto the sidewalk in 
front of Sidewinders and Corned Beef & Co. LGBTQ  people are  here, too, if 
perhaps less conspicuously.

Roanoke is a diverse city. Indeed, we are told that this is among the 
charms of downtown. But I find it hard to navigate  these streets— I  don’t 
feel like I’m blending in at all.  People are staring at my face or at my long 
legs; some train their eyes for just a bit too long. Something about the over-
all tableau is predictable. Is this  really Roanoke, or is it Asheville or Green-
ville or some other small, gentrifying Southern city? We are told that this 
is what we should want— the progressive profitability of sameness, the 
calming illusion of safety, the superficial façade of historicity.

Civic boosters say that Roanoke is experiencing an urban re nais sance. 
They are excited about our small city becoming the next Asheville.1 But what 
does that  really mean? More hipsters, more beer, rising rents? The counter-
point to Roanoke’s ascendance is and has always been the per sis tence of 
so- called undesirables, including LGBTQ  people like myself who do not con-
form to heteronormative, cap i tal ist expectations for appropriate urban be-
hav ior. And in contrast to the moralism of Jerry Falwell’s Lynchburg an hour 
to our east, or the small Appalachian coal towns dotting the mountains at 
our west, Roanoke is and has always been Southwest  Virginia’s sin city.

Roanoke is odd, permissive, and teeming with debauchery. It is a sexual 
city. It is a fundamentally queer place. Roanoke is a hub that has attracted 
queer and trans  people from the surrounding region for over half a  century. 
I feel  these histories within me as I navigate  these downtown streets. LGBTQ 
histories reside, hidden to most observers, on street corners and in alley-
ways, invisible  behind the city’s heteronormative façade. I want  people to 
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know that this place was queer, or still is, or can be. It does not have to be 
so clean or so charming. I wish Roanoke was just a  little bit more queer.

But Roanoke’s LGBTQ histories are submerged under neath a  century of 
denial and, at times, outright efforts by the city to erase and make memory- 
less our former spaces of belonging. When a group of students from Roa-
noke College ventured downtown in early 2017, digital audio recorder in 
hand, to interview one of the most famous trans sex workers in Roanoke’s 
history, the first  thing this person let loose on them was a genealogy of queer 
belonging that placed her own life, and the larger story of Roanoke,  Virginia, 
at the tail end of a two- hundred- year history, belying the common assump-
tion that LGBTQ  people  here have no past.

She spoke of her “great- grandfather, who was the son of a plantation 
owner and a slave” and her grand mother, “the product of a slave and a 
plantation owner,” stating that “I am very proud [of] my great- grandparents 
who came out of the slave era.” She told the story of her grandparents, the 
first in her  family to attend college, and then her parents, and then her child-
hood: “I started singing in the church when I was four years old.” All of this 
came tumbling out of her mouth in just the first two minutes.2

 We’re not supposed to know this story. Christy, an African American for-
mer transvestite sex worker, was arrested dozens of times in the 1980s and 
1990s. She is perhaps an unlikely community historian. But in a remark-
able oral history, Christy recites not just a genealogy of her own existence 
but the story of Black  people with roots in Southern soil, a story that takes 
the listener on a journey from slavery to the pre sent day, linking racism 
and the criminal justice system with LGBTQ rights and transgender com-
munity formation. Christy shows us that it is pos si ble to queer the history 
of Roanoke,  Virginia.  There are  people, places, and memories that remain 
 here, and with careful attention we can bring them back to life.

The pages that follow offer a new history of Roanoke,  Virginia, one that 
takes its cues from sex workers like Christy, and also gay cruisers and lovers 
of love— Virginia is for lovers,  after all. A Black trans sex worker shows us 
where to begin, and the voices and lived experiences of sex workers and 
so- called sodomites end our story. In between, this sexual history of Roa-
noke explores a central tension in the city’s identity: Roanoke as Magic City 
versus Roanoke as Sin City.

In the late nineteenth  century, Roanoke was one of the fastest- growing 
cities in the New South. Its spectacular growth earned it the moniker 
Magic City. Civic leaders would have us believe that the magic is still at our 
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fingertips. On the other hand, Roanoke as sin city is where men have en-
gaged in public sex, queens have fought back against the police, and sex 
workers have turned tricks on the public square in the heart of downtown.3 
When you put  these histories— magic and sin— side by side, you get “magic 
tricks,” a phrase I use to describe the fertile historical and con temporary 
interrelationships between urban pro cesses and sexual practices. Sex, work, 
policing, and urban planning have all made, and continue to make, Roa-
noke’s urban growth pos si ble. Indeed, municipal attempts at “cleaning up” 
the city, often accomplished through the twin arms of urban planning on one 
hand and antiqueer policing on the other, have been the main driving force 
 behind both Roanoke’s urban re nais sance and much of its LGBTQ history.

The phrase “magic tricks” is also an ode to the power ful, yet unsung 
agents at the heart of this Appalachian urban fairy tale— including the 
Black transfeminine  people who turned tricks on Salem and Campbell Ave-
nues at night.4 Black trans girl magic is at the heart of all that has ever made 
Roanoke a Magic City. City officials may scoff at this characterization, but 
Christy knows it is true.5 As she herself once said, “I may not know where 
the bodies are buried, but I know where the underwear fell.”6

The hidden history of Roanoke is a love letter to lost queer worlds.

 “The Product of the Slave and the Plantation Own er”:  
Sex before 1882

Before Roanoke was a city, it was a river banked on both sides by hills, trees, 
and woodlands. It was always a lived-in place, an inviting valley nestled 
between the Appalachian Mountains to the west and the Blue Ridge Moun-
tains to the east. The word “Roanoke” is an Algonquian term, referring to 
a type of shell bead that was produced and traded along the Atlantic coast. 
The word and the shell  were linked to this river, with its mouth at the At-
lantic Ocean in eastern North Carolina and its uplands right  here in South-
west  Virginia.7 The indigenous  people of this land did not speak Algonquian 
but rather a variety of Siouan languages.  These included the Tutelo  people. 
 Today, the surrounding region is home to the federally recognized Mona-
can nation.

While very  little is known regarding early Native American understand-
ings of gender and sexuality in this part of Appalachia, numerous scholars 
of indigenous history have more broadly demonstrated the historical prev-
alence of third (and fourth and fifth) genders among Native American 
communities—of gender fluidity, gender change, and differing epistemolo-
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gies of gender that do not align with the Western male/female binary. Ho-
mosexual acts  were also common within many indigenous communities.8 
In  Virginia, the colonial government established the crime of “sodomy” in 
1610, making all nonreproductive sexual acts, including oral and anal sex 
between  people of any gender, a capital offense. Richard Cornish, a ship’s 
master docked in the James River, was executed by the state for allegedly 
engaging in sodomy in 1624, one of the earliest such executions in North 
American history. Some scholars have suggested that early white settlers 
and colonial officials  were frightened by the “wild” sexual practices and 
many- gendered lives of the region’s Native  peoples.9

In the eigh teenth and nineteenth centuries, a white colonial society based 
on the displacement of local indigenous  peoples and the exploitation ( labor 
and sexual) of African and African American  people took root in the Roa-
noke Valley. When Christy said that her great- grandfather was “the product 
of the slave and the plantation owner,” she hinted at the sexual economies 
of slavery, in which white masters quite often raped enslaved Black  women. 
In addition to rape, the slave plantation system itself, especially  after the 
U.S. prohibition on Atlantic slave importations in 1808, was dependent 
upon the continued reproduction of Black men and  women to live and 
work within the slave system. To this end, some Black  women  were treated 
and referred to as “breeders.” Their job was to produce more  children to live 
and work as slaves. This was an economy built upon unnatural and noncon-
sensual sexual be hav iors— all of which  were promulgated and supported 
by the region’s white inhabitants.10

Although the Roanoke Valley was not the heartland of  Virginia’s infa-
mous slave plantation system— Roanoke’s upland soils  were producing hemp, 
wheat, and other breadbasket crops in the eigh teenth and nineteenth cen-
turies, although increasingly tobacco in the nineteenth  century—it was yet 
home to a rather large enslaved population.11 On the cusp of the U.S. Civil 
War, over 30  percent of Roanoke County’s population  were enslaved Afri-
can Americans.12 Fascinatingly, and perhaps confirming the linearity of 
Christy’s story, the Black population of the city of Roanoke  today is ap-
proximately 30  percent of the total urban population. And the remains of 
one of the region’s largest slave plantations sits hauntingly beneath the 
majority- Black Northwest quadrant of the city.13 We cannot escape the leg-
acies of slavery.

And so, even before the city of Roanoke appeared on the scene in 1882, 
the Roanoke Valley— river, woodlands, uplands, fields, and plantations— 
supported a diverse array of  people who seemingly engaged in a variety of 
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queer (that is, nonnormative) gendered practices and sexual be hav iors, 
some of which  were state- sanctioned, some of which  were not. A city would 
be founded atop this history. A city of sin, vice, and beautiful queer magic.

Oysters Upstairs: Sex and the City, 1882 to 1945

In 1882, seventeen years  after the conclusion of the Civil War, the Norfolk 
and Western railroad selected the small town of Big Lick to anchor its rap-
idly growing, sprawling system of rail lines. Two years  earlier, the federal 
census found Big Lick’s population almost remarkably split in half, with 
just 335 Black residents and 334 white ones. Within the next few years, the 
railroad brought thousands of mi grant workers, Black and white, to this 
sleepy town that soon renamed itself Roanoke.

Almost overnight, the land surrounding the railroad junction was built up 
with establishments catering to the overwhelmingly male railroad work-
ers: bars, brothels, boarding houses, and bath houses. Rand Dotson, a histo-
rian of Roanoke’s early boom years, notes that whereas  there  were just two 
saloons in Big Lick in 1881,  there  were at least twenty in 1882, and by the 
early 1890s the number of bars and saloons had nearly tripled to fifty- six, 
most of them packed along a few blocks of Railroad Ave nue (now Norfolk 
Ave nue) immediately beside the railroad tracks. Roanoke had begun its 
transformation into sin city.14

Race, gender, and sexuality all dramatically  shaped the geography of 
Roanoke’s burgeoning vice district. The bars, bath houses, and boarding-
houses all up and down Railroad Ave nue in the 1880s  were, according to 
Dotson, “an exclusively male territory.” Respectable  women— meaning white 
 women who  were not sex workers— were not welcome in  these establish-
ments, a practice codified by local law in 1903. Forgotten in this gender 
segregation, however,  were the  women who actually worked in the vice dis-
trict. An early twentieth- century photo graph of the Capitol Saloon, an es-
tablishment on nearby Salem Ave nue in downtown Roanoke, depicts a sign 
 behind the bar advertising “Oysters Upstairs.” Male patrons of the bar at that 
time would have known that “oysters” was a euphemism for prostitution.15

Sexual be hav ior likely took two dif fer ent forms along Railroad Ave nue 
in the 1880s and 1890s: sex between men and female sex workers, and sex 
between men. While documentation of the sex work industry in Roanoke’s 
early years is quite extensive,  there is less documentation of male same- sex 
activity. This  doesn’t mean it  didn’t happen. Historians of sexuality have 
long pointed to gender- segregated “homosocial” spaces— such as army 
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barracks and naval ships, but also establishments like Roanoke’s male- only 
bars, boarding houses, and bathhouses—as arenas in which men histori-
cally found intimacy with other men, an intimacy that at times could be 
 either romantic or sexual, or both.  Women, too, may have engaged in roman-
tic or sexual intimacy with one another, such as in the homosocial space of 
the brothel above a Railroad Ave nue saloon. Roanoke may have been queer 
before we even knew it.16

For the most part, the city’s sexual anx i eties in  those early de cades fo-
cused more on race than on homosocial intimacies. That Big Lick community 
of 669 townspeople, half Black and half white, had transformed within the 
span of just a de cade into a city of 16,000 residents by 1890. This included 
an estimated 3,000 adult white men who worked in the railroad and affili-
ated industries, and another 2,000 adult Black men, most of whom also 
worked in railroad- related industries.17 Railroad Ave nue’s scores of saloons 
 were discretely split between whites- only and Blacks- only saloons. Race 
mixing was forbidden. Meanwhile, by 1890, brothels existed outside of 

The Capitol Saloon on Salem Ave nue, c. 1910. The sign  behind the bar announces 
“Oysters Upstairs.” Courtesy of the Historical Society of Western  Virginia, 
1985.79.1.
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Railroad Ave nue as well, clustered in the all- white Southeast neighborhood 
and in the overwhelmingly Black Gainsboro neighborhood north of the 
railroad tracks. In Roanoke, sin was segregated.18

Throughout the South, in the 1890s, white fears regarding Black male 
sexuality sometimes exploded into the streets wherein white men, formed 
into lynch mobs, engaged in horrific acts of anti- Black vio lence and terror. 
Accounts of white men attacking and violently murdering Black men  were 
commonplace in the South especially in the early 1890s. Often the victims 
 were accused of raping or attempting to rape a white  woman.19 This hap-
pened in Roanoke in 1893 when Thomas Smith, a Black man, was accused 
of assaulting a white  woman at the City Market, the downtown public square 
that had emerged out of the city’s chaotic boom ten years  earlier. As rumors 
swirled among the city’s white population purporting the veracity of the 
alleged assault, the city leaders sought to protect Smith by locking him up in 
the municipal jail where an angry white mob could not reach him. Through-
out the day of September 20, 1893, a mob gathered outside the jail hoping 
to seize Smith. A firefight ensued with gunshots ringing outside of the Mu-
nicipal Building, leaving eight Roanokers dead and thirty- one wounded. 
 Later that night,  under cover of darkness, the lynch mob returned to kidnap 
Smith and drag him up to the corner of Franklin Road and Mountain Ave-
nue into a newly annexed neighborhood that would, several generations 
 later, become the city’s gayborhood. At that street corner, the mob hanged 
Smith from a tree and riddled his body with bullets. In the morning they 
dragged his mutilated corpse down to the Roanoke River and unceremoni-
ously set it on fire.20

The chaos of 1893 perhaps marked a turning point in the relationships 
among sex, sexuality, and the changing geographies of the city, as it also 
marked the beginnings of what would become a one- hundred- year- plus ef-
fort by Roanoke’s city leaders, urban planners, and the police to “clean up” 
downtown by clamping down on vice and seeking the removal of certain 
sexual be hav iors and sexualized bodies from the city center. The first re-
form, according to Dotson, was the city’s crackdown on prostitution in the 
all- white Southeast area of downtown and the exporting and confinement 
of this trade across the railroad tracks to a new “unofficial red light district” 
along four blocks of High Street in Gainsboro.21 By relocating vice to the 
Black part of town, city leaders reified the same ideology that had led to 
the lynch mob: that Blackness and excessive, deviant, and criminal sexual-
ity  were somehow linked. Now the city had geo graph i cally tied  these two 
concepts together in physical space.22
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 These small- scale reforms, from the relocation of the vice district to the 
aforementioned 1903 ban on middle- class white  women entering saloons 
(a ban that middle- class white  women themselves fought for), culminated 
in 1907  in the city’s first comprehensive urban plan. The  Women’s Civic 
Betterment Club, an organ ization of reform- minded middle- class white 
 women, invited John Nolen, a Harvard- educated city planner and one- time 
protégé of Frederick Law Olmsted, to come to Roanoke to propose a plan for 
remodeling Roanoke.23

Nolen arrived and was astounded to find that the Magic City, now host-
ing a population of approximately 30,000  people, somehow “possesse[d] no 
public gardens, parks, or parkways, no playgrounds, no attractive school 
yards, no monuments, no public library, no open plazas or public squares, no 
wide ave nues with well grown trees, no segregated fine residence sections, 
 free from objectionable features, and no public buildings of distinction.”24 
As an antidote, Nolen proposed that the city invest in parks, parkways, and 
most notably, a major civic center at the heart of downtown, including a 
new city hall, several federal buildings, a public library, and other  grand 
structures and gardens. Nolen’s ideas, inspired by both the Garden City 
and City Beautiful movements, aimed to turn this twenty- five- year- old city 
into something truly magical.25

Nolen recommended that the proposed civic center be built at Market 
Square, the same disorderly convergence of bustle and trade that had brought 
 people of dif fer ent ages, races, and classes into contact and, in 1893, vio-
lent conflict. Such a civic center, Nolen wrote, may “contribute more than 
any other  factor to an impression of dignity and appropriate beauty in a 
city—an impression which has a daily influence upon citizens and strang-
ers alike.” The civic center would be a “rallying place for the city’s life. 
 Here the best impulses may crystalize, inspired by the noble character of 
the edifices, into devoted action for the public good.” The moralizing im-
pulse  behind Nolen’s plans— that  grand buildings would inspire everyday 
 people to be better behaved— was tied to his impression of what the Mar-
ket District already was, then a “squalid and unsightly” place, “not likely 
to improve except  under the influence of some large public spirited enter-
prise.” To buttress his point, Nolen included in his report a photo graph of 
the saloons then lining Norfolk Ave nue (formerly Railroad Ave nue), which 
readers could contrast with his drawing of the proposed civic center that 
would, if constructed, dominate the new downtown.26

Nolen’s plans, however, had relatively no effect on exorcising the very 
public sexualities on display along Norfolk Ave nue and High Street. This is 
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 because the city, according to historian Bruce Stephenson, “effectively 
shelved” his report.27 Moreover, city leadership at the time was especially 
close to Roanoke’s sex worker community. One letter to the editor of the 
Roanoke Times, in referring to the saloon district on Norfolk Ave nue, claimed 
that “Our mayor is as conversant with the above facts . . .  as he is with the 
continued flourishing of negro dives on Railroad ave nue between Jefferson 
and Henry streets, where licentiousness, bestiality and public indecency 
run riot.” Indeed, in 1911, Roanoke’s mayor, Joel Cutchin, was indicted by a 
 grand jury for failure to shut down the city’s red- light district. The jury 
found that the mayor had struck deals with local madams and, worse, was 
even caught dancing with prostitutes late at night at local brothels. All of 
the efforts of white middle- class  women to clean up Roanoke in the Pro-
gressive Era  were ignored when placed in the hands of the city’s all- white, 
all- male leadership.28

Norfolk Ave nue saloons, 1907. John Nolen, Remodeling Roanoke: Report to the 
Committee on Civic Improvement by John Nolen, Landscape Architect (Roanoke: 
Stone Printing & Manufacturing Co., 1907).
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As the Progressive Era gave way to the Prohibition Era— beginning in 
 Virginia, courtesy of state law, in 1916— police rec ords reveal the continued 
presence of sex work and queer sexual be hav iors in the unredeemed city. 
To take just one year, the Roanoke Police Department in 1922 charged 
25  people with the crime of keeping a “disorderly  house” (a brothel); another 
149  people, most of whom  were Black,  were charged with the crime of “for-
nication”; three white men  were charged with nude bathing; another white 
man was charged with “obscene pictures”; and twelve  people— eleven white 
 women and one white man— were charged with “solicitation on street.” 
 Those  were just the municipal laws. In violation of state law, the Roanoke 
Police Department also charged four  people with keeping a “house of ill 
fame” (a brothel) and charged another four with being “not of good fame.” 
Nine  people  were charged with “operating  house of ill fame”; plus, four 
white men  were charged with “seduction,” and two white men charged with 
the age- old crime of “sodomy”— a charge most often leveled against men 
who had sex with other men. Roanoke’s police department was hard at work 
policing queer sexualities.29

The  Great Depression brought impor tant changes to Roanoke. The city’s 
growth slowed to a trickle in the 1930s and almost began to backslide; no 
one could accurately call Roanoke the Magic City anymore. The city had 
expanded by the end of the 1920s to an urban conglomeration of nearly 
70,000  people. The city’s footprint expanded too, through multiple annex-
ations of county land beyond the city’s edge. John Nolen was even invited 
back in 1928 to propose, once again, another comprehensive city plan. And, 
once again, the city largely shelved his report.30 The  Great Depression 
brought urban growth to a standstill, and this was significant particularly 
for the ways that certain neighborhoods transformed in the pro cess. The all- 
white neighborhood nearest to downtown, what is  today called Old South-
west, a place where railroad barons, bankers, and other elites had once 
built mansions for their families, by the 1920s and especially in the 1930s 
saw a shift  toward the erection of large apartment buildings, while some 
of the older mansions, abandoned by their former  owners,  were cut up into 
multifamily homes. This began the neighborhood’s half- century slide, as 
property values plummeted, into a haven for an increasingly poor and tran-
sient population of white folks, including, in the post– World War II period, 
white gay men and  women.31

Meanwhile, the city’s oldest majority- Black neighborhood, Gainsboro, by 
the 1930s and 1940s had become a center for African American  music and 
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dance, including the new genres of jazz and swing.  There  were per for mances 
and dance balls. National stars such as Count Basie and Duke Ellington 
stayed at the Dumas  Hotel on Henry Street, the main Black business strip. 
The Lincoln Theater,  later rebranded as the Morocco and the Ebony Club, 
hosted dances and per for mances.32 In New York City, the Harlem Re nais-
sance gave birth not only to new  music and dance styles among African 
Americans, but also a “drag ball” scene, in which thousands of participants 
dressed up in drag and danced the night away. According to historian George 
Chauncey, Black drag queens  were more accepted on the streets of Harlem 
at that time than white queens  were in Greenwich Village.33 The flow of 
Black arts, and potentially queer Black arts, from Harlem to Roanoke may 
have followed the so- called chitlin’ cir cuit, a well- known string of segre-
gated Black venues across the South where musicians performed. Gender 
studies scholar L. H. Stallings has written that the chitlin’ cir cuit provided 
unique spaces for Black performers and Black audiences to engage in non-
heteronormative desires and be hav iors.34  Whether Roanoke ever hosted 
such Black queer spaces or gatherings, building upon an emerging Black 
queer  music and dance scene in larger cities, is unclear. But Henry Street 
was certainly a place where Black bodies moved to the  music, an autono-
mous space in which Black sexualities  were made ebullient through  music, 
dance, and per for mance.

 “The Shortest Distance between Any Two Places on Earth Was 
through Elmwood Park”: Sex and the City, 1945 to 1971

Nationally, World War II brought several interrelated developments to Amer-
ican cities, and Roanoke was no exception. War time manufacturing brought 
new laborers into the workforce, including  women. Roanoke’s population 
swelled in the 1940s, rising from roughly 70,000 to nearly 92,000 resi-
dents in 1950, most of that growth due to large land annexations. In 1949, 
the Roanoke Merchants Association, alongside the valley’s Chamber of 
Commerce, erected the largest manmade star in the world atop of Mill 
Mountain, a large formation that hovers almost 1,000 feet above the valley 
floor. The city subsequently received a new moniker: the “Star City.” It is 
fitting that Roanoke lost their “magic” at that time; the city would strug gle 
to maintain its 1950s- era population for the next seventy years. The magic 
of Roanoke’s urban growth was over. The only  thing still magical was the 
city’s almost chameleon- like make overs. But queer  people brought their 
own magic.35
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Many of the war’s soldiers, sailors, and other ser vice members engaged 
in homosexual acts and some had same- sex relationships during the war. 
This included men abroad, as well as  women in the new homosocial envi-
ronments that opened up on the home front.36 Returning veterans had to 
make a stark choice. Many would return to heterosexual spouses and fami-
lies waiting at home; many of  these men and  women, newly recommitted 
to heterosexuality, would take advantage of federal programs that encour-
aged single- family homeownership in the suburbs. In short order, a wave of 
white families began to leave Amer i ca’s cities for the suburbs.  These suburbs 
became marked in the nation’s consciousness, in the 1950s, as bastions of 
heteronormative genders and “ family values.” Suburbs  were the antithesis 
to the sin city.37 But some ser vice members came home from abroad with 
the conviction to continue engaging in homosexual be hav iors and to find, 
or in fact to build, gay communities.  These  people, mostly white men, came 
together in bars, in parks, and in neighborhoods, renting apartments nearby 
one another and at times opening gay- owned businesses. Most congregated 
in port cities where they disembarked at war’s end. Although some, we can 
assume, drifted home to Roanoke.38

In fact, just six years  after the war’s end, three  brothers from a Lebanese- 
American  family purchased a commercial property in Roanoke on Franklin 
Road near the corner of Elm Ave nue. This site would set the stage for Roa-
noke’s own gay community formation. The Franklin Road property was situ-
ated on the edge of downtown and the adjoining neighborhood that would 
 later be known as Old Southwest. Within two years, the George  brothers 
opened the Trade Winds, Southwest  Virginia’s first known gay bar.39

The bar was in the basement of the building, beneath a straight- serving 
restaurant.  People who knew the  owners at the time said at least two of the 
three  brothers  were gay. How the Trade Winds became a hub for a regional 
gay community is not clear, but by the 1960s the bar was attracting white 
gay men, and some lesbians, from not only Roanoke but the surrounding 
areas. A professor from  Virginia Tech visited the bar, as did a sailor on leave 
from his naval station in Norfolk, as did a student attending Roanoke Col-
lege.40 “ There  were no Blacks,” recalls one white gay male patron, reflecting 
on his time  there in the late 1960s. If the bar did, in fact, have a segregation 
policy, this changed by the early 1970s. Nevertheless, his comment hints at 
the ways that racial segregation across the city of Roanoke governed queer 
spaces just as it did straight spaces in the 1950s and 1960s.41

Meanwhile, by the mid-1960s  there was another known hangout in Roa-
noke that had emerged for gay men: “the Block.” This moniker referred to 
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one city block of Bullitt Ave nue between Jefferson Street on the west and 
First Street SE on the east, abutting the city’s downtown public park. Gay 
men literally cruised the Block in automobiles, circling Elmwood Park over 
and over again, looking for a cute guy to pick up. One white gay man, in an 
oral history, recounts how gay  people used to say “the shortest distance 
between any two places on earth was through Elmwood Park.”

The Block was littered with rendezvous for gay men. At the eastern end, 
the men’s rest room inside the Greyhound bus station, opened in the early 
1950s, was a well- known “tea room” where men could meet one another 
for anonymous sex. At the Block’s western end was the Downtowner Motor 
Inn, a residential  hotel that opened around 1960. “[Gay]  people would come 
in from out of town, stay at the motel, [and] hang out on the balcony.” For 
a bite to eat, next door to the Motor Inn was the Elmwood Diner, “a typical 
dining car  thing. Booths, bar,  whole bit. Blue and brushed aluminum.” Gay 
men gathered inside late at night and generally received  little trou ble. One 
white man remembers sitting  there in his early twenties and carry ing on a 
conversation with an older man who remembered what gay life was like 
elsewhere in the country early in the twentieth  century. Along with the 
public library, opened on that same block in 1952, this one stretch of urban 
real estate on the edge of downtown by the 1960s seemingly contained a 
panoply of canonical queer spaces: bus station, residential  hotel, public li-
brary, public park, tea rooms, cars, and the street itself.42

Besides the gay bar and the cruising block, the other area where white 
gay men congregated was in the all- white, inner- city neighborhood adjoin-
ing downtown now called Old Southwest. We do not know much about 
what Old Southwest was like for gay men and lesbians in the 1950s and 
1960s, except that it offered cheap apartment living within walking dis-
tance of the city’s two main gay hangouts, the Trade Winds and the Block. 
Abandoned by its former, tonier, early twentieth- century residents, by the 
1970s the neighborhood had become home to boarding houses, college dor-
mitories, quarters for drug addicts, and shelters for homeless  children and 
youths undergoing rehabilitation, according to one neighborhood study. A 
longtime straight resident wrote in a history of the neighborhood that by 
the 1970s Old Southwest contained animal- infested homes and “socially 
unacceptable be hav ior.”43 All  these  factors— cheap rent, low surveillance, 
the presence of other marginalized folks, plus high rates of transiency, 
vacancy, and abandonment— made Old Southwest an attractive place for 
white gay men and lesbians to live, sometimes on their own and sometimes 
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together. A place where they could exist, as one gay male narrator put it, 
quietly “under neath the straight society’s notice.”44

The Trade Winds, Elmwood Park, and the gayborhood  were all white 
queer spaces. Roanoke, like other Southern cities in the 1950s and 1960s, 
was starkly divided into white and Black segments of the city. In Roanoke, 
Black and white  children attended separate schools, and Black and white 
residents  were forced to use separate public, and often private, facilities. 
Regarding the city’s geography, Black residents continued to live mostly 
north of the railroad tracks in the city’s Northwest and Northeast quad-
rants. Additionally, a small pocket of the West End, south of the tracks in 
the city’s Southwest, near to downtown, was home to a significant histori-
cally Black community. White residents, on the other hand, lived mostly 
in the city’s Southwest and Southeast quadrants, although they also con-
trolled parts of Northwest and Northeast.45

Downtown, situated south of the tracks, was itself a liminal and at times 
racially contested space, just as it was in 1893. In the 1950s and 1960s, Black 
residents of Roanoke would often venture downtown to shop, but they 
knew that they  were only welcome in certain spaces and at certain times of 
day.46 White gay men who visited the Trade Winds or Elmwood Park in the 
1960s do not recall the presence of Black gay men in  those spaces, and the 
gayborhood, often called a “gay ghetto” in the 1970s, was  really a white 
ghetto. Its residents  were over 98  percent white in 1970. Black gay life was 
therefore largely confined to the historically Black parts of town.47

Many Black residents  were on the frontlines of the fight over segregation 
in Roanoke. That fight began in the 1950s amid an ongoing effort to save 
Black communities from a government- led program threatening historic 
Black neighborhoods with destruction. For although Roanoke’s civil rights 
movement took inspiration from the regionwide Black uprising against Jim 
Crow, the local movement’s proximate origins are found in scattershot re-
sis tance to the city’s ruthless execution of a federal program known as Ur-
ban Renewal.

In 1949, a new federal law allowed cities to use eminent domain to re-
move “blighted” properties in the name of “urban renewal.” This law was 
first put to test in Roanoke in 1955. It was the beginning of a pro cess that 
would continue for several de cades. Many African Americans knew Urban 
Renewal by another name: “Negro Removal.” They contended, rightly, that 
cities  were targeting African American neighborhoods for de mo li tion and 
destruction, leading to the displacement of Black residents from historically 
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Black urban spaces. Roanoke’s historic Black neighborhoods, particularly a 
large swath of the inner- city Northeast quadrant, but also parts of historic 
Gainsboro, became targets for this city- led urban destruction. In total, from 
1955 through the 1970s, the city of Roanoke destroyed approximately 1,600 
private homes, 200 businesses, and 24 churches, all in the name of the 
urban re nais sance. Thousands of African American  people lost their homes 
and their neighborhoods.48

Black churches and community organ izations or ga nized to resist Urban 
Renewal, although with  limited success. Out spoken African American lead-
ers helped defeat one city council plan for further de mo li tions in 1958, and 
community leaders in Gainsboro, led by the Reverend  R.  R. Wilkinson, 
president of the local chapter of the NAACP, helped push the city to fi nally 
close its municipal dump located in segregated Washington Park in 1963. 
The dump had long been a site of environmental racism and injustice right 
on the edge of Gainsboro.49

Roanoke’s Black community si mul ta neously strug gled against more fa-
miliar manifestations of segregation as well. Reverend Wilkinson helped 
lead the successful integration of Roanoke’s Woolworth’s lunch  counter in 
1960, and  others, including youth involved in the Roanoke Student Move-
ment, pushed for changes in the 1960s, including integration of the city’s 
hospitals, integration of the public sector workforce, and most of all, against 
nearly two de cades of white Virginians’ “massive re sis tance,” successful 
integration of Roanoke city schools by 1971.50

One cannot overemphasize the significance of the African American 
strug gle in Roanoke to the city’s larger queer history. Through Urban Re-
newal, the city demonstrated its willingness to target a par tic u lar popula-
tion and their community spaces for outright destruction. The city relied 
on the general racism of the majority white population to allow  these prac-
tices to occur. The Black community resisted valiantly, adopting tactics from 
the larger Southern civil rights movement and effectively bringing the civil 
rights movement to Roanoke. Residents fought to save and protect impor-
tant historically Black spaces, from shutting down the city dump to saving 
the famed Dumas  Hotel on Henry Street. Yet so much was lost along the 
way. The most likely places to have fostered a public Black queerness— the 
 music, dance, and leisure spaces of Henry Street— were almost completely 
razed by the end of the twentieth  century. The only structure remaining 
on Henry Street from the jazz age is the Dumas. If  there was a Black queer 
history in “the Yard,” that stretch of Henry Street long at the center of Afri-
can American community life in Roanoke, we are too late now to preserve it.
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Black  people in Roanoke  today still mourn the loss of  these spaces. Some 
not only blame Urban Renewal but also point to integration as a catalyst 
for the erasure of distinctively Black community spaces in Roanoke in the 
late twentieth  century.51 Urban Renewal and desegregation occurred side 
by side, and nowhere  were the consequences of  these two movements 
more evident than on Henry Street. Once a vibrant Black business district, 
 there  were dozens of Black- owned businesses  here in the 1950s, from gro-
cers to barbershops. Almost every thing you needed you could get on Henry 
Street, and that was at least partially  because Black  people  were not al-
ways allowed to shop at, or consume experiences at, parallel white institu-
tions in the city.52  Today  there are tenacious efforts underway to preserve 
what remains in Gainsboro, to put up plaques, to other wise commemorate 
the importance of historically Black spaces in Roanoke and imprint their 
significance upon the city’s consciousness.53 But con temporary pro cesses 
of regeneration reveal the same tensions as half a  century ago: some claim 
that Gainsboro is being gentrified. Impor tant questions are raised about 
pro cesses of remembrance  here, such as who controls the revitalization 
strategy, and who  will move into and use newly restored, formerly segre-
gated buildings.54

What happened in Roanoke has unfolded in countless other communities 
of color across the United States. In some major cities, Urban Renewal even 
targeted white queer spaces in addition to majority- Black spaces. In Bos-
ton, for example, segments of the city’s historic gayborhood  were ruth-
lessly destroyed. At least one city official went on rec ord in 1965 in  favor of 
cleansing the city of  these “incubators of homo sexuality.” Across the United 
States, downtown residential  hotels and rooming  house districts— long a 
haven for single gay men, but also frequent sites of queer sex and sex work— 
were also targeted by Urban Renewal. In San Francisco, the  people living 
in  these  hotels  were not even considered “residents” when official counts 
of displacement  were tallied; promises to replace  hotel housing most often 
fell through the cracks.55

In Philadelphia, a popu lar park for gay male cruising was “torn up, closed 
for more than a year, and redesigned” in the 1950s. The  great urban theorist 
Jane Jacobs reported “its users  were dispersed, which was the intent.”56 Ja-
cobs, who famously called for the preservation of the small- scale,  human 
character of neighborhoods and praised the block- by- block texture of her 
own neighborhood and its village- like qualities, yet singled out places such 
as Philadelphia’s Washington Square as “pervert parks.” And  those “per-
verts” who “took over” and “entrenched themselves” in a public urban space 
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 were a threat to the city, she wrote. Jacobs’s strident voice may have helped 
bring about the end of federal Urban Renewal policies, but she had no sym-
pathy for queer  people or for the preservation of queer spaces.57

By the dawn of the 1970s in Roanoke, gay  people, as well as other queer 
folks, including a nascent trans community, began to experience the tide 
of urban redevelopment turning upon them. The city targeted queer and 
trans spaces for redevelopment like never before, using police harassment 
and vio lence to push queer  people out of  these spaces. Queer  people plugged 
into a national activist movement that modeled itself upon the Black Power 
movement and the larger Black freedom strug gle. Urban Renewal and the 
African American civil rights movement in Roanoke  were fundamentally a 
strug gle over space, part of a 100- year- long pro cess of renewal and re nais-
sance in this city. Through Urban Renewal, the city of Roanoke sought to 
remove unwanted  people and unsightly practices from choice urban prop-
erties and then reclaim  these spaces for a more “deserving” population: 
white  people, heterosexual  people. They replaced historically Black space 
with a civic center, a highway, a post office, and other developments neces-
sary for the “greater good.” Once successful in  these efforts, the city next 
turned its attention downtown.

Park Cruisers and Market Queens:  
Sex and the City, 1971 to 1993

In the summer of 1971, Daniel found himself back at home in Roanoke, hav-
ing just received his master’s degree from a public university several hours 
away in a neighboring state. While in gradu ate school from 1969 through 
early 1971, he had witnessed the radical movements then erupting on 
Amer i ca’s college campuses: the Black civil rights movement, the  women’s 
movement, the movement opposing the war in Vietnam. Having grown up 
in Southeast Roanoke in a white working- class  family, Daniel had already 
begun to explore Roanoke’s gay scene in the 1960s. While an undergradu-
ate at Roanoke College he visited the Trade Winds and the Block. Now back 
in Roanoke, in 1971, he de cided to rent an apartment on Albemarle Ave-
nue in the Old Southwest neighborhood. That summer, he and a group of 
other young gay  people— mostly men, but also a few  women— began hold-
ing meetings in his apartment. They had heard of the Stonewall uprising in 
New York City and of the gay liberation movement then slowly popping up 
in cities and communities all across the country.
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That group in Daniel’s Old Southwest apartment became the Gay Alli-
ance of Roanoke,  later rebranded the Gay Alliance of the Roanoke Valley 
(GARV).58 In September of that year they began publication of the region’s 
first gay newsletter, the Big Lick Gayzette, and in November the group 
staged their first demonstration. Pulling from the playbook of New York’s 
Gay Activists Alliance (GAA)— some of whose members had actually vis-
ited Roanoke  earlier that fall— GARV called for a “zap” on the Trade Winds, 
the region’s only gay bar.59

The zap was a GAA tactic that took a variety of forms: sometimes a boy-
cott, sometimes a flash mob, sometimes a public confrontation with an 
elected official.60 GARV placed their zap on the Trade Winds in response to 
the failure of the bar’s management to protect its clientele from “straight 
punks” who had just  earlier that week smashed car win dows and assaulted 
a patron in the dark of night. GARV’s zap was a proposed one- week boycott 
of the bar. “By staying away one week,” they wrote in their call to action, 
“you can stay alive the next. Fair treatment starts at home. Let’s do some 
cleaning up.”61 The zap was a complete failure. The only  people who actu-
ally stayed away  were the gay liberation activists; the remainder of the bar’s 
gay clientele barely blinked.62

GARV folded less than one year  later.63 Its short existence, however, pre-
saged the radical changes that would occur in the relationship between 
queer  people and the city over the next several de cades. One change was 
the growth of new bars and other establishments catering to a gay clien-
tele. In 1973,  after twenty years of the Trade Winds’ mono poly on gay cus-
tomers, the region’s second gay bar, the Last Straw, opened in a small brick 
building near the corner of Jefferson Street and Salem Ave nue in downtown 
Roanoke. The first gay discotheque, the Horoscope, opened on a corner of 
Campbell Ave nue and Fourth Street SW two years  later. By the mid-1970s 
the Trade Winds had begun hosting the region’s first drag pageant, Miss 
Gay Roanoke. The pageant  later moved to the Horoscope.

By February 1978, the city had at least five gay bars and dance clubs, ac-
cording to the  Virginia Gayzette, a local newsletter published by the city’s 
second gay rights group, the  Free Alliance for Individual Rights (FAIR). 
Nite & Day was a short- lived bar on Kirk Ave nue in the late 1970s; Murphy’s 
was another discotheque that opened and closed within the span of about 
a year. The Park, another gay nightclub, opened in late 1978 on Salem Ave-
nue between Sixth and Seventh Streets SW, in an industrial area between 
downtown and the historically Black Hurt Park neighborhood.
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That year was the peak for Roanoke’s gay bars. By 1980, only the Park, 
the Last Straw, and the Trade Winds remained. The Trade Winds went  under 
in the mid-1980s, and the Last Straw closed its doors in 1993. Other gay 
places came and went, some short- lived like the Cornerstone and the Alter-
native in the late 1980s and early 1990s, and  others longer- lived like Back-
street Café, which closed in 2017  after thirty- five years, and Macado’s ( later, 
Cuba Pete’s), which has been a constant gay hangout  here since the early 
1980s.64

The efflorescence of gay bars and nightclubs in and around downtown 
Roanoke in the 1970s signaled the emergence of white gay cisgender men 
in par tic u lar as citizens of the center city.  Women,  people of color, and 
gender nonconforming individuals did not find as warm a welcome in most 
of  these downtown gay establishments.65 The activist groups GARV and 
FAIR each had a few lesbian members, but their concerns often centered 
on gay men’s issues. For example, FAIR made an issue of the near- constant 
police harassment of gay men who engaged in cruising near Elmwood Park, 
but, as one lesbian put it in 1977, “We  don’t go to the Block, we  don’t cruise.” 
 There was a disconnect between what gay groups  were fighting for and 
how lesbians lived their lives.66

The city’s gay bars, even  going back to the Trade Winds, openly welcomed 
 women, but Roanoke never had an explic itly lesbian bar or nightclub 
(although some  were women- owned).67 Rather, queer  women in Roanoke 
found community in a dif fer ent geography. Some of the earliest lesbian 
hangouts in the 1970s  were actually in Roanoke’s  sister city, Salem,  Virginia, 
a whiter, more conservative place. Gay  women found one another in a 
 women’s softball league that played at Oakey’s Field on Main Street in the 
late 1970s and early 1980s; some of  these same  women met up at the Taylor 
House, a women- owned restaurant in Salem. This group started to meet on 
the first Friday of  every month, first at the Taylor House and then in  women’s 
individual  houses and apartments. They called themselves First Friday. 
Many of  these  women— especially the group’s leadership— lived in the Old 
Southwest neighborhood, alongside the city’s gay male activists.68

 There was never a specifically gay or lesbian part of the gayborhood per 
se. While gay men met informally in Highland Park, the neighborhood’s 
public park and the city’s oldest, to play softball in the 1970s, lesbians af-
filiated with First Friday met  there to play Frisbee and other games in the 
1980s. Gay men cruised in the bushes above the railroad tracks on the edge 
of the park in the 1980s. Lesbians affiliated with First Friday held planning 
meetings for their annual Roanoke Valley  Women’s Retreat in homes butting 
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up alongside the park’s edge. In some ways, gay men and lesbian  women 
lived side by side, yet in other crucial ways, it was as if they inhabited two 
completely dif fer ent gay worlds.69

Meanwhile, downtown Roanoke in the 1970s become home to another 
group of  people— a community of  people whose race, gender, sexuality, and 
line of work often made them unwelcome and unwanted, even in the eyes 
of the city’s white gay male and lesbian communities.  These  were the so- 
called Market queens— trans sex workers or street queens— who conducted 
their business right in the city’s historic Market Square.70 While adult book-
stores with pornographic (including gay and transgender) content lined 
Market Street south of the City Market building in the 1970s and 1980s, by 
the late 1970s many trans sex workers  were working even closer to the build-
ing itself, on Salem and Campbell Ave nues on  either side of the structure. 
This represented the very epicenter of Roanoke’s historic downtown.71

This sex work industry had its own micro- geographies. At times, cisgen-
der female prostitutes worked on one block while trans sex workers worked 
another; when trans sex workers  were  later pushed westward on Salem Ave-
nue, at one point white prostitutes worked one block, while Black sex work-
ers worked the next.72 A fair number of sex workers  were both Black and 
trans and thus triply marginalized for their race, gender, and line of work. 
Downtown’s gay geography, marked by gay bars and nightclubs, was fre-
quently hostile terrain for transgender  people. Many bars had explicit poli-
cies stating “no drags” or “proper gender please.” Cisgender gay men and 
lesbians worried that gender nonconforming  people would attract police 
attention.73 Thus the street, rather than the bar, became Roanoke’s most 
vis i ble space for trans  people in the 1970s.

Meanwhile, Black gay men and  women  were welcome by the mid-1970s 
in all of Roanoke’s gay bars and nightclubs, but some Black  people, includ-
ing transvestites, found a home elsewhere, in bars such as the Manhattan, 
the Capitol, the New Market, Miss Tony’s, and the Belmont.74 While not gay 
bars—at least not as described by white gays and their publications in the 
1970s— these spaces  were yet surprisingly welcoming to Black gay and trans 
 people at an uncertain time of ac cep tance for nonwhite and noncisgender 
 people downtown.

Downtown Roanoke in the 1970s, therefore, featured a remarkably di-
verse, vis i ble, yet compartmentalized tableau of queer  people— people of 
nonbinary gender expressions,  people of deviant sexualities,  people in disco 
outfits,  people in high heels on street corners.  These  were  people who, in 
the words of one urban planning firm hired by the city in the late 1970s, 
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made the city’s white middle- class population feel unsafe in  those same 
spaces. “The feel of the Market District is transformed by nightfall,” the 
firm Moore Grover Harper wrote in 1979, “the time when commerce slows 
down and the farmers depart. Nighttime in the Market District brings fear 
of crime to many Roanokers with whom we talked.” They diagnosed the 
prob lem this way: “The real cause of this nighttime fear is prob ably the in-
creased visibility of loiterers at a time when other pedestrians are absent.” 
 These loiterers— homeless  people, hustlers, and newly vis i ble queer and 
trans  people— had taken over downtown. In the firm’s estimation,  these de-
viant populations had to be removed.75

It  didn’t help that in Roanoke, as in most cities across the United States in 
the 1960s and 1970s, the urban population was plummeting. As more and 
more white middle- class  people fled the city— fleeing racial integration in 
the schools and in their neighborhoods, and possibly fleeing the devolution 
of downtown into a visibly queer space— this “white flight” to suburbs en-
couraged city officials to desperately attempt to annex more suburban ter-
ritory in an effort to keep the city from losing its population and its tax 
revenue. Roanoke tried to annex suburban areas so many times, up  until 
one massive final push in 1976, that the Commonwealth of  Virginia actually 
passed a law in 1979 protecting the surrounding county, as well as eight 
other suburbanizing counties across  Virginia, from getting further gobbled 
up by adjacent cities.76

 Because Roanoke swallowed its suburbs in the 1960s and 1970s before 
this law took effect, it was able to stabilize the city’s population right around 
100,000 residents. Downtown and the surrounding inner- city neighbor-
hoods, however,  were gutted— gutted by Urban Renewal, by de mo li tions 
and abandonment, and by the fear of white middle- class Roanokers who 
stayed away. Urban decline was due, in part, to the escape of  those  people 
who did not want to live or shop near (or have their kids go to school with) 
Black  people in the wake of integration, but also  those afraid of a newly 
vis i ble population of gender and sexual outlaws. Thus, a cycle began where, 
in the absence of a white middle- class population, nonwhite and nonstraight 
 people began to take over abandoned urban space, which then, in turn, made 
white  people even more fearful of  those spaces.77

In its revanchist effort to reclaim downtown from bar patrons, gay cruis-
ers, and trans sex workers, the city of Roanoke turned to two interlocking 
and well- worn tools for combating  these unwanted expressions of sex and 
sexuality: policing and urban planning. The explicit policing of queer  people 
in Roanoke has its roots not only in colonial- era sodomy laws but also in 
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post- Prohibition alcohol legislation.  Virginia’s Alcoholic Beverages Control 
board, or the ABC as it’s known, was created in 1934 immediately follow-
ing the repeal of the Eigh teenth Amendment. The creation of the  Virginia 
ABC paralleled trends across the country wherein states and municipali-
ties stepped in, in the absence of the federal government, to codify new 
anti- alcohol laws, this time explic itly targeting queer spaces in the pro-
cess.78 In  Virginia, the legislature amended the ABC legislation in the 1950s 
to explic itly state that it was against the law to run a bar or nightclub that 
served “known homosexuals.” That language was only repealed in 1991. It 
was therefore technically illegal to operate a gay bar anywhere in  Virginia 
from the 1950s through the early 1990s.79 The ABC also had police powers 
for enforcing  these regulations, and although  there is no history of raids on 
“known homosexual” hangouts in Roanoke, gay bars elsewhere in  Virginia 
such as in Richmond and Norfolk did sometimes feel the ABC’s wrath.80

By the 1970s, the Roanoke Police Department’s vice squad had begun to 
target gay and trans  people more openly in public spaces. At the Block, the 
gay cruising strip on Bullitt Ave nue next to Elmwood Park, undercover plain-
clothes police officers began posing as gay men in an effort to entrap same- 
sex- seeking men as early as 1971, if not  earlier.81 In 1977, perhaps emboldened 
by the national backlash against gay rights led by singer Anita Bryant and 
local evangelical pastor Jerry Falwell, the vice squad began an even more 
concerted effort to crack down on gay cruising at Elmwood Park.

The local gay rights group FAIR tracked the growing number of under-
cover police officers and reported on the increasing number of arrests. In 
the first eight months of 1977, according to the Roanoke Times, seventy- 
seven men  were arrested in Roanoke on charges of “soliciting for immoral 
purposes.” By February, that number had jumped to over 140, according to 
the police. FAIR claimed the true number of gay men arrested was more 
like 250.82 It was well known that the vice squad was targeting homosexu-
als. The local newspaper often printed reports on the police department’s 
activities. FAIR used their own printed newsletter in response to poke fun 
at Sergeant Barrett, head of the city’s vice squad. When Barrett was quoted 
in the Roanoke Times self- flagellating himself  because he worried that he 
had given the gay rights group increased publicity with all of the arrests, 
FAIR responded, “To Sgt. Barrett, You did not unite us. We have done that on 
our own!”83

Meanwhile, in 1977 the city sought to pass a law cracking down on trans 
sex workers who spent their eve nings laboring in the Market District. The 
proposed law was written to expressly prohibit cross- dressing in public, yet 
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it did not target prostitution, thus letting cisgender sex workers off the hook 
while criminalizing transness.84  After the city council balked and tabled 
this antitrans legislation, the police took  matters into their own hands, en-
gaging in a crackdown on both cis and trans sex workers in a  grand effort 
to escort them away from downtown and  toward more marginal parts of 
the city.85

Hand in hand with the city’s increased policing of queer and trans  people 
was their turn to the age- old strategy of urban planning. From John No-
len’s proposed “remodeling” of downtown in the early 1900s to the city’s 
Urban Renewal campaigns of the 1950s and 1960s, Roanoke has always 
believed in magical transformations. But what city leaders have not yet 
realized is that the magic of this city is generated through chaos. Urban 
chaos is what led the city to grow so magically in the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries. Now the city’s chaos— the new rights and spaces 
claimed by  people of color and queer and trans  people— was leading white 
middle- class  people to eschew the city in  favor of clean, white suburbs. In 
line with other U.S. municipalities in the 1970s, Roanoke’s leaders became 
invested in efforts to reclaim that urban space from its “undesirable” in-
habitants. In 1979, they hired the urban planning firm Moore Grover Harper 
to complete a five- year plan for the city. This endeavor, dubbed Design ’79, 
was to be completed by the city’s official centennial cele bration in 1984. 
Building on the Festival Marketplace concept then all the rage in urban 
planning, Moore Grover Harper sought to transform the area between Mar-
ket Square and Elmwood Park, the two poles of 1970s- era queer life, into a 
revitalized shopping and entertainment district.86

The Festival Marketplace concept was actually intimately linked with 
the targeting and erasure of queer spaces in the 1970s. The idea was some-
thing of a postmodern cele bration (and oftentimes outright distortion) of a 
place’s history in the ser vice of feeding a bourgeois tourist economy; the 
motive was to attract white middle- class  people back downtown amid on-
going trends of urban decline and suburbanization. Sites such as South 
Street Seaport in Manhattan, Baltimore’s Inner Harbor, and Boston’s Fa-
neuil Hall utilized the selective appropriation of architectural remnants, 
or sometimes just historic- looking facades, and the amplification of an 
often- whitewashed narrative of place in order to effectively sell  these places 
to white middle- class consumers.87

Historian Alison Isenberg describes one of the earliest such festival mar-
ketplaces, St. Louis’s Gaslight Square, which in the late 1950s was an area 
known for prostitution, gay bars, and a vis i ble trans community. Gaslight 
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Square was redesigned and remarketed in the 1960s with faux 1920s and 
1890s- era aesthetics. Yet by the end of the sixties the white suburban 
straights who  were initially attracted to this rebranded place  were just as 
soon repulsed; their fear of crime, and no doubt gender and sexual deviancy, 
turned them away.88  These renewed urban spaces often included common 
design ele ments, including new prohibitions on street traffic, increasing 
lighting and policing, and other forms of surveillance. In some places, lo-
cal development corporations, business improvement districts, and other 
private- public partnerships have led to new rules governing so- called pub-
lic space. Some private agencies even hire their own security forces to po-
lice renovated parks and public spaces.89

Roanoke’s attempt at constructing a Festival Marketplace downtown— 
the Design ’79 initiative— brought about  great changes to the city’s fabric. 
The firm’s plans for cleaning up Elmwood Park, for example, focused on 
transforming the Block— that one block of Bullitt Ave nue known for gay 
cruising— into a vehicular dead end abutting a pedestrian mall. ( Today the 
 whole block is a pedestrian mall.) This plan also included a variety of aes-
thetic changes to the park itself. But the transformation of Bullitt Ave nue 
was most monumental  because it prohibited cruising in an automobile, 
which had been the culture of gay male social and sexual activity in that 
space since at least the 1960s. Additionally, the city had torn down the 
Greyhound bus station, with its notorious tea room, in 1974. As one gay man 
put it in 1977, amid the vice squad’s ramped-up efforts attacking gay men at 
Elmwood Park, “This crackdown on gay life has happened before. They 
tore down the Greyhound bus station thinking that would end the traffic, 
but it just moved.” Indeed it did. Once Bullitt Ave nue was closed to cruising 
vehicles, the sex scene moved just one block away, as well as to other 
nearby city parks.90

Meanwhile, Design ’79 called for the transformation of the Market Dis-
trict into a “Downtown Cele bration Zone.” The firm proposed converting 
an old industrial building on the edge of Market Square into a multilevel 
cultural complex including museums, a theater, and other forms of non-
sexual entertainment. The city also pursued an effort, begun in the 1970s 
and completed by the mid-1980s, to remove all the remaining adult book-
stores from Market Square. The city used antiquated obscenity laws to crack 
down on  these establishments. Commonwealth’s Attorney Donald Caldwell, 
describing one such bookstore, referred to a magazine he saw that featured 
full- color images of transvestites having sex. It was, in Caldwell’s words, 
“about as raunchy as you can find.”91
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In many ways, the city’s combined efforts at planning and policing worked 
remarkably. By the early 1980s, Roanoke was seeing the fruits of this mul-
tipronged antiqueer, antitrans effort. Sex work was now effectively pushed 
to the margins of downtown. By the late 1980s, most sex workers— including 
trans sex workers— labored  either along Salem Ave nue as far west as Fifth 
and Sixth Streets (near the Park nightclub), or along Campbell Ave nue as 
far east as Eighth Street, near the Norfolk Southern rail yards in the city’s 
historically white working- class Southeast neighborhood.92 Meanwhile, 
with the Block at Elmwood Park altered beyond recognition, and a de cade 
of police repression having hampered the good times men  were having 
 there, the geography of cruising shifted spaces: to Highland Park (in the 
gayborhood), to Wasena Park (just beyond the gayborhood), as well as to 
another part of Bullitt Ave nue, just one block from Elmwood Park, some-
times called the “Butcher’s Block.” Predictably, police activity followed and 
arrests continued from the 1980s through the early twenty- first  century.93

While the city excised gay cruising, trans sex work, adult bookstores, and 
other ways of being queer in urban space from downtown, changes  were 
also underway in Roanoke’s historic gay neighborhood, Old Southwest. In 
1974, a group of homeowners, led by a white heterosexual  couple who had 
moved to the neighborhood only three years  earlier, formed the Old South-
west Neighborhood Alliance. The group’s leaders went block by block in an 
effort to or ga nize homeowners to fight back against the neighborhood’s 
deterioration.94 A history that the group coauthored with the city of Roa-
noke in 2009 stated that by the 1970s “the neighborhood’s original fabric 
and status [had] declined  until it was primarily inhabited by renters. . . .  
By the 1970s, crime and blight came to define the neighborhood.” Notably, 
that world of renters, crime, and blight was also a gay world. Ignoring this, 
the narrative continues: “In the early 1970s, with the assistance of a federal 
grant, a small group of  people committed to turning the neighborhood 
around with a permanent re nais sance formed the Old Southwest Neigh-
borhood Alliance.”95

To enact the “permanent re nais sance,” the Neighborhood Alliance fo-
cused on the abolition of “quality of life” offenses in the neighborhood, 
which included any public displays of deviant sexuality. One straight white 
 mother, a leader of the neighborhood group, was aghast that “a busy pros-
titute lived next door to [her and her  family] on Allison Ave nue.” The Roa-
noke Times quoted this  woman as saying: “I still have the underwear we 
found on our front porch one night— purple with black lace.” This may re-
mind the reader of the sexual geographies Christy charted in the same 
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city: she did not know where the bodies  were buried, but she sure knew 
where the underwear fell. This straight  woman and her husband eventu-
ally bought up the  houses on  either side of their own property in an at-
tempt to insulate themselves from unwanted traces of public sex.96

In 1980, the Roanoke Times published a scathing account of the neigh-
borhood’s emergent re nais sance, noting that “many of the ‘pioneers’ who 
bought, fixed up and resold rundown  houses around Highland Park” have 
made incredible profits. “ There is money to be made in Old Southwest,” 
they warned, suggesting that the new homeowners’ motivations may not 
have been so high and mighty.97 Indeed, leaders of the Neighborhood Alli-
ance  were unabashed about their allegiance to the tenets of neoliberal 
capitalism. When asked why the group was no longer seeking state and 
federal grants to assist in the neighborhood’s re nais sance, one of the long-
time leaders stated, “We  favor using the  free market to get developers to do 
the right  thing.” Certainly, the gayborhood’s renters, low- income  people, 
gay cruisers, and sex workers did not need a government handout or even 
a helping hand. What they needed was a face- off in the real- estate market 
against white, straight homeowners. This was a  battle over urban space.98

In the early 1980s, the Neighborhood Alliance incorporated as a non-
profit, renamed Old Southwest, Inc., and began to push for official recogni-
tion of Old Southwest as a historic district. To do so, they surveyed properties 
and documented the neighborhood’s historicity. They lobbied the city to 
create a system wherein designated historic districts could receive  legal 
protection. In short, they sought to make the re nais sance permanent. And 
in this they  were successful: the neighborhood received national historic 
landmark designation in 1985 and local protections two years  later.99

The idea of re nais sance, of course, suggests a return to a former state of 
being. In this case the Neighborhood Alliance activists sought to return Old 
Southwest— a mythic name in itself—to the way it was in the early twenti-
eth  century when well- to-do white  people lived in stately mansions. Leap-
frogging a half- century of changes that saw, among other developments, 
the efflorescence of a gay community nestled in this place once affection-
ately called “homo heights,” the Neighborhood Alliance ignored and erased 
queer  people and queer pasts in their discursive creation of the historic 
district.100 Indeed, while the group surveyed the Trade Winds as part of its 
nomination pro cess for the Old Southwest Historic District, when the gay 
landmark was threatened by the wrecking ball in the late 1980s, the Neigh-
borhood Alliance stood to the side and allowed a road- widening proj ect 
that resulted in the de mo li tion of twelve historic buildings, including 
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Southwest  Virginia’s first gay bar. Queer history is evidently not what 
made Old Southwest historic.101

It is worth noting that federal historic preservation laws have never 
done much at all to preserve queer spaces. Before most cities, states, or the 
federal government passed legislation governing historic preservation, the 
majority of buildings that  were preserved in the United States  were the  grand 
old homes of white, presumably straight, men.102 Some of  these homes are 
now being reinterpreted to tell the stories of queer romances and homo-
sex.103 But in no case had advocates preserved  these spaces  because they 
 were queer. The preservation laws enacted in the United States in the 
1960s— the basis of  today’s rules governing historic preservation— were 
drafted in response to the mass destruction wrought by Urban Renewal.104 
But a regulation stipulating that a site’s period of significance must be at 
least fifty years old has meant that cities can just go on actively tearing 
down mid-  to late twentieth- century structures made meaningful by com-
munities of color and queer communities newly dominant in the inner city. 
 Until more time passes,  these stories and  these spaces cannot be consid-
ered historic. This is what happened at the Trade Winds. Even  today, devel-
opers in Roanoke, such as in the new West Station district downtown, 
continue to use state and federal historic preservation laws and landmark-
ing pro cesses as a way of receiving lucrative tax breaks on condominium 
and loft developments. This country’s historic preservation laws are kind 
of fucked up.105

Fi nally, as if urban planning, the vice squad, and the Neighborhood Al-
liance  were not enough, another threat emerged in the 1980s that height-
ened the fight over the survival of queer spaces in the city. The HIV/AIDS 
crisis of the 1980s and 1990s dealt a blow to the city’s queer and trans com-
munities, and this crisis led to an even more severe curtailing of queer be-
longing. Roanoke’s first AIDS death was confirmed in 1983. By the end of 
that de cade, dozens of  people had been treated for the disease within the 
city’s hospitals. While  these numbers do not compare to the hundreds of 
thousands suffering from HIV and AIDS across the country at that time, 
the AIDS crisis struck fear into Roanoke’s gay and straight communities 
alike.106

It cannot be overstated how much the AIDS epidemic, particularly in 
the 1980s and 1990s, contributed to the revanchist destruction of queer 
spaces across Amer i ca.107 In the 1980s, as New York City and other metro-
politan areas  were considering shutting down gay bath houses in the name 
of public health, historian Allan Bérubé wrote a comprehensive history of 
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 these unique institutions. His analy sis was even used in court in a last- 
ditch appeal to keep the doors open. But politicians and decision- makers 
ignored Bérubé’s scholarship, and driven by a majoritarian fear of AIDS 
and a repulsion  toward gay sex, they ordered the city’s gay bath houses and 
other sites of known queer sexual activity to be shut down.108

Queer  people knew that bath houses among other spaces  were impor tant 
community centers, that  there was actually no more effective way to get 
the word out about “safer sex” practices than by keeping the doors open and 
using  these places as sites of public health education. In Roanoke, the main 
gay dance club in the 1980s, the Park, served that very function, hosting 
monthly venereal disease clinics as well as hosting talks by state and local 
health officials about the unfolding AIDS crisis.109 But elsewhere in Roa-
noke, other queer spaces  were  under attack due to paranoia about AIDS. 
Fearing that sex workers  were transmitting HIV to their clients, the Roa-
noke Police Department cracked down on sex workers, including trans sex 
workers, in the late 1980s and early 1990s. This mirrored a larger antipros-
titution wave across the United States. Sex workers  were demonized by the 
general public as likely carriers of the disease; some of them, it was claimed, 
 were knowingly spreading HIV through their now- weaponized bodies.110

In Roanoke, the AIDS crisis led to the city’s own renewed, and massive, 
crackdown on sex work, particularly trans sex workers.  There  were calls 
made on the local level to quarantine  people living with HIV. Some ques-
tioned  whether to round up the city’s prostitutes, put them in jail, or test 
them against their  will for HIV.111  After the first big crackdown in the late 
1970s, the city had seemed content with the marginalization of trans sex 
work to the industrial edges of downtown. Yet now, the police department 
began a crackdown on workers even in  those marginal areas.

The late 1980s and early 1990s brought an increasingly violent milieux 
of confrontations among sex workers, homophobic straight  people, and the 
police. Undercover plainclothes officers posed as johns in an effort to en-
trap trans sex workers. One Black street queen was arrested  after throwing 
a brick at a car full of harassing rednecks. Another Black trans sex worker 
was arrested sixteen times in just one year, often simply for loitering or be-
ing in the wrong place at the wrong time.112 This  battle between trans sex 
workers and the police was something of a show for city residents. Patrons 
at Billy’s Ritz, a restaurant on Salem Ave nue near the City Market building, 
came to watch the sex workers through the restaurant’s large win dows. Res-
idents in Southeast watched trans sex workers blow condoms up into bal-
loons and send them sailing out over neighborhood skies.113
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The antisex crackdown even reached Old Southwest, where in 1992 the 
police raided a “male brothel” on Highland Ave nue. In fact, all of the  house’s 
residents  were transvestites. The ensuing coverage revealed the story of one 
street queen, Samantha, who went undercover for the police in an effort to 
 free herself from the grip of the  house’s exploitative trans madam. She spoke 
about working on Salem Ave nue and bringing clients up to this sleepy, resi-
dential street in the gayborhood. One Black trans sex worker remembered 
the night of the police raid. She helped a closeted john sneak out the back 
of the building and down an alleyway so he  wouldn’t get caught by the 
police or by news media.114 AIDS provided the perfect pretext for cities to 
crack down, sometimes violently, on queer and trans life.

By the conclusion of the 1980s, both Market Square and Old Southwest 
had been designated historic landmarks, and the city had established an 
architectural review board to oversee land use in  these districts.  These once- 
queer spaces— the red- light district and the gayborhood— remain, over 
thirty years  later, the only such historic districts in the city with legally 
enforceable preservation rules. This was not the preservation of queer his-
tory, however, but rather the utilization of preservation as a means to “save” 
 these places from  people and uses that threatened their supposed historic-
ity.  These protections  were put in place to ensure that the “permanent re-
nais sance” long sought by the Old Southwest neighborhood group, and 
also by the Design ’79 planners and the police, would not be abandoned or 
lose ground. It was a long and vicious fight, and by 1993, the  battle had 
reached a stunning apex.

Christy, the Black trans sex worker whose story began this chapter, grew 
up in Roanoke in the 1970s with a hardworking single  mother and an abu-
sive stepfather. In order to make ends meet for her  family, she turned to sex 
work as a teenager, learning from another Black street queen how to dress 
and how to work the trade. By the late 1980s and early 1990s, Christy was 
a fixture in both the Southeast and Salem Ave nue sex work scenes. She 
found herself frequently entangled in the city’s criminal justice system, often 
standing before judges who came to know her by name, and who knew her 
both as a man and as a  woman.

In 1992, Christy de cided to challenge the city’s new antisolicitation or-
dinance, a piece of legislation that had been used to pull her off the streets 
and into jail. The law was first written to prohibit any kind of sexual trans-
action, even one in which money was not exchanged, but the ACLU had 
successfully challenged this legislation in court, arguing that it unfairly 
targeted gay men who  were cruising but not engaged in sex work. And so 
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Roanoke amended the law. Then, in 1992, the police used this newly re-
vised law against Christy and thirty other sex workers in a massive sweep. 
Christy was charged with propositioning an undercover police officer on 
Salem Ave nue.

In court, one reporter noted, she was a marvel to behold. Christy “was 
so well- studied on the law,” the Roanoke Times noted, using masculine pro-
nouns, “that he corrected his own attorney in court on the reading of 
 Virginia code section  18.2-346, which deals with prostitution.” The city 
was astounded by the trial verdict, for in a rare  legal victory for sex work-
ers, Christy won her case. The judge threw out her conviction and told the 
city that their antisolicitation law was “fatally flawed” and had to be  either 
amended or thrown out.115 This was an amazing victory for trans sex work-
ers and for queerness more broadly. A Black transvestite, representing her-
self in court, had guaranteed that even she had a right to the city. Roanoke 
was a queer city in 1993, just as it had been 100 years  earlier in 1893. But 
this was a particularly astounding moment in this long history, one in which 
a Black trans sex worker almost single- handedly changed the direction of 
the city’s growth. Almost.

Erasing Sexual Histories: 1993 to the Pre sent

Trans sex workers may have won the right to the city in 1993, but larger 
changes  were afoot that ultimately engendered the continued erasure of 
queer and trans histories and spaces in Roanoke,  Virginia. First, gay and 
lesbian national politics in the 1990s began a hard turn  toward the promo-
tion of gay  people as “normal.” Many of the movement’s leaders— mostly 
white cisgender gay men and  women— were tired of the public’s and the 
media’s association of gay rights with sexual activity, especially amid the 
unfolding AIDS epidemic and the associations that  people made between 
gay sex and fatal danger. They thus sought to steer the gay movement away 
from the politics of liberation  toward a more genteel politics of equality. 
By equality,  these activists meant having access to the same rights and 
privileges, and arguably the same spaces, as straight  people. In the second 
half of that de cade, same- sex marriage became a fast- growing obsession of 
the gay movement, while the rights of  those engaged in public sex, sex work, 
or simply living lives as gender nonconforming  people  were pushed aside, 
seen as too unacceptable for mainstream Amer i ca.116

When interviewed in 2016, a founding member of the Gay Alliance of 
the Roanoke Valley, the region’s first gay liberation group in 1971, began 
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pounding on the  table in front of him when I asked about the current state 
of gay politics. He roared, “They  will never assimilate me.” This shift in 
gay politics from liberation to assimilation has resulted in something lost, 
something erased. By way of this shift, queer  people effectively removed 
their sex from the street and brought it into the bedroom, into the suburbs, 
into the spaces of a heteronormative, integrationist geography.117

The mainstreaming and assimilation of queer life since the 1990s has 
undoubtedly led to the loss of many historically queer spaces.  These days, 
almost  every week I see a news story linked on my social media feed about 
a historic gay bar shutting their doors or a dance club turning off the disco 
lights for the last time.118 It is said that gay men  don’t cruise anymore; instead 
they use online dating apps. Gone are the public toilets and bus station 
rest rooms where men used to meet to fuck. The gay bookstores are disap-
pearing too, as are straight ones, but gay ones particularly so. Even gaybor-
hoods,  whole neighborhoods, are disappearing before our very eyes.119 More 
and more queer  people are on tele vi sion and in movies, and the likelihood 
of seeing a gay  couple on the street or as your next- door neighbors is greater 
than ever. But somehow all this queer visibility,  these successes, correlates 
with the demise of queer space.

Is this just the natu ral, inevitable, and celebrated demise of gay “ghet-
toization,” or is it more pernicious— the active and intentional erasure of 
queer pasts? I contend that  these pro cesses, at least historically,  were in-
deed deliberate.  Whether at the hands of the police or urban planners, the 
destruction of queer space has so often been an intentional act. When self- 
inflicted through our own community’s fight for equality and sameness, it 
is nothing less than an act of forfeiture. We have given up on  these spaces. 
At times, we have also given up on each other.  Whether self- imposed or 
brought about by outside forces, queer life in the 2020s is haunted by histo-
ries of queer erasure.

Thankfully,  these changes have been less dramatic in Roanoke, where a 
campaign of assimilation has been longer and harder fought than in other 
parts of the country. In the 1990s, white cisgender gay men and lesbians 
 were still fighting for space  here, even as  these same demographic groups 
made significant headway on the national stage. The Alliance of Lesbian 
and Gay Organ izations, a co ali tion of disparate gay and lesbian groups in 
Roanoke in the 1990s, or ga nized the city’s first Pride festival in 1990. It 
was billed as a community “Picnic in the Park” and held in a corner of 
Wasena Park, then a well- known gay cruising area but significantly out-
side of both the gayborhood and downtown.120 Seven years  later the Pride 
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festival moved to “Highland Park, the heart of Roanoke’s favorite Gay neigh-
borhood, Old Southwest.” Yet attention returned to Wasena one year  later 
as eigh teen gay men  were arrested in a massive one- night sting operation 
by undercover Roanoke City police officers.121 Pride may have been about 
the search for social ac cep tance and a cele bration of our community’s di-
versity, but public sex was still a key aspect of gay culture. In fact, in the 
1990s, gay culture both locally and nationally was splintered into two camps: 
on the one hand  those who advocated for equality and assimilation, and on 
the other  those advocating for autonomy and queer space.

A second major change in the 1990s was the public’s increasing access to 
the Internet. Cisgender gay men and  women, as well as transgender  people, 
all began to meet up in chat rooms rather than in bars, parks, or support 
groups. Cruising, even romantic dating, increasingly began with a digital 
connection, only  later fulfilled in physical intimacy. A new generation of 
queer  people grew up online, accessing every thing from self- help informa-
tion to pornography from the privacy of home computers rather than having 
to venture out to  those once “seedy” parts of town.122 The city of Roanoke 
had campaigned against adult bookstores in the 1970s and 1980s, pushing 
 these businesses to the margins of the city. In the 1990s, an explic itly LGBT 
bookstore and then, at the turn of the millennium, a community- based 
LGBT library both popped up in downtown Roanoke, suggesting that the 
relationship between queer  people and physical media was not fully sev-
ered. Yet Roanoke’s gay bookstore, Out Word Connections, closed in 2004, 
and the community library went  under in 2003.123 By the mid-2000s, most 
queer  people in Roanoke thus had to find what they  were looking for on-
line and purchase their gay fiction or porn through an online platform.

Many commentators  today argue that the Internet has occasioned every-
thing from the demise of gay bookstores to the end of gay bars and night-
clubs to the disappearance of cruising and other forms of public sex. Nearly 
 every formerly queer space in our cities has vanished or is vanis hing  because 
of the Internet.124 This claim is overblown.  People also use the Internet to 
learn about and put their bodies into physical queer spaces. The Internet 
was crucial, for example, to the “guerrilla gay bar” movement which be-
gan in major cities in the early 2000s and involved queer  people converg-
ing on a straight bar for an eve ning, in effect turning it into a gay space. In 
Roanoke  today, queer  people young and old use social media to learn about 
and attend local support groups or LGBTQ- themed events.125 Nevertheless, 
the combined effects of the advent of the Internet and the shift in gay and 
lesbian politics  toward equality and assimilation created new divisions 
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within queer communities, and all together  these trends likely led to the 
decline of queer  people’s participation in formerly queer institutions and 
spaces such as gay bars and bookstores.

On September 22, 2000, gay  people in Roanoke  were violently reminded 
of their queerness and of the importance, yet also the precarity, of queer 
spaces. Ronald Edward Gay, a drifter from Florida, opened fire that eve ning 
at one of the city’s remaining gay bars, the Backstreet Café on Salem Ave-
nue, killing one and wounding six.126 The national news media descended 
on Roanoke, with Ted Koppel even hosting a live town hall on hate crimes 
and anti- LGBT vio lence at the city’s downtown performing arts center.127 
In the years that followed, queer Roanokers and their supporters held an 
annual vigil  every September outside of the Backstreet Café to remember 
the injured and the deceased. The bar, through the  great  will of its  owners, 
man ag ers, and patrons, bounced back. A trans  woman was hired as man-
ag er, and even though the bar’s identity and clientele shifted slowly from 
gay to “post- gay,” the site remained a touchstone in the queer community.128 
But then the vigils ended— the last one held in 2015— and in 2017 the 
 owners of the bar took down the iconic “Back St. Café” sign that had long 
hung above the bar’s front entrance. They renamed and rebranded the space 
the Front Row. They also fired the bar’s transgender man ag er. Backstreet 
was no longer, in any sense, queer. It was not even a queer memorial. All 
signs of the site’s significance in local queer history  were completely erased.

But the rebranding of Backstreet Café as the Front Row was not an anom-
aly. It was, and is, part of a larger rebranding effort led by the city of Roa-
noke to reclaim downtown, once again and as ever, as a fun and happening 
place for  people with money. A place where middle- class heterosexual  people 
can consume food, drink alcohol, and enjoy commercial entertainment, all 
 free from overt expressions of queerness and transness. This includes the 
old red- light district along Salem Ave nue where trans sex workers like 
Christy used to run the streets and where Backstreet was once located, an 
area now meaninglessly rebranded as West Station.129

Following  earlier waves of redevelopment— from John Nolen’s plan to 
Urban Renewal to Design ’79— the current residents of Roanoke are now 
experiencing the city’s latest chameleon- like make over. It is called gentri-
fication. The gentry, the wealthy white elite, are taking over. As geogra-
pher Neil Smith has articulated, gentrification represents the revanchist 
reclamation of urban space by private capital in cahoots with the state. In 
other words, private developers and the city are working hand in hand to 
reclaim urban space. Indeed, in the city’s 2017 downtown revitalization 
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plan it explic itly states that it is now Roanoke’s goal to “Reclaim public 
space and amenities for appropriate civic use by all,” and suggests that “un-
desirable ele ments” with “anti- social” characteristics must be removed from 
downtown, as they are seen as a threat to residents and visitors alike.130 
The means and the ends of this pro cess are pretty much the same: remove 
unwelcome  people from urban space in order to make that real estate more 
profitable by inviting more pleasant  people in. This pro cess frequently in-
volves displacing poor and marginalized  people, targeting communities of 
color as well as queer folks, and results in the sanitization and commodifi-
cation of urban space, making it safe for capital investment and mild- 
mannered, heteronormative enjoyment.

Gentrification—or as Smith puts it, “a back- to- the- city movement by 
capital”— began in the United States in the 1970s and 1980s. Smith argues 
that local police departments  were, and still are, the shock troops of gen-
trification. As an example, he points to police crackdowns in New York’s 
East Village in the 1980s that targeted a community of artists, anarchists, 
squatters, and homeless  people. Many of  these folks  were queer.131 In 1982, 
the NYPD also attacked patrons at Blue’s, a Times Square bar frequented 
by queer and trans  people of color. Christina Hanhardt has linked the po-
lice attack on Blue’s to a history of “broken win dows” policing in New York, 
a practice that continues  today and targets queerness in the very broadest 
sense of the word: nonnormative, socially abhorrent be hav iors must be pe-
nalized, including homo sexuality and gender nonconformity.132

For some time, the narrative about gay  people and gentrification was 
that gay  people  were the ones responsible for it, particularly white gay men. 
When so many other white  people had left the cities for the suburbs in an 
exodus of white flight, many white gay men stayed  behind, fixed up prop-
erties in inner- city neighborhoods, increased property values, and lent a 
hand, in some ways, to this late twentieth- century “back to the city” move-
ment.133 But the work of scholars such as Hanhardt show divisions within 
the LGBTQ community over gentrification. In New York and in San Fran-
cisco, the fight to improve the quality of life in gayborhoods was, as Hanhardt 
has shown, a pitched  battle to keep out less desirable queers:  people of 
color, transgender folks, sex workers. While white gay men are sometimes 
celebrated as gentrifiers, including in Roanoke’s Old Southwest neighbor-
hood, the flip side of this story is how they so often allied with white straight 
society— including the state, private capital, and the police—to crack down 
on  those queer and trans bodies that seemingly did not belong in their 
newly spruced-up fiefdoms.134
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But kar ma is a bitch. In most major cities, the white gay gentrification of 
the 1970s and 1980s was followed in the 1990s by what scholars Petra Doan 
and Harrison Higgins have called “resurgent gentrification”: the straight 
takeover of gay spaces. White gay men may have fixed up their neighbor-
hoods so well, and increased property values so much, that now the straights 
wanted in.135  These pro cesses are still underway. Roanoke has seen a simi-
lar push and pull in Old Southwest: some white gay men and lesbians took 
part in Old Southwest’s “re nais sance” in the late twentieth  century, just as 
other queer and trans  people found themselves  under the boot of that same 
development. Some white gay men and lesbians bought property;  others 
 were arrested for cruising and engaging in sex work in the neighborhood. 
Even I, a resident of the neighborhood since 2016, have seen queerness al-
ternately celebrated and policed. Gentrification is now an impor tant fault 
line within queer communities, dividing the haves from the have- nots.

One of the most vis i ble manifestations of late twentieth- century and 
early twenty- first  century gentrification is the conversion of old downtown 
office and industrial buildings into residential lofts.136 Private developers 
alongside Roanoke’s permissive city government began to act on this trend 
 here in the early 2000s. City officials and boosters have touted ever since 
the phenomenal increase in downtown’s residential population. Thanks to 
a de cade of loft and condominium conversions, the downtown population 
 rose spectacularly from a reported fifteen residents in 2000 to over 1,000 
inhabitants in 2010. One source in 2016 even claimed that the downtown 
population had doubled again, to over 2,000. Armed with  these statistics, 
Roanoke was beginning to look once again like the Magic City.137

In real ity,  people have always lived downtown. In the year 2000, about 
500  people— disproportionately African Americans— lived in the city’s 
downtown jail on Church Ave nue; similarly, scores of homeless  people— also 
disproportionately Black— lived in the city’s Rescue Mission, just east of 
the downtown census tract.138 Therefore, loft living has not created a new 
residential district in downtown Roanoke, it has only manifested a newly 
segregated residential space in which wealthy, mostly white  people live in 
converted loft spaces on the same road as poor, mostly Black  people who 
live within penitentiary walls. And they call this pro gress?

When confronted with hard questions about gentrification, city officials 
and developers often cite the fact that most new residences downtown are 
located in former office and industrial buildings, therefore  these buildings 
would other wise sit empty. This is not gentrification, they argue,  because 
no one is being displaced. As one city official even put it, loft living has 
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helped downtown go “from zero to  people”— thus erasing and discounting 
the lives of the hundreds of incarcerated and homeless  people who have 
long lived downtown.

But even if no residential displacement is occurring inside the buildings 
per se, gentrification also manifests troubling developments on the street, 
a pro cess scholars have referred to as secondary or indirect displacement. 
This is when, for example, stores that once catered to a previous clientele 
are replaced by luxury eateries, bars, and businesses that now cater to  those 
with greater wealth.  These changes make the streetscape less in ter est ing 
and less welcoming to its former users.139 Another form of secondary dis-
placement occurs on the street itself. Whereas previously a portmanteau of 
homeless  people, workers in the informal economy (from panhandlers to 
sex workers), queer and trans  people, and  others on the margins of society 
might have found a safe space in downtown Roanoke, now  these  people 
and  these uses of public space are increasingly policed as offenses against 
the quality of life. New downtown residents desire this intensified polic-
ing. They do not want to share the streets with the ghosts of queer pasts.140

 These changes to downtown Roanoke have made it almost unrecogniz-
able to an older generation of queer  people. One Black gay man in 2017 re-
called that back in the 1970s, “Downtown— the City Market— was just dive 
bars and prostitutes and drag queens. . . .  And [ after business hours] it be-
came a  whole other world. I loved it. I spent most of my time downtown.” 
However, he continued, “It’s not like that  today. It’s been what you call re-
genderfied [sic] or something.  They’ve cleaned it up. I hate it. Absolutely 
hate downtown Roanoke.”141

His slip of the tongue— “regenderfied” instead of “gentrified”—is actu-
ally an apt descriptor for what is happening in downtown Roanoke  today: 
an ongoing pro cess of regendering. Around the City Market building, het-
eronormative bros and sorority girls have replaced trans sex workers. A 
church, a straight bar, and luxury condos have taken over the same build-
ings that once played host to the city’s gay nightlife. When some of my 
friends walked into a straight bar near the City Market building in 2015 
they  were immediately heckled by patrons shouting, “Lesbians!” And in 
the summer of 2018, some of my friends attended a block party hosted by 
merchants on a stretch of Salem Ave nue. The block party marked a turning 
point in the street’s transformation from red- light district into the newly 
rebranded West Station, now featuring loft apartments, several bars, a ta-
queria, and a brewery. One older gay man posted on Facebook  after the party, 
saying it was hot, crowded, and full of “uninteresting”  people. Whereas 
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gentrification refers to the role of the gentry, the wealthy, in taking back 
the city, regenderfication is an apt term for how straight cisgender  people 
seek to reclaim urban queer spaces and enforce their normative gender and 
sexual expectations upon all who dare pass. In downtown Roanoke, in this 
endeavor, they have been quite successful.

 Will the gayborhood be next? In no uncertain terms, Old Southwest al-
ready began experiencing gentrification in the late 1970s and 1980s. Hous-
ing “pioneers” moved in, bought up old homes, and then, through the Old 
Southwest Neighborhood Alliance, encouraged  others to do the same. 
Developers followed. The amount of housing available to poor  people 
decreased as multifamily apartments  were converted back into single- 
family homes.142 By the 1990s, Old Southwest, Inc.’s own rec ords indicate 
that their dreamed-of “permanent re nais sance” was actually stuck in 
something of a stalemate, pitting uptight homeowners against a rabble of 
tenacious renters, drifters, and queer and trans  people who refused to 
leave. At the same time as that trans brothel was raided on Highland Ave nue 
in the early 1990s, homeowners  were also panicking about late- night she-
nanigans at Highland Park, including gay cruising.

The organ ization’s mouthpiece declared in 1991 that drugs and weapons 
 were found in Highland Park, and a “steady stream of cars from outside 
Old SW [are] cruising the park road, stereos blasting throughout the night.” 
Some members wanted to impose a vehicular curfew starting at 11 p.m., 
which “might stop outsiders from thinking automatically of our park as a 
place to drive to for dealing or consuming drugs, drinking or sexual pur-
poses.” The Old Southwest, Inc. board  wasn’t too sure about the curfew 
concept, but in an article titled “Take Back Highland Park!” they editorial-
ized. “The bottom line prob ably is: what business does anyone have in the 
park in the  middle of the night, anyway?” One answer, of course, yet too 
terrible to name, was gay sex.143

Through the late 1990s and into the early 2000s, community tensions 
only seemed to escalate. A Roanoke Times report on life on the 600 block 
of Day Ave nue in 1995 called the nighttime scene “pornographic.” One resi-
dent  there spoke of “Men exposing their genitals and urinating as they walk 
down the street. A prostitute performing oral sex on a man  under a street 
light at 4 a.m.”144 Some homeowners got so fed up that, in 2001, they formed 
a rival neighborhood organ ization, published a rival newsletter, and asked 
residents pointedly  whether some of the “misguided efforts to help the less 
fortunate [by Old Southwest, Inc. are] causing the willing to work, law abid-
ing taxpayer an undue burden by the mixing of  people with such diverse 
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sets of moral values thereby diminishing our QUALITY OF LIFE?” They 
published photo graphs of  people of color lingering on neighborhood street 
corners, and they kept a tally of the number of registered sex offenders in 
the neighborhood. Quality of life, to  these residents, meant not just home-
ownership but whiteness and heteronormativity.145

Old Southwest, Inc. was forced to respond, and they did so by aligning 
themselves with the city’s police. The organ ization started handing out 
awards to local police officers and even published pictures of Old South-
west, Inc. members standing side by side with smiling cops who patrolled 
the neighborhood. One officer, Mark Harris, described the police depart-
ment’s new Community Oriented Policing Effort (COPE) in 2002, which in 
Highland Park meant the removal of three soiled mattresses from the “thick 
underbrush” up on “a hill . . .  near the fence and uphill from the stage” 
where police would “catch  couples having sex at all hours of the day.” That 
area of the park was also notorious for gay cruising.146

Starting in 2005, Old Southwest, Inc. members also began conducting 
“safety walks,” which entailed  going out on a Friday eve ning in the neigh-
borhood with flashlights, pens, and note pads, and taking note of any suspi-
cious or allegedly illegal activity. “With each step,” the group’s newsletter 
proclaimed, “this good, clear community presence makes the customers of 
prostitutes and drug dealers feel very uncomfortable and begin to travel 
elsewhere.” They took their anti– sex worker message to the city’s court-
rooms, encouraging the group’s active members to come to the court house 
on “Prostitution Day” in 2006. “ There  will be buttons for  people to wear to 
identify you as an Old SW member,” the newsletter stated, “so the judge 
can be aware of our presence.” Old Southwest, Inc. members  were clearly 
determined to rid the neighborhood of public sex.147

Fi nally, as public sex continued in the back of Highland Park, the Old 
Southwest group  adopted two new controversial plans in 2008: one, to 
convert the park road from two- way traffic to one- way as a public safety 
mea sure, and two, approving the construction of a dog park— the city’s 
first— immediately on the site of the gay cruising and public sex area. Re-
garding the road, the group’s newsletter stated that this change  will “assist 
local law enforcement in identifying vehicles that are cruising around the 
park for illegitimate reasons.” By limiting vehicular traffic, the group was 
adopting nearly the same tactic that had been employed two de cades  earlier, 
in the 1980s, to rid the Block— Bullitt Ave nue—of gay cruising.148

As for the dog park idea, Old Southwest, Inc. members made clear that 
while the proposed location for the dog park had its detractors, one 
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 impor tant benefit of its construction would be its usefulness in “reducing 
public safety concerns such as prostitution and drug deals.” The group’s 
theory was that dog  owners and their pups would bring around- the- clock 
doggy vigilance to that part of the park where public sex had long been 
rampant. And, according to Old Southwest, Inc., it worked marvelously. 
“We  were  really prepared to go in  there and get rid of the crime,” one 
member told the Roanoke Times. That same year, a neighborhood planning 
document stated matter- of- factly that “Observations and reports to police 
by nearby residents have helped make the park a  family venue.”149 Or as 
one white gay man put it in 2016: “One sheriff took over several years ago 
and cleared all the brush up the side of Highland Park overlooking the rail-

OSW Neighborhood Watch advertisement. Old Southwest News, June– July 2008. 
Courtesy of  Virginia Room, Roanoke Public Libraries.
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road track by the dog park so that guys  couldn’t go over  there in the bushes 
or if they did  they’d be seen. So they  were  doing every thing they could to 
eradicate gayness like they  couldn’t do that but they just wanted to get it 
out from in the open and off the streets so to speak.”150

Most poignantly and symbolically, in building the new dog park, the city 
was forced to remove a memorial tree planted in 2007 in honor of Sam Gar-
rison, one of the city’s most famous gay activists. Garrison had helped found 
the Pride in the Park festival, helped defend gay cruisers in court, and was 
a general spokesperson for the gay community from the 1980s through the 
early 2000s. His memorial had been planted right  there in a space known 
to a generation of gay men as a queer space. Yet  after his tree was relocated 
across the road,  because of the dog park, it promptly died. The city planted 
another one. In 2017, I walked by this second version of Sam’s tree and noted 
that the small memorial plaque in honor of him had been shredded by the 
city’s lawnmowers. The eradication of gayness indeed.151

Sex was, and is, crucial to the story of Roanoke. From Railroad Ave nue 
brothels to Henry Street nightclubs to the sex work scene on Salem Ave nue, 
the gayborhood, the park cruisers, and the gay discotheques, nonnormative 
genders and sexualities have always proliferated in city spaces, especially 
in the absence of a heteronormative majority.  These small urban proper-
ties have attracted queer and trans  people and provided them with spaces 
of community formation and queer belonging. But city leaders, police, ur-
ban planners and a white dominant heterosexual society have long seen 
 these spaces as deviant and dangerous and in need of reform or reclama-
tion. The story of Roanoke’s century- long effort at urban re nais sance is 
therefore also the story of how power ful  people and institutions have sought 
to clean up the city and reclaim urban real estate from LGBTQ  people.  There 
has always been a tension between allowing sex to flourish and si mul ta-
neously cracking down on its palpable presence, a tension tied to homo-
phobia, transphobia, sexism, and racism.

Queer and trans Roanokers have yet fought back against this persecu-
tion and erasure. From gay liberation to sex workers’ rights, Roanoke’s 
LGBTQ history is a story of queer and trans  people whose tenacious activ-
ism and community organ izing still live on  today in the panoply of efforts 
and undertakings that frame con temporary LGBTQ life in the city. As new 
front lines emerge in ongoing  battles over public space and gentrification, 
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I, too, am gearing up for  battle. Since 2015 I have endeavored alongside doz-
ens of queer community activists in Roanoke to document, preserve, and 
interpret the past while si mul ta neously fighting for the freedom, visibility, 
and  future survivability of our community. My commitment to queer life in 
Roanoke is unshakable. I want us to use the past as a tool for the  future. I 
want Roanoke to become just a  little bit more queer.



2 Making Space for LGBTQ History

It’s a Friday eve ning in downtown Roanoke in the spring of 2016. About 
twenty  people and I are standing outside of the former site of Murphy’s 
Super Disco, a short- lived gay dance club that stood on this spot in the late 
1970s.1  Today, the same building is home to Martin’s, a straight bar. Two big 
burly bouncers are standing outside, squinting their eyes and listening in 
on our conversation. I read aloud from a page in my hands:

Oh it was fun. You’d walk in and  there was a huge sign on the front 
door and it was the ABC laws: “You  can’t serve known homosexuals, 
drug addicts, prostitutes . . .” and it was right  there at the door 
when you walked in. And we’d dance and Donna Summer was the 
deal. And the owner of Murphy’s . . .  we’d be cuddled up a  little bit, 
and he would shine a light on you, a flashlight, and he’d say, “You 
can do it in your car, but  you’re not gonna do it in  here.” So we’d be 
hugging or maybe a kiss, but nothing past that. And so  every night it 
would close . . .  “Last Dance” by Donna Summer would play, and 
you knew when he played that song Murphy’s was closing. And so 
the song would go off and he’d flip the lights up and it would be 
dead silence, and you knew, “Out.” It was time to go home.

I am reading from the transcript of an oral history interview with Peter, 
an African American gay man who was only a teenager when Murphy’s 
first opened its doors in late 1977 or early 1978. Peter would pile into a car 
with his friends from Lynchburg, fifty- five miles to our east, and they 
would drive to Roanoke several times a week just to visit the city’s gay bars 
and dance clubs. They went to the Last Straw, Murphy’s, and the Park, a 
new dance club that opened in December 1978 to such rave reviews that, 
according to one oral history narrator, it “put Roanoke on the map.”

That steamy night in April, we  were carry ing our own maps. I had dis-
tributed photocopies of a 1978 bar map published by the  Free Alliance for 
Individual Rights (FAIR), a gay activist group based in Roanoke in the late 
1970s.2 This map shows the locations of five gay bars and dance clubs then 
open in downtown Roanoke. It was our plan to visit all of them. We would 
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show up, talk about queer history, and then grab a drink at each place— well, 
at least  those that still existed. One bar is now demolished; another is a 
church; another is a luxury apartment building; two are straight bars.  Today, 
Roanoke has only one real gay bar left, depending on whom you ask, and its 
existence postdates the 1978 map.

As I finish my interpretation in front of Murphy’s/Martin’s, we make our 
way to the entrance. I am wearing pink nail polish, glitter eyeliner, short 
shorts. Many of us wear hats with the words “Make Roanoke Queer Again” 
printed on them. The bar’s two bouncers stop us at the door. “IDs please.” 
As we make our way inside, the men admonish each of us in turn to “keep 
it cool. Okay? This is a  family establishment.” Like Peter’s experience thirty- 
eight years  earlier upon seeing a sign at the entrance of this same building 
that read “We  can’t serve known homosexuals,” we received a strikingly 
similar welcome. While we  were ultimately allowed inside, we  were also 
warned not to be demonstrably queer. We had to keep our queer story-
telling and our con temporary identities (we  were, indeed, “known homo-
sexuals”) parked on the curb.

A 1978 bar map published by the  Free Alliance for Individual Rights (FAIR)  
in Roanoke,  Virginia.  Virginia Gayzette 3, no. 2 (February 1978). Courtesy of 
 Virginia Room, Roanoke Public Libraries.
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This event, the first #MakeRoanokeQueerAgain Bar Crawl, was or ga-
nized by the Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ History Proj ect, a community- 
based history initiative that I helped cofound in September 2015. To date 
the proj ect has involved hundreds of  people from the local community— 
including students and retirees, cisgender and transgender individuals, gay, 
straight, bisexual, queer, and questioning folks—in an ongoing exploration 
of community history in both theory and practice. We are a demo cratic, 
grassroots organ ization; we have no elected leaders, no  legal status, and no 
bud get. Perhaps we appear more as a community activist group than a tra-
ditional public history proj ect. We are, in fact, both. Our methods range 
from traditional public history tactics such as archives, exhibits, and walk-
ing tours to more in- your- face, as well as behind- the- scenes, endeavors in-
cluding street theater and community organ izing.

I believe that queer history is a living practice, and that it lives on in 
spaces of remembrance and belonging. When I walk Roanoke’s paved streets 
and dirt alleyways  today, I encounter the remnants— some might even say 
the queer ghosts—of an almost- forgotten past. The work of queer public 
history activism is to make (and remake)  these spaces of queer historical 
consciousness, to foster a renewed sense of togetherness and queer belong-
ing around a shared understanding of the past. Our engagement with local 
histories also opens up new worlds of possibility for our collective  future, 
for who we might become and how we might live together in this city as 
queer and trans  people. Throughout this chapter I offer glimpses into the 
inner workings of our community- based proj ect— who we are, how we got 
started, and why we do what we do. I look at the relationships among queer 
pasts, pre sents, and  futures as they play out not just on the pavement but in 
the lives of proj ect members, including my own.

For our work is not just about historical research, interpretation, and 
preservation. It is also about surviving the current moment and organ izing 
for our well- being. I helped to found this proj ect  because I had a personal 
wish to fulfill. I wanted to find my  people— a queer and trans community 
in Southwest  Virginia. I thought I could use queer public history activism 
as a way to find other queers, make new friends, and build community. I 
 didn’t realize that I would also fall in love with another proj ect leader.

In the years since our founding in 2015, we have established a new com-
munity  here. We are friends. Some of us are lovers. We are collaborators, 
sometimes across  great differences and disparities of age, race, class, gender, 
and sexuality. In rallying  people around the cele bration of queer history, we 
make space for LGBTQ  people in the pre sent. In our bar crawl, we literally 
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took up city space and reclaimed historically queer spaces in the city for 
one night, for our enjoyment, for our plea sure. By making space for LGBTQ 
history, we seek not just to rescue the past but to create pre sent and  future 
spaces for our own survival. We make space for queer  people just to be. 
This is what I believe queer public history work can do: not just the com-
memoration and memorialization of queer pasts but the reclamation of 
historically queer spaces and ways of being in space together. I want us to 
be our beautiful selves. I want us to love our gayborhood. I want us to gal-
livant around downtown in heels and sequins. I do not want us to fall vic-
tim to displacement, assimilation, or erasure.

How Queers Remember

One basic precondition for the reclamation of queer space is, simply, that a 
community recognizes its existence. But  there is nothing  simple about what I 
call queer historical consciousness. Queer memory is fickle— and if we  don’t 
remember something, why would we care about it? When the Southwest 
 Virginia LGBTQ+ History Proj ect first got off the ground in 2015, queer 
 people in Roanoke told me that  there’s not much one can say about Roa-
noke’s LGBTQ past. Many older men in the community, when asked to share 
their memories with us, said, “Well, I’m not too sure I’ve got anything you’ll 
be interested in.” Five years  later, they still say that. On the other hand, 
some queer elders have closets, basements, and attics full of stuff. I know 
this  because they have donated some of it to our proj ect, and a lot of other 
folks are still holding on and unwilling to hand their stuff over. So why do 
some LGBTQ  people in Roanoke have a sense that their life activities are 
“historical,” while  others feel that they know nothing about the region’s 
past and have nothing to add to it?

LGBTQ folks have been thinking historically about queer ancestors and 
past experiences for at least three- quarters of a  century. A queer historical 
consciousness can be traced back to the very beginnings of the modern 
LGBTQ movement, in fact to the homophile movement of the 1950s and 
1960s. It was in the 1950s that the Mattachine Society and the  Daughters of 
Bilitis— the first national gay and lesbian organ izations, respectively— 
commenced their work. Their orga nizational names both reference histori-
cal antecedents, and their early publications sometimes referenced historical 
 matter. Activists in Los Angeles established the ONE Institute in the 1950s, 
which included a library and an archives dedicated to the study of homo-
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sexuality. The ONE Institute offered a seminar on the topic of “Homo-
sexuality in History” as early as 1957.3

Queer historical consciousness was also especially impor tant in early les-
bian communities. Historian Lara Kelland has written of how lesbians in the 
1970s found it impor tant to establish their own women- led proj ects explor-
ing lesbian pasts, including the Lesbian Herstory Archives (LHA) in New 
York and the “Lesbian History Exploration,” a weekend of activities held in 
Southern California in 1975. The LHA, founded in 1974, was truly one of the 
first sustained queer public history proj ects anywhere in the United States.4

The development of queer community- led archival and research practices 
in the 1970s marked a natu ral evolution for the gay liberation movement. 
From the future- oriented revolutionary concerns of the early 1970s, some 
in the movement became more introspective by the mid-1970s, turning to 
the study of gay and lesbian pasts. Jonathan Ned Katz articulated this link 
between gay liberation and queer historical consciousness in his landmark 
study Gay American History (1976). Liberation, as theorized at that time, 
required gay  people to develop a collective consciousness of themselves as 
an oppressed class. In Gay American History, Katz wrote: “For long we 
 were a  people perceived out of time and out of place— socially unsituated, 
without a history,” but now “we experienced ourselves as initiators and as-
sertive actors in a movement for social change. We experience the pre sent 
as history, ourselves as history- makers. In our lives and in our hearts, we 
experienced the change from one historical form of homo sexuality to an-
other. We experienced homo sexuality as historical.”5 Katz highlighted how 
a gay revolutionary consciousness was also a historical consciousness. Gay 
liberationists si mul ta neously looked forward and backward, witnessing 
the changes from previous generations while also imaging how they them-
selves might become history- makers in the pre sent.

Many early gay historians turned, at least at first, to collecting what ever 
printed evidence they could find. Interestingly, heterosexual society relies 
on an epistemology— that is, a way of knowing— that values the printed page 
as the ultimate  bearer of truth. Consider, for example, the “true sex” listed 
on one’s birth certificate, which trans  people such as myself know is not 
 really a stable truth.6 In remembering a past that was bibliographic, archi-
val, or even literary, queer historians could only see some of the past— just 
what was written down, and often written down by  others.

 Here in Southwest  Virginia, I witnessed how this relationship between 
queer  people and the printed page played out in rural lesbian  women’s lives 
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in the pre– gay liberation era. One  woman we interviewed recalled first 
learning about lesbian sexuality in the Shenandoah Valley by reading Beebo 
Brinker pulp fiction novels. Another  woman we interviewed was already in 
a partnered relationship with another  woman before she even encountered 
the word “lesbian.” She read about it in a book she found in a college li-
brary. She and her partner looked up from that material with widened 
eyes, exclaiming, “I think this is talking about us!”7 Book learning can help 
a person learn that they are not alone— that  there are other  people out 
 there like them, engaging in similar be hav iors, in other parts of the coun-
try or even across the world. But the fetishization of print culture as evi-
dence also pits  people’s own lived experiences, which are often not written 
down in text, against the biased data found in pulp fiction novels and in 
outdated psy chol ogy manuals, as  these  women experienced. Early queer 
history endeavors in the 1970s often privileged the voices of the literate, 
the educated, and so, often, white  people.  These efforts did  little to help 
queer  people in Southwest  Virginia develop an understanding of their own 
community’s past. In fact, I know that queer  people  here did not read about 
our own history in books; instead, they read about New York and San Fran-
cisco and other faraway gay places.

Thankfully, by the late 1970s and early 1980s gay historians had begun 
to turn their attention to both local history (as subject) and oral history (as 
method). Early significant proj ects included the Buffalo  Women’s Oral His-
tory Proj ect in 1978, the San Francisco Lesbian and Gay History Proj ect in 
1979, and the Boston Area Lesbian and Gay History Proj ect in 1980. The 
San Francisco proj ect was a gay- run community- based history endeavor 
that involved both collecting local materials and conducting oral history 
interviews. The proj ect’s spearhead, Allan Bérubé, was a “grassroots com-
munity historian,” according to historians Nan Boyd and Horacio Roque 
Ramírez, and the San Francisco proj ect was “not beholden to an academic 
history department— but also without access to its financial resources.” 
Therefore, and unlike Katz, who relied primarily on top- down governmen-
tal documents to shed light on subaltern histories of homo sexuality, Bérubé 
“was able to conceive and carry forth a multi- dimensional and engaging 
public history and oral history proj ect” that did not “privilege the papers 
and collections of the literate and the archived.”8

Other proj ects have followed this model. Indeed, in the twenty- first 
 century we have seen a flourishing of small, local queer community his-
tory proj ects across the United States. From the Twin Cities GLBT Oral His-
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tory Proj ect in Minnesota to the LGBT Center of Central Pennsylvania’s 
LGBT History Proj ect to several proj ects  here in  Virginia including the Tide-
water Queer History Proj ect and the William and Mary LGBTIQ History 
Proj ect, queer public history has gone local.9

A recent trend is for college and universities— whether through individ-
ual professors, academic programs, or libraries and special collections—to 
partner with community organ izations in  these endeavors. The academici-
zation of queer history, however, has its drawbacks. Such efforts are often 
tailored to the pedagogical needs of the classroom rather than the needs 
and desires of community stakeholders. Funding can also bring its own 
headaches, and proj ects sometimes become beholden to unpleasant do-
nors. But the older, truly community- based proj ects still remain. The Les-
bian Herstory Archives and the History Proj ect in Boston, for example, 
continue to operate as in de pen dent, community- run organ izations. Some 
have become 501(c)3 nonprofit organ izations. The GLBT Historical Society 
in San Francisco even operates its own museum.

Outside of  these impor tant organ izations and ongoing regional proj ects, 
queer communities also develop and maintain their own narratives about 
the past. Scholars refer to  these as “public memories.” Oral historian Don-
ald Ritchie says that public memory is “a society’s collective conceptions 
about [its] past,” which often “involves symbols and stories that help a 
community define and explain pre sent conditions according to how it re-
members (or wants to remember) the past.”10

In Southwest  Virginia, I find that queer public memory is splintered into 
several camps.  There is an older generation of mostly white gay men in their 
sixties and seventies who remember the first gay bars and dance clubs of 
the 1960s and 1970s— the Trade Winds, the Horoscope, Murphy’s— but al-
most none of them remember the gay liberation activists and community 
organ izing of that same era. Older white  women do not recall the same 
stories; lesbian histories are remembered in dif fer ent genres and focus on 
dif fer ent eras and places. Queer  people of color have for a long time been 
deprived of a collective public memory, but a Black queer public memory 
can be recuperated or reconstructed through public history activism. For 
transgender  people in Roanoke, public memory is shallow, evidence of a 
ruptured connection with the trans past. And for many young LGBTQ  people 
in Southwest  Virginia, their touchstone is Stonewall, a nationalized origin 
story of queer awakening based in New York City, not Roanoke. Locally, 
every one “remembers” the Backstreet Café shooting in 2000— whether they 
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lived  here at the time or not— and every one knows that the Park is Roa-
noke’s most famous gay dance club, but perhaps only  because it is the only 
bar that still remains. In short,  there is no unified queer public memory in 
Roanoke, just as  there is no unified LGBTQ community. Rather, our com-
munity is splintered by age, race, gender, and sexuality, and subgroups tell 
their own stories about the queer past: what happened, who mattered, and 
what it was like back then.

Queer theorists have sought to explain the complicated role of memory 
in LGBTQ life. This includes how LGBTQ  people experience and think 
about time. For example, the trans theorist Jack Halberstam has written of 
“reproductive time,” which is how most straight, cisgender  people experi-
ence being in the world. Through puberty, marriage, parenthood, inheri-
tance, and other seemingly universal life stages, straight  people come to 
understand their relationship to the passing of time— and thus their rela-
tionship to history— through  these decidedly heterosexual institutions.11

Queer  people often experience time quite differently. The late queer 
theorist José Esteban Muñoz referred to queer time as “ecstatic time”  because 
in moments such as a “scream or [a] grunt of plea sure” in sex, or on the 
dance floor, we can temporarily escape from “the temporal stranglehold” 
of hegemonic straight time. It is our way of breaking  free from society’s 
normalizing expectations of how we should live our lives. Regarding the 
queer past, Muñoz argues that queer  people  today deploy what he calls a 
“queer utopian memory,” a way of conjuring the  future out of memories of 
the past. In other words, brief moments of previous liberation are the mne-
monic tools we need  today in order to create more utopian  futures.12 The 
queer theorist Elizabeth Freeman similarly argues that straight time is he-
gemonic, and that the societal mandate to “keep time” with modernity is 
something she calls “chrononormativity.” Queerness is about challenging, 
and stepping out of, that hegemonic time—to be “out of synch with state- 
sponsored narratives of belonging and becoming.”13  Because queer and 
trans  people experience the passage of time in  these unique ways, it follows 
that we might remember the past— and thus think historically—in unex-
pected meters and rhythms that do not map onto how cisgender, hetero-
sexual  people experience the world.14

Cities are especially memorable places, and in Roanoke, LGBTQ com-
munities have often thought about their pasts in relationship to the urban 
landscape. City planners and architects design urban spaces to conjure up 
all kinds of memories, although  these are often corporate or state- sponsored 
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memorializations of sanitized pasts. Queer  people’s memories often serve 
to challenge  these repre sen ta tions. The late twentieth  century, according to 
urban theorist Christine Boyer, constituted something of an urban “mem-
ory crisis” in the United States. Modernism’s totalizing vision had destroyed 
so much of the urban fabric (through pro cesses such as Urban Renewal), 
and in its place postmodernity’s distortions and repre sen ta tions of the past 
have left us with only fragments and traces. The urban theorist Mark Crin-
son has written of  these traces,  these ruins, that peek out amid the wreck-
age of twentieth- century urban destruction. He considers the traces to be 
opportunities for both memory and amnesia. We can sort of remember 
what was  here or what used to be, but we are just as likely to conjure up an 
inexact memory. Which perhaps is the point. City officials often want their 
residents to remember certain  things and forget  others or to feel that a 
place is historic without actually knowing what happened  there.15

Crinson further states that urban memory in the early twenty- first  century 
is a kind of “nostalgia de la boue” or “memory with the pain taken out.” It 
is sanitized and commoditized. Unpleasant memories are literally removed 
to the margins.16 In Roanoke, we have seen this in the painless historiciza-
tion of the now- gentrified City Market area, accomplished through the forced 
peripheralization of public sex, prostitution, and queer and trans commu-
nities.17 Remembering and talking about  these histories can serve as a kind 
of counterhegemonic memory practice, or what Erica Meiners and Therese 
Quinn have called “defiant memory work.” In fact, this is what queer pub-
lic history activism sets out to do: to re- member the dis- membered stories 
and spaces of a marginalized community.18

LGBTQ  people  today seem to prefer “memory with the pain taken out.” 
Queer histories are so often tinged with pain, shame, and trauma. Queer 
studies scholar Heather Love writes that the “challenge is to engage with 
the past without being destroyed by it.”19 Yet queer  people in Roanoke, 
somewhat conversely, have approached sites of queer historical destruc-
tion in search of cele bration. An older white gay man involved in the early 
gay liberation movement in Roanoke in the 1970s, for example, recalled 
that when the Trade Winds was demolished in 1991, he and his friend went 
to the de mo li tion site and retrieved bricks from the building to preserve as 
keepsakes. Another white gay man tells a story about when the Greyhound 
bus station on Bullitt Ave nue— the old cruising block— was demolished in 
1974. He says someone went to the de mo li tion site and retrieved the bath-
room doors from the station’s “tea room,” and that  these doors  were once 
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even exhibited on the walls of the Park, the city’s gay nightclub. The doors 
are said to be punctured with the original “glory holes” in which men once 
inserted their penises for anonymous sucking and fucking.  These small acts 
demonstrate the love of queer  people for their material culture, a recognition 
that histories live on in objects, and how impor tant  these objects are when 
every thing  else is lost.20

When Muñoz wrote of the past, he summoned the queer ghosts that of-
ten inhabit  these forsaken objects, places, and ruins. He wrote of the New 
York City subway tea rooms where men used to engage in anonymous pub-
lic sex prior to the AIDS crisis, and of an artist who, in the 1990s, attempted 
to restore  these toilets as living memorials— toilets as  temples, as places 
of reverence, as queer public memory sites.21 Some gay bath houses in the 
1970s even featured recreations of former public sex spaces.  These queer 
memory spaces included glory holes mimicking tea rooms; mazes that mim-
icked park bushes; steam rooms and locker rooms that imitated the YMCA; 
video rooms that re created the feel inside pornographic theaters; even jail 
cells that mimicked prison. The Christopher Street piers lived on so largely 
in gay men’s public memory that at least one bath house even featured in-
door trailer trucks that re created in part that iconic utopian public sex- 
scape along Manhattan’s industrial waterfront.22

By immersing ourselves in queer time among  these ruins and ghosts, we 
may now begin to see the city’s past not just chronologically but what ur-
ban studies scholar Sharon Zukin calls “kairologically.” Kairos is a Greek 
word referring to the per sis tence of the past in the pre sent. Unlike chrono-
logical time which assumes that one moment follows the next and the pre-
vious moment is always and forever past, kairological time recognizes that 
the past lives on, constantly, in the pre sent.23 Queer pasts, I argue, are kairo-
logical. Older men and trans  women carry the past inside their bodies— 
including the HIV virus. It is stored away in closets and in attics: archival 
materials, but also bricks and bathroom doors with glory holes. It is in our 
minds too: it’s why some  people still refer to Old Southwest as “homo 
heights.” The city itself, through urban planning and policing and gentrifi-
cation, has occasioned an ongoing pro cess of queer erasure that has de-
stroyed so much of the materiality of our pasts— and now  there is  little left 
for us to look at and point to and say, “That is gay.”

But the kairological lives on in other ways. Archives, oral histories, and 
recreations and reclamations of historically queer spaces are some of the 
ways that we may bring queer mnemonics back to the city and promote a 
queer historical consciousness within our community.
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Getting Off the Ground

The Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ History Proj ect formally began at a meet-
ing hosted by the Roanoke Diversity Center in September 2015. Eigh teen 
 people, including myself, gathered in the eve ning to discuss LGBTQ history 
and to brainstorm a potential local history proj ect. It turns out that brain-
storming was the easy part; actualizing the proj ect was much harder. Over 
the course of its first year the History Proj ect was what a lot of queer folks 
might call “messy.” We encountered many unforeseen prob lems and pit-
falls related to issues of power and difference. The day- to- day challenges 
of  running a community- based history proj ect  were also signposts for larger, 
complex questions related to authority and ethical practice. We kept com-
ing back to the same deceptively  simple question: how do we do this in a 
way that is fair and just?

Just fifty days  earlier, I had moved to Roanoke with a U- Haul truck full 
of furniture and boxed-up books, remnants of my former New York City life. 
I had already reached out to the Roanoke Diversity Center before I even 
packed the truck. I did so for personal reasons: I wanted to meet other queer 
 people  here. I did not want to be all alone in a new place. That fall I joined 
the center’s board of directors. The fact that the Diversity Center supported 
the History Proj ect in its initial stage was crucial, and I wanted to give 
some of my time and energy back to them.

It is also impor tant to note that I was then a new assistant professor at 
Roanoke College, a private, historically white, nominally Christian college. 
As a professor, I would have access to printing and digital resources, but 
more importantly, a reserve of time and money that I could apply  toward the 
History Proj ect. That said, from the start, the Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ 
History Proj ect never belonged to any institution. We aimed to create a new 
LGBTQ organ ization in Roanoke. And the proj ect has always claimed to 
be community- based, a lofty ideal that is sometimes tricky to actualize 
in practice.

From the get-go, the History Proj ect developed a governance model based 
on two key values: democracy and transparency. By democracy, I mean 
that from the beginning we knew that it was essential that anyone who 
wanted to participate in this proj ect, in any manner of involvement, was 
welcome. The eigh teen  people who attended that first meeting  were all 
deemed cofound ers of the proj ect; every one who has ever attended a meet-
ing since then is known as a member. This is the language we have used. We 
did not and do not want any one person or group of  people to dominate, so 
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we have had to find ways to manage our membership to protect the more 
marginalized voices among us.

Although we call  every participant in the proj ect a member, we have fre-
quently debated just what that means. Every one involved in the proj ect is a 
decision- maker, in that their involvement influences the trajectory of the 
proj ect. This includes  those who might, in other nomenclature, be consid-
ered volunteers, narrators, stakeholders, or donors. Still, “member” is an 
odd term. Although we have no elected leaders and no officers,  there is still 
a hierarchy wherein some members help facilitate meetings, some serve as 
community contacts and spokespeople, some lead walking tours and public 
events, and some may only attend one meeting or only volunteer at one 
event. Every one is a volunteer, and no one is paid to work on the proj ect (ex-
cept for one college student per year who works four to eight hours per week 
during the semesters; this position is primarily funded through federal 
work- study money). While every one is a member, some give more of their 
time, energy, or resources than  others. Just as some of us have discovered in 
our polyamorous love lives, it is fairly impossible to be fully nonhierarchical. 
 There  will always be one person commanding more attention than another. 
How a community proj ect can attempt to maintain horizontality without 
lifting up some members and marginalizing  others remains an open ques-
tion and something we only get better at with repeated, stumbling practice.

I myself have strug gled greatly with the character of my own member-
ship in the History Proj ect. I have served as one of several coleaders since 
its outset, which is a designation we have given to  those who share their 
contact information with the public as spokespersons. Although our orga-
nizational structure is purposefully leaderless, at least in name, I initiated 
the first steps of the proj ect and have continued to marshal the resources at 
my disposal as a college professor to support it. With the three letters Ph.D. 
following my name— what gender studies scholar L. H. Stallings calls my 
“pimp/ho degree,” signaling the ways in which academics studying sexu-
ality reap profits from their  labor, a kind of sex work— I am frequently re-
garded as an authority figure on LGBTQ history and a spokesperson for the 
proj ect.24 I exert power and authority over other members in this way.

Over the years I have realized that I cannot run away from the privileges 
attached to my educational and employment statuses, which are the result, 
in turn, of privileges I accrued through my exceptionally blasé upbringing 
as a white, middle- class, longtime- faking straight cisgender man.  Those 
privileges, and all that faking, are prob ably what landed me this academic 
job in the first place. I owe it to the local LGBTQ community to use  these 
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tools and the powers of my academic connections as a means to support 
the work of the History Proj ect. In this way, I  will never be just a member 
of the proj ect, although none of us are just members. We each have dif fer-
ent resources and skills that we bring to the  table. And yet, I must acknowl-
edge the many ways that I wield a unique power and authority over this 
space as a professor.

The History Proj ect organizes its members and conducts almost all of its 
planning through regular monthly meetings. Our first meeting was held at 
the Roanoke Diversity Center, yet we soon discovered that most members 
found it easiest to meet in a publicly accessible second- floor meeting room 
inside the main branch of the Roanoke Public Library system. The main 
branch is situated within Elmwood Park along Bullitt Ave nue, the exact 
site of Roanoke’s gay cruising block in the 1960s and 1970s. The advan-
tages of the public library site are manifold: it is easily accessible by foot 
and public transportation; it is a space that is open to all—no IDs or en-
trance fees are required. And it is, in so many ways, a known queer space: 
gay men cruised this block for half a  century. Even  today the library con-
tinues to attract a diverse set of  people, including LGBTQ folks and  those 
living in poverty and on the streets. It is, for at least most of our members, 
a known safe space to gather. It is also, compared to many of the other li-
brary branches in the Roanoke Valley, a fairly racially integrated space, 
which is impor tant to our proj ect.

At our monthly meetings, we normally start with five minutes of check- 
ins. This is a practice I learned from my time as an activist with the Occupy 
Wall Street movement in New York City in the early 2010s. During check- 
ins we go around the room and each share our name, our pronouns, and 
how we are feeling. How’s every body  doing? Is every one okay? This is one 
way that we literally check in on one another to make sure that our queer 
community members are alright.

 These check- ins also signal that the work of our proj ect is never just 
about the past but rather always also about our pre sent and what queer 
history can mean to us in our lives as queer and trans  people  today. For 
example, the largest attendance ever at one of our monthly proj ect meet-
ings was on November 10, 2016, just two days  after the election of Donald 
Trump as president of the United States. Seventeen  people attended that 
meeting—in a room with a fire code stating a maximum capacity of ten. 
But we squeezed in.

Check- ins that day lasted nearly half an hour. We went around the room 
one by one. Each person shared how they  were feeling about the election. 
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Some folks  were scared and felt extremely vulnerable;  others sat back and 
did not participate in any way other than sharing their name and pronouns. 
They did not come for the historical questions or discussions about public 
history practice; they came for the community. But why did all  these  people 
come specifically to a History Proj ect meeting that night? Why not go some-
where  else? I imagine this is  because queer  people in Roanoke in that 
moment  were in need of a sense of belonging and togetherness, as well as 
a raging desire to do something, anything, in response to the election. The 
History Proj ect makes space for that kind of meaning- making. This work of 
community togetherness and belonging is just as impor tant, if not more 
impor tant, than making space for history. When we need to, the past can 
wait as we attend to our community’s pre sent needs.

Our decision- making pro cesses as a proj ect never include voting— since 
we have no board and no elected leaders. Rather, we almost always con-
duct and conclude proj ect business at our monthly meetings by consensus. 
Whoever shows up  will help draft and decide upon the ideas presented. If 
three  people attend, then three  people decide what the next month of the 
proj ect focuses on; if seventeen attend, then seventeen  people decide the 
proj ect’s next direction. Additionally, once a year we hold an annual meet-
ing. I once jokingly referred to this as a shareholders’ meeting, but more 
accurately, it is a stakeholders’ meeting.25 For the first few years, we sent 
out personalized invites to every one who had ever been involved in the proj-
ect and asked them to attend. It was half a birthday party for the proj ect 
(including a sheet cake with our proj ect’s logo on it) and half a visioning 
workshop at which we collectively set the agenda for the following year. In 
recent years we have turned  these anniversary meetings into picnics in lo-
cal parks. Attendance at annual meetings has ranged from seven to twenty- 
two participants. During the visioning workshops we break into small 
groups to brainstorm goals for the History Proj ect, utilizing large sheets of 
paper, magic markers, a whiteboard, or a piece of poster paper taped to a 
pavilion wall in the park.

To be honest, this democracy is flawed. Michael Frisch’s concept of shared 
authority, a key concept in public history practice, suggests that it is impera-
tive that so- called experts (trained historians and heritage professionals, 
like myself) understand that their authority— that is, their right to author a 
given story about the past—is shared with that of experients ( those with 
firsthand experience of an event) and other stakeholders.26 Queer oral his-
torian Horacio N. Roque Ramírez has expanded on Frisch’s concept to think 
about what it means when queer authority is shared.27
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I strug gle greatly with the concept of shared authority if it simply means 
opening the door to anyone and every one who wants to participate in our 
proj ect. Although I just stated that openness and horizontality are central 
tenets of our proj ect, it has led to many unforeseen and, I would argue, dan-
gerous consequences. Just as in electoral politics, I know that democracy is 
not fair when some have more power or have louder voices than  others. 
The LGBTQ community is not monolithic in its distribution of power and 
privilege.  Because of the dominance of white cisgender gay men in LGBTQ 
community spaces, especially historically, in the first year of the proj ect 
our “public” meetings  were not  really representative of Roanoke’s  actual 
queer publics.  There  were many white cis gay men and not a  whole lot of 
other kinds of queers. Beyond throwing open the doors, we needed to do 
more as a proj ect to actively reach out to and specifically welcome queer 
 women, transgender  people, and  people of color. I found myself wishing 
that we might stack our meetings with members who  were not white cis 
men, and I’m still not sure  whether that is a just  thing to do or not.

Certainly, a shared queer authority must mean being particularly atten-
tive to working across the broad LGBTQ+ spectrum (as our proj ect’s name 
implies), not just with the most vocal majority. Therefore, while our proj-
ect is a democracy, I would not say that it is a well- functioning one.  After 
the first year of the proj ect we pushed ourselves to become better at re-
cruiting and retaining  women, trans folks, and  people of color as leaders in 
the proj ect. We are still working on this. We have not fully figured it out. 
 Today, our proj ect’s most active membership comprises queer  women and 
trans folks but is still predominantly white. Additionally, while our mem-
bership has continued to grow, we have also continually strug gled with the 
fair distribution of authority among our members.

Usually, most proj ect work falls into a few  people’s laps, including my 
own. At any given time  there are just a few  people  doing most of the proj-
ect’s tasks. Writing about the proj ect, as I am  doing  here, is also a kind of 
“word hustle,” to return to L. H. Stallings’ point about academic  labor. Who 
gave me the right to tell this story, and to do so, moreover, in a way that 
advances my  career as a professor? Democracy is a lot of work. It is a con-
stant strug gle to do this work fairly and justly, and I’ve got to be honest: it 
is messy, and  there have been hurt feelings along the way.28

The second key value of our proj ect is transparency. At our first gather-
ing in September 2015 we de cided that we needed an online presence. We 
established a Facebook page. At the next meeting we approved the creation 
of a website. We got a  free WordPress account through Roanoke College; 
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unfortunately, this initially meant that only Roanoke College faculty, staff, 
or students had access to the dashboard of the page. We have since figured 
out how to let noncollege members in, even if this is not ideal from the col-
lege’s viewpoint. In New York City, I was a volunteer webmaster with a 
webpage connected to an activist organ ization that grew out of Occupy 
Wall Street. In  those years, I taught myself what I call “activist WordPress-
ing.” I transferred  these skills to our work developing the History Proj ect’s 
initial website. By activist WordPressing, I mean always posting our meet-
ing minutes online so that the world can see them (although we identify 
individuals only by initials to protect privacy). This also means using the 
website as a sort of digital archive— a place for us to store and save every-
thing of value to our proj ect and to our community— but also as a way to 
document our pro cesses so that  others can  either follow them or critique 
them. Not only do we store all of our meeting minutes online, we also post 
event photos, proj ect documents, links to news media about the proj ect, 
and so much more. The website is therefore both a public- facing instru-
ment of outreach and, quite importantly, an open archive of what we are 
working on and where we are  going that is collectively managed.

But to what end do we do all this work? What do we hope to achieve? 
This is an open question and one that is put to members at our meetings. At 
the first meeting in September 2015 the eigh teen members pre sent collec-
tively de cided that the History Proj ect should focus on two key priorities: 
establishing a permanent archive for local historical LGBTQ materials, and 
recording oral histories with community elders. We spent the fall working 
on establishing a structure for the proposed archive. For months we de-
bated where to establish it. Did we want to partner with a local college or 
university library? Did we want to develop our own community archive, 
perhaps at the Diversity Center? We ultimately landed on the  Virginia Room, 
a regional archives located inside the main branch of the Roanoke Public 
Library system— the same space where we hold our monthly meetings. As 
with the meetings, we de cided to partner with the library  because it is a 
known— and at times queer— space. We would also benefit from the exper-
tise of the  Virginia Room’s staff archivist, who enthusiastically agreed to 
help establish what became the region’s first dedicated LGBTQ archive. 
Housed at the library, we took comfort in knowing that anyone could sim-
ply walk off the street and access  these materials without having to show 
ID, pay a fee, or even state their reason. This occasioned some proj ect mem-
bers to fear that our materials would be vulnerable to theft or defacement. 
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Ultimately, however, the library has turned out to be a mostly safe and 
transparent repository for this community’s trea sures.

To create the archive, we held archives collection events throughout the 
city. We initially collaborated with the Roanoke Diversity Center as a drop- 
off point, and in December  2015 held our first archives collection event 
 there. One institutional donor, the center itself, contributed materials, 
plus three individual donors— one white cis gay man, and two white trans 
 women— stepped up to contribute items to the collection. In the spring, we 
held further events at other locales in the city. Twice we held archives 
events in gay- friendly churches, including the local Unitarian Universalist 
Church and the Metropolitan Community Church of the Blue Ridge where 
we invited congregants to contribute materials. In March, we held an ar-
chives collection event at the Park, Roanoke’s oldest gay dance club. At most 
archives events we netted a few new donors, although at the UU church we 
just sat  there with one of the church’s youth leaders and nothing archival 
happened.  There  were no materials to swap or study, just a very friendly 
trans person named Oliver whom we started talking to.

Ollie, as we now know them, soon became one of the most active mem-
bers and leaders in the History Proj ect. They had grown up in Georgia, fol-
lowing a long and at times tortuous road to adulthood. At seventeen, Ollie’s 
parents kicked them out of their  house for being a “lesbian.” Ollie went to 
live and work at a local gay bar. They  were  adopted into a drag  family and 
found out something about themselves on the stage, performing as an emo 
drag king. Eventually, Ollie came out as trans and when we met them, they 
 were deeply involved in working with LGBTQ youth at the UU church.

When I first met Ollie in early 2016, I think I  wasn’t ready for their vi-
brant energy. As a closeted trans person myself, I was scared of what they 
represented. That summer, though,  after we danced our heads off as co- 
counselors at a summer camp for LGBTQ youth in the Appalachian Moun-
tains, I discovered my new best friend— a friend that I  really needed at that 
moment in my own life. Ollie helped me to come out as trans, and they 
have helped me along with  every stage of my transition. They  were the 
first person I told (over a slice of birthday cake) of my desire to start taking 
hormones. While Ollie’s friendship changed me for the better, I also cannot 
overstate Ollie’s contributions to the History Proj ect, pushing us to develop 
a more transgender praxis as an organ ization and encouraging us to see, as 
in their own personal life, the incredible links between drag, trans, and 
becoming.
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As was the case with meeting Ollie that night, the proj ect’s archives col-
lection events, while sometimes netting new materials, also functioned im-
portantly as social spaces for queer  people. Many older members of the 
local community are no longer interested in  going out drinking and danc-
ing, but the archives events provided a new kind of gathering space for this 
community: a place where folks interested in sharing and hearing stories 
about the queer past might find one another. Eventually, the archives be-
came well known and we no longer had to hold archives collection events. 
 People just started dropping off materials at the  Virginia Room without 
us— which is what we wanted. One proj ect member said, at one of our 
meetings in late 2016, that the events  were a “dud.” I’m not sure they  were 
a dud— they did do their job to jumpstart the archives, and they also intro-
duced our proj ect for the first time to dif fer ent segments of the local LGBTQ 
community.29

We next turned to commencing the oral history initiative with similar 
successes and stumbles. By relying on  those who regularly attended our 
meetings— mostly white cisgender gay men at that time—to serve as gate-
keepers, we began with a list of potential narrators that was overwhelm-
ingly older white cisgender gay men.30 Following group discussions at several 
successive proj ect meetings, we made some improvements to this list, di-
versifying the racial, gender, and sexual identities of our narrators. The 
first phase of the oral history proj ect began in early 2016 and was finished 
by May. A team of mostly Roanoke College students created professional 
recordings and transcripts in collaboration with fourteen storytellers from 
the regional LGBTQ community: seven cis white men, one cis Black man, 
four cis white  women, and two transgender white  women.

In subsequent phases of the oral history proj ect, we have focused spe-
cifically on “oral herstories” with queer and trans  women, and also on in-
terviews with queer and trans  people of color. We have placed less emphasis 
on sharing the skills of oral history practice with community members 
themselves. Some members of our proj ect have become increasingly skep-
tical of the role of Roanoke College undergraduate students in conducting 
most of  these interviews. Why not let LGBTQ  people themselves interview 
one another?

 These objections had to do with the stark differences in age, gender, 
sexuality, and race among interviewers and narrators, but also questions 
of shared authority and of who is best suited to tell our community’s sto-
ries. For most LGBTQ  people, queer history is oral and aural: it is the sto-
ries they have heard and the stories they  will tell. I  will always remember 
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one of the first individuals I approached about being interviewed for the 
oral history proj ect. It was my first- ever visit to the Park nightclub, in the 
summer of 2015. An older gentleman with a scraggly white beard accosted 
me at the bar: “So  you’re  doing a history  thing, I hear? Well, what do you 
know? Do you know about the Trade Winds? Do you know about the Last 
Straw? Do you know about the Horoscope?” During a brief pause, I started 
to respond, but he interrupted me, “No, of course you  don’t.”

He was right. I had no idea what he was talking about. I wanted to pull 
up a bar stool and listen to what he had to say, but he was guarded and 
unwilling to share his wisdom. Oral history is personal. That is why it is so 
very impor tant to conduct interviews in a way that honors a narrator’s trust 
and wisdom. This man was living gay history, and it was my job to listen 
and learn, or to re spect his bound aries and ultimately leave him alone, 
which is exactly what I did. He did not agree to tell his story that day, and 
he ultimately never became involved in the proj ect.

The oral historians Boyd and Ramírez have theorized that queer oral 
history is dif fer ent from other oral history approaches. “Queer oral histo-
ries,” they write, “have an overtly po liti cal function and a liberating quality.” 
They call queer oral history an “embodied practice.” More to the point, it is 
an embodied encounter. We hold our histories in the way we walk, the way 
we dress, the way we move our bodies. When two LGBTQ  people come to-
gether to share not only words but physical space, it is, the authors con-
tend, a series of encounters: an embodied encounter, a “feminist encounter,” 
and, at times, perhaps even an erotic one.31

Queer oral history is often a transgenerational convergence of gender 
identities, gender expressions, and sexualities.  There are “coded articula-
tions” that only queer  people can understand.  There are also frequently 
what John Howard has called “twice- told stories,” or hearsay. Some narra-
tors are willing to talk about sex; many  others  will talk around it, and 
some  will just simply shut down if a racy topic is broached.32 It also  matters 
who is  doing the interviewing. When I assigned my mostly straight, cisgen-
der, white undergraduate students to do oral histories as part of their 
upper- level coursework,  after reading Boyd and Ramírez’s arguments, one 
student piped up and said, “I’m worried about getting hit on!” To which I 
replied, “Girl,  they’re not interested in you!” But my queer students have 
evinced similar concerns. One young gay man in my class thought the older 
male narrator he collaborated with was hitting on him. The point is, who 
we are influences the encounter just as much as the narrator’s identity. 
Oral historians call this intersubjectivity. Both the interviewer and the 
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narrator are subjects, and our race, gender, sexuality, age, and other char-
acteristics influence the questions we ask and the answers we receive.33

And yet,  there is no right way to match an oral history interviewer with 
a narrator. A gay- on- gay interview, so to speak, is no stronger than a straight- 
on- gay conversation. If the interviewer and narrator are too similar, they 
may speak in coded terms and leave out impor tant details unfamiliar to 
 those outside of their community. If they are too dissimilar,  there may be a 
lack of trust and a guardedness that results in stories and questions left 
unspoken. Proj ect members, including myself, have remained concerned 
that mostly white, straight, cisgender college students are not the best 
folks to be sitting across the  table, separated by only a small recording de-
vice, from often nonwhite, queer and trans, older individuals.  These gulfs 
of lived experience, and often gulfs of values and cultural understandings, 
make  these interviews a challenge for all parties involved. We have at times 
de cided to embark on initiatives to recruit and train interviewers from spe-
cific LGBTQ communities, including Black queer youth. But, in knowing 
that a perfect pairing is impossible, oral history proj ects may only strive to 
make the experience as trustworthy and as empowering as pos si ble for all 
parties.34

As the first year of the History Proj ect came to a close, we found our-
selves with a brand- new archive— both material and oral— that we had co-
created in collaboration with dozens of local LGBTQ  people. Yet what we 
had created was also a predominantly white gay male archive. When we 
wanted to tell stories about other queer and trans  people, we  were forced 
to “read against the grain” of this white archive in order to rescue  those 
missing voices. When seen this way, queer  women, transgender  people, and 
nonwhite  people are the subalterns of white gay male history. Patriarchy 
and racism reign within queer public history practice.

This early dynamic— the circular self- fulfilling narration of cisgender, 
white, gay male stories, engendered through the complicity of  those of 
us who  were not cis or are not men— continued on  until the membership 
of our proj ect rapidly began changing in late 2016. At that time, some of 
the most steadfast supporters of the History Proj ect— including members, 
donors to the archives, and oral history narrators— were several older trans-
gender  women as well as a coterie of young queer and straight cis  women, 
plus the outliers Ollie and myself. Indeed, this was the case with the 
#MakeRoanokeQueerAgain Bar Crawl event, so much so that when  people 
saw us wearing our “Make Roanoke Queer Again” hats that eve ning, what 
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they mostly saw was an army of  women marching forward to reclaim the 
city’s queer past. It has become a challenge for our proj ect that so many 
incredibly passionate young queer  women are involved in research and 
interpretive activities that have so often centered on cis gay men’s lives. 
Yet, the presence of young queer  women in this proj ect—as well as Ollie’s 
new leadership, and even my own gender transition, then underway in late 
2016— shifted our proj ect into new trajectories, and we began to develop a 
more trans and feminist approach to queer history-making.

One young genderqueer person who became involved around that time 
was RM. Raised in the Appalachian foothills of western Mary land, RM be-
gan exploring their queerness first online and then in a small town before 
moving to the Roanoke Valley at the age of eigh teen to attend college. Their 
first exposure to the History Proj ect was as a participant conducting an 
oral history interview during their last semester of college.  After gradua-
tion, they moved into a big  house with four other friends on the edge of the 
Old Southwest neighborhood. That  house became a popu lar queer hangout 
in the late 2010s, at least in my circle of friends, attracting young  people 
who crashed on living room couches for one night and only packed up and 
moved their  things out six months  later. I occasionally found myself and 
my friends over  there drinking and dancing late on a summer eve ning. RM 
became the proj ect’s first walking tour guide. They  later helped to start and 
manage some of the proj ect’s social media sites and created and edited the 
proj ect’s short- lived zine. As with Ollie, RM became one of my best friends. 
In April 2017, they co- led the now- annual bar crawl with me. On that drunken 
pilgrimage through the darkened streets of downtown, RM filled the air 
with their piercing laughter and their contagious, ebullient joy.

By 2017, the proj ect was off and  running in new directions. We had re-
cruited a new cohort of young queer and trans  people from the community 
to take on leadership roles. They led their own initiatives, from becoming 
walking tour guides to leading workshops across Southwest  Virginia to de-
veloping art proj ects. In  those years we began to focus our community out-
reach on new programmatic initiatives that have since become something 
of a core methodology for the History Proj ect. Two of  these methods, dis-
cussed below, reveal impor tant considerations regarding how LGBTQ  people 
engage with queer pasts. Both methods also demonstrate how a proj ect such 
as ours can make new spaces for queer historical consciousness- raising as 
well as cultivating bonds of belonging and togetherness in the spaces of 
our city.
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Authority and Togetherness: Story Circles

The lights  were low, and the dance club seemed eerily quiet on a Wednes-
day night. The Park— the last remaining gay bar in Southwest  Virginia— had 
opened their doors for us for an archives collection event. The History Proj-
ect was barely six months old at the time and most LGBTQ  people in Roa-
noke had no idea who we  were or what we  were  doing. We believed that we 
needed to go to the  people, rather than hope that they would find us. Thus, 
we asked the Park to turn on the disco lights for us on a weeknight.

We made a Facebook event titled “Reunion” and encouraged  people who 
used to dance and party at the Park in the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s to come 
back to this gay space that had first opened in 1978. That eve ning I mingled 
ner vously at the bar with men who  were old enough to be my  father (not to 
be confused with daddies, who come in all ages and genders). I ordered a 
whiskey with ginger ale, as well as food for myself and two female under-
graduate students from Roanoke College who honestly looked even more 
ner vously out of place than I did. The students had set up a  table of materi-
als near the bar’s entrance, with Deed of Gift forms and other lit er a ture in 
case anyone showed up wanting to make a material donation to the proj-
ect’s fledging archives. While we did, in fact, net a few donations that night, 
the real event was something we had not entirely planned for.

When we  imagined “Reunion” we thought that participants would enter 
the bar, sit down and discuss with my students their donations, and then 
ultimately entrust their materials to the archive. Maybe some folks would 
order food and drink from the bar while mingling with old friends. The 
formal program, as much as we had sketched one out, was to have a happy 
hour followed by a thirty- minute story circle followed by the formal pro-
cessing of donations. But the event did not unfold this way. Most  people 
did not bring archival specimens.  Those who did immediately  stopped at 
the donation  table and the students helped them pro cess their materials in 
a  matter of minutes. As I stood, unsure of myself, at the bar or at times lin-
gering  behind the donation  table overseeing the students’ work, I noticed 
many of the attendees increasingly congregated at  tables and sitting on big 
white couches situated near the front of the stage where on Friday nights 
you can watch kings and queens strut their stuff.

I eventually walked into that circle of old friends and strangers and be-
gan listening in on their conversations. We had scheduled the story circle 
portion of the eve ning to begin at 7 p.m. but they  were already into it, half 
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an hour early, and notably without our participation. Former drag perform-
ers gossiped about this queen and that queen— about legends who had per-
formed right on that stage where we  were now sitting.  People who looked 
like cis guys  were bandying around female names and using she/her pro-
nouns for one another. The owner of the club sat among us. He egged on 
some of the older masculine guys and effeminate queens to share their mem-
ories. The stories flowed from their mouths. My instinct as a professor was to 
facilitate. I reminded participants that we would have a thirty- minute story 
circle, but, in fact, the story circle had begun and I was not leading it.

I cannot recall how we came up with the term “story circle.” It was not 
yet a fully formed concept. Would we be facilitating a conversation, or  were 
we just creating a space for conversations to naturally unfold? Would we 
capture  people’s stories for posterity by recording their words or taking 
notes, or would we simply let  people talk without hindrances? The only 
 thing we knew for certain was that we wanted to give  people the opportu-
nity to talk about their lives. We believed that through talking  people come 
to see themselves as historical agents, they come to recognize their own 
lived experiences as historically significant. We also  imagined that having 
a place- based conversation inside a historic gay club would serve as a mne-
monic for  those attending to remember and share their stories about this 
specific place. All of this turned out to be true.

That Wednesday eve ning the planned thirty- minute circle became a 
two- hour rambling conversation. In fact, by 9 p.m. when the students and I 
had to depart, participants  were still sitting in the comfy couches near the 
stage, still sharing their memories of local LGBTQ history. We had hit upon 
something with the story circle, but what was it? Looking back, I believe 
that the story circle served two purposes: fostering a sense of authority in 
each participant and cultivating a feeling of togetherness among us all.

Most  people, but perhaps especially queer and trans  people, do not feel 
as if their own experiences constitute history. Public historians commit 
themselves to cultivating a shared authority between professional prac ti-
tion ers and the stakeholders whose narratives constitute the real stuff of 
history, particularly  those  people who lived through it. The story circle 
approach honors and highlights the authority of  those who  were  there. 
 Whether sharing one’s own tale or nodding in affirmation at someone  else’s 
narrative, in the story circle each participant is recognized as a significant 
actor. (Although I did hear queens interrupting one another on occasion: 
“Honey, you  weren’t  there. I was.”)
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Of course, not every one in the circle experienced the same exact moments 
as  others did, and they did not remember in the same ways, but every one 
at least felt part of not only a meta historical narrative— LGBTQ history in 
Roanoke— but also that they  were the authors of a par tic u lar version of that 
story. In the story circle, as we have conceived it, no one is writing down 
their words and no one is recording their thoughts. No one is planning to 
turn their stories into a polished or published narrative (although, have I 
done that  here?). The stories and  those in the circle sharing them are both 
the means and the ends of the pro cess. Each participant is si mul ta neously 
author and audience. It is a closed loop.

 There is a feeling of togetherness that comes from participating in a story 
circle. During the “Reunion” event, older gay men and former drag queens 
came together in a semi structured environment in which they might ex-
plore their common bonds. This togetherness is pos si ble in other ways, of 
course, such as through participation in an online community. But the 
story circle fosters a unique intimacy.  People are seated in close proximity, 
listening carefully to one another’s stories.

The form of the circle can make every one an equal participant without 
hierarchies. But this  hasn’t always happened, and the circle must be con-
structed appropriately to work. At a lesbian herstory story circle in 2018, 
discussed in the next chapter, we fumbled regarding facilitation, and due 
to inclement outdoor weather we had to physically assem ble ourselves into 
an outer and inner ring, which left participants on the outside feeling a 
sense of exclusion rather than inclusion. At an African American LGBTQ 
story circle that we or ga nized in 2017, discussed in chapter 5, we arranged 
for a Black lesbian friend to facilitate the conversation. White proj ect mem-
bers, including myself, had originally planned to not be pre sent during the 
circle, but then every thing spectacularly fell apart when, in a problematic 
and consequential decision, we remained in the room and ultimately dom-
inated the ensuing conversation.

Still, story circles are a first step in our efforts to activate a community 
around LGBTQ history. By making space for  people with a shared past to 
come together and share their stories in a nonthreatening environment, we 
can foster a sense of authority and belonging among LGBTQ  people who 
are the  owners of their own stories. Yet, if we are not attentive to how our 
own subjectivities influence the very spaces that we create, we may also 
cause harm.
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Reclaiming Queer Space: Historical Reenactments

When a young  woman in early 2016 came up with the slogan “Make Roa-
noke Queer Again” for the History Proj ect, we ran with it. In the spring and 
summer leading up to the presidential election, we printed scores of trucker 
hats with this catchy slogan on the front. (Our hats  were blue and white, 
not red.) Some of us began wearing  these hats around Roanoke: in the gro-
cery store, at the farmer’s market, in straight bars. The hats themselves 
represent a type of guerrilla public history. Wearing a “Make Roanoke Queer 
Again” hat makes our presence in the spaces of this city known. It achieves 
what I call being demonstrably queer.

In the course of the proj ect’s first year, we thought a lot about what it 
might have been like to be a queer or trans person in this city in previous 
generations. The closest way to approximate that experience would be to 
put our bodies into public space, precisely into  those same spaces where 
queer ancestors once lived, worked, and fucked, and see what it feels like 
to be  there  today in our own queerness and transness.

A student at Roanoke College and I brainstormed the initial #MakeRoa 
nokeQueerAgain Bar Crawl in early 2016 as a way to accomplish this. Our 
goal was to use the 1978 FAIR bar map as a guide to our reenactment. The 
original map was accompanied by an essay describing each of Roanoke’s gay 
bars as they  were in early 1978: demographics,  music, dancing, the clothes 
 people wore, the price of a beer, and  whether or not the bar was supportive 
of the FAIR co ali tion.35 When we brought the bar crawl idea to History Proj ect 
meetings in early 2016, and introduced it on our listserv,  there was mostly 
silence. Perhaps older community members did not see the crawl as  either 
helpful or hurtful to our proj ect’s mission of “researching and telling the 
stories of LGBTQ+ individuals and organ izations in our region.” On the other 
hand,  there was palpable excitement among drinking- age students and some 
of the newer younger proj ect members. When we fi nally put on the crawl, we 
attracted about twenty- five participants, mostly young white queer  women. 
A reporter and photographer from the local newspaper, the Roanoke Times, 
also tagged along.36

The bar crawl was our proj ect’s first attempt at historical reenactment. 
We wanted participants to feel a sense of the geography and to hear the 
narratives of what it would have been like to go out with a bunch of friends 
in downtown Roanoke in 1978. Over the course of that eve ning, we  stopped 
at the locations of six historic gay bars in the city. At each stop, we also 
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entered (or at least attempted to enter) the nearest con temporary bar in 
order to grab a drink.

The crawl began inside the City Market building. Following introduc-
tions and a discussion of ground rules, we stepped out onto Salem Ave nue 
and talked about histories of trans sex work on that block. Our first drink-
ing stop was Billy’s— a fancy straight bar and restaurant where diners used 
to sit and gaze through large glass win dows out upon the sex workers on 
the street. Now we  were putting our demonstrably queer and trans bodies 
inside Billy’s— a marked geographic reversal. At 8 p.m. we exited Billy’s 
and wandered one and a half blocks to the site of the Last Straw, Roanoke’s 
second gay bar, opened in 1973.  Today this building  houses a church— even 
as the original bar and bar stools from the Last Straw are still vis i ble in the 
front room. Standing outside, I read from FAIR’s 1978 assessment of the 
Last Straw: “Neighborhood type bar. Usually open Wed. thru Sa., but this 
could be anyone’s guess. Worth a try anytime, though. Pinball machines 
and juke box. Good place to meet other pinballers; dress is levis, or what-
ever you have on, proper gender please.” I also read from some oral histo-
ries we had conducted  earlier that year. Peter, the African American gay 
man quoted at the outset of this chapter, had this to say about the Straw: 
“Well, the Last Straw had the jukebox . . .  and that long bar . . .  and that’s 
where the questioning straight boys would go . . .  so that was a lot of fun, 
you know, playing with them and so that was a  whole dif fer ent atmo-
sphere, it was a cruise bar.”37 At some point during our interpretation, we 
 were interrupted by a small group of men  either on their way into or out of 
the church. One man engaged our group, saying, “That’s not right. That’s not 
right.” But then, clarifying, he said, “It’s not right that  people are treated 
differently  because of who they love.” Every body needs a place they can 
call their own, he explained. I let out an audible sigh of relief.

As we walked from the Last Straw to our next stop, Corned Beef & Co., 
one trans  woman in the group referred back to FAIR’s assessment of the 
Last Straw in 1978 and asked what I thought about the “proper gender please” 
comment. I replied, “Unfortunately, we  will see that again throughout the 
night.” This is  because many of Roanoke’s gay bars, as discussed in the 
previous chapter,  were not welcoming to gender nonconforming  people. 
“Drag,” it was feared, using the language of the time, would attract police 
attention. At Corned Beef, the bartender was pleased to see our group with 
our “Make Roanoke Queer Again” hats on. “The LGBT community is totally 
welcome  here,” he said. Yet several years  later we de cided to stop patron-
izing Corned Beef on our annual bar crawls  after video emerged of two 
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trans  women of color claiming they  were unfairly ejected from the bar one 
eve ning  because of how they  were dressed. While an older white trans 
 woman who has supported the History Proj ect continues to play in a pool 
league at Corned Beef & Co. and says that she has never faced transphobic 
harassment  there, as an organ ization we have to contend with a space that 
was never fully accepting and  will prob ably never be in the  future  either. 
We can get cheap drinks elsewhere.

From Corned Beef we wandered a few more blocks to the site of Lucky 
on Kirk Ave nue. In the late 1970s, this was Nite & Day, a short- lived gay bar 
and restaurant. Outside I read from FAIR’s 1978 critique: “No disco  music 
and no dancing,  either. Georgetown atmosphere which should attract  those 
into conversation and art.” FAIR also noted, “No established crowd, neat 
dress”— and again noting the bar’s policy of trans exclusion— “no drags, 
please.”38 We attempted to enter the bar, but we  were turned away by the 
hostess who, it turns out, had been eyeing us warily all along through the 
bar’s front win dows. She tells us  there is not enough room for our group. 
Dejected and lingering outside the bar, I share with the group the story of 
the 1966 Sip- In in New York City. The Sip- In was or ga nized by Mattachine 
Society activists who went on a similar type of crawl to ours: they visited 
bar  after bar in Greenwich Village, sitting down and announcing that they 
 were homosexuals and that they intended to buy a drink. They  were thrown 
out of several of them. Similarly, sporting our “Make Roanoke Queer Again” 
hats, we  were entering bars and effectively saying, “ We’re queer,  we’re  here, 
serve us a drink.” Lucky turned us away, but  every other bar eventually let 
us in.39

From  there we wandered another two blocks to Murphy’s Super Disco, a 
gay dance club, which is now Martin’s, a straight bar. One hour and many 
drinks  later, at around 10 p.m. we  were ready to go on. We marched en masse 
to the site of the Horoscope, Roanoke’s first gay discotheque. In 2016, this 
building  housed a salon and luxury apartments. We  were getting into the 
dancing mood ourselves, but our next stop was Backstreet Café, down the 
hill from the Horoscope. At the time, Backstreet was still a bar but no lon-
ger a gay hangout. The former man ag er, a transgender  woman, was stand-
ing at the door as we approached. I told her about our adventure, and she 
stood with us on the sidewalk for fifteen minutes telling us her story, as well 
as the story of the Backstreet shooting in 2000. In subsequent years,  after 
the bar fired her and rebranded itself as the Front Row, effectively erasing 
all association with its former gayness, we  stopped patronizing this busi-
ness on our annual pilgrimage.40
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From Backstreet we took our dancing feet to the Park, Southwest  Virginia’s 
oldest still- operating gay bar. Outside I read from some oral histories. Al-
most every one mentions the Park in their life stories. Indeed, some in the 
LGBTQ community cannot think of anything gay in Roanoke besides this 
place, which perhaps shows the extreme depth of queer erasure on the col-
lective consciousness of our community. One oral history narrator noted 
that the Park immediately began to attract a straight crowd upon opening, 
 because it was just “one of the best dance bars” around.  Today, many in the 
older LGBTQ community complain about the Park. As one white cisgender 
gay man put it: “Now the Park is  really not a gay bar anymore, not the way 
it was.” One trans  woman said, “I used to go to the Park, but god, that  music 
is just so loud. I’m good for maybe ten minutes, but that’s it.” An older 
white gay man remarked, “The Park, I  haven’t been in several years. I  don’t 
like the new  music. Most every body  there, I could be their grand father.” And 
Peter, who began our story, quite pensively put it this way: “It has changed 
in good ways, challenging ways, I  wouldn’t say bad ways, but it has evolved. 
It has had to, it has had to cater to a wide variety of  people. All money is 
green, and you  can’t exclude a certain group of  people and pay the bills. 
You have to broaden your horizons, broaden your base in order to keep the 
lights on.” We went inside and danced for hours. Eventually,  people trick-
led home; the bar crawl was over.41

In the days that followed, History Proj ect members  were ecstatic about 
the crawl’s success as a kind of gay reenactment. We had attracted a large 
crowd, all had a merry time gallivanting around in our sexy looks, and we 
surprisingly received extremely positive press in the media.42 I believe that 
the bar crawl accomplished more than just good PR, however. By putting 
our own gender- diverse and deviant bodies into spaces that  were histori-
cally queer but are now lost to us or in danger of losing their former iden-
tity, we did not just engage with LGBTQ history as a tourist or a straight 
person might. Rather, we laid claim to this history with our bodies, and we 
claimed  these spaces as relevant to our con temporary queer existence.

We  really did make Roanoke queer again, not just by demonstrating that 
 these places  matter in some kind of abstract historical way. We did so by 
demonstrating that our own lives as queer  people are at stake  here. We must 
fight for space not just for our pasts but so that we can also get a drink and 
have a good time, something that connects us with queer ancestors who 
fought for  these same pleasures in  these same spaces. If anything, that first 
bar crawl taught us that our fight for queer history is also a fight for queer 
space in the con temporary city. Our beautiful queer and trans bodies outside 
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and inside of  these buildings challenge the resurgent straight gentrifica-
tion of downtown. We are the corporeal ghosts that haunt  these spaces, 
specters of 1978 back from the queer dead.

Historical reenactment is an odd term, however. When I speak to audi-
ences about our proj ect’s gay reenactments, they often laugh out loud, even 
though this is not a punch line. The idea of reenacting LGBTQ history 
seems downright ridicu lous to many. They think of reenactment as “dress-
up,” and so  people ask, “Do you dress in your gayest 1970s- era disco out-
fits?” (The answer is no.) I usually explain our events to them by making a 
connection with Civil War reenactments, which are extremely popu lar 
 here in  Virginia. In the late nineteenth  century, in the de cades following 
the Civil War, veterans from both the Union and Confederate sides came 
together on Southern soil to dedicate monuments and— moreover and more 
intimately— picnic and swap stories together upon the very battlefields 
where they once had fought.  These battlefields, soon grown over with weeds, 
 were a mnemonic for them. They  were spaces that helped older veterans 
recall their younger lived experiences.  These spaces helped them discover 
a common narrative— a shared past, even in the face of all the vio lence 
that had once fastened them onto opposing sides of an unbridgeable di-
vide.  Today, costumed interpreters re create the historical details of  these 
events— every thing from the movement of regiments through tangled 
woodlands to the gleam of au then tic buttons on a soldier’s uniform. They 
do so in situ, in the same spaces where history once unfolded. We call this 
historical reenactment. In  these modern examples,  people who did not 
personally experience the Civil War dress up in period costumes, carry 
replica firearms, and try to imagine what it was like to have been  there.43

 There is a difference between reenactment, however, and reclamation. 
When I explain our gay reenactments, I explain that the reason we do them 
is not just  because they are fun, but that we seek to reclaim a historically 
queer space. Civil War reenactors, for the most part, do not contest the fact 
that the National Park Ser vice operates many of  these sites  today on behalf 
of the federal government. This is not a  battle over space as much as it is a 
 battle over memory. But for queer  people, our engagements with history 
often manifest as  battles over real physical spaces. I need to know where I 
can go in downtown Roanoke on a Friday night and feel safe as a queer and 
trans person. History is my guide— a guide not to what is,  because it is mostly 
all gone, but, in the vein of Muñoz’s “queer utopian memory,” a guide to 
what could yet be. One might put up a plaque at Murphy’s Super Disco or at 
Nite & Day, just as monuments to  battles fought over 150 years ago litter 
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our Southern communities. But we are still fighting for ac cep tance as 
LGBTQ  people. Only by putting our bodies back into  these spaces, making 
new memories, and being demonstrably queer in place do we do more than 
just commemorate. We fight for a  future that includes us— a city that makes 
space for us.

From 2016 through 2018, the History Proj ect hosted several additional 
gay reenactments. In November 2016, we held a Lesbian Frisbee event, a 
recreation of a 1983 Frisbee Fun day hosted by the local lesbian organ ization 
First Friday. We made a collage of text and images from First Friday’s news-
letter Skip Two Periods to advertise this event, calling on participants to 
return to the exact same corner of Highland Park where First Friday hosted 
their Frisbee Fun thirty- three years  earlier. Approximately twenty- five 
 people attended, mostly though not exclusively queer  women.  People 
brought blankets and pizza and hot apple cider. We distributed reproduc-
tion 1983 copies of Skip Two Periods. Participants lounged in the grass and 
read historic newsletters together.  Others played Frisbee. Participants 
ranged in age across several generations; they shared stories in a space 
that we had made for queer  women— a space that  really did not exist any-
more in 2016.44

We followed Lesbian Frisbee with a gay roller- skating night in Decem-
ber that re created a 1978 roller- skating party hosted by the gay activist 
group FAIR. We returned to the exact same rink on the same night at the 
same time as FAIR had attended thirty- eight years  earlier. History Proj ect 
members took over a portion of the rink’s cafeteria as a makeshift center 
for picking up reproduction copies of FAIR’s newsletter, the  Virginia Gay-
zette, and for socializing. The following winter, we held a Queer Bowling 
Night on Valentine’s Day. We went to the same bowling alley where Roa-
noke’s gay bowling league once competed in the mid-1980s. Unlike roller- 
skating and Frisbee, which each attracted more than twenty participants, 
this event only netted six attendees. Fi nally, in September 2017, in the wake 
of the local Pride organ ization’s decision to postpone the city’s annual 
Pride in the Park festival from September to April of the next year, we de-
cided to put on a historical reenactment of the city’s first Pride in the Park 
festival from 1990. We rented a shelter in Wasena Park right where the first 
Pride was held. We hung up our History Proj ect banner, put out food and 
lit er a ture (including reproduction copies of 1990 Pride in the Park flyers 
and programs), and invited the community out for a picnic. Approximately 
100  people attended over the course of a Sunday after noon. It was the proj-
ect’s largest event to date.45
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Reenacting LGBTQ history also has its drawbacks.  There are ethical 
considerations regarding what types of history are appropriate to re create 
as well as what it means for young  people in the 2010s to move our bodies 
in the same ways or in the same spaces as queer ancestors did in the 1970s 
and 1980s. For example, we have considered reenacting vari ous salacious 
moments from Roanoke’s past. When we learned of a police crackdown on 
public sex at Highland Park in the early 2000s that included the removal of 
three mattresses from the woods where gay men used to fuck, we enter-
tained the idea of recreating that scene by putting mattresses back into the 
woods where they had been removed some fifteen years  earlier. We would 
go and have a picnic on the mattresses, being demonstrably queer and sexy 
in a space that was once heavi ly policed, where  people who engaged in pub-
lic sex  were criminalized. But we ultimately de cided against this. Some-
thing about recreating a public sex space did not feel right.46

Similarly, when we learned that a Black trans sex worker in Southeast 
Roanoke in the late 1980s had hoarded condoms received from health 
workers during the AIDS crisis, and that they blew  these condoms into bal-
loons and let them go freely into the air, we seriously considered, if only 
for a moment, recreating that scene. We could go to that same stretch of 
8th Street in Southeast Roanoke, make balloons out of condoms, and re-
lease them, creating a stream of unidentifiable flying objects floating out 
above the rooftops of this hardscrabble neighborhood.47

In both cases, we  were inspired by queer material cultures that had once 
made sex work and public sex vis i ble: soiled mattresses in the park, condom 
balloons in the air.48 We entertained the idea of recreating  these events 
 because we wanted to make public sex histories and sex work histories vis-
i ble again. In both cases, however, if we had followed through on  these plans 
we may have opened ourselves up to arrest or even criminal prosecution. 
We also, even more importantly, wondered about the ethics of recreating 
public sex and sex work histories when none of our members at that time, 
at least to my knowledge, engaged in public sex or sex work in Roanoke. 
 Were we the right  people to carry  these narratives forward, to make  these 
specific histories vis i ble? And if we feared arrest,  were we as aware as we 
 really should have been of how our own subjectivities— our whiteness, our 
remove from sex work and public sex cultures— work to protect us from the 
very consequences and dangers that historic cruisers and sex workers faced? 
In other words, what could we possibly learn about queer pasts if our reen-
actment of  these histories was more performative and imaginary than ex-
pressive of lived experiences and an ongoing queer embodiment?
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Herein lies the prob lem with reenactment. I believe quite strongly that 
reenactment- as- reclamation— making spaces queer again by placing our 
bodies in them; making  these places ours to live in and play in again—is a 
successful strategy of public history activism and a form of queer world-
building. But when reenactment does not meet the ends of reclamation— 
when our presence in a space is unsustained or insincere—or when our 
reenactment is not historically accurate, such as when the differences be-
tween “us” and “them” is so  great that we are not  really feeling what it was 
like to have been  there, I do won der what exactly we are  doing when we 
put on our uniforms, sling  rifles over our shoulders, and march into  battle 
in defense of queer space.

The Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ History Proj ect is a proj ect about  people: 
gay  people, queer  people, trans  people,  people of color. I have most en-
joyed this work for the many friendships I have made with other queer and 
trans  people, especially across generations. I stand in awe of this community 
that we have made and sustained through intense discussions and joyful 
cele brations of local LGBTQ history. In spring 2017, the History Proj ect also 
made unexpected space for something  else: I fell in love.

The morning  after our second bar crawl in April  2017, as I stumbled 
around my kitchen with a bad hangover and makeup smeared across my 
face, I also felt a nagging feeling in my gut that the time had come to 
admit to a fellow proj ect member that I had a crush on them. But was this 
appropriate—to date someone within the proj ect? The fact is that I had 
been kind of a lost ship at sea in Southwest  Virginia’s queer dating scene 
since moving  here. In 2015 I dated a nonbinary person, and in 2016 I went on 
quite a few dates with several gay men, and although I knew I was still 
mostly attracted to  women, I  wasn’t  really sure what my sexual orientation 
was. How can one speak of an orientation when they  don’t even know from 
where they are orienting? Was I a man, a  woman, or something  else entirely? 
Previous girlfriends had poked and prodded. “So, are you bisexual?” “Can 
you explain exactly what you mean by queer?” One girlfriend straight up 
told me to my face that I  wasn’t queer. “ You’re genderqueer,” she said. She 
was right— sort of— but I  wasn’t prepared to hear that.

Dating RM has been profoundly dif fer ent from all my previous relation-
ships. With very strange timing, I actually came out as trans just one week 
prior to our first kiss. As the proj ect progressed, we celebrated our first an-
niversary, then our second anniversary, alongside my own tranniversaries, 
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as well as the proj ect’s own anniversaries. Fourteen months into our rela-
tionship, RM moved 500 miles away to attend gradu ate school, and conse-
quently they stepped back from their participation in the History Proj ect. I 
think it is healthy that the proj ect no longer consumes much of our time 
together. In fact, when we first started dating we wrote down a list of rules 
governing our relationship; this included one rule making clear that History 
Proj ect activities did not constitute dates. We would need to make time 
outside of activism for our love.

Looking back, though, I cherish many of our earliest memories that are 
intimately linked to the proj ect: practicing walking tours together, leading 
the queer bar crawls and other reenactments, folding and stapling zines. For 
both of us, the proj ect was a way to make and discover a queer community, 
something neither of us had yet experienced at that point in our respective 
journeys of coming out and coming into our own identities. The History 
Proj ect provided us with a space in which to enact our long- dormant queer-
ness and transness. Cupid was a queer ghost.

Two years  later, with RM 500 miles away, I led the fourth #MakeRoa-
nokeQueerAgain Bar Crawl in 2019 all on my own. The crawl has become 
an annual ritual, although the bars that we visit each year continue to 
change. We  stopped trying to get into Lucky  after being rebuffed that first 
time.  After the  owners of Backstreet took down their iconic sign, fired the 
bar’s transgender man ag er, and rebranded the establishment in an attempt 
at sanitizing and erasing all that was once queer, we  stopped  going  there. 
During the second annual crawl, we stood across the street from the for-
mer Backstreet bar,  under a halo of streetlights newly adorned with signs 
reading “West Station,” as if  these few blocks of formerly sex- stained Sa-
lem Ave nue  were now, suddenly, a new residential neighborhood. For two 
years we added Beamer’s, a very straight bar and restaurant at that same 
location, and a potent symbol of downtown gentrification, to our itinerary. 
But the second time our crew landed at Beamer’s, in 2018, one of the bar-
tenders said to us, “We  don’t normally get your kind  here.” We  stopped 
 going to Beamer’s. For years we  were welcomed at Corned Beef & Co., but 
 after that video surfaced of two Black trans  women getting ejected from 
the bar, our proj ect voted to stop spending our money  there too.  We’re try-
ing to make places queer, but some of  these places just  really suck.

The annual #MakeRoanokeQueerAgain Bar Crawl is one particularly 
vis i ble way that the History Proj ect fights for queer space in this city. But 
our proj ect is not just about drinking and partying, and most of the spaces 
we have created for queer and trans folks are ones where  people can have 
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conversations together and learn about one another’s lives. We create spaces 
for story circles so that elders can connect over shared experiences and for 
transgenerational dialogue between younger and older queers. We hold 
historical reenactments as a way to make history fun and legible to new 
and younger audiences of LGBTQ history. We make spaces where we can 
get a reproduction copy of a historical gay newsletter into someone’s hand. 
And we meet once a month in the downtown branch of the Roanoke Public 
Library system where any enthusiast can become a member: setting the 
agenda for our meetings, training to become a tour guide, or helping to plan 
our next wild event.

If we want queer history to live—to be part of our common lives and a 
roadmap for our  future— then the first  thing queer public history activists 
need to do is to make space for it. Queer history lives in spaces animated 
by storytelling, haunted by ghosts, and fought over by queers and straight 
 people alike. In Roanoke’s historic queer spaces, we do not just learn about 
a shared past—we forge a common  future.



3 Resurrecting Lesbian Herstory  
in a Nonbinary World

It was  going to be the ultimate story circle. At least five former members of 
First Friday, a lesbian organ ization in Roanoke in the 1980s,  were back in 
town. They had or ga nized a mini- reunion all of their own, completely in-
de pen dent of the History Proj ect. Some former members still lived in the 
Roanoke Valley;  others had since moved far away to North Carolina, New 
Jersey, even California. We had interviewed several of  these  women for the 
oral history proj ect, but I had not yet seen their dynamic all together in one 
place as a boisterous bunch.

A few months  earlier, I had received a phone call in my office from one of 
the First Friday organizers. She explained all about their planned reunion 
for April  2018. I immediately replied, “That’s also Pride weekend!” The 
Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ History Proj ect had already reserved a booth 
for Roanoke’s Pride in the Park festival. “Would First Friday be interested 
in joining us at our Pride booth for a story circle about lesbianism?”

We scheduled our “Lesbian Herstory Meet- and- Greet” for Sunday after-
noon at the end of a full weekend of Pride activities. The forecast called for 
a downpour. We hoped that folks would meet at our booth and then move 
to a more quiet, secluded part of Elmwood Park for an intimate conversation, 
but just as the clock struck 2 p.m. the clouds cracked open and heavy rain 
began to pour down upon our heads. We quickly moved all of our  tables and 
lit er a ture to the edge of our cramped 8- by-8- foot tent. We then unfolded 
 every folding chair we could find and placed them in a circle under neath 
the canopy, now dripping wet with the accumulated rain. Most of the former 
First Friday members, all white  women in their sixties, found a seat. Other 
attendees, about eight to ten  women in all, most in their twenties and thir-
ties, most of them white but also a few  women of color, sat on the grass or 
stood around the assembled chairs in a loosely formed ring.

It was in that moment that I suddenly realized we  didn’t have a plan for 
the story circle. Who was  going to facilitate? Whoever it was would be the 
face and the voice of the History Proj ect for that audience, as well as inter-
locuter with the older  women about their lives. I had been trying to pass 
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off many of our proj ect’s tasks to our newer, younger members, hoping to 
cultivate a fresh corps of queer history leaders. Moreover, I thought that if 
the facilitation fell into my lap then this “lesbian” event would be led by a 
six- foot- tall person with a beard and a face beat with colorful makeup and 
her hair tied up in space buns. I wondered, am I  really the right person—or 
the right body—to be leading this event?

Honestly, as a transfeminine and nonbinary person who is romantically 
and sexually involved with “other  women,” I have a, let’s say, “it’s compli-
cated” relationship with lesbianism and also an odd sense of belonging 
and not- belonging in women- only spaces. In my personal life, even before 
I had come out as queer or as trans, I had long cultivated friendships and 
experienced romantic love with queer  women. I had my first queer sexual 
experience with a  woman. I had long been interested in lesbian sex, and by 
my own estimation— having devoured every thing I could find online about 
trans lesbianism—my sexuality was pretty much aligned with this term. 
Or at least, lesbianism was the closest  thing to what I felt inside me, and 
what I shared with  others, that I could pin a name to. Yet as a self- described 
trans dyke, I still feel cautious and unsure at times about putting my body 
into women- only spaces. We had not even determined as a group  whether 
this story circle would be a dedicated women- only space. Theoretically, it 
was open to anyone. And yet, I was ner vous about how my vis i ble facial hair, 
my tall stature, my somewhat low voice, and other aspects of my assigned- 
male- at- birth, testosterone- infused body would make other participants feel.

So I asked RM if they would facilitate. It was a shitty move. I knew that 
RM also did not identify as a lesbian. At the time they identified as a cis 
 woman, but like me they  were attracted to a broad range of  people: cis 
 women, trans  women, transmasculine  people, nonbinary femmes. Our sexu-
alities  were fairly similar. But in that moment, they  were perceived as a 
 woman, and I was not. And although this was a “lesbian” event, which in 
most  people’s minds has specific meanings and connotations regarding both 
gender and sexuality, it almost felt as if gender was the more impor tant 
category playing out on that rainy after noon, and not necessarily our sexu-
alities. Our proj ect had long been committed to empowering queer  women 
and giving  women, young and old, a voice in narrating and interpreting lo-
cal histories. Perhaps the operating word governing this story circle was 
not  really “lesbian,” but “ woman.”

RM did a fantastic job, and the story circle was a phenomenal success. 
The  women of First Friday told their stories about coming out as lesbians in 
the late 1970s and early 1980s, about the in ter est ing events they had or ga-
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nized around Southwest  Virginia, about a newsletter they published in Roa-
noke in the mid-1980s— the region’s first lesbian publication— and about 
the re sis tance they faced at work, from their families, and from  others in the 
community due to their identities. They had built and sustained one of the 
most impor tant and influential queer organ izations in Southwest  Virginia’s 
LGBTQ history. We provided a space for them to tell that story  under a 
rain- soaked canopy occupied by a transgenerational community of  women.

While RM facilitated the conversation, Ollie and I lingered outside on 
the edge of the tent, trying to keep dry but also hoping to stay out of a con-
versation that seemingly was not about us. Although Ollie had once identi-
fied as a lesbian, and I was becoming more and more comfortable with that 
term in describing my own sexuality, we just  didn’t feel completely welcome. 
Shortly  after the story circle began, a friend of mine— a transfeminine non-
binary person in her early twenties who is also attracted to  women— appeared 
at the edge of the tent. She lingered and listened, seemingly apprehensive 
about  going in any farther. I watched her to see how she was experiencing 
the story circle. As the older  women of First Friday told their stories about 
being lesbians in an  earlier age, I was surprised to see tears welling in her 
eyes. I  can’t possibly know what she was feeling, but I started to get teary- 
eyed myself. My mind swirled with questions: Did she, as a trans person, 
perhaps feel unwelcome in this cisgender- dominated space? (Indeed, 
every one inside the tent was cisgender.) How did my friend see herself con-
nected to the region’s lesbian pasts, if at all? Did she hear stories of lesbian 
organ izing in Roanoke in the 1980s and think “that’s my story”? Or did she 
hear  these narratives and think “this has absolutely nothing to do with me, 
and nothing to do with what it means to be a queer  woman in 2018”?

As the story circle wrapped up, several cis  women in their twenties and 
thirties remarked on how  great it was to have a multigenerational conver-
sation about queer  women’s lives. The First Friday  women  were truly mag-
nificent, giving us so much of their wisdom and embracing the Southwest 
 Virginia LGBTQ+ History Proj ect with open arms. Indeed, I received sev-
eral tender hugs of appreciation from them as we closed up our tent. One 
 woman from out of town told me  after the story circle, “My favorite part of 
this weekend was meeting you!” Her words  were tender and earnest, with-
out holding anything back.  These  women made me feel  really hopeful in that 
very moment that queer  people, across the divide of generations and labels 
and experiences, can find common ground through the study, apprecia-
tion, and cele bration of queer pasts. Following our warm embraces and our 
heartfelt goodbyes, I turned to look for my trans friend. But she was gone.
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The lesbian story circle we hosted that day raises vexing questions about 
the meanings of so- called lesbian herstory in the twenty- first  century. By 
“herstory” I mean women- led efforts at historical storytelling, a concept of 
history- making then prominent in the  women’s movement of the 1970s and 
1980s, although this term has now largely fallen out of  favor.1 In Roanoke 
in the 1980s, lesbians formed a community around a shared identity as 
“woman- identified  women”—in other words, cisgender  women who lived 
with, befriended, loved, and fucked other cisgender  women.2 And let’s be 
fair: cisgender men did the same  thing, often creating spaces for cis gay men 
to be with other cis men. That is what “gay” and “lesbian” pretty much meant 
forty years ago in Southwest  Virginia. But  today,  these terms have become 
as muddled and as murky as a Tidewater swamp.

This is especially true for “lesbian,” even more so than “gay,” for reasons 
I consider  later in this chapter. It is as if that  earlier era’s fierce lesbian sepa-
ratism almost separated the “lesbian” entirely out of the remaining LGBTQ 
community, so much so that the “lesbian” is now something of an endan-
gered species. Indeed, recent surveys of college students in the United States 
have found very few young  people identifying as lesbian, while many more 
identify as bisexual or pansexual. Furthermore, increasing numbers of col-
lege youth are coming out as transgender and as nonbinary. This has led to 
a new culture of lesbianism. For example, most of the lesbians I know in 
Roanoke are  either trans, or are dating a trans person, or both.  There is a 
huge gap, however, in historical understandings and empathy between 
1980s- era lesbians and the non- cis lesbians and queer  women of  today.3

We can, and we are, bringing back lesbian herstory, and we are intention-
ally bringing  women together across generations to discuss lesbian pasts. 
But as transgender, nonbinary, and panromantic and pansexual identities 
bloom, and “lesbianism” becomes seemingly out of step with the pre sent 
moment, is  there an audience left for this public historical work? Who  will 
claim lesbian herstory in the 2020s? Do  women even want to make Roa-
noke “lesbian” again?

Making Herstory: Roanoke’s Lesbian World

 There is no evidence of an or ga nized lesbian community in Roanoke prior 
to First Friday’s formation in 1980. But  there are hints of an  earlier lesbian 
world. One white  woman who grew up in the Shenandoah Valley and moved 
to the region around 1980 recalled hearing the old timers talk about the 
Coffee Pot, a restaurant on Brambleton Ave nue on the outskirts of the city, 
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as a lesbian gathering place in the 1950s and 1960s.4  There  were a few older 
 women involved in the First Friday community in the early 1980s who could 
also talk about that  earlier era, but most  women in First Friday  were in 
their twenties or thirties. All they had  were the old timers’ stories,  those 
“twice- told stories,” as queer historian John Howard once put it.5

A few lesbians  were involved in the Gay Alliance of the Roanoke Valley 
(GARV), the region’s first gay liberation organ ization, founded in 1971. It is 
clear that some  women also gathered at the Trade Winds, the region’s one 
and only gay bar, where male GARV members often spent their leisure time. 
Lesbian issues  were not an explicit part of GARV organ izing. In fact, one 
 woman who visited the GARV collective in early 1972 from Richmond wrote 
a scathing letter to the editor published in GARV’s newsletter, the  Virginia 
Gayzette. She stated that she had come to Roanoke looking for community 
but found only “extremely unfriendly”  people. “Where is this  brother and 
 sister business? Certainly not  there!” Another  woman who was involved in 
the group in 1972 was quoted five years on following the group’s dissolu-
tion: “I think the  whole idea was just a  little ahead of its time. It [GARV] 
died. We tried to become a nonprofit organ ization, we tried to open an-
other bar, but it  didn’t work. The basic idea was just to raise the conscious-
ness of gays, but in the end it turned into a big social.”6

Rather than becoming involved in mixed- gender gay lib organ izing, some 
lesbian  women turned instead to the growing  women’s movement.  There 
they hoped to find other lesbians among like- minded feminists, although 
heterosexual  women  were not always so welcoming of their lesbian  sisters. 
One  woman from Roanoke wrote to Phyllis Lyon, cofounder of the national 
lesbian organ ization the  Daughters of Bilitis, in 1972. She reported to Lyon 
that she was now involved in the statewide  Virginia  Women’s Po liti cal Cau-
cus and that she had come out to her fellow colleagues as a lesbian. “At last 
a few other Lesbians have gotten up the courage to reveal themselves,” she 
shared, and now they are planning a “Lesbian workshop” for the organ-
ization’s next statewide conference in 1973. But “the situation in  Virginia is 
very oppressive,” she wrote, and “Frankly, I  will be amazed if as many as a 
dozen  women show up and admit that they are Lesbians.”7

In August 1973, another lesbian from Roanoke wrote to Phyllis Lyon and 
her partner Del Martin about the current situation facing gay  women in 
Southwest  Virginia. “In our Roanoke area we have GARV (Gay Alliance of 
Roanoke Valley),” she wrote, “which is the only local organ ization I know 
of. Specifically for  women who want to get acquainted I can only recom-
mend the correspondence clubs.” The writer continued: “Roanoke has only 
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one specific gay bar,” the Trade Winds. The writer revealed that she was 
writing a novel about lesbian experiences but was afraid that it would never 
get published. As for lesbian community in Roanoke, she concluded, “In 
our own area  things are very much under ground.”8

In 1977, Roanoke’s second gay rights group, the  Free Alliance for Indi-
vidual Rights (FAIR), was formed by a group of mostly white gay male ac-
tivists. This group was even more attuned to gay men’s issues than GARV, 
for FAIR’s activism focused largely on exposing the Roanoke Police Depart-
ment’s malicious tactics, including the use of undercover cops to bust men 
cruising at the Block alongside Elmwood Park. In a profile of the group in 
1977, one lesbian informed the Roanoker magazine that FAIR’s focus did 
nothing for her. “I think it’s true that  women are less con spic u ous than men,” 
she noted, “ because we  don’t go to The Block, we  don’t cruise.” By early 
1978, some  women within FAIR  were calling for the creation of an explic-
itly lesbian organ ization in Roanoke. “Obviously the men and  women have 
one  thing in common,” an anonymous writer editorialized in FAIR’s news-
letter, “but not the same prob lems or interest.” “ There are good sounds 
coming from the mountains around Roanoke that the  women of our soci-
ety are uniting.” The writer called for monthly or bimonthly meetings for 
gay  women and hopefully the formation of “a separate co ali tion.” But FAIR 
folded by the end of that year, and the writer’s call to action, at least for the 
time being, went unheeded.9

Meanwhile, throughout the 1970s, and despite the lack of any or ga nized 
lesbian community in Southwest  Virginia, many  women found each other—
or at least found themselves—in unique ways, without the benefit of formal 
gatherings. Many  women recall meeting other lesbians for the first time at 
college: at James Madison University, at Bridgewater College, at Radford 
University, at  Virginia Tech. Some got involved with feminist and gay stu-
dent organ izations at that time. For some  others, while  there  were no such 
organ izations at their respective colleges, they yet  were able to form rela-
tionships with other curious  women. Discovering one’s sexuality was not 
always a consensual or liberating experience. One  woman recalled of her 
teenage years growing up in Floyd County how two female teachers had 
sexually assaulted her in high school.

Trans  women in relationships with other  women in the 1970s also found 
themselves extremely isolated and misunderstood. As one individual re-
called, she waited one night  until 2 or 3 a.m. to try on a new wig, but then 
heard a knock on the door. It was her wife. Her “fetish” to pre sent as a  woman 
eventually sent the  couple into a therapist’s office. Trans lesbianism was 
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not yet a legible concept in Southwest  Virginia at that time, although some 
Roanoke- based trans  women in the 1970s  were reading  Virginia Prince’s 
Transvestia magazine, and the Roanoke Public Libraries apparently carried a 
copy of Prince’s The Transvestite and His Wife, a primer for trans lesbian-
ism if  there ever was one.10

For many of the cisgender  women attending college in the 1970s, one 
common experience  after graduating was picking up and relocating to 
the Roanoke Valley. As young  women came out, joined the workforce, and 
then relocated to Roanoke, a surprising hub emerged of nascent lesbian 
community organ izing in the late 1970s: Salem,  Virginia. Salem is Roa-
noke’s odd  sister city. At the turn of the 1980s, it was a municipality of only 
24,000 residents and 95  percent white. It was and remains a more conser-
vative community than the more diverse, cosmopolitan Roanoke.11 Many 
lesbian  women met one another on the softball diamond at Oakey’s Field 
on Salem’s Main Street.

One white  woman, Kathryn L, remembers “It fi nally came to me that 
oh, if I want to meet  women, [go to a] softball field. So that’s what I did.” 
She laughed. “And next  thing you know, I was dating the pitcher.” “A lot of 
breakups happened on the ball field,” recalls another white  woman, Peggy, 
who played in the same softball league. “And  people would come in and 
find their girlfriend with another girlfriend.  There’d be a fight. That hap-
pened quite often.” Some  women gathered on a hill next to the softball field, 
got drunk, and watched the games, trying to decipher who on the field was 
a “dyke.” Prob ably all the “straight” girls  were actually closeted, Kathryn L 
laughingly recalls. Another Salem gathering spot was a women- owned res-
taurant called the Taylor House. One white  woman, Nancy, recalls that the 
 owners of the restaurant “would basically  either shut down or we would 
just go take it over on [a] Friday [night],” sometimes on the first Friday of 
the month.

This is one version of the origin story of the group that became First 
Friday. Kathryn L recalls that the group actually formed around the occa-
sion of throwing a surprise birthday party for one of the older lesbian 
 women in the community. In a remembrance written three years  later, some 
First Friday leaders recalled that the group first met at a Memorial Day 
weekend party in 1980. No  matter how it got started, by the end of 1980 a 
small group of  women, almost exclusively white and nearly all in their 
twenties and thirties, began meeting on the first Friday of each month. It 
was a new tradition that would last for over a de cade. A lesbian commu-
nity was born.12
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From 1980 into the early 1990s, First Friday was the premier lesbian 
organ ization in Southwest  Virginia. Its signature events, such as the an-
nual Roanoke Valley  Women’s Retreats, drew in hundreds of  women from 
across the surrounding region. In many ways, First Friday was about mak-
ing space for lesbians both in and outside of the city. Meetings and Friday 
night socials  were often held in  women’s homes or apartments, frequently 
in the Old Southwest neighborhood. Many of the group’s leaders lived in 
the gayborhood, on Albemarle, King George, and Mountain Ave nues. They 
created new spaces for queer  women to socialize within. They often held 
events in their homes,  because, as several members recall, the city’s gay bar 
scene was not exactly welcoming to lesbians in the 1980s.

Roanoke’s gay bars  were mostly male- dominated spaces, and  there was 
never  really a lesbian bar per se, although some bars attracted more  women 
than  others. Almost all of Roanoke’s lesbians remember  going to the Park, 
and First Friday rented out the downstairs space of the Park several times 
for events, but that space mostly catered to gay men. A short- lived bar called 
the Cornerstone opened and closed in the mid-  to late 1980s at Fifth and 
Church. Kathryn L remembers it was women- owned, and First Friday held 
some events  there.  Women also got drinks at Macado’s on Church Ave nue. 
But  these  were scattered experiences. Downtown was not a lesbian space 
in the same way that Old Southwest and other surrounding neighborhoods 
and suburban communities  were for queer  women. For example, one of 
First Friday’s signature events was held at the Roanoke County  Women’s 
Club, a  grand old building teetering on the city line between Roanoke and 
Salem.  Every February beginning in the early 1980s, the group took over 
the club for their “Fabulous February Fling,” a “fancy dress ball” for lesbi-
ans, as Kathryn L recalls.  There  were bands, a dance contest. “It was just a 
load of fun.”13

Yet in many ways, First Friday’s most lasting and memorable contribu-
tion to creating new spaces for lesbianism occurred far outside the city’s 
reach, deep in the mountains of Southwest  Virginia. The annual Roanoke 
Valley  Women’s Retreats began in 1981 and  were held  every year through 
at least 1988 if not beyond.14 About thirty  women attended that first year, 
Nancy recalls, “mostly like all the organizers  were all  there, and it was 
fun.” In what would become a recurring trend, when they went to book the 
space for the weekend—at Camp Carysbrook in rural Montgomery County 
for the first retreat— they had to refer to themselves as a  women’s organ-
ization, not lesbian.
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“We  didn’t tell them who we  were,” Nancy explains, for fear that they 
would not be allowed to book the space. The following year First Friday 
returned to Camp Carysbrook. “Then it was like  people came out of the 
woodwork. We had over a hundred  people come.” But that was the last year 
they  were allowed; the camp discovered that it was actually a lesbian af-
fair. “We had been kicked out of the first camp,  after being  there twice, for 
being lesbians,” recalls Kathryn L. In the following years, First Friday mem-
bers had to be creative about finding and booking new spaces for the re-
treat. One year a First Friday member was in the pro cess of booking a camp 
when she just out and said, “Oh, and by the way  we’re a group of lesbians,” 
and the conversation  stopped right then and  there— they  were no longer 
welcome. In the mid-1980s, Peggy remembers the organ ization booking a 
Girl Scout camp in Christiansburg; another member remembers they booked 
a camp near Clifton Forge, close to the West  Virginia border.  Every few 
years they would have to go looking for a new space. Their lesbianism was 
a liability.

 There  were also conflicts over what types of  women  were welcome at 
the  Women’s Retreats. To begin with, the lesbian community that formed 
as First Friday was an overwhelmingly white cohort. “White, white, and 
white,” Kathryn L recalls. “I could name the number of Black  women, Afri-
can American  women, that I can remember on one hand.” Gail, another 
white  woman involved in First Friday, recalled, “It was not very racially or 
ethnically diverse. Mostly we  were white bread.” Nancy put it this way: 
“So First Friday itself, basically, we  were mostly white  women. A few, four 
or five, African American  women.” In Kathryn L’s oral history, she sug-
gested that Black  women “prob ably had their own social  things that they 
did,  because  there had to have been more Black lesbians, I’m sure. But, you 
know, none of them  were  really involved in the organ izing.”

Even among white  women, however, some First Friday leaders put up 
bound aries around who was welcome and who  really counted as a lesbian. 
Peggy recalls that bisexuals and even questioning  women  were welcome at 
the retreats, but Kathryn L and Nancy remember  things differently. “Some 
 people would say, ‘ We’re bisexual’ or what ever, it’s like, yeah okay, what-
ever,” Nancy relates. “But it  wasn’t . . .  It was just like,  we’re lesbians. You 
can be who you want to be, but just so you know, this [lesbianism] is what 
 we’re talking about.” The concept of a lesbian community, in Kathryn L’s 
estimation, was threatened by the presence of bisexual  women.  There  were 
no bisexuals at the retreats, she remembers, “ because, well, I  didn’t want 
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any bisexual  women around.” “At that time when you had so much at risk” 
being a lesbian, “you  couldn’t get involved and fall in love with a bisexual 
 woman  because she  wasn’t risking anything. She could just go back to be-
ing with a guy, and you’d be left brokenhearted.” This attitude was crucial, 
Kathryn L stated,  because the lesbian community at that time involved “a 
commitment to taking care of each other and being  there and I  didn’t want 
anybody wishy- washy or anything [like that] involved in this.”

In addition to biphobia, for some lesbian feminists in the 1980s the pres-
ence of a man, or simply someone with a penis, was also seen as a threat to 
lesbian space. While bisexual  women potentially brought the taint of their 
boyfriends or the pollution of having slept with men to the space of the 
 women’s retreats, the ideology of male exclusion extended as well to the 
presence of  children. The group created a dust storm one year when they 
placed explicit prohibitions on bringing dogs or  children to the  women’s 
retreat. “We  were not exactly po liti cally correct then,” Gail explains. “And 
I remember then  there  were some  women who  really had a tizzy fit. They 
said, ‘Oh,  you’re equating my  children with being a pet, huh?’ ” “It was like 
 people  were mad about that, like  mothers,” Kathryn L recalls. “Well,  there 
 weren’t that many lesbian moms that we knew and like, who knew that 
lesbians had kids?” Kathryn L  later felt that the prohibition on kids was the 
wrong move. Nancy explains further: “We built it and we  were young, we 
 didn’t have kids— many of us do have kids now.” But at the time  children 
represented a symbol of heterosexual reproduction. Not only that, but what 
about the “boy- kids”? “Are boy- kids coming to a  thing?” Nancy recalls group 
leaders debating aloud. “Or when is a boy a man [kind of]  thing?” For 
some members, even a boy- kid— that is, a child with a penis— represented 
an invasion of  women’s space. The group’s leaders  were well aware of the 
 women’s  music festivals and other lesbian spaces at that time that had fo-
mented “drama” and “divisiveness,” a drama stemming from rules that cis-
gender lesbians had put in place to exclude trans  women. “We  were trying 
to specifically avoid that,” Nancy recalls, “but I think it was  really just a 
 matter of time” before something blew up.15

Despite  these prohibitions and the recurring prob lem of securing a space 
in the woods where they could fully be themselves, the annual retreats, for 
 those who attended,  were spectacular weekends of female togetherness 
and feminist awakening. The retreats featured workshops on topics such as 
“Alcoholism,” “ Children in a Feminist Community,” “Feminist Astrology,” 
“Gynecol ogy: Myths & Fallacies,” “Roles in Lesbian Relationships,” “Vio-
lence and Abuse in Lesbian Relationships,” “Third World  Women,” and 
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even more mundane but practical topics such as car maintenance. One of 
the signature events of the weekend was the “Olympics.” Retreat organiz-
ers would dress up in silly costumes for the opening ceremonies which in-
cluded a parade and the lighting of the torch. This was followed by campers 
engaging in vari ous athletic competitions. First Friday booked lesbian en-
tertainers to attend and perform at the retreat, including singers and co-
medians from the national  women’s  music cir cuit.16

One of the most notable features of early retreats was the group’s focus 
on lesbian herstory. First Friday brought together “I think dif fer ent classes 
of  people,” Nancy remembers. “I think  there  were some more intellectual 
university  people.” But “ there  were many working class  women,” too. First 
Friday believed that the development of a queer historical consciousness— 
namely, an understanding and appreciation of lesbian pasts— was crucial 
for all  women, not just the university types. At the very first retreat in 1981, 
they invited Judith Schwarz from the Lesbian Herstory Archives in New 
York to attend. Schwarz reported back to the national lesbian community via 
the Herstory Archives’ own newsletter. “[It] was the unscheduled events— 
the talks, the hugs, the vis i ble relaxation of city- tensed nerves, the  great 
laughter, and such joys as an early hike through multi- colored woods . . .  
 those are  really what made it in  every way a real ‘re- treat,’ ” she wrote.17

Schwarz returned the next year for the group’s second retreat to offer 
two herstory- themed workshops for the hundred or so Southwest Virginian 
participants: a slideshow on “The Radical Feminists of Heterodoxy” and 
the next night a “Herstory Archives Slide Show.”18 Nancy recalls that the 
relationship between First Friday and the Lesbian Herstory Archives went 
both ways. “I remember we also took a tour up to the Herstory Archives [in 
New York City], and I  don’t know if  people sent stuff  there. But I think the 
 thing that we got from that was that we learned that our lives mattered, in 
a time when we just sort of  didn’t think so.” “Their  whole reason for being 
 there,” remembers Kathryn L, “was to educate us about the archives, to 
stress the importance of saving stuff, and how  we’re creating our history 
now, and it’s  really impor tant to save it, and to stress that they needed 
money.”

Members of First Friday did, in fact, “save stuff” and they transmitted 
much of it to the Herstory Archives in New York. Additionally, inspired by 
all that they had learned from Schwarz and from published herstories, they 
began featuring historical reflections and commentary of their own in 
their orga nizational newsletter, Skip Two Periods, which began publication 
in Roanoke in 1983. The March 1985 issue of Skip Two Periods featured a 
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cover story on “Discovering Our Heritage.” In it, the author, “B. F.,” high-
lights diverse sources of inspiration for recovering lesbian herstories such 
as the Herstory Archives in Brooklyn, but also Jonathan Ned Katz’s Gay 
American History, the National  Women’s History Proj ect, published collec-
tions of letters shared between nineteenth- century  women, and even one’s 
own  family history. “Write to your grand mother and ask her about her 
grand mother,” the author suggests. Another issue featured a cover story on 
First Lady Eleanor Roo se velt’s long- term relationship with Lorena Hickok. 
Kathryn L recalls: “ Because we  were pro- women and pro- lesbian we wanted 
to celebrate any lesbians and so coming up with historical figures,  because 
we  didn’t have too many role models or examples or  people that we could 
even disagree with but then [say], ‘Well, at least she was a lesbian.’ ” Herstory 
was an impor tant aspect of First Friday’s lesbian consciousness- raising.19

By the late 1980s, some of the leaders of First Friday began to scatter. 
Nancy left Roanoke in 1986 for a job in North Carolina. Kathy and Kay, two 
key figures in the group, moved away to the Outer Banks. Kathryn L left to 
follow a girlfriend to Alabama. Peggy broke from the group in the late 
eighties, upset over First Friday’s culture of drinking and partying. She 
started a short- lived “alternative group” for queer  women that met at the 
Roanoke Public Library branch downtown at Elmwood Park from roughly 
1989 through 1991. “ There  were about five of us who said, ‘ We’re tired of 
this crap,’ ” she recalls. “ Because I thought, and we thought as a group, that 
First Friday had deteriorated to just booze. And that we wanted to have an 
alternative, where you could go be who you are and actually get some edu-
cation and participate in discussions.” The group invited speakers to come 
and talk on gay and lesbian issues. The group also welcomed men and, ac-
cording to Peggy, reached out specifically to  women with  children who had 
previously been excluded from First Friday activities. Meanwhile,  after 
five years of production, First Friday seems to have halted publication of 
Skip Two Periods in 1988. The last  women’s retreat flyer that we have dis-
covered also dates to 1988, although similar  women’s retreats continued in 
the region into the early 1990s. The group sputtered on into the early 1990s, 
but it had “died down quite a bit.”

From the 1990s into the new millennium, lesbian  women in and around 
Roanoke increasingly found their own paths, just as they had in the 1970s 
prior to First Friday’s formation. Some  women got involved with the Met-
ropolitan Community Church of the Blue Ridge, a gay church in Roanoke. 
Some settled down and explored motherhood. Some  women  were involved 
with AIDS activism. One lesbian  woman opened up a short- lived nightclub 
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and became a leader in the local drag scene. Several  women got involved 
with a local LGBT community library that formed at the turn of the millen-
nium. Trans  women who  were attracted to other  women, many of whom 
themselves  were married and at the time identified as heterosexuals, formed 
their own group in the 1990s, a short- lived transgender support group that 
is a loose pre de ces sor of  today’s primary transgender organ ization in Roa-
noke. But  these  women did not identify as lesbians, and  there was no con-
fluence between cisgender and transgender women- loving  people, spaces, 
or stories at that time. From the early 1990s to  today,  there  were, broadly 
speaking, no other explic itly lesbian separatist or lesbian feminist organ-
izations in Roanoke.  There  were and are still lesbian communities and 
lesbian gatherings in Roanoke. But the “L” in LGBTQ ultimately became 
somewhat historical, something worth remembering, part of Roanoke’s 
past if not its  future.

Resurrecting Herstory in a Nonbinary World

Although queer  women  were pre sent at the founding of the Southwest 
 Virginia LGBTQ+ History Proj ect in September  2015,  these individuals 
 were mostly students from a local college, and none of them remained in-
volved for more than the first few months of the proj ect. By the dawn of 
2016, the proj ect’s leadership resembled a corporate boardroom: white, cis-
gender men  were now firmly in charge. We had allied ourselves early on 
with the Roanoke Diversity Center, and their leadership at the time was 
also overwhelmingly white, cisgender, and male. Even I, at that time, iden-
tified as a white, cisgender man. This does not necessarily mean that we 
ignored  women’s history. But without queer  women’s voices in the room, 
we  were ill equipped to research, document, interpret, and conduct out-
reach to and with  women in our community.

This began to change in 2016 as a few younger queer  women, all white 
 women in their twenties, became involved in the proj ect. At our first 
#MakeRoanokeQueerAgain Bar Crawl, I noticed that the majority of 
 participants—as many as twenty- five  people at the peak of the eve ning’s 
activities— were young white  women in their twenties. I was able to write 
that summer of an image stuck in my mind from the event, of “an army of 
 women marching forward to reclaim the city’s queer past.” “ These  women,” 
I wrote, “have found a way to claim Roanoke’s queer past as their own, 
even as the version of history that we pre sent sometimes does not look like 
them or reflect their understandings of what it means to be ‘queer.’ ” In 
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other words, while the bar crawl, like the History Proj ect itself, focused 
heavi ly on white cis gay men’s experiences, young queer  women yet ap-
peared more than  eager to participate in this public history endeavor, more 
than young men for that  matter ever did or, it turns out, ever would.20

The proj ect’s first interpretive endeavors, launched in September 2016, 
 were horribly biased  toward men’s experiences. Our two- hour downtown 
walking tour did not even include a single stop— out of fourteen locations— 
dedicated to lesbian or  women’s history, except for a discussion of sex work 
early on in the tour, which included consideration of both cis and trans 
 women’s experiences in downtown Roanoke. At the city’s gay bars and 
cruising locales, we read from gay- produced newsletters and excerpts from 
gay men’s oral histories that brought  these places back to life. Yet we did 
not include any  women’s voices.21

Our first online exhibition, which focused on the long gay liberation 
period in Southwest  Virginia from 1966 to 1980, featured only fleeting ref-
erences to  women’s experiences. Of five oral histories we had completed at 
the time with  women, two of the  women did not have any stories related to 
that time period. Of the remaining three, the only  woman who was actu-
ally living in Southwest  Virginia in the 1970s was at that time a high school 
student. Two of her female teachers had sexually assaulted her. We  were 
reluctant to include an excerpt from this story. Ultimately we did, reason-
ing that this  woman’s story of sexual assault represented a lesbian  woman’s 
experience of the era, although we did so reluctantly knowing that this 
focus on sexual assault and nonconsensual sex would dangerously rein-
force degrading ste reo types about lesbians, namely the assertion that  women 
turn to lesbianism as a response to trauma. So, we paired her excerpt with 
another one from a bisexual  woman’s oral history about her discovery of a 
lesbian feminist community in Michigan at the time— not local, but a more 
celebratory and empowering story of becoming.22

 There  were times in the first year of the History Proj ect when some 
members who  were not  women felt like throwing their hands up in the air 
and saying, “ There is just nothing we can do to tell the lesbian story. They 
had no newsletters.  There  were no lesbian organ izations. We cannot find 
 women who want to do oral histories with us.” But  these statements  were 
all false. Ultimately,  after the hand- wringing was out of our system, we made 
a new commitment that summer to reach out to  women and recruit more 
 women to participate in the oral history initiative. In fact,  after the first 
phase of the oral history initiative— which netted fourteen interviews but 
only five with  women and only two narrators who identified as lesbians—
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we de cided that phase two should be an oral herstory initiative, focusing 
on queer and trans  women’s lives. We made sure not to call this a “lesbian 
herstory” initiative, though, as we  were interested in capturing  women’s 
stories more broadly across the LGBTQ+ spectrum. That fall we conducted 
interviews with five more  women: three lesbians, a transgender  woman of 
fluid sexuality, and the straight  mother of a transgender son. By the end of 
2016, the proj ect’s oral history collection remarkably now contained more 
interviews with  women than with men.

That fall, Julia also joined the proj ect. Julia’s contributions changed 
every thing. She had grown up in Southwest  Virginia, attended an all- 
women’s college in New  England, and then moved back to the area. During 
her four years in college she discovered not only a queer  women’s commu-
nity but also her own passion for lesbian history and queer archives. She 
graduated in May 2016 and had just moved back home for a gap year when, 
to my  great surprise, she reached out to me and asked if she could become 
involved in our work.

Julia was hoping to apply to gradu ate school to obtain her master’s de-
gree in library and information science, but in the meantime she wanted to 
continue her interests in queer history and archives. In her early twenties, 
Julia was prob ably the first self- identified lesbian to become involved in the 
History Proj ect. She also brought key skills—in queer studies and library 
and archival science— that we desperately needed.  After an initial meeting 
over coffee, I anointed her the proj ect’s first- ever “Herstorian- in- Residence.” 
She would oversee all  things lesbian for the proj ect. She also became a 
good friend. One day we drove past the softball field in Salem where lesbi-
ans used to play and watch softball games in the late 1970s, and, at my sug-
gestion, we  stopped at the Elizabeth Arden ware house located just  behind 
the field so that I could buy a ton of cheap makeup. This femme adventure 
felt ridicu lous yet fun in light of the butch ghosts we  were conjuring on the 
softball diamond. But perhaps our most impor tant adventure, and a turn-
ing point in the History Proj ect, came in September 2016 when we drove to 
Gerry’s  house to pick up a donation for the proj ect’s archives.

Sitting on a sofa in his living room, Julia and I watched as Gerry pushed 
a huge thirty- pound clear plastic container  toward us. “ Here it is,” he said. 
This was the largest donation ever for our fledging proj ect, increasing the 
size of the LGBTQ History Collection at the  Virginia Room approximately 
twenty- fold. “Well, let’s see what’s in  there,” I said, excitedly popping off 
the top of the large plastic tub. Gerry, Julia, and I began thumbing randomly 
through three de cades of materials, ranging from roughly 1980 to the late 
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2000s. Maybe twenty minutes into our explorations, Julia found what she 
had been looking for: a very thin folder containing two newsletters, a flyer, 
and a few posters. “Oh my god!” she exclaimed while flipping through the 
pages of a beige- colored newsletter. It was the inaugural issue of Skip Two 
Periods. Admittedly, I had heard of First Friday before; indeed, Gerry had 
mentioned the group briefly in an oral history interview that I had con-
ducted with him  earlier that year. But I had no idea that First Friday had a 
newsletter.

“The lesbians  were very separate,” Gerry had recalled in his interview. 
“I know they had a group called First Fridays [sic] that was a social group. 
I think that went on for a number of years. I  don’t remember anything about 
where they met or what the logistics of that  were. We tried to get some of 
them to be involved [in gay activism in the 1980s], and we  were never 
 really very successful.” And yet Gerry did collaborate with First Friday in 
the mid-1980s. When I asked Peggy if the group ever cooperated or col-
laborated with gay male activists in Roanoke, she said, “Some. Some spe-
cial guys that we liked. [Gerry] was one.” Indeed, in 1985 and into 1986, 
First Friday partnered with the Roanoke Valley Chapter of the  Virginia 
Gay Alliance to host a monthly film screening of gay and lesbian movies at 
Hugo’s, a short- lived café in the Old Southwest neighborhood. This coop-
eration between gay men and lesbians in the 1980s,  limited as it was, had 
led Julia and me to this very moment in which we discovered lesbian her-
story inside a gay man’s large plastic tub filled with three de cades of our 
community’s stories.23

Julia and I took quick photo graphs on our cellphones of the First Friday 
material, and then the next day I formally handed over the entirety of Ger-
ry’s donation to the  Virginia Room. Meanwhile, Julia was immediately on 
the hunt for more information about Roanoke’s lesbian community. Using 
the  limited information she had photographed from Gerry’s two issues of 
Skip Two Periods, Julia began tracking down  people. I  don’t know how she 
did it. In the newsletter, the  women  were very careful only to use their 
initials and never print their full names. Yet Julia was able to identify sev-
eral  women across the country whom she concluded, and  later confirmed, 
 were leaders in First Friday. She found Kathryn L. She found Nancy. She 
also determined that a nearly full run of Skip Two Periods, from 1983 to 
1988, was at the Lesbian Herstory Archives in Brooklyn.

So, in January 2017, I took the Amtrak train from Roanoke to New York 
City to spend a full day in Brooklyn looking through the assembled First 
Friday papers. I had called ahead to ask the volunteers who manage the 
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Lesbian Herstory Archives if we might scan and save digital copies of the 
Skip Two Periods newsletters in their collection. They informed us of their 
policy that the original authors of the materials retain the copyright, so we 
would have to ask them directly. Since Julia was now in touch with both 
Kathryn L and Nancy, that was not a prob lem. (However, we could not iden-
tify and ask  every single  woman who contributed to the paper for her per-
mission. The issue of digitization is a thorny one in lesbian communities, 
and  there has been considerable outcry in some quarters regarding the digi-
tization of lesbiana, especially the more erotic content found in some his-
torical publications.)24 Digitizing Skip Two Periods at the Lesbian Herstory 
Archives allowed us to bring  these documents back home to Roanoke. In-
formation in the full run of issues from 1983 to 1988 led us to more  women. 
In January 2017, Julia conducted oral history interviews with Kathryn L 
and Nancy, and undergraduate students at Roanoke College over the next 
several years conducted further interviews with First Friday members. We 
 were well on our way to resurrecting lesbian herstory in Roanoke.25

The information we found in Skip Two Periods, along with the numerous 
oral histories we conducted with queer  women over the years, led us next 
to impor tant questions regarding interpretation. We had collected a con-
siderable amount of data regarding lesbian and queer  women’s experiences 
in Southwest  Virginia. But what stories did we want to tell? A small an-
nouncement in the inaugural issue of Skip Two Periods gave us a bold idea. 
 Under the headline “Caw of the Wild,” a regular feature listing local 
news, announcements, and mostly community gossip, it read: “Tuesday, 
July 9–6:30pm. Highland Park at the corner of 6th and Highland. fRISBee 
fUN!!! Bring a frisbee and an old pair of socks.” Elsewhere in Skip Two Pe-
riods we noticed an advertisement for STP T- shirts.  These shirts featured 
the masthead of Skip Two Periods in black lettering on a red backing, with 
a trim (of unknown color) around the neck, armholes, and waist.26 Julia, 
other proj ect members, and I  imagined the scene in 1983: young  women 
wearing red STP T- shirts  running around throwing and catching Frisbees 
in Highland Park. What if we re created this?

On November 13, 2016, we held our first lesbian- themed event, which 
we dubbed “Lesbian Frisbee.” We told  people to gather in the park at the 
corner of 6th and Highland, the exact same spot where First Friday mem-
bers had gathered thirty- three years  earlier. I parked my car on Highland 
Ave nue and strung up our six- foot Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ History Proj-
ect banner across the exterior of the vehicle. We laid out blankets in the 
grass and participants placed potluck food items in the open trunk of my 
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car. Someone brought a huge pizza. The event drew nearly twenty- five par-
ticipants: men,  women, and nonbinary  people, cisgender and trans, young 
and old, even some straight  people.

I had initially worried about the community’s response to the event 
when we first began advertising it on social media. Upon creating the “Les-
bian Frisbee” Facebook event, some of the most enthusiastic responses 
came from gay men. Some even made veiled jokes about lesbianism. But in 
the lead-up to the event, our proj ect team had de cided that we wanted this 
to be an all- gender space. Our flyer, in fact, stated: “This is an all- genders 
event. All are welcome to come learn about lesbian herstory.” In this effort, 
we seemed to be more concerned with creating an educational opportu-
nity about lesbian herstory rather than restoring or reclaiming a space that 
was explic itly for  women.27

For the event we also printed up replica copies of Skip Two Periods. I 
enjoyed watching a  mother and her child lying in the grass looking at a 
1980s- era lesbian newsletter together. Some of the  children tried their hands 
at the lesbian- themed crossword puzzle in one of the issues. RM and their 
other partner sat with two young trans friends on a blanket eating pizza 
and watching the “Frisbee fun.”  There was actually very  little Frisbee play-
ing, to be honest. Julia got a few  people  going, but I myself was reluctant to 
join, once again hoping that “ women” would dominate the space and wor-
rying about how my presence as a seemingly male- bodied person might in-
terrupt the efforts of queer  women to make and claim this space as their 
own. But I did eventually join in. As the after noon wore on, I remember Julia 
and another young  woman, a gradu ate student in public history at  Virginia 
Tech, both of them wearing their new red STP T- shirts, sharing a blanket 
and a conversation with an older lesbian  couple, copies of Skip Two Periods 
scattered about them. The older  couple  were likely the only  women at the 
event to have actually lived this history. The event was  really more about 
bringing young  people together, and although most of the young partici-
pants  were not “lesbians” per se, they  were mostly  women, and they  were 
mostly queer.

Having pulled off what we considered to be a successful event, we rode 
the coattails of that energy into a flurry of new interpretive activities fo-
cused on lesbian stories. While Julia and another queer  woman in the proj-
ect developed a workshop on lesbian herstory for a queer women- run social 
group in Blacksburg,  Virginia,  others of us worked on developing a new 
walking tour, the Old Southwest Gayborhood Walking Tour, which would 
specifically address the lack of lesbian herstory in the existent downtown 
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walking tour. The Old Southwest tour would eventually include two stops 
(out of ten) focused on  women’s history. Guides take visitors to the  house 
Kathryn L owned with her partner in the 1980s, and where she and other 
 women assembled issues of Skip Two Periods. The other stop on the tour is 
one block away, at the corner of 6th and Highland where the Frisbee fun 
took place in July 1983. Our guides use that stop to speak not only about 
the small Frisbee event but more broadly the role of sports and athletics in 
lesbian herstory. For example, guides share quotes from local oral histories 
addressing the significance of softball in the formation of Roanoke’s 1980s- 
era lesbian community.28

Although Julia moved to Boston in the summer of 2017 to pursue her 
master’s degree, she has remained involved in the proj ect while working 
on her studies. Through archival research, she discovered a zine collection 
produced by a young queer  woman in Tazewell,  Virginia, that we have 
since ordered and added to the local LGBT library at the Roanoke Diversity 
Center. She also produced a professional library guide for the LGBT library.29 
And while we have since retired the “Herstorian- in- Residence” title, other 
 women have taken up new leadership roles. Indeed, my 2016 comment about 
the proj ect representing an “army of  women” who “found a way to claim 
Roanoke’s queer past as their own” has only become more true over the 
years. Proj ect leadership has included several young white queer  women in 
their twenties. RM trained to be the first volunteer tour guide, then was 
followed by a young queer  woman, and then by several more  women. An-
other  woman helped produce our walking tour brochures. To date, most of 
our tour guides have been queer  women. At Roanoke College I have hired 
several students as paid research assistants: all have been  women. Several 
other young female students have volunteered with the proj ect. The proj-
ect’s Queer/Trans  People of Color (QTPOC) initiative began with the work 
of four paid interns: all young Black queer  women. If one  were to look into 
the inner workings of the Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ History Proj ect at 
any given time, or even consider the proj ect as a  whole, they would find that 
young college- aged or twentysomething  women have contributed most of 
the muscle and the brains to this proj ect over the past five years.

And yet the History Proj ect’s output— archives, oral histories, walking 
tours, online media, public events— has continued to  favor the voices, sto-
ries, and experiences of cisgender men and transgender  women rather than 
cis  women. Why is this? For one  thing, our proj ect’s sex- positive approach 
has entailed ample research and interpretation on public sex and sex work, 
and when we talk about public sex in Roanoke it is very cis male heavy, 
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and when we look at sex work in Roanoke it is mostly about trans  women 
and transfeminine  people’s experiences. ( There is, of course, a long history 
of cis  women engaging in sex work in Roanoke, but we have yet to find evi-
dence of queer  women participating in the industry in the time periods we 
have studied.) We have conducted quite a large number of interviews with 
cisgender  women, but their stories seem to be utilized less often in proj ect 
activities than  those of cis men and trans  women. This has made me won-
der about my own outsized influence.

In the first year of the proj ect, as a cisgender- presenting closeted trans 
person, I was constantly perturbed by the other white cis men around me 
and the seemingly cis male orientation of our proj ect, as well as the out-
spoken role of white cisgender men at proj ect meetings and at public events. 
Many of the young  women who eventually became involved in the proj ect 
 were my students or former students;  others  were  women I had met in the 
community. I was socializing at the time, as I have done for my entire adult 
life, in queer  women’s circles. Ollie became involved in the proj ect near si-
mul ta neously with my own coming out as a transgender person. As Ollie 
became one of my best friends, perhaps we pushed the proj ect in a more 
trans direction? Indeed, my own personal interests have shifted  toward 
transgender history ever since I came out. Just as Julia had her “wow” mo-
ments in discovering local lesbian artifacts and interviewing  women about 
their lives, I had similar feelings when I found evidences of trans  women 
and transfeminine  people in Roanoke’s past.

I  don’t know all the reasons why the white cis men who  were initially 
involved in the History Proj ect mostly stepped away over the first few years, 
but I understand it as a result of them no longer seeing themselves repre-
sented in the makeup of our proj ect and perhaps sometimes no longer feel-
ing welcome in proj ect spaces. One older gay man, in fact, told me recently 
that he feels increasingly out of place at History Proj ect events. So how 
does an LGBTQ+ proj ect keep all of its stakeholders together  under one big 
tent? How do we ensure that the L, G, B, T, Q— all manner of queer folk— 
feel equally welcome at the  table? And do we, in fact, welcome every one’s 
participation equally? Or is it our responsibility to focus our energies on 
the most marginalized voices and bringing  those to the fore?

I have also wondered about something  else. I initially believed that His-
tory Proj ect members  were drawn to this work  because and only if they saw 
themselves represented in the content. Certainly, this is the relationship 
I witnessed Julia cultivate with lesbian herstory. She finds the specific 
material personally relevant and she has worked hardest at  those tasks that 
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have brought her into close proximity with historic lesbian voices, stories, 
artifacts, and individuals. I have a similar personal relationship with trans 
history, particularly the voices and stories of trans  people who look and act 
sort of like me. But this does not explain the motivations of most of the 
young  women involved in the History Proj ect who have not expressed any 
par tic u lar interest in lesbian stories. In most cases  these  women contribute 
their time and  labor to telling the stories of  people quite unlike themselves 
in terms of gender, sexuality, and oftentimes race. For example, a young 
lesbian gradu ate student learned to lead our downtown walking tour, de-
spite its egregious lack of lesbian history. One of our lead downtown tour 
guides  today is a lesbian  woman about my age, who also seemingly enjoys 
the task even though she does not get to speak at all about lesbian experi-
ences on the tour. In light of this, I have come to won der  whether what draws 
young  women to the History Proj ect is not so much the content but rather 
the prospect of queer fellowship.30

It is worth considering the other side. Most young gay men I know in the 
Roanoke Valley  don’t seem very interested at all in the Southwest  Virginia 
LGBTQ+ History Proj ect. Some have attended the proj ect’s more social, pub-
lic events, but not a single cisgender man has ever led one of our walking 
tours or other wise acted in a role as the public face of our proj ect. At Roa-
noke College, in the behind- the- scenes work produced by student research 
assistants and volunteers, not a single man has ever applied to work on the 
proj ect. Young gay men are pre sent in the regional LGBTQ community in 
other distinctive ways: on the board of the Roanoke Diversity Center, 
working at the Park nightclub, volunteering in all manner of other capaci-
ties around town, from local Demo cratic Party activities to helping run a 
regional LGBTQ summer camp. But they are not, for the most part, drawn 
to becoming leaders in this proj ect.

Young queer  women, on the other hand, are seemingly marginal to, if not 
marginalized by, many of the city’s other spaces of LGBTQ productivity. 
Very few young  women, for example, have served on the board of the Di-
versity Center (and in fact when I was on the board  there was a time when 
we had no lesbian repre sen ta tion). Lots of queer  women go to the Park— 
and a middle- aged lesbian crowd often gathers at Macado’s— but I also 
know large numbers of young  women who attend the city’s largely hetero-
normative brewery scene, and admittedly, most of my social interactions 
with queer  women in Roanoke  today have mirrored the ways that First 
Friday’s  women gathered some thirty to forty years ago: in  people’s homes 
and in our apartments.
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In my quest to find out where lesbians are hanging out  these days, in 2018 
I posted a message on my Facebook wall asking where a middle- aged les-
bian could meet other  women her age. I was asking for a friend who had 
sought my help in locating a middle- aged queer  women’s community in 
Roanoke. On Facebook, despite the fact that I have more queer female friends 
than male friends, the only response I received was a notice about a local 
queer  women’s meet-up group that tends to attract mostly older  women. 
“Prob ably ‘old’ old,” my friend replied, glumly. Wishing to show her a good 
time, I took her to Macado’s.  There  were a lot of middle- aged queer  women 
 there, but it was not her scene, she admitted. Of course, Tinder is an op-
tion, and I know several young queer  women who have built friendships 
with other  women via online dating platforms. But if you are a  woman 
seeking  women on Tinder in Roanoke in the late 2010s, about one in  every 
four matches is actually a straight  couple looking for a “unicorn”— that is, 
looking for a queer or bisexual  woman to engage in a threesome. Even in 
virtual worlds, just as in the real world,  there is no safe space that exists 
solely for the benefit of lesbians or so it seems.

And thus, the Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ History Proj ect may very well 
function as a sort of queer  women’s space of community formation and 
belonging. It is a space that is dominated by queer  women’s involvement in 
a city where queer  women’s spaces and organ izations are few and far be-
tween. In this way, I won der, is the History Proj ect sort of like a modern- 
day First Friday? First Friday formed in the 1980s to make space for lesbian 
 women to meet one another and spend time together as lesbians. Our proj-
ect has actually not accomplished much in the way of making space for 
lesbian herstory, besides taking over a corner of Highland Park one after-
noon for Frisbee fun. But we have made many spaces available that queer 
 women have frequently plugged into, including monthly meetings and 
walking tours, and in our social lives outside of the proj ect, in which many 
of us are friends and hang out together and have  people over to our homes. 
We are a community of mostly queer  women and trans and nonbinary 
 people;  there are only a few cisgender men who are involved in the proj ect 
or in our mutual friends groups. Maybe this is what a  women’s, trans, and 
nonbinary space— a not- cis- male space— looks like in Roanoke in the twenty- 
first  century? Maybe we are recreating lesbian herstory  every day in the 
ways that we socialize around a shared not- cis- man- ness and hold parties 
in our homes and outings in local parks, just as First Friday did?

And yet, the label “lesbian” remains jarring and off- putting to so many 
of us— and I have very few friends  today who identify explic itly with the 
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“L” word. By extension, the resurrection of 1980s- era lesbian herstory, with 
its dated emphasis on essentialist understandings of “woman- born  women,” 
and its whiteness, and its disregard of bisexuality and gender and sexual 
fluidity, and its femmephobia, is often just too hard a pill for some young 
queer  women  today in this community to swallow. It is in ter est ing, for sure, 
as any facet of history should be. But outside of Julia’s admirable enthusiasm 
for  these pasts, most of our proj ect members do not see themselves fully 
reflected in that history.

Black queer  women in Roanoke, in par tic u lar, have often felt a jarring 
sense of disidentification with the region’s LGBTQ community spaces. Ai-
sha, a Black lesbian in her late twenties, remarks that she often feels sepa-
rate from both majority- straight Black spaces and the city’s majority- white 
queer spaces. “The LGBT community, especially in the Black community, 
it’s slim to none. I  don’t know anywhere where we can necessarily feel safe,” 
she says. In early 2020, she helped spearhead an effort, in collaboration with 
the History Proj ect, to create a series of community dinners led by and for 
Black queer  women in Roanoke. This undertaking represents a new push 
by Black queer  women in Roanoke to create their own spaces of belonging, 
for neither the region’s lesbian history nor its lesbian pre sent have ever 
explic itly made space for Black  women.

Trans  people such as Ollie and myself also experience an impossibility 
of identification between our lives, our bodies, and that of the cis  women 
we are researching and working with. As a public history proj ect, our mem-
bers often come together as queer  women and trans folks in new queer 
spaces that we have carved out in Roanoke— History Proj ect meeting spaces 
and tour spaces and special event spaces— but we are hard- pressed to actu-
ally connect the dots between how lesbian  women came together thirty to 
forty years ago and how we do so  today when the word “lesbian” does not 
fully capture the totality of who we are at the intersections of age, race, 
gender, and sexuality.

Nationally, many prominent lesbian scholars have wondered  whether 
the category lesbian— the so- called “disappearing L”— even has a  future. In 
perhaps the most stirring recent critique of the erasure of lesbian spaces, 
and a call to action for the preservation of big- L lesbian histories, author 
and public historian Bonnie Morris has written of lesbian public history as 
a kind of “ mental health imperative.” While acknowledging that not many 
young  women may want to “claim the L as a location of power without 
apology” in this era, she yet won ders who speaks for and who  will advo-
cate for the herstories of an  earlier generation. Morris blames the loss of 
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historic lesbian spaces on several interconnected trends. She accuses post-
modernism and queer theory for destabilizing categories such as  woman 
and lesbian; she blames supposed sexism within the LGBTQ community, 
which has lifted up trans voices above  those of cis  women; she suggests 
that the Internet has never been a safe space for cis lesbians and has rather 
provided a platform for transgender activists to attack lesbian communi-
ties; and she, as do I, places blame on the mainstreaming and assimilation 
of lesbian culture into heteronormative society. Morris also raises the 
impor tant public history point that a lot of lesbian herstory is recorded in 
 house hold spaces, such as the buildings in my Old Southwest neighbor-
hood, and  these have been harder to preserve and interpret in most Ameri-
can communities than urban public spaces more closely aligned with gay 
male histories such as bars and nightclubs.31

Thirty years ago, another lesbian historian, Lillian Faderman, wrote 
that defining the term “lesbian” is complicated. “You are one only if you 
consider yourself one,” she wrote. Faderman suggests that throughout the 
twentieth  century not all  women who engaged in sex with other  women 
thought of themselves as lesbians, and not all self- identified lesbians— such 
as  those po liti cally drawn to lesbian- feminism— were even interested in 
same- sex sexual activity.32 Faderman’s concept is as true  today as it ever 
was. My social media news feed is constantly peppered with stories about 
the slipperiness of lesbianism: how straight  women are having sex with 
other  women but  don’t consider themselves lesbians, or how straight  women 
are adopting (or appropriating) lesbian culture in vari ous ways, thus dilut-
ing the aesthetic symbols of the lesbian. Queer female celebrities are com-
ing out as pansexual and as bisexual but not as lesbians.33

It seems that the most vociferous defenders of the term “lesbian”  today 
are transgender  people on one side, many of whom claim lesbianism as 
their heritage too, and TERFs (trans- exclusionary radical feminists) on the 
other, claiming that lesbianism is threatened by imminent cooptation by 
 people with penises. Both sides, or so it seems, are fighting over  whether or 
not trans  people can be lesbians.34 Morris, seemingly positioned on the 
TERF side of that debate, states outright in The Disappearing L that cisgen-
der  women deserve to have cisgender- only spaces— spaces defined more by 
anatomy and biology than by any shared experiences of adult woman-
hood. She brings up (and ultimately dismisses) trans  women’s claims on 
lesbian spaces and culture in just ten pages within a 200- page book.35  There 
is no denying that transgender lesbians have existed for just as long as cis-
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gender ones, yet Faderman, Morris, and  others have ignored  these  women, 
and we are now only coming to terms with trans lesbian histories, an impor-
tant part of any broader reconstruction of lesbian herstory.36

 Here in Roanoke, among my own community, the term “lesbian” is 
equally muddled. RM came over to my place one night fuming over a con-
versation they had just had with several local lesbians. Some of  these folks 
asked RM pointedly about their sexuality. “So, do you like  women or 
not?” they queried. “Yes,” RM replied, “I’m mostly attracted to  women.” 
RM went on to explain that they are attracted to a broad range of  people: 
cis  women, trans  women, nonbinary femmes. But their friends  were unsat-
isfied with that answer.  These folks seemed to be hung up on— pardon the 
pun— the fact that RM’s two partners at the time, myself one of them, both 
had penises. “I could never be with someone who has a penis,” one  woman 
matter- of- factly stated.

RM and I had heard and seen all of this before, and similar conversa-
tions have played out across the country in the 2010s: queer  women who 
are repulsed by the anatomy of trans  women.  There is a  whole wing of con-
temporary lesbianism that argues that trans  women are  really men and 
that trans lesbianism is actually a form of rape.  People debate ad nauseum 
 whether having anatomical preferences in dating is transphobic or not.37 
Ironically, our community of local queer friends— the queer  women’s scene 
that I have alluded to— includes several transmasculine  people. The ac cep-
tance of transmasculinity in queer  women’s spaces signals a broad ac cep-
tance of transness, even while the exclusion of transfeminine  people from 
 these same spaces has been a key component of lesbian identity and com-
munity formation in the United States since the 1970s. Trans writer and 
activist Julia Serano has rightly termed this attitude, and this double stan-
dard, as “transmisogyny.” While many queer  women seem to accept trans 
men and transmasculinity,  there are many who are yet opposed to trans 
 women and transfeminine  people claiming a similar space within the les-
bian community.38 At this point, lesbian seems to mean a variety of dif fer-
ent  things to dif fer ent  people: Is it about gender— about  women loving 
 women? Is it about gender identity more broadly— about femmes loving 
femmes? (Any butch lesbian  will tell you it most certainly is not.) Is it about 
anatomy— about  people with vaginas loving  people with vaginas?

This ground has been covered by theorists and activists, and at some 
point the debate over trans lesbianism becomes a distraction. The answer 
cannot be simply to continually point fin gers at TERF- y  women and accuse 
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them of hating trans  people. The answer, rather, must involve creating 
spaces for lesbian herstory that are trans- inclusive, and that also celebrate 
Black  women and  women of color, and that welcome bisexual and pan-
sexual  women back into the fold. While the herstory itself may evidence 
racism, biphobia, and transphobia, the way to learn from that past is to 
include a more diverse group of what we might call lesbian- adjacent folks 
in the research, preservation, and interpretation of  these histories. This is 
why, for example, the History Proj ect partnered with Black queer  women 
on the community dinners proj ect as a way to help jumpstart new Black 
queer  women’s community organ izing in Roanoke. Our task in the 2020s 
as queer historians is to make new spaces of belonging amid the ongoing 
legacies of white cis lesbian  women’s history.

At a panel on LGBTQ history at the 2018 annual meeting of the Ameri-
can Historical Association, when a prominent lesbian historian said that 
she was receiving attacks from trans activists and scholars who contended 
that her work was transphobic, I responded, “So, why not write about the 
role of trans  people in that history?” My point is that lesbian herstory in-
cludes all of  these forgotten actors.  There can be no lesbian herstory with-
out trans  women’s voices and stories. The same goes for bi  women and for 
 women of color. Locally,  here in Roanoke,  these issues rarely explode into 
public view. Trans inclusion seemingly never reared its head in the decades- 
long work of First Friday, and as far as we know, trans  women never sought 
membership in that community. And we simply do not know, at this mo-
ment, what Black lesbians in the 1980s thought of First Friday as we have 
yet to extend our oral history initiative to include even one interview with 
a Black queer  woman who was  here during that era.

At the 2018 lesbian story circle at Pride, one of First Friday’s original 
members, Nancy, actually brought up some of  these issues. She said, “I re-
member the transvestites down at the Market. I knew some of them. I had 
a sense of what they  were  going through.” First Friday never reached out to 
trans  women or transfeminine  people at that time, but perhaps, she said, if 
they could go back and do it all over again, they would. Her words give me 
so much hope for the  future of lesbian organ izing.

Working with the  women of First Friday when they came into town was 
a real treat. They  were gracious and giving of their time and their wisdom, 
and the young  people who attended the story circle seemed fascinated to 
hear about older  women’s experiences in Roanoke in the 1980s. We could 
and should do more as a proj ect to explore queer womanhood. It  doesn’t 
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have to be about lesbians per se, but with so many young  women involved 
in our proj ect it behooves us to explore new ways of helping younger queer 
 women see themselves in history. Perhaps we should embrace this concept 
of the History Proj ect as a historical reenactment itself of the sociality and 
fellowship of a queer womanhood, a fellowship originally manifested forty 
years  earlier by First Friday. Perhaps, if we start to think of our own pot-
lucks and  house parties, our weekend getaways and bar nights, as a way of 
building and sustaining a queer  women’s and trans community in Roanoke 
into the 2020s, we  will begin to see ourselves reflected more and more in 
the herstory that we have so uneasily embraced. We may deconstruct the 
categories and concepts of womanhood and lesbianism  until they are ground 
down into a fine dust, and yet when we look up from that work and around 
the room at one another’s  faces, we  will see that the community we have 
cultivated has its roots, in no small way, in Roanoke’s rich lesbian past.

In 2019, the  women of First Friday outdid themselves. That spring, they 
held an even larger, more formal reunion in Roanoke. They rented out the 
Alexander Gish  house, a nineteenth- century historic home within High-
land Park, and ran a series of bus tours from Highland Park all over Old 
Southwest. The reunion weekend also involved the premier of a new docu-
mentary film produced by one of the  women of First Friday. It aired at the 
Grandin Theater, a historic movie theater in our city. The Southwest  Virginia 
LGBTQ+ History Proj ect assisted First Friday with promoting and tabling 
at  these events. We advertised the open  house, the Lavender Bus Tours, and 
the film premiere on our social media sites. Two of our trained tour guides, 
both white queer  women, joined the  women of First Friday in co- leading 
the bus tours around the gayborhood. Approximately fifty  women partici-
pated in  these tours, far surpassing the usual number of attendees on any 
of our walking tours. The film premiere was even more spectacular. Hun-
dreds attended. One member of the History Proj ect and several folks from 
the community  later commented that they had never seen so many butches 
all together in one space before.

First Friday’s 2019 reunion was a signature achievement for  these  women 
and for the broad recognition of our region’s lesbian past. We  were able to 
assist in making  these events a success, and History Proj ect members also 
staffed  tables and handed out reproduction copies of Skip Two Periods at all 
the scheduled programs. The reunion represented one of the largest LGBTQ 
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history– themed events ever held in our community. It demonstrates the 
wide appeal of lesbian herstory to a large, local audience, and the hunger 
of local queer  women for a fellowship formed over a shared past.

Meanwhile, while First Friday continues to command the Big- L narra-
tive in Roanoke, nearly three de cades  after they, in fact, disbanded,  there are 
still lots of smaller “L” moments swirling around us: the pansexual  women 
and nonbinary transmasculine folks on Tinder; the queer Black  women 
partying at the Park with their friends; the  women and trans  people in 
our local roller derby league, or in any of the vari ous other local athletic 
leagues; RM and I, as we walk along the streets of Old Southwest, holding 
hands. And as I continue my gender transition, we are starting to appear as 
something more and more akin to . . .  well, lesbians. I do not share some 
 women’s fears that the “L” is rapidly disappearing. Rather, it seems that one 
formation of historical lesbianism is on its way out, and newer forms, uti-
lizing new terms and concepts, are alive and well. LGBTQ historical spaces, 
in general, are disappearing, but their reclamation as queer spaces  will come 
not through the resurrection of old ways of thinking about gender and sex-
uality, but through the efforts of a younger generation of queer and trans 
public history activists who  will do with this history what they  will. And 
that’s a good  thing.



4 Drag Queens, Sex Workers, and  Middle Schoolers
Bridging Generational Divides in Transgender History

Twenty of us are sitting in a large stuffy room, watching a trans boy, a teen-
ager, tell a story about transgender history. It is a June morning at Craig 
Springs, a summer camp in the highlands of Craig County, which is about 
as close as you can get to West  Virginia from Roanoke without crossing the 
state line. We are in the Appalachian Mountains. On the one- hour drive 
from Roanoke we pass enough Confederate banners and  Don’t Tread on Me 
flags that at some point I just stop counting. This is Diversity Camp, a sum-
mer camp for LGBTQ+ youth in Southwest  Virginia. RM and I are co- 
facilitating a workshop called “Living Trans History.” They have led this 
workshop once before, for a group of high school students at a private al-
ternative school in Roanoke. This is my first time leading the workshop 
and our first time offering it together. It is also our first time  doing any of 
this up in the mountains.

The trans boy is now pantomiming what looks like receiving cash from 
someone’s hand and stuffing dollar bills into the pocket of his shorts. He is 
now walking  toward two camp counselors, a cisgender man and a cisgen-
der  woman, who are also part of this skit. He sits down next to them. Now 
the play moves from pantomime to spoken words. We all lean in, trying to 
hear their conversation above the hum of a box fan awkwardly tilted up in 
the doorway, a desperate attempt at cutting the thick humidity of the stag-
nant summer air.

“ Here,” he says, pulling invisible cash out of his pocket and thrusting 
it  toward the two camp counselors. The counselors look at one another 
and then at the boy. “Where did you get this?” Pause. “How?” Pause. “ Don’t 
worry about that, Mom, Dad,” he says, his head hanging just a bit lower 
than before. He looks sheepish, while they— his parents, we now realize— 
appear overjoyed, if yet hiding an unspoken fear and sadness.

 There are other per for mances. Another group of campers and counselors 
put on a roving act that takes us from one room of the old camp building to 
another. A cisgender camper sits at a dusty old piano and begins playing 
background  music while the lead, a trans teen, is seen playing billiards. 
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She finds a surprising ac cep tance from the other  people in this skit who 
had just before looked her up and down with judging eyes. We in the audi-
ence won der with bated breath  whether she  will be, in the starkest terms, 
befriended or beaten.

And then, it’s the last troupe’s turn, and a trans  woman in her twenties, 
a camp counselor, gets up alone in front of the room unaccompanied by any-
one  else from her group. “We de cided that we  couldn’t do this,” she says. 
“We  don’t want to speak for other  people’s experiences, and we  don’t feel 
comfortable representing another person’s experiences that are not our 
own.” She returns to her seat.

When we conceived of “Living Trans History” in the winter of 2016–2017, 
we designed it as a program specifically for a community- learning day at 
the local private high school. They accepted our proposal to come in and 
work with a group of high schoolers for several hours exploring issues in 
transgender history. This tiny school has an outsized population of LGBTQ 
students, including trans and nonbinary youth. In designing “Living Trans 
History,” RM, Ollie, and I initially worked together and de cided that we 
would focus on writing “character sheets” for as many real, local trans  people 
that we knew of over a certain age. Unfortunately, at that time, that was only 
a few folks. As of that winter, our oral history collection included just three 
trans narrators, all of them older white  women. Additionally, the History 
Proj ect had begun conducting research on the history of trans sex work in 
Roanoke, and we came across the stories of at least two other trans  women 
that way through archival research. So, we had five  women’s stories to work 
with: Valerie, Eva, Terri, Samantha, and a person we would come to know 
better in time named Christy.1

 Here’s how “Living Trans History” was supposed to work. As facilitators 
we would introduce the workshop with five minutes of discussion on the 
theory and practice of living history. Public historians know “living history” 
as a term denoting costumed interpretation or, more broadly, first- person 
interpretation; someone dresses in period costume and churns butter, and 
this per for mance supposedly transports audiences back in time to a dif fer-
ent era.2 In “Living Trans History,” we did, indeed, ask participants to en-
gage in first- person interpretation but not in costume and not necessarily 
even in character. If they wanted to be Eva or Terri, they could do that, but 
other members of their group would have to become other  people— they 
would have to imagine secondary and tertiary roles, thus rounding out 
 these  women’s lives with the society that surrounded them.  After this initial 
discussion, we split every one into five groups and each team was handed a 
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profile sheet for their assigned character. One group was assigned Valerie, 
another Samantha, and so on. We asked them to review the sheets and 
then discuss among themselves the themes that arise from their charac-
ter’s story. We instructed them to report back and discuss  those themes 
with the entire group. Regarding themes, our guiding question for partici-
pants was this: what can we learn about transgender history from some-
one’s life story?

Following this discussion, the groups  were sent back to their respective 
corners to develop short theatrical skits. One person might be the  actual 
character;  others might play supporting roles that the students themselves 
could invent based on historical context and setting.  After giving them 
ample time to devise their scenes, it was showtime. That’s when we wit-
nessed the teenage trans boy handing over hard- earned cash to his par-
ents, the trans girl finding ac cep tance in a rowdy pool hall, and the trans 
 woman refusing to go into character, announcing that the  whole premise 
of this exercise was uncomfortable and perhaps even inappropriate.3

That was also the week that I came out as trans. I was pantomiming my 
own story. For a week in the mountains I wore a clunky construction paper 
nametag around my neck with my new pronouns handwritten for all to see: 
“Gregory, they/them.” Diversity Camp has always been a place of growth 
and change for all of us, the adult counselors just as much as the campers. 
It was where Ollie learned to let go of their bodily armor, dance wildly, and 
discover a femme transmasculinity. It is where I sang “The Book of Love” 
to RM and softly strummed my mandolin while shooting them dreamy- 
eyed looks from the top bunk. We played hooky from counseling and sat in 
the poetry field, writing side by side, our bodies so close I could feel the 
space between us. Just one week  later, we kissed. When I came home from 
camp, I immediately changed my pronouns everywhere: on my email sig-
nature, on my personal website. As autumn leaves began to appear on Roa-
noke’s city trees, RM gifted me a beautiful bracelet imprinted with two 
 simple words that had somehow set me  free: they/them.

As I transitioned, I also became more dedicated to discovering a trans-
gender past— a history of  people like me in Southwest  Virginia,  people raised 
in one gender who had broken  free to live in another. But as our proj ect 
delved deeper into trans narratives, the evidence we uncovered was at times 
unsettling and even divisive. We discovered a history of so- called hetero-
sexual cross- dressers, men who insisted on their identities as straight and 
cisgender even as they explored the embodiment of a part- time woman-
hood. We discovered gay cross- dressing men who dressed on stage, and yet 
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sometimes their drag personas also carried over into other aspects of their 
lives. We discovered so- called street queens, transvestite sex workers, who 
labored downtown near the City Market and had fought for de cades for a 
vis i ble trans space in the heart of the city. And we discovered self- proclaimed 
transsexuals who lived fully in their gender, who had in some cases legally 
changed their names or gender markers or who had engaged in biochemi-
cal or surgical bodily transformations.

 Those of us involved in the History Proj ect saw ourselves reflected in 
the mirrors provided by  these messy threads of transgender history. I re-
lated to the heterosexual cross- dressing men in that  these guys  were trying 
to find a way to reconcile their simultaneous attraction to  women along-
side also becoming  women. Ollie could relate to the drag queens  because 
they themselves  were raised by queens in a gay bar in Georgia, and they 
had come out as trans only in the pro cess of performing on stage as a king.

But in Southwest  Virginia, within the broader LGBTQ community  here, 
not every one was so pleased with our expansive definition of what it meant 
to be historically trans. Older  people pushed back against the label “trans,” 
seeking to preserve the distinctions of cross- dressing and transvestism as 
 things that cisgender men did. Older cis  people in par tic u lar told us that 
we  were wildly applying a neologism to  people who, back in the day,  were 
not that  thing. Moreover, young transgender and nonbinary  people, such 
as the youth at Diversity Camp, had trou ble seeing the connections between 
their own lived experiences of transness and  those of their supposed tran-
scestors. Indeed, this is the very reason we created “Living Trans History,” 
to bridge a stark generational divide within our local trans community. We 
hoped to bridge other divides, too, such as the distinctions between drag 
and trans, or between full- time and part- time transness. Our proj ect’s 
trans praxis starts with opening up the biggest, widest, most colorful trans 
umbrella and then helping  others to see this rainbow of diverse historical 
experiences that can exist under neath its protective shadow. But to do this 
work, we had to first start by tackling a question on the tip of every one’s 
tongues: who is trans?

Who Is Trans?

 People in North Amer i ca have always, to varying degrees, explored, played 
with, strug gled over, identified with, or expressed gender in ways that chal-
lenge what we would  today call cisgender identity. Cisgender  people are 
 those who live in the world as the gender they  were assigned at birth; for 
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example, if my birth certificate says “male,” and I think of myself as a 
dude, and I live in the world as a man, then I am cisgender. Transness, on 
the other hand, signifies some kind of movement— think “transportation,” 
“transcontinental,” “transmission.” In terms of gender it means some kind 
of movement away from the gender you  were assigned at birth. For exam-
ple, my birth certificate says “male,” but I am no longer a man. Therefore, 
I’m trans.

In her groundbreaking book Transgender History, historian Susan Stryker 
argues that transgender community formation began in the United States 
as early as the mid-  to late nineteenth  century. This period brought about 
several interrelated developments that incidentally also provide modern- 
day historians with an ample archive to analyze: the widespread publica-
tion of local, regional, and national newspapers; the development of new 
institutions such as police departments,  mental health and psychological 
prac ti tion ers and facilities; and the development of a new field of science 
known as sexology.4 To locate early transgender history in Roanoke, there-
fore, we may search for data on local anti- cross- dressing laws and the rec ords 
of arrest of  people who expressed trans (that is, not cisgender) genders. And 
yet, our research so far has come up pretty short for the time period prior 
to the mid- twentieth  century. Studying the second half of the twentieth 
 century is easier due to the availability of another documentary source— 
namely,  people’s own life stories. Oral histories are therefore a crucial tool 
for filling the gaps of local transgender historical consciousness.5

In the oral histories we have conducted over the past five years, trans 
narrators speak to a lived trans experience, a narrative that stretches back 
to their own childhoods when they first discovered having uniquely gen-
dered thoughts.  These stories transport us back to at least the 1950s and 
1960s. For example, Carolyn, an African American former drag queen and 
onetime sex worker, remembered back to her childhood in rural West 
 Virginia in the 1950s: “I always been Carolyn from five all the way up to 
sixty- seven [years old], but I always been, I always know the way I was.” 
She recalls wearing her  mother’s dresses at home, but when her  father 
walked in the door unexpectantly, her  mother would say, “Boy,  here comes 
your  daddy, you better get out of that dress!” She also recalls sneaking out 
at night as a teenager in the 1960s with a friend who shared her interest in 
wearing  women’s clothes. The two of them would walk down dimly lit 
streets at night, as  women, then come home and promptly rip the feminine 
articles off of their bodies so fast, seeking a seamless return to the safety of 
being seen by the world as young men.
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Several white transgender  women told similar stories of wearing their 
 mother’s clothes, although not all their  mothers knew what was  going on. 
Eva remembers, in the 1950s, “this tremendous urge came to wear my mom’s 
stuff— you know, her lingerie and take the socks and, you know, make my-
self into a  woman, or young  woman, or girl.” She remembers “[succumb-
ing] to this urge and then be[ing] terribly distraught about it  because I 
thought it was just such a shameful act. I just  didn’t know how to pro cess 
that.” Terri, another white  woman, recalls in the 1950s outside of Washing-
ton, D.C., “I was a latchkey kid so when I came home from school I could 
get into mom’s makeup, mom’s clothes, and then have to remember ‘okay, 
this bra was put  here and this lipstick was put over  here.’ ” She also remem-
bers sneaking out as a teenager in the 1960s, driving around the neighbor-
hood with makeup and  women’s clothes on, only to return home, “dive out 
of the car, go in the back door, get undone, and then go back and retrieve 
the car.” She feared that her neighbors might possibly catch a glimpse of 
her in her femme attire and rat her out to her parents.

Common among  these  women’s experiences in the 1950s and 1960s was 
the exploration of gender through wearing their  mothers’ clothes. Of course, 
I did the very same  thing in the 1990s. Sadly, most of  these  women back 
then did not know anyone like themselves; they  were not aware of “trans” 
as a way of being in the world, as a category of belonging. All they could 
feel at that time was the intense shame and despair of their supposedly 
messed-up condition. Carolyn luckily had a friend who also liked to dress 
up with her. Their sweet friendship reminds me of Janet Mock’s story of 
coming out in Honolulu in the 1990s and having a trans friend by her side. 
I certainly would have liked that myself.6

Another commonality among  these  women’s experiences in the 1950s and 
1960s is the fact that their childhoods all occurred outside of Southwest 
 Virginia. For so many of them, moving to Southwest  Virginia, and often 
specifically to Roanoke, was part of their transness— their movement from 
one gender to another. This migration si mul ta neously complicates and en-
riches our ability to speak of transgender history in Roanoke: on the one 
hand, we have no evidence of  people having trans experiences  here in the 
city in the 1950s and 1960s, yet so many in the local trans community  today 
have stories that they can share about that time that they carried to this 
place.  Whether or not  these transported stories count as part of Southwest 
 Virginia’s history, our proj ect interprets out- of- state childhoods as elemen-
tal to the local,  because, to be clear,  these histories live on inside of their 
bodies, animate our current realities, and represent part of the gift that 
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each person has chosen to share with this community through the act of 
telling their stories.

By the early 1970s, several confluences and divergences in local trans-
gender history are apparent. This is when we can begin to see a rainbow of 
trans genealogies emerging out of so many dif fer ent groups, including het-
erosexual cross- dressing men, drag queens, street queens, and transsexu-
als. Many trans  women’s life stories from this era reveal the messiness of 
even  these seemingly discreet categories. In the early years of gay libera-
tion, for example, some gender nonconforming  people moved to Roanoke, 
joining the national “ great gay migration” of queer folks from rural areas 
to cities. Carolyn was one of them, having moved from West  Virginia in 1972. 
She was twenty- one years old and still living publicly as a man. But as she 
recalls, “When I first got  here [in Roanoke], I got off the bus with one suit-
case. Got to the downtown, and I asked somebody where was the Y [YMCA].” 
The stranger said, “About two blocks up,” pointing her up Bullitt Ave nue, 
not to the YMCA but to the gay cruising block. “I was green. I mean I was 
real green,” she admits. “I  didn’t know what the Block [cruising area] was. 
I  didn’t know none of this stuff. So, I asked somebody  else.” On her second 
attempt she was fi nally directed accurately to the YMCA where she then 
made gay friends who introduced her to the Trade Winds, the city’s only 
gay bar. Within a year she was performing in drag at the bar, perhaps the 
first Black queen to do so in this once- segregated space. “When we had 
shows it was pretty packed,” she remembers of the early 1970s. “ People 
wanting to come out and see the girls dressed up.” She would go on to win 
a local drag pageant competition and perform at other gay bars and night-
clubs in the city throughout the 1970s.

By 1977, in fact, Carolyn was helping to manage drag shows and pageants 
at the Horoscope, the city’s first gay disco. The owner of the Horoscope had 
given her the keys to open and close the building at night. At the Horoscope, 
Carolyn performed alongside several other queens, including a white drag 
queen named Rhoda. Rhoda’s story is in ter est ing in its sharp divergence 
from Carolyn’s, even as they both shared the same stage as performers. 
Rhoda came of age as a young white person in Roanoke in the 1950s and 
1960s. While attending college in Norfolk,  Virginia, she was sent to a psy-
chiatric hospital where doctors recommended that, in light of her per sis-
tent desire to cross- dress, she should undergo gender confirmation surgery 
and continue to live her life as a  woman. So in 1976 she traveled to the 
closest gender identity clinic, at the University of  Virginia at Charlottesville. 
The UVA clinic was a pioneering center for transgender health care in the 
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region, having opened their doors in 1971.7 Doctors  there prescribed Rhoda 
the feminizing hormones estrogen and progestin. By the time she per-
formed on the Horoscope’s stage in 1977 she had developed vis i ble breasts.

In an interview with the Roanoker magazine that fall, Rhoda self- 
identified as “a transsexual— a  woman.” She also identified as straight, ex-
plaining that she was “engaged to a man who is definitely not gay.” She had 
already reportedly changed her  legal name on her driver’s license and was 
planning to travel soon to Colorado for her gender confirmation surgery. 
But why did Rhoda perform as a queen on the stage, if in  every sense of the 
word she was already a  woman? To pay for her transition, she explained. “I 
do one [drag show]  every other month or so. It helps pay for the hormones, 
which cost $23 a month.” For Carolyn as well as for Rhoda, the stage was a 
moneymaker. It was a way to sell a story about gender, performed through 
one’s own body, a way to make quick cash to help finance a gender journey, 
or simply a means of economic survival.8

Meanwhile, heterosexual cross- dressers  were beginning to or ga nize in 
Roanoke too, yet wholly separate from  those trans  people who performed 
nightly on area stages. One particularly impor tant cross- dressing activist 
was a  woman named Rona. In 1974, Rona wrote a letter to the editor of 
Transvestia, one of the first major national transgender magazines. Trans-
vestia was the creation of  Virginia Prince, a transgender pioneer, who had 
started publication of Transvestia in 1960.9 Rona explained to Prince that 
she had convinced the Roanoke City Public Library, as well as the Roanoke 
County Public Library, to acquire copies of Prince’s book, The Transvestite 
and His Wife. She also discussed sharing a pamphlet, Introduction to Trans-
vestism, with the local police department.10 Rona signed off  after her name 
the letters “VA-1- G FPE,” marking herself as a member of Prince’s national 
transgender organ ization, the Foundation for Personality Expression (FPE), 
the first major trans organ ization in the United States. The FPE,  under 
Prince’s leadership, according to Stryker, was carefully restricted to “mar-
ried heterosexual men,” and thus excluded “gays, male- to- female trans-
sexuals, and individuals who had been assigned female at birth.”11

 There is some evidence that so- called heterosexual cross- dressers in 
Southwest  Virginia  were able to find one another in the 1970s through cor-
respondence with national transgender magazines such as Transvestia. 
When Lucy J, a cross- dresser in Blacksburg, wrote in 1977 to the Journal of 
Male Feminism, a periodical dedicated to explorations of “male woman-
hood,”  after her name was printed the code “12- VA-24060.”  These numbers 
indicate her zip code and region of  Virginia. Other Virginia- based sub-
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scribers also had their zip codes listed in the paper, allowing transgender 
readers to see one another distributed in geographic space across the printed 
page.12

Rona kept writing to national transgender magazines at least through 
the early 1980s. Significantly, in a 1980 issue of Femme Mirror, published 
by  Virginia Prince’s Society for the Second Self (or Tri- Ess, the successor to 
FPE), Rona declared that a small number of trans  women had begun meet-
ing in Roanoke. This may have been the first explic itly transgender organ-
ization in Southwest  Virginia. Rona and another  woman, Kay, or ga nized 
the monthly meetings which  were then held in Rona’s home.  There is no 
evidence, however, that Rona’s near- decade of transgender activism in Ro-
anoke in the 1970s intersected in any way with the lives of the region’s 
drag performers who occupied a dif fer ent kind of transness at that time.13

The life stories of transgender activists such as Rona,  people who un-
ceasingly straddled that messy boundary between heterosexual cisgender 
manhood and transgender queer womanhood— self- proclaimed “male 
 women” and cross- dressers who did not renounce their man- ness entirely 
and also desperately wanted to keep their wives— are carried forward in 
local oral histories. Terri, a white trans  woman, had snuck around in her 
 mother’s clothes in the 1950s and 1960s just like  others did, but she identified 

From left to right: Rona, Kay, and Charlotte, members of an early transgender 
organ ization in Roanoke,  Virginia, c. 1980. Femme Mirror 5, nos. 2–3 (1980): 24. 
Courtesy of University of Michigan Library (Special Collections Research Center).
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in a 2016 oral history interview as a heterosexual man. And at one point in 
telling her story, she corrected the students interviewing her when they asked 
her about her transition. “Now remember,” Terri replied, “I’m not trans-
gender. I’m a cross- dresser. So I’m fully male.” What she meant is that she 
had not used hormones or undertaken any surgeries. Her body was “fully 
male.” But Terri is also the author of a 2009 pamphlet called “Defining 
Transgender,” in which she explic itly argues that cross- dressers and trans-
vestites are part of the larger transgender community. Terri’s story demon-
strates how someone with trans desires and transgender lived experiences 
negotiated a constantly shifting terrain of language and identity categories 
from cross- dresser to transgender over a span of some fifty years.14

Unlike Carolyn, Rhoda, or Rona, however,  there is no evidence that Terri 
met other trans  people or became part of a transgender community  until 
the 1990s. Then, Terri and other cross- dressers in Southwest  Virginia began 
to find one another online. Terri discovered a regional meeting of other 
“girls” in North Carolina, and she  later attended the Southern Comfort 
annual convention of transgender  people in Atlanta.  Virginia Prince’s 
Foundation for Personality Expression,  later Tri- Ess, that early transgender 
organ ization that Rona and Kay  were members of, also lives on in local 
 women’s stories. Eva, now a leader in Roanoke’s transgender community, 
recalled first looking for a trans community at a Tri- Ess chapter meeting in 
Baltimore in the late 2000s. Tri- Ess was a “heterosexual male cross- dressing 
organ ization,” Eva explained. “[It was] the first time I ever went out dressed 
as Eva,” she recalled of her Baltimore trip. “I went and got a make over at 
Macy’s, and I was petrified. And I was walking, you know wobbling, on my 
high heels across the parking lot.”

The Tri- Ess meeting, and the experience of becoming Eva, inspired her 
to continue her transition. She now identifies as transgender and does not 
personally relate to the heterosexual cross- dressing community, although 
she continues to support cross- dressers through her work with a local trans-
gender advocacy organ ization. Eva is also notable in that when I served 
alongside her on the board of a local LGBTQ organ ization, she revealed to 
all of us her concerns about drag— particularly drag per for mance by cis-
gender  people which she says can be misogynistic and transphobic. Her 
comments reveal the stark demarcations and splits that are always emerg-
ing within transgender communities. This strict demarcating of trans ex-
periences, with cross- dressers over  here, queens over  there, and the “real” 
trans  people right  here, has been fueled in the early twenty- first  century 
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by online discourses and community gatekeeping as the concept of trans-
gender has emerged in the 2010s as a national, mainstream po liti cal issue.

 There is one other thread of transgender history, perhaps the most impor-
tant in terms of Roanoke’s long history of transgender activism and commu-
nity formation. While Carolyn moved her body on stages as a  woman in 
1974, and Rona corresponded with the heterosexual cross- dressing periodi-
cal Transvestia that same year,  there was yet a third space emergent at that 
time: the street.  Here, blurring bound aries, Carolyn again picks up the story. 
During her oral history interview, she was asked by the young Black queer 
 woman interviewing her, “I know like street queens  were a big  thing . . .  like 
[I heard that] you go downtown and  they’re just like everywhere . . .” The 
interviewer wanted to know if Carolyn knew any of  those  women. “I was 
one of  those,” she replied. This surprising revelation came at the very end 
of a ninety- minute interview. The student interviewing her had run out of 
questions, and  going for a long shot, asked about something that is some-
times hard to talk about: sex work.

Carolyn’s story demonstrates a living link between drag and transness, 
between two dif fer ent forms of work— drag queen and street queen— both 
of them reliant on the per for mance of a certain kind of embodiment of a 
sexualized womanhood. In the ensuing conversation, Carolyn described the 
dangers of trans sex work and how she strug gled to leave the trade. And 
although  people  were “trying to rob you and killing you and stuff and stab-
bing you and cutting you, shoot you, what ever, we had fun  doing it. It was 
exciting. It was in ter est ing.”

To our surprise, three Black trans  women interviewed by the History 
Proj ect since 2017 have revealed personal histories of sex work. No other 
transgender narrators, however, including all of the proj ect’s white trans-
gender narrators, have spoken about it. When we interviewed Christy, she 
revealed that she had been raised in the streets as a teenager by one of 
 those same  women, revealing a genealogy of trans sex worker survival and 
community formation that unfolded in Roanoke from the 1970s through 
the early 1990s when Christy won her case against the city’s antisolicita-
tion law.

Carolyn, who identifies  today as neither man nor  woman, and is pleased 
with  either “he/him” or “she/her” pronouns, found herself first on a stage 
performing drag alongside white trans  women such as Rhoda, who was 
taking hormones and saving up for her surgery. Meanwhile, self- proclaimed 
heterosexual cross- dressers read Transvestia and formed support groups 
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across the South, including in Roanoke. Meanwhile, Carolyn also turned 
tricks at night as a sex worker at the Market. Christy, a former trans sex 
worker, now identifies as “formerly LGBT” and is a Christian pastor. Ollie, 
one of the leading trans activists in our proj ect, discovered their identity as 
a trans man on the stages and in the back rooms of darkened gay bars and 
nightclubs across the Deep South in the 2000s. I first started wearing 
 women’s clothes in public in the late 2010s, as a “man” still seeking to ex-
plore (or explode) my masculinity. Then I came out as nonbinary; then I 
started to transition. I see myself in Carolyn’s nonbinary identity. I see myself 
in Rhoda’s hormonal transformation. I see myself in Terri’s sexual attraction 
to  women. I see myself in all of  these threads of transgender history.

I have never performed in drag, nor do I want to. I have never used my 
body as a way to make money, although I celebrate the beautiful trans 
 people who do that. Yet, to use the electric words of gender studies scholar 
L. H. Stallings, I still use my “pimp/ho degree” (Ph.D.) to perform the “word 
hustle” of academic sex work.15 I pay for my gender transition with the 
sexual  labor that I do teaching, writing, and leading proj ects based around 
local LGBTQ history, and I would be a fool to think that my trans body or 
my trans identity does not play a role in the work that I do in the classroom 
and in my writing. I sell my transness just as much as the next person, as a 
way to educate, to celebrate, to challenge ste reo types, to pay for my jour-
ney. On the stage, in the streets, in the classroom.

Sometimes I think about who I would have been had I lived back then, 
in the 1970s. Would I have seen myself or found my  people among the queens 
performing on the stage at the Horoscope or the  women working the streets 
around the Market? Perhaps. Or maybe I would have been like Lucy J, who 
in writing to the Journal of Male Feminism in 1977, just as the city of Roa-
noke was cracking down on trans sex workers at the Market, spoke up in 
defense of the sex workers: “It does seem very unjust,” she wrote, “for the 
city to permit discreet female prostitutes to flourish while trying to subvert 
their male counter parts.” This crackdown on trans sex work was poten-
tially an attack on all transvestites, she wrote. An editor’s note added that 
more heterosexual transvestites such as Lucy J should speak up against the 
“denial of basic  human rights to our  sisters.” That  imagined “sisterhood” 
between stay- at- home cross- dressers and street queens never  really mate-
rialized in the 1970s and 1980s in Southwest  Virginia. For the most part, 
drag queens, street queens, cross- dressers, and transsexuals all went their 
own ways. Honestly, I would have likely been closeted beyond all recogni-
tion back then, a  woman in man’s clothing and nothing more.16
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Impor tant figures in transgender history are still yet missing from this 
narrative. Namely, transgender men have long been ignored in trans history 
and this happens to be true in Roanoke, as well. Stryker writes that the mar-
ginalization of transmasculine histories may be due to the fact that for many 
men in the twentieth  century their best chance at safety and survival was 
to “dis appear into the woodwork of mainstream society.” While trans  women 
banded together for safety in numbers, trans men, conversely, found safety 
in invisibility, in passing, in  going “stealth.”17

As of 2020, the History Proj ect has interviewed three transgender men, 
one white and two African American. All of them came out as trans in the 
2010s, relatively late in life. Like me, they  were mostly in their thirties when 
they fi nally came to terms with their transness. In their memories, they 
reach back to the 1990s and 2000s and recover stories of gender subver-
sion and exploration. One man, like Ollie, discovered his transness through 
performing as a drag king on area stages;  others learned about transness 
online. Sadly, the proj ect has yet to find very much archival evidence of 
trans men’s lives in Southwest  Virginia to round out  these oral histories. 
 There is much more work to be done  here.18

Ultimately, determining who counts in transgender history is a po liti cal 
question. It is up to the  people in the room at our monthly meetings to de-
termine whose story  will be told and how we  will tell it. This is a flawed 
system. As public history activists, it is never our place to tell  people what 
or who they  were or are. We  don’t get to point fin gers at  people and tell 
them, “ You’re trans.” That’s not only bad historical practice, it is also un-
ethical, especially within our beloved, hard- fought- for community. And 
yet, to say that only  those  people who identified explic itly as transgender 
in the past are part of our history is to deny a rich, diverse, and complex 
past that belongs to so many of us. No one trans- spectrum person can de-
cide who was trans and who was not. We need to imagine a past that in-
cludes a lot of questioning and exploration and fluidity. And when we see 
our past including drag queens, sex workers, and cross- dressers, we see 
how so many of our  people have strug gled and fought for a better world for 
themselves, and yet how this fight— which continues  today in transgender 
advocacy— has also divided and diminished our community by erecting 
barriers and concretizing labels to the detriment of a deeper trans historical 
consciousness.

Trans is also a methodology. When we “trans” public history, we neces-
sarily reach back to divergent and disparate story lines, confront unfamil-
iar and uncomfortable terms and ideologies, and we graciously, with an 
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open mind, accept the fluidity of  people’s experiences beneath a big, pink- 
white- and- blue historical umbrella.19 Or, as Carolyn put it, when asked how 
she feels about the current transgender movement in 2018, “I’m for it, you 
know. If a person wants to do that. You know, I’m with it.” She adds, “Now, 
it’s not for me. If I was 20 years or 40 years younger than what I am, I would 
be  going through it too.” Or to put it another way: if transgender  were a 
 thing in Roanoke in the 1970s, Carolyn would have been it. We can trans 
the past by allowing for  these openings,  these careful reconsiderations, 
for generous acts of time travel and “what ifs.” We can reclaim Carolyn’s 
story as transgender history, alongside Rhoda’s and Rona’s and Terri’s and 
Lucy J’s, and then we  will begin to see that Roanoke was actually pretty 
trans all along.

Make Roanoke Trans Again?

Transgender  people  were pre sent— and pissed—at the founding meeting of 
the Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ History Proj ect in 2015. An older white 
trans  woman spoke up at the end of nearly two hours of vibrant discussion: 
“But what about us? I  don’t hear you talking about us.” She was right. Look-
ing back at my notes from that first meeting, I had prepared a discussion 
based largely around resurrecting gay male histories. Thanks to this per-
son’s presence and per sis tence, a key bullet point was added to the meeting 
minutes that night: “ Don’t neglect transgender and POC experiences.”20

Just as queer  people are essential stakeholders and participants in  doing 
queer public history, transgender  people must play the same role in trans 
public history. It is impossible and inappropriate to research, document, or 
interpret transgender histories without the active participation of trans 
 people. Unfortunately, for most of the past half- century of LGBTQ history- 
making, transgender was relegated to a footnote, and the participation of 
trans  people in historical research was sorely lacking.

Early LGBTQ public history proj ects in the late twentieth  century nodded 
 toward trans repre sen ta tion, but for the most part research and interpreta-
tion focused on cisgender gay and lesbian lives. In an impor tant exception, 
transgender historian Susan Stryker became involved with San Francisco’s 
GLBT Historical Society in the 1990s and began devoting her time to un-
earthing hidden trans histories. Stryker’s work on researching and docu-
menting the 1966 Compton’s Cafeteria uprising in San Francisco led to the 
production of an award- winning documentary and also helped lay the 
groundwork for the eventual 2017 recognition of a part of the Tenderloin 
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neighborhood around Compton’s as a “Transgender Cultural District,” the 
first designated district of its kind in the United States.21 Beyond San Fran-
cisco, the award- winning NYC Trans Oral History Proj ect, begun in the 
mid-2010s in collaboration with the New York Public Library, is a trans- led 
community- run oral history proj ect that has resulted in the production of 
scores of recorded interviews. Meanwhile, the Transgender Digital Archive, 
based in central Mas sa chu setts, has grown rapidly from its launch in 2016 
to become one of the world’s leading online databases of all  things trans.22 
 These are just some of the many transgender public history initiatives 
around the country, most of which began in the 2010s.23

As LGBTQ public history efforts move in from the coasts to the  middle 
of the country, with smaller city and regional proj ects popping up all over, 
including in Southwest  Virginia, it remains to be seen how much atten-
tion  will be given to transgender stories and voices. In many ways the T is 
still separate from the LGB in queer public history practice. At the first 
statewide convention of LGBTQ history proj ects in  Virginia, a gathering 
that I helped to co- organize in the summer of 2017, I was routinely mis-
gendered and felt, accurately or not, that I was the only non- cis person in 
the room. It is true, in a place such as Roanoke, that the absence of a docu-
mented white gay male and lesbian history is so glaring that it might seem 
like the natu ral place to start— and thus the T might just have to wait. But, 
on second thought, when we simply skim the surface and tell the most 
likely stories first— those of white gays and lesbians— this gives  people 
the impression that we simply do not care about  those harder- to- find sto-
ries: queer  people of color histories, trans histories, and other marginal-
ized  people’s stories.

Thankfully, for the entire first year of the History Proj ect, the out spoken 
trans  woman from our first meeting, along with her friend, another trans 
 woman— both in their sixties— regularly attended proj ect meetings, public 
events, and they never ceased to offer their personal perspectives and criti-
cisms of what we  were  doing. They truly put the T in the LGBTQ+ History 
Proj ect.  These  women also volunteered to be the first transgender narrators 
for our oral history initiative. They had a par tic u lar interest in our proj ect: 
while they wanted to make sure that we did not ignore transgender history 
altogether, they also wanted to make sure that we told the story correctly. 
They dished all the gossip and poured all the tea about local transgender 
community divisions and drama. They also endeavored to especially make 
clear to us their own personal contributions to the trans community— a com-
munity that they now felt somewhat excluded from  because, in so many 
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ways, they  were longer trans enough or they  were not the right type of trans 
anymore.24

 These  women  were two of the earliest members of a trans support group 
that formed in Roanoke roughly ten to fifteen years  after Rona’s initial ef-
forts at starting a transgender group in 1980. By the mid-1990s, a loose 
organ ization of mostly middle- aged persons originally calling themselves 
the Blue Ridge Society brought cross- dressers together in our region. The 
 women claim their group as the origin of  today’s primary transgender ad-
vocacy and support group in Roanoke, Ladies and Gents of the Blue Ridge— 
Transgender Alliance. (The current leaders of Ladies and Gents dispute this.) 
One of the two  women, in fact, had been involved in transgender commu-
nity organ izing even  earlier, attending meetings of Kappa Beta, a trans 
support group founded in Charlotte, North Carolina, in 1988. Both  women 
had also previously attended the Southern Comfort annual conferences in 
Atlanta, which brought together trans  people from across the South. To-
gether,  these  women carried a lot of Southern transgender history in their 
memories and in their bodies. They  were more than willing to share their 
wisdom with our growing proj ect.25

Their participation and especially their out spoken criticism of other trans 
 people in our community, however, planted unexpected landmines near 
our nascent proj ect. As hinted at, the two  women had experienced a major 
falling out with the local transgender organ ization, the Ladies and Gents 
of the Blue Ridge, which had coalesced in the late 2000s  under new leader-
ship. At the heart of this rupture  were not just interpersonal rivalries or 
personality- driven conflict, although that was a big part of it, but also a de-
bate over the meaning of trans.

The Blue Ridge Society had formed, as they explained, as a group of 
 people who for the most part dressed as  women only part time. In some 
aspects of their lives—at home, with their families, at work, in public 
settings— they lived as men, the gender they  were assigned at birth. In the 
twenty- first  century, the new Ladies and Gents organ ization shifted focus 
 toward the support and advocacy of  people who lived full time as trans-
gender. This, of course, also includes closeted  people— but  there is less of a 
space  today for  those who intentionally choose to dress only part time. The 
group has also shifted focus to include trans men, hence the group’s name 
change to Ladies and Gents. Some of this conflict between dif fer ent experi-
ences of transness has to do with language— are you a transsexual, a trans-
vestite, a cross- dresser?— while other aspects of the conflict relate to the 
vision and support that dif fer ent trans  people need.  These older ladies, 
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seemingly settled into their lives as part- time  women, did not need a group 
that discussed employment issues,  legal name change and gender marker 
changes, or hormone replacement therapy. They, for the most part, did not 
experience trans in  those specific ways. Dif fer ent ways of being trans have 
led to major conflicts within trans communities elsewhere throughout the 
United States, and this point is crucial for understanding how trans history 
is conceived of and experienced across generations.26

 These  women  were largely the only trans voices in the room as our proj ect 
turned from data collection to interpretation at the conclusion of its first 
year. That is to say that  these  women not only helped us develop our ar-
chives and jumpstart the oral history collection, but they also contributed 
to the proj ect’s early imaginings of the first walking tour and the first on-
line exhibition. By the time  these initiatives launched to the public in Sep-
tember 2016, Ollie had just joined the proj ect, adding the perspective of a 
younger transmasculine person to our team. The generational divide be-
tween Ollie and  these  women, however, was striking.

I remember one particularly tense meeting in late 2016 as one of the older 
 women brought a cisgender ally and friend along. The cisgender person 
objected loudly, and surprisingly, to the proj ect’s growing use of the slogan 
“Make Roanoke Queer Again.” “Why do you have to use that term? For her,” 
she said, gesturing  toward her transgender friend, “that is a slur.” Some of 
the younger  people at the meeting, including myself, felt infuriated by this 
comment. “Queer is how I identify,” I replied, gruffly. Ollie, more diplomati-
cally, tried to explain how the term has been reclaimed by a younger genera-
tion and is not only used with pride  today but that it has a broader meaning 
than “gay” and that many  people involved in this proj ect use the word 
“queer” to refer to themselves. We also bristled at the fact that  here was a 
cis  woman who, for some reason, was speaking on behalf of a trans  woman 
in a way that invalidated other trans  people’s identities in the same room.

It was the first moment in our proj ect’s work in which I saw a generational 
divide revealed among trans  people. And while on that eve ning we squab-
bled over the word “queer,” as time went on a generational divide revealed 
itself again and again in new and often combustible ways.  Whether it was 
debate over drag per for mance and its allegedly transphobic or misogynis-
tic content or debate over who exactly counts as trans, I found it increas-
ingly hard to hold all of our transgender proj ect members together. I began 
to see how deep  these fault lines  were and are.

The History Proj ect’s interpretive activities in the fall of 2016, therefore, 
only tiptoed around trans history. The Downtown Roanoke LGBTQ History 
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Walking Tour, in its initial public unveiling, only considered trans history 
at two stops: the City Market building and the Trade Winds. At the Market, 
tour guides discussed the history of trans sex work  there in the 1970s. We 
printed up a lamination with an excerpt of the Roanoke Times’s 1977 article 
about the Market queens on one side and an image from the Design ’79 
urban redevelopment cata log showing the Market area rehabilitated as a 
“Downtown Cele bration Zone” on the other. The tour script says: “ There was 
prostitution  here, by transvestites and possibly transgender  women,” elid-
ing the question of  whether transvestite sex workers  were also  women, a 
question the proj ect would trip and stumble over for years to come.27 Stop-
ping at the Trade Winds, Southwest  Virginia’s first gay bar, which opened 
in the 1950s, tour guides used an excerpt from the Big Lick Gayzette, a gay 
newsletter published in Roanoke in 1971, to interpret a “ limited ac cep tance 
of drag” at the bar, due to the Trade Winds’ allowance of drag on Hallow-
een, which occasioned a letter to the editor from an anonymous bar at-
tendee: “Last Saturday, I heard that you  were  going to let the ‘girls’ come to 
the bar in drag. I de cided that it was time for me to come out into the world 
again. Well, Herb, I had a  great time  there! I  really enjoyed myself for the 
first time in many months. And I saw a lot of other  people  there who  were 
enjoying themselves, too. I just wanted to say thank you for giving us all a 
chance to ‘let our hair down’ and enjoy ourselves.”28

In the tour script we opined that the bar’s prohibition on drag  every day 
except for Halloween “circumscribed the inclusion of the transgender com-
munity into the larger gay community.” In a subsequent revision of this 
script, we went even further, identifying the writer of this letter as a “trans 
 woman,” and suggesting that the Trade Winds did not allow trans  people 
to enter the bar except on one day each year.29 This fit into a larger pattern 
that we  were beginning to realize and draw attention to on the downtown 
tour: that almost all of Roanoke’s gay bars in the 1970s prohibited drag.

A local gay activist organ ization’s write-up about the city’s bars in 1978 
stated that, at vari ous establishments downtown, “dress is levis, or what ever 
you have on, proper gender please,” or at another bar it was “neat dress 
and no drags, please.”30 As we took participants on our downtown walking 
tour, guides increasingly pointed out  these passages, asking tour partici-
pants: “What do you think  these bars meant by this comment ‘proper gen-
der please’ or ‘no drags allowed?’ ” Participants  were quick to respond with 
their own interpretations, often along the lines that  these policies meant if 
you wanted to enter you had to conform to societal gender norms; you could 
not be gender nonconforming. “And why do you think  these gay bars had 
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 these rules about gender?” the tour guide would ask. Participants found 
this second question harder to answer.

We wanted answers, so early on in the pro cess of drafting the downtown 
tour, I asked Daniel, one of the founding members of the Gay Alliance of 
Roanoke Valley in 1971, to read over the script and offer us suggestions. 
When I met with him face to face to go over the script, he was particularly 
adamant to let me know that I was getting something completely wrong 
about the Trade Winds. He had attended the bar in the late 1960s and 1970s, 
and I, on the other hand, knew relatively  little about this place except from 
the few archival documents and oral history interviews we had conducted 
up to that point. Yes, the Trade Winds only allowed drag on Halloween, he 
told me, but that was all it was: drag. The writer of this letter to the editor, 
he said— the one who had written about how nice it was to “let [her] hair 
down”— was not transgender. When asked about other bars and their poli-
cies banning drag, he explained that it had nothing to do with transness. 
At issue  were gay men who dressed flamboyantly. Cross- dressing attracted 
unwanted police attention, he explained. I had long thought it remarkable 
that neither the local police nor the state’s ABC police had ever raided a 
Roanoke gay bar, as they had in other cities, but perhaps this was  because 
of this self- censorship and internal policing of gender among the gay com-
munity, as Daniel was now explaining to me. This was, if true, an alterna-
tive narrative to the one I had first built up in my mind. Maybe Roanoke’s 
cisgender gay community in the 1970s was not  really so antitrans?31

When we actually launched the downtown tour in September 2016, we 
therefore did not know what to say about transness in Roanoke. The trans 
members of our proj ect team, including the two older  women involved, did 
not have any lived experiences as trans  people in Roanoke in the 1970s to 
 counter the cisgender- centric basis of the archives and that of 1970s- era 
oral histories. That fall, we revised the tour script once again to include a 
new preface on the subject of “Who’s Left Out.” At the City Market build-
ing, tour guides would state, “Our source base overall is weighted  toward 
the stories of white cisgender gay men, who historically have dominated 
 these organ izations, bars, and other spaces that we  will talk about. We try, 
on this tour, to also bring out the stories of lesbians, transgender persons, 
and queer  people of color, and we welcome questions on the theme of ex-
clusion versus inclusion at any time along the tour.”32

We  were certain that we had to say something more substantial about 
transgender  people in our online exhibition.33 But we  didn’t have much to 
work with. As the launch date approached, we still had only scattered 
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pieces of 1970s- era trans history at our fingertips: the story of sex workers 
at the Market; the story of the “girls” who “let their hair down” at the Trade 
Winds on Halloween; the prohibitions on drag at most of the city’s gay bars; 
and two oral history interviews completed with the older trans  women 
who  were already involved in the proj ect.

We did not yet know about Rhoda or Rona or Lucy J, and we had not yet 
met Carolyn or Christy or Miss Greta.34 We  hadn’t  really even begun to look 
with determination for transgender sources. We de cided, however— and, 
in retrospect, with  great hubris—to make two slides in the exhibit about 
transgender stories. The first, dated September  1977, illustrates the Roa-
noke Times’s “Market Queens” article and discusses transvestite sex work 
at Market Square. The second, also dated 1977— but  really referencing ex-
periences from the 1960s— contains an oral history excerpt from one of the 
older  women’s narratives. It tells the story of her sneaking out at night, as 
a teenager, in  women’s clothes and then getting caught by a neighborhood 
friend.

That fall, the two older  women who had long been at the forefront of our 
proj ect  stopped attending the monthly meetings. Soon enough we did not 
 really see them around at proj ect events or at other activities in the com-
munity  either. They may have gotten what they wanted from the proj ect, 
or perhaps they left feeling increasingly exasperated at the failures of the 
History Proj ect to adequately tell their stories. In their place, Ollie became 
the leading trans voice at our meetings in 2017, and they  were the one who 
helped me and RM devise the “Living Trans History” workshop for LGBTQ 
youth that we unveiled that summer. I unveiled my own transgender truth 
that summer too.

Of course, something changed when power was handed over from the 
older  women to Ollie and myself, a new generation of trans historians in the 
pro cess of developing our own trans historical consciousnesses and devel-
oping a trans praxis for our work. Something changed, too, when I trans-
formed from seeing trans stories as an outsider looking in, to then living it, 
breathing it, being part of this ever- unfolding story of transgender history. 
Ollie and I pushed the proj ect in new directions. Recognizing how  limited 
our archive was for telling trans stories, since all of the newsletters in the 
collection  were written by and for cisgender gay men and lesbians, we knew 
that in order to better research, document, and interpret trans histories we 
needed to conduct more oral histories, and in so  doing, invite the participa-
tion of more trans elders into the History Proj ect.
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In phase two of the Oral History Initiative, we focused on interviewing 
 women about their experiences and included a third interview with an older 
white trans  woman. In the next phase, when we focused on queer  people of 
color (QPOC) life stories, we collected two more transgender interviews: 
one with a fortysomething Black trans  woman and another with a forty-
something former trans sex worker. Subsequently, in phase four of the ini-
tiative, led by the new QTPOC Proj ect interns, we interviewed two more 
trans narrators, both of them African American former drag queens born 
in the 1950s and 1960s. The interns also interviewed a Black trans man and 
drag king in his forties. In the following two years, we interviewed two 
more transgender men, one Black and one white. By the summer of 2020, 
the oral history collection, which had grown to include more than forty 
interviews in all, now included at least ten with transgender individuals, 
over half of whom  were  people of color.

We revised the downtown walking tour script once again in 2019 to speak 
more directly to the  women who had worked at the Market as sex workers. 
We now talk specifically about the importance of Black trans  women in 
this sexual marketplace, and we tell the story of three Black trans sex 
workers using their own words, bringing to life a former trans world that 
once existed in this space. We now show a laminated image of Christy, 
dressed in men’s attire, standing confidently on the downtown court house 
steps  after winning her  legal case against the city.35

Our second online exhibit, launched in 2018, also featured more trans-
gender voices. We included oral history excerpts from two trans narrators: 
one, a Black trans  woman’s narrative from the early 1980s of stealing 
 women’s clothes in order to dress and live in the world as she wanted to, a 
practice that led to her difficult interactions with the criminal justice sys-
tem; and also Christy’s story of getting involved in sex work near the City 
Market as a teenager in the early 1980s. We are now more explicit in our 
interpretations of the intersectional experiences of  people who are both 
Black and trans, although the  people making  these interpretive decisions, 
often Ollie and myself, are still very white.36 We are also more forthright 
in talking about sex work as an impor tant aspect of transgender history. 
We are explicit in the second online exhibit, for example, that Roanoke’s 
red- light district downtown was once the most vis i ble and certainly the most 
well- known transgender community space in all of Southwest  Virginia.37

As we become more forthright in documenting and interpreting trans-
gender historical experiences, we still walk on eggshells.  There are some 
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questions that continue to haunt the History Proj ect.  Will transgender  people 
in our community object to the proj ect’s increasing focus on sex work?  Will 
trans stakeholders object, even more specifically, to the use of the label 
“trans” in discussing the experiences of transvestite sex workers,  people 
who dressed in drag, or self- proclaimed cross- dressers?38

Perhaps it is not surprising that the most vocal criticism to date has come 
from cisgender  people. Older gays have told us that  those  people  were not 
 really trans, that we are applying a neologism to binary, cisgender  people 
who just liked to dress up. Younger cisgender  people, including members 
of our own proj ect, have also expressed their worry that we might be using 
the term “trans” too broadly, arguing that “trans” should be restricted to 
only  those who lived full time as transgender  people.

On the other hand, several leading transgender activists in Roanoke have 
responded with genuine curiosity and enthusiasm to the more controver-
sial aspects of our interpretations, including particularly the proj ect’s fo-
cus on sex work. One older  woman who is a leader in the local community 
wanted to know more about a trans sex worker’s story  after hearing it on 
the proj ect’s Old Southwest Gayborhood Walking Tour. The tour includes 
the life story of Samantha, a transvestite sex worker who helped the police 
shut down an all- trans brothel in Old Southwest in the early 1990s.39 An-
other trans  woman, the current president of the Ladies and Gents of the 
Blue Ridge organ ization, wrote approvingly in response to an essay I pub-
lished online in 2017 about Christy’s story, thanking us for  doing the work 
of documenting local trans history— sex work and all.40

The differences between how cisgender and transgender stakeholders 
and participants respond to  these histories is telling. Perhaps we are at a 
tipping point, in which transgender stakeholders are more willing to wel-
come diverse and complicated narratives about transness, whereas woke 
cis  people are the ones now taking up the mantle of trans gatekeeping? Or 
maybe this just simply reflects Roanoke’s own unique community dynam-
ics, wherein trans  people still live largely in the shadow of cisgender LGB 
 people and their ideas about LGBTQ history?  Either way, amplifying the 
voices of trans  people of color and sex workers and drag queens and kings 
has become a central component of our proj ect’s ongoing historical prac-
tice. Yet getting former sex workers to go on tape and tell their life stories 
has not been easy. Can a proj ect led by younger white trans  people who do 
not engage in sex work, including myself, make common cause with older 
Black trans  people who used to work the streets for a living? Can we see 
transgender history as a shared narrative, as something that binds us to-
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gether? Or is “trans” simply a porous container, a leaky vessel unable to hold 
such wildly disparate lives?

Former Black Trans Sex Worker Tells All

One Sunday morning in 2017, I received a Facebook message from a young 
Black trans  woman, a teenager, whom I had met maybe six months prior at 
a transgender support conference in Roanoke. She asked if I wanted to hang 
out. I told her that some of my students  were giving a pre sen ta tion that 
morning about faith and sexuality at the local Metropolitan Community 
Church, and then that after noon I was leading a practice run of our new 
Old Southwest Gayborhood Walking Tour. She replied, “Okay. I’m in. Can 
you come get me?”

I drove out to the West End, a majority- Black neighborhood roughly one 
mile west of downtown. I know a few Black queer folks who live in the West 
End, but I’m honestly not out  there very often, preferring Old Southwest 
for my own personal social scene, where I know a lot more trans  people but 
almost all of them are white. When I parked outside her building, she sud-
denly came jogging down the exterior wooden steps from her second story 
apartment. That day we sat together at church, she joined the two- hour 
walking tour, and I bought her lunch, which we shared together on the 
main stage of the amphitheater at Elmwood Park, where fifty years ago 
men cruised for anonymous sexual encounters and Carolyn got off the bus 
in 1972 looking for the YMCA.

Sitting on the stage, munching our sandwiches, she told me about her 
life in Roanoke: the boringness of teenage home life, the challenges of dat-
ing as a young trans person. Her life seemed  really dif fer ent than my own 
at that time, but now, looking back, I can see how my own gender journey 
mimics hers, except that notably I am in my thirties and she was a teenager. 
Also, I’m white and she’s Black.  Later that after noon, several young trans 
 people who had also joined the walking tour gathered for “snowballs”— 
flavored shaved ice—at a business at the City Market. A Black gay male 
friend, Garland, then walked by and we caught his attention. (Roanoke is a 
small city. A gathering of five queers on a street corner pretty much consti-
tutes an emergent queer world.) Upon meeting my new trans friend, Gar-
land said, “Girl, you are so gorgeous. You should get in touch with me about 
modeling.” He has connections in the fashion industry.  Here we  were, a 
bunch of queer and trans folks, Black and white, eating snowballs and cel-
ebrating our beauty, especially this one girl’s profound beauty, in a place 
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where, just thirty to forty years prior, a young Black trans  woman would 
have been seen as only one  thing: a sex worker.

When I walk around the City Market building  today in my own 
 now- visibly trans body— a metamorphosis of hormones and makeup and 
dress— I sometimes won der if the old timers in this city see me as a ghost 
reincarnate, the specter of trans sex workers returning to  these streets. I 
 can’t help but see the past in the pre sent. And whenever I am downtown 
around the Market or on Salem Ave nue, I think of the Black trans  people, 
in par tic u lar, who worked down  here.  These  women  were so famous that 
they  were at times profiled in the Roanoke Times, and they are remembered— 
not very fondly—by dozens of older white, straight, cisgender  people in 
our community.

For example, in a major propaganda coup for Roanoke, a 2016 Politico 
article about the city’s twenty- first- century re nais sance included a quote 
from a local newspaper editor stating that downtown Roanoke used to be 
corrupted by the presence of “hookers, transvestites, dealers, all manner 
of shady characters.” “Decent  people  didn’t go  there,” he leveled.41 And at 
a community book club meeting in 2017 held at Roanoke’s Center in the 
Square— a six- story downtown structure full of museums and cultural in-
stitutions, itself a product of the Design ’79 revolution— the CEO of that 
center, in talking about the building’s history, claimed that downtown used 
to be so awful  because it was overrun by prostitutes. A local city council 
member, sitting right next to him, spoke up in agreement. And then I 
spoke. “Actually,  those prostitutes  were real  people,  people we have inter-
viewed for the Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ History Proj ect,  people with 
amazing stories. They are local heroes of LGBTQ history.” The room grew 
 silent. I am not sure that the previous speakers even realized that RM and 
I  were at this meeting. No one responded to us, but also no one tried to 
bad- mouth sex workers again.

Even a colleague of mine at Roanoke College once said to me: “You did 
not want to go downtown in the 1980s. It was full of prostitutes.” What is 
amazing to me about  these comments on late- twentieth- century urban life 
is this: in attempting to define the city as corrupted, fallen, disorderly, and 
undesirable,  these narrators all clearly marked prostitutes, particularly 
trans sex workers, as the boogeymen (or, more accurately, the boogey-
women) of Roanoke’s recent past.42 It is as if,  were I to ask some of the lead-
ing historians, cultural brokers, and politicians in Roanoke  today to define 
the character of the city’s history in the 1970s and 1980s, they would not be 
able to do so without mentioning “transvestites” and “hookers.”  Isn’t it sort 
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of wild that trans sex workers are such a dominant part of this city’s narra-
tive? Since when has a city so accepted trans  people as part of its story of 
rebirth and renewal? Trans sex workers are seemingly front and center in 
the minds of historically minded politicians and CEOs in Roanoke. Some-
how, in spite of  these very impor tant  people’s own prejudices and perver-
sions, they have counterintuitively memorialized trans sex work as a key 
moment in Roanoke’s history.43

We have sought to reclaim this narrative of Roanoke’s trans sex worker 
history by using oral histories to literally pass the mic to the former workers 
themselves. Through oral history,  these  women get to tell their own stories 
in their own words. Rather than young queer and trans public historians 
pointing at some few- and- far- between archival documents— saying, “Look. 
Trans  people  were  here. They mattered.”— oral histories allow former sex 
workers to narrate their own lives. The sounds of their voices reveal their 
humanity. Rather than being talked about as transvestites or as hookers, 
they get to define their own experiences using their own terms.

But this almost  didn’t happen. The History Proj ect’s first interview with 
a former sex worker got caught up in unforeseen ethical hurdles and  legal 
complications, and only  after a year of internal machinations  were the au-
dio recording and written transcript released to the public, and then only 
with major redactions. The story of this interview, and its path  toward pub-
lic release, is impor tant for considering the practices of collaborating with 
sex workers on oral histories, an endeavor that is essential to painting the 
fullest picture of transgender history, yet one that is so often overlooked or 
ignored  because of the perils of  doing this work.44

We  were already interpreting histories of sex work at the City Market on 
our downtown tour when my research assistant, an undergraduate student 
at Roanoke College, discovered a folder of materials at the  Virginia Room 
labeled “prostitution.” In that folder  were a series of clippings about trans 
sex workers in Roanoke in the late 1980s and early 1990s, a time period we 
had up  until that point ignored  because of our interest in the  earlier 1970s. 
The clippings in this folder centered around the experiences of one par tic-
u lar “man,” or as he was referred to in the Roanoke Times, “a 20- year- old, 
246- pound transvestite, who wears a wig and short skirts in the Southeast 
hooker area.” Or, as she herself self- identified at the time: “I’m black and 
I’m a faggot.”45

On an off chance, using this person’s name as it appeared in the Roanoke 
Times between 1989 and 1993, I searched on Facebook and found her. Next, 
I sent her a message explaining the Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ History 
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Proj ect and our oral history initiative. Would she be interested in partici-
pating in an oral history interview, particularly, at that time, for our new 
queer  people of color initiative? She wrote back pretty immediately: Yes.

Two of my students, trained in an LGBTQ oral history course that I teach 
each year, went out on a winter after noon in 2017 to interview this person 
at her office, which happened to be located on the same block as one of 
Roanoke’s historic gay bars. According to the students, when we debriefed 
back on campus  after the interview, it did not go as planned. Before sending 
them out  there, we had talked about the narrator’s previous engagement in 
sex work, and the students had identified this as a key theme for their in-
terview. But once they arrived and turned on the digital audio recorder, 
she steamrolled right over them; in the course of a ninety- minute interview, 
the students did not get in even one single question; they barely spoke a 
word beyond just introducing the interview and at one point, an hour  later, 
clarifying one question. This former trans sex worker who had once battled 
the police and fought for space on the city’s streets twenty- five years ago 
now took complete control of her own story. As she should. This is her story 
to tell.

My students  were visibly shaken. Not only had they, in their minds, 
bombed the oral history assignment— which I was grading as part of their 
coursework— but they  were also scared for their safety, as they  later ex-
plained. They reported that the narrator had guns pre sent in the room as 
they conducted the interview. They also repeated some of the more dan-
gerous or violent stories that she had told them, and how the combination 
of  these stories, her dominating method of storytelling, and the presence 
of weapons altogether made them feel unsafe.

Ethics  matter tremendously in oral history practice, and  here was cer-
tainly a complex situation. I had sent my students into what they perceived 
to be an unsafe environment. They felt, as expressed  later in written re-
flections about the course, that the narrator had behaved “unethically” by 
derailing and dominating what was supposed to be a two- way conversation. 
Ultimately, both the students and myself  were also ethically responsible 
for the safety and the well- being of the narrator, too, who, I soon discov-
ered, had revealed potentially dangerous details in her oral history about 
herself, her former activities, and  those of other  people in the community.46

Dealing with the students’ concerns was the easy part. I gave them a fair 
and sympathetic grade, and I also asked them to tell me what they wanted 
in terms of protecting their privacy and their identities in the final, pub-
lished version of the interview. The students asked that their names be 
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scrubbed from the oral history and all of its metadata. In normal practice, 
the interviewers’ names are listed as co- creators, acknowledging that oral 
history is a collaborative, dialogic practice. But in this case, we replaced 
the students’ names with “Roanoke College students” and ultimately we 
also erased their voices from the audio recording.

I did not say this to them at the time, but I also must admit that while it 
is my job to guarantee their safety, I also question how they, as young white 
cisgender straight  women, may have inflated a sense of danger in this mo-
ment of encounter with a Black person who owned guns, has gone to jail 
dozens of times, and has experienced systematic vio lence as a former sex 
worker. It is hard to imagine that they  were in any real danger on an oral 
history assignment, but rather it may have been the shock of the cross- 
cultural encounter, across so many chasms of difference, that left them so 
visibly shaken and uncomfortable. It was certainly a learning experience.

The larger conundrum for the History Proj ect, however, was how to 
deal with the more controversial statements that the narrator had made in 
their oral history interview. At that time, the proj ect had completed more 
than twenty oral histories with LGBTQ community members, and we had 
never encountered a situation like this one. We already had a policy in 
place from the very beginning of the proj ect that instructed narrators not 
to name names— that is, to protect the privacy of third parties involved in 
a person’s story. This mirrored the proj ect’s “Policy to Protect the Privacy 
of Third Parties” that we put in place for our archives.47 In short, the His-
tory Proj ect did not condone any archival or oral history practice that 
outed someone without their consent. This meant that oral history narra-
tors  were welcome to refer to “my friend,” “my lover,” or “that person,” but 
they had to refrain from naming  people on rec ord. This par tic u lar narra-
tor, however, did not just drop a few names. She listed dozens of names of 
third parties in her life story: the names of other sex workers, the names of 
judges and police officers that she had met and interacted with, even the 
names of clients who had once paid her for sex, including high- profile fig-
ures in the local community.

Her practice of naming names raised a serious red flag for me regarding 
the  legal ramifications of a potential defamation claim that could be brought 
by any one of  these named parties against the History Proj ect. In oral his-
tory law, anyone named or discussed in an oral history interview— such as 
the former client of a sex worker— can potentially sue a wide array of ac-
tors for defamation. To prove defamation entails demonstrating that the 
content in the interview is both untrue and also has the consequence of 
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defaming their character. Legally, such a person may claim not only the 
narrator in a lawsuit but also the students who conducted the interview, 
myself as the principal investigator, the public library, even Roanoke Col-
lege, all as participants in the public release of the interview’s alleged 
falsities.48

Another red flag concerned the narrator’s potentially self- incriminating 
statements. Although the statute of limitations on most of her alleged crimi-
nal acts— that is, the be hav iors she was arrested for stemming from sex 
work— had passed, I was still worried about how third parties might use 
this information against her.49  There  were police officers that she claimed 
had a vendetta against her.  There  were vari ous  people, on a few occasions, 
who had tried to hurt or kill her.  There  were the judges,  lawyers, and offi-
cials she had made a fool of as she fought her way through the criminal 
justice system in defense of trans  people’s right to work. We did not want to 
release any information publicly that might cause a headache for the nar-
rator, especially  after every thing she had already been through.

But  here’s the  thing: we had  every reason to believe that the narrator 
understood what she was  doing and that she purposefully wanted to share 
 these stories with the world. If oral history is a collaborative enterprise 
designed to empower narrators to tell their stories their way, then who are 
we to stand in the way of a former sex worker’s  will to spill the beans about 
the many lurid aspects of our city’s past? I raised all of  these concerns with 
the head of Roanoke College’s Institutional Review Board.50 They consulted 
with the college  lawyer, as well as members of the college administration, 
and ultimately I was informed that release of the oral history should be put 
on hold  until every one could learn more about the  legal ramifications of 
publishing this interview. I was also asked to review the entire transcript 
and produce a marked-up copy with any areas highlighted for potential 
redaction.

As several  people at the college read through John Neuenschwander’s 
book on oral history law, an undergraduate student and I went back through 
the narrator’s interview to begin flagging any words or phrases that might 
be potentially defamatory or self- incriminating. Our list of potential re-
dactions quickly ballooned out of control. In one file, I kept a list of  every 
third party named in the interview. The list spilled out across several pages. 
The ultimate defense against a claim of defamation is to prove that a claim 
is actually true. If I wanted to keep any potentially defamatory statements 
in this person’s interview, my research assistant and I would have to prove 
that her claims  were true. How do you prove that someone paid someone 
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 else for sex?  There are usually no receipts. How do you prove that a police 
officer, or the entire police department, behaved in an unethical manner 
 toward a sex worker?  There was no video footage.  There was no way to 
prove any of this. I became frustrated and started to won der if this person’s 
interview would ever see the light of day.

Over the course of half a year, we worked furiously to make redactions 
to both the audio recording and the written transcript. Of course, I wanted 
to make only the most minimal redactions; the narrator has the right to tell 
her story her way, and anything less, in my mind, is censorship. But as a 
participant in a multifaceted community- based proj ect, with partners in-
cluding the public library, the college, vulnerable undergraduate students, 
and  others, I knew that we had to lean  toward making the most redactions 
necessary in order to salvage any of the interview at all. Ultimately, my 
research assistant and I identified and removed about one- third of the en-
tire interview. Over thirty minutes of audio  were destroyed. It was an aw-
ful experience. We sent the redacted recording and written transcript to 
the IRB for review. Meanwhile,  there was one more stakeholder, the most 
impor tant one, who still had to weigh in on  these redactions: the narrator 
herself. I explained to her why we had made the edits we did, and I emailed 
her the redacted transcript to review. I waited for a response. Two weeks 
 later, I received a terse one- sentence reply as well as a new email attach-
ment: she had gone through and made even more edits to the transcript. 
We reviewed the narrator’s edits and then incorporated her suggested 
changes. Fi nally,  after I had explained to the IRB that the narrator herself 
had reviewed the newly revised transcript and sent us a final version for 
publication, the college’s IRB agreed to allow the release of the interview.

The result is a choppy, one- hour monologue by an anonymous former 
transvestite sex worker. Rather than feeling defeated by the entire process— 
although we certainly remain unhappy with the redactions we  were forced 
to make—we have moved forward. Instead of turning away from the prac-
tice of interviewing sex workers, our proj ect is now stronger  because of 
what we learned from pro cessing that interview. We have since completed 
two more oral histories with former trans sex workers, both of them also 
African American. The result is a small collection, an oral archive of sto-
ries by Black trans sex workers about  labor, vio lence, and survival in down-
town Roanoke. Their stories range from the 1970s to the 1990s. They include 
the story of a sex worker who contracted HIV in the 1980s and survived the 
AIDS crisis. They include the story of a sex worker who fought back against 
“a bunch of redneck boys” by throwing a brick through their windshield. 
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They include the story of a sex worker who fought back against the city’s 
antisolicitation ordinance, represented themself in court, and won. All told, 
this collection begins to reveal a complex portrait of Black queer history, 
trans history, and sex work history in Roanoke,  Virginia. Black trans girl 
magic is at the heart of the story of Roanoke in the late twentieth  century. 
And now we can share this story through former sex workers’ own words.

Living Trans History

It is a dewy June morning following yesterday’s rain. RM and I are back at 
Diversity Camp, the weeklong summer camp for LGBTQ+ youth held in 
Craig County, deep in the mountains of Appalachia. We have been invited 
to lead “Living Trans History” for a second year. In my apartment in Old 
Southwest, one week before we left, RM and I discussed what had worked 
and what had not  really worked at last year’s trans history workshop. I felt 
that the workshop was largely successful the first time around and that we 
simply needed new material— new transgender life stories—in order to keep 
it fresh, especially for any returning campers. RM expressed deeper reser-
vations about the workshop’s potential. They had led it twice that first 
year, in two dif fer ent settings. Both times they found that cisgender teens, 
in par tic u lar,  were uncomfortable with the premise of embodying a trans 
person’s story. Indeed, as we had seen at camp that first year, even some 
trans  people found it problematic to reenact moments from the lives of 
older trans individuals. So, RM wondered aloud, how can we revise this 
workshop so as to make it more inviting to youth who are particularly con-
cerned about the politics of appropriation? I wanted to dig in more: every-
one has a gender, and so every one learns something power ful from engaging 
with trans stories. We discussed and debated as the sun slipped down be-
neath the horizon line of the parking lot outside my living room win dow, 
and fi nally we compromised on a solution.

On the day of the workshop, we gathered a group of sixteen queer and 
trans high schoolers in a stuffy room, the same room where we had led 
“Living Trans History” in 2017. RM and I began by introducing ourselves, 
our pronouns, and the work of the Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ History 
Proj ect. Then we led with a much stronger, longer introduction about why 
we wanted every one to do this workshop. From our workshop script, we 
talked about how “within the span of just one or two generations, the 
‘trans’ experience has changed so tremendously, in our own lifetimes, so 
it’s impor tant to investigate how trans has changed over time so that 
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 people can communicate across generations about their experiences.” We 
continued, “Every one has a gender identity and every one engages in gen-
der expression, and so trans history— which is about the way  people have 
challenged normative genders over time—is something that impacts all of 
our lives.” We then talked about how  doing trans history is hard, and how 
the young participants would encounter terms and topics that might be off- 
putting or even offensive to them, such as the words “transvestite” or 
“cross- dresser” or discussions of sex work.

Then we dove right in. We split the high schoolers into four groups and 
assigned each team a new character sheet. This time, the narrators  were 
Anton, Carolyn, Greta, and Rose, all African American individuals who 
had recently participated in the oral history proj ect. Whereas before we 
had asked the youth participants to create a skit in which the central char-
acter was “Anton” or “Rose,” RM and I changed the rules this time to invite 
participants to devise a skit in which they could actually become anyone: 
they might portray themselves, or fictional older  people, cis  people or trans 
 people. It was up to them. What we asked them to do was to identify key 
themes in the narrators’ stories, and then we wrote all of  these themes on 
a big piece of paper taped to a wall. In reviewing  these characters’ stories— 
all pulled from  actual oral history transcripts— the high schoolers  were 
able to identify more than a dozen themes related to the trans experience: 
gender roles, self- defense, sex work, sass, fear of danger/violence, passing 
at work, coming out, wearing drag, binary versus fluid gender, race. Each 
group then chose a theme that spoke to them and created a skit based around 
that theme in  either, or both, historical and con temporary contexts.

One of the most power ful skits occurred in the after noon when we con-
ducted “Living Trans History” with a group of  middle schoolers. We wor-
ried, as we had the previous year, that the  middle school youth might 
strug gle with the more intense subject  matter of the oral histories, includ-
ing sex work. But  because the participant groups could now choose what-
ever theme from the oral histories that spoke to them, they  were able to 
run with a topic more closely aligned with their own personal lived experi-
ences. This was impor tant. All four narrators this time  were African Amer-
ican, and almost all the campers at Diversity Camp  were white, mostly 
white teen agers from rural parts of Appalachia. When identifying themes, 
however, they  were clear about race, identifying it as an impor tant aspect 
of each narrator’s life. They also discovered themes that spoke more to their 
own lived experiences, and by  doing so they found the thread, that impor-
tant point of connection, linking their own experiences of transness to 
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 those of an older generation. This allowed them to consider both the simi-
larities and the differences of multigenerational transgender experiences, 
including the ways that race and gender identity intersect. As the  middle 
school groups prepared and rehearsed their skits, a young trans man who 
was a camp counselor mentoring one of the groups came  running up to me, 
clearly uncomfortable. “We are  going to misgender someone. Is that okay?” 
He looked ner vous. I said, “It’s just theater, right?” “Right.”

A few minutes  later, the skits began: a teenage trans boy was sitting in a 
chair, surrounded by his  family members (portrayed by other campers, cis 
and trans). They began berating him, calling him a “girl.” “You  will always 
be a girl.” “You need to stop wearing boy’s clothes.” “ You’re messed up.” 
One  family member even threw a bible— which they had found in an ad-
joining camp room—at the young man. The skit spoke to multiple themes 
that had emerged in several of the Black trans narrators’ lives:  family pres-
sure; the influence of the church.  These teens  were proud of their work. 
They had created a very lifelike repre sen ta tion of a terrifying scene, in 
which a teenage trans boy has to stand up to his  family— and, apparently, 
also to his God—in order to be himself.

At the conclusion of each workshop— both in the morning with the high 
schoolers and in the after noon with  middle schoolers—we put our chairs 
in a circle and RM and I asked participants to reflect on their per for mances. 
We kept the conversation very open- ended. Many of the youth began tell-
ing their own personal stories. One trans boy broke down crying, talking 
about his experiences coming out as trans to his  family members and how 
they had treated him so awfully— quite similar to the skit that he had actu-
ally just created and starred in.  Others talked of their own strug gles with 
 family ac cep tance or with the church. By making the workshop more 
open- ended, we had created a space in which young queer and trans  people 
could act out not just a historically trans experience but also use the words 
and lived experiences of older trans  people to inspire them to explore their 
own teenage transgender lives.  Here was a power ful demonstration of 
just how much transgender history  matters to young  people  today. Young 
LGBTQ  people are able to see themselves in relation to this history, in a way 
that inspires them to bravely tackle the issues that they themselves face as 
queer and trans youth in Appalachia.

Following the workshop, all of the campers converged at the nearby 
swimming pool for forty- five minutes of splashing, diving, horsing around, 
and laughter that echoed off of the surrounding verdant hills. Young trans 
 people in  binders moved their bodies freely through the  water, for once 
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wholly unafraid of the judgment and the peering gazes of a cisgender- 
dominant society. Trans  people forty years ago did not have this. They had 
Transvestia magazine and they had drag pageants. They had the streets to 
themselves at 2 a.m. along Salem Ave nue.  Those worlds are now gone, and 
a new trans world— and the spaces and values and stories that  matter to a 
new generation of young trans  people—is upon us. The History Proj ect is 
sandwiched in between  these two moments, striving to help young LGBTQ 
 people learn about their storied pasts, while si mul ta neously working with 
community elders to honor, document, and share their stories. The  future of 
trans history is now.



5 The Whiteness of Queerness

 After about fifteen minutes of niceties, I get to the point: “It’s very nice of 
you to make time to meet with me to discuss the LGBTQ History Proj ect.” I 
pause, looking down into the soy chai latte I’m swirling in my hands. “Our 
proj ect is very white.” He interrupts me, “I was beginning to think that you 
 were not interested in us.”  After making eye contact for an all- too- brief 
moment, I look back sheepishly into my cup. “But we are.”

How can I explain that while we have accomplished so much in the past 
fourteen months since the History Proj ect began— built an archive, recorded 
over a dozen oral histories, debuted a walking tour, unveiled an online 
exhibition— and while we did all of this ostensibly in the name of the LGBTQ 
community, we yet partnered with only a handful of Black  people? This is 
in contrast to the scores of white LGBTQ  people who have participated in 
the proj ect in almost  every way imaginable. The exceptions to that fact are, 
in fact, exceptional: the Black gay man who attended the proj ect’s first found-
ing meetings, then bowed out; the Black straight  woman who attended the 
proj ect’s first anniversary party and called us out on our whiteness; the Black 
gay man who sat down for a rare oral history interview when every one  else 
telling their stories was white. In terms of sustained collaboration across a 
chasm of racial difference, the History Proj ect had, up to that point, utterly 
and completely failed.

I had long cycled through all the dif fer ent explanations in my head for 
why our proj ect was so white. Blame it on Roanoke’s continued outrageous 
racial segregation: in housing, in education, and in cultural activities and 
community spaces. Blame it on the racial myopia of Roanoke’s white 
 LGBTQ community. Blame it on the seeming invisibility of Black LGBTQ 
Roanokers.

But this was our fault. We had to accept responsibility for our shortcom-
ings. Our first history exhibit did not even discuss race. Can we  really claim 
to be an LGBTQ history proj ect when what we are  doing is more accurately 
described as white queer history?

As a proj ect led mostly by white LGBTQ  people, I know that our blinding 
and overwhelming whiteness— our very presence as white queer bodies in 
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the spaces of this proj ect— was and is a prob lem in the eyes of LGBTQ 
 people of color in the region. “It is a huge and unforgivable prob lem,” I tell 
my friend, swirling the chai incessantly in my hands. We are sitting inside 
Mill Mountain Coffee & Tea, a coffee shop in downtown Roanoke, on an 
autumn eve ning in late 2016. This is one of Garland’s favorite spots to come 
to work on proj ects and conduct meetings with community partners. He 
listens patiently to all of my hand- wringing and half- assed apologizing. Our 
conversation then drifts to fashion. He says that he saw me walking around 
downtown Roanoke a few nights  earlier wearing a pink tutu, my face beat 
with colorful makeup.

“You saw me?” I exclaim, more than a  little embarrassed. It was actually 
my first time out in public wearing a skirt. I was just then beginning to 
explore my gender in new ways, and I still identified as a man. “We should 
go out and wear tutus together sometime,” he suggests. I look at him, un-
controllably grinning now from ear to ear. He has cut the tension with that 
one gender- affirming comment. I won der: am I overblowing this perception 
of a huge racial chasm between us, between two seemingly sympatheti-
cally feminine queer guys? Or is he keenly aware of this difference— and is 
he thus extending an olive branch to me, to help me, the ste reo typical bum-
bling white dude, cross that bridge?

Garland is one of the most well- known Black  people in Roanoke’s gay 
community, and prob ably one of the most well- known gay  people in the 
Black community. He grew up in Roanoke, moved away in the mid-1980s, 
and then came back over a de cade ago and has since devoted himself to 
building community in our city. Garland seems to effortlessly move through 
spaces both Black and white, straight and gay. In the early 2010s, he was a 
founding board member of the Roanoke Diversity Center. That night at 
Mill Mountain he tells me that he quit the board years ago  because they 
placed undue expectations on him to take a leadership role in outreach and 
programming targeting Black LGBTQ audiences. That was tokenizing, he 
explains. And yet  here I am asking him to embark on a very similar task: to 
help the Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ History Proj ect conduct outreach and 
programming with LGBTQ  people of color—to help make our proj ect less 
white.

Racism abounds in queer public history. Hand- wringing and half- assed 
apologies only serve to make white queer  people feel better about it. White 
 people have dominated the mainstream conversation around LGBTQ rights, 
queer history, and just all- around gayness from the gay liberation era 
straight on up to the pre sent day. Black  people have certainly been just as 
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gay, just as queer, just as trans, just as out spoken and defiant— and just as 
much on the front lines. But queerness, in narrative form, is often so very 
white. White queer  people have for half  a century developed false univer-
salizing narratives about the LGBTQ experience, assuming that all queer 
 people experience the same  things in the same ways: we all “come out”; we 
are all into hookup culture; we all love rainbows and Pride; we all believe 
in equality  under the law. But  these universalizing narratives do not cap-
ture the unique experiences of Black queer and trans  people in Amer i ca.1

Roanoke’s LGBTQ history is riddled with white supremacy. LGBTQ 
organ izations and spaces historically emerged  here in the leftover spaces 
of Jim Crow– era segregation. The city’s first gay bar began as an all- white 
space. The city’s gay neighborhood, Old Southwest, was nearly 99  percent 
white in the early 1970s. De cades of gay and lesbian newsletters published 
 here since 1971 almost never discussed race. We live with the legacies of this 
history—of movements and spaces made gay but never actually made for 
Black  people.2

Not much has changed in fifty years. Almost  every LGBTQ organ ization 
or gathering space in Roanoke  today is still led by white  people. This applies 
to the dance club, a transgender support group, the community center, a gay 
church. Everywhere you look, queerness is white.

The Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ History Proj ect is no exception. We have 
had almost all white leaders for five years. We have gotten race wrong— and 
we have gotten it wrong over and over again.  There is a long history, in fact, 
of queer historians and queer storytellers getting race wrong. This chapter 
explores what happens when a group of well- intentioned queer public his-
tory activists in the South confront their own whiteness, attempt to docu-
ment, preserve, and interpret Black queer pasts, and come to terms with 
entrenched and often misinterpreted racialized geographies in the not- yet- 
desegregated city. Race is not just an afterthought in Roanoke. This city 
has always been Black.  Today, Roanoke is nearly one- third Black. Ours is a 
city with an illustrious Black history. Moreover, the importance of Black 
queer pasts— arguably the most hidden, ignored, and erased of all queer 
histories—is essential for the reconstruction of queer pre sents and  futures.

Of course, I write all of this from my position as a white queer trans 
 woman. One key aspect of any queer antiracism work—of confronting and 
dismantling white supremacy within LGBTQ communities—is for white 
 people to come to terms with their own whiteness, to better comprehend 
the racialization of our own gender and sexual identities and experiences.3 
By examining my own complicity as a white person within white suprema-
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cist systems, as well as the collective whiteness of our proj ect as a  whole, I 
want to consider the power of white LGBTQ  people such as myself to do 
real harm to Black queer  people and their histories, as well as cautiously 
point forward to some ways that white queer  people can better show up 
alongside our Black and brown LGBTQ kin.4

White Supremacy and Black Queer Erasure

I grew up in a Jewish American home, in an idyllic upstate New York suburb, 
where whiteness was something that I simply took for granted. Like the 
blue of the sky, I knew that I was white. But I did not know why. I did not 
question it. Only  later did I realize that my Jewish ancestors had, in fact, 
become white.

Moreover, it was the allure and the promise of Amer i ca to them— what 
Ta- Nehisi Coates calls the Dream— that encouraged them to pursue white-
ness and to claim it.5 When I was coming up in the world, my parents 
stressed that I was Jewish and told me that I was dif fer ent from the other 
white kids. I attended a Jewish summer camp. I had mostly Jewish friends. 
I even looked ste reo typically Jewish: curly dark hair framed against pale 
white skin, horrible eyesight, even a bit of a schnoz.

Like any rebellious, over- privileged suburban white kid at the turn of the 
millennium, as if rebranding myself in whiteness, I left home as soon as I 
could and went as far away as pos si ble. I ended up in Southern California 
at an arts school. Situated in the wastelands beyond L.A.’s orbit, I met Na-
tive American, Latinx, and African American  people my own age in large 
numbers for the first time. When I transferred back to a school in Maine to 
finish college and be closer to my white heterosexual girlfriend, I was 
plunged back into a sea of whiteness. When I  later lived in New York City 
for six years during gradu ate school and resided notably in a gay neighbor-
hood (Chelsea), I also noticed that this was an overwhelmingly white 
place, and for the first time I considered the confluences of whiteness and 
gayness, even as I myself still hid in my own peculiar closet. In the early 
2010s, I became involved with Occupy Wall Street and with my  labor  union, 
both of them overwhelmingly white activist milieus. I had never met so 
many white leftists before.

When I came out as queer in 2014,  after my marriage fell apart, I did not 
think to come out as a white queer person  because, still, thirty years into my 
life, I had no real concept of how my whiteness  shaped my sexuality. To me, 
then, being queer meant simply opening myself up to dating men,  women, 
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and every one in between. But when I went on a few OKCupid dates with 
Black queer and trans  people in Brooklyn, I came to realize, as if emerging 
from a dense fog, that  these  were the first Black  people I had ever dated. 
What accounts for this? How is it that race has always  shaped my sexuality, 
both straight and queer, from my teenage years in the 1990s to the pre sent 
day, and yet I had no real understanding of it? I had to figure this out.

Amid all the ways that the Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ History Proj ect 
has intersected with my own personal journey of becoming, the proj ect 
has also distinctly pushed me to articulate a racial praxis: how I embody 
race, how I use my whiteness as a locus of power, how I might leverage that 
power to engage explic itly in antiracism. But as a historian,  there’s also 
another question: how does my whiteness, and the collective whiteness of 
our proj ect, influence the ways that we do history and the ways we think 
about the past?  These are impor tant questions, and it is a shame that it took 
me so long to begin asking them. But  there is  little room or time for guilt 
or shame, what Black feminist scholar Brittney Cooper calls “white- lady 
tears.”6 More impor tant are the active pro cesses of reckoning and repara-
tions. We must consider the harm that we, white LGBTQ  people, have long 
caused Black queer  people and other LGBTQ  people of color, and then move 
 toward repairing that harm.

The History Proj ect has been and remains an obtuse and problematic 
vehicle for  doing this repair work. I used to say that the History Proj ect 
was its most diverse on day one and it all went downhill from  there. At our 
proj ect’s first meeting, at the Roanoke Diversity Center in September 2015, 
eigh teen  people collectively brainstormed and laid the foundations for the 
proj ect. We  were white and Black, male and female, youth and se niors, cis 
and trans. Within a few months, however, monthly meetings became all- 
white affairs, dominated by the participation of older white cisgender gay 
men, as well as myself, who at the time also identified as a white cisgender 
guy. We left that first meeting with a strong list of proj ect to- dos, including 
the statement “ Don’t neglect transgender and POC experiences.”7 Yet we 
proceeded to pretty much do just that: neglect POC ( people of color) expe-
riences. It was as if we  were throwing our hands up in the air before we even 
tried to force our proj ect to confront the issue of race. I have referred to 
this as the proj ect’s premature exasperation. It is something well- meaning 
white  people do all the time.

The decisions we made that fall  were tempered by our collective white-
ness. Our decision to establish the proj ect’s archives at the  Virginia Room, 
a research room and regional archives located within the downtown branch 
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of the Roanoke Public Libraries, was made demo cratically, but the only par-
ticipants  were white folks, mostly older white cisgender men. As we began 
to compile a list of potential individuals to interview for the oral history 
initiative, we brainstormed collectively. But the only  people in the room 
 were white  people, and for the most part, the only  people they offered to add 
to a list of potential narrators  were other white  people. Whiteness is like a 
closed cir cuit. That first year of the History Proj ect our palms sweated over 
the lack of nonwhite repre sen ta tion in our endeavor, yet we  were stuck in 
a  bubble that we just could not figure out how to pop.

In phase one of the oral history initiative, completed in early 2016, His-
tory Proj ect team members conducted oral histories with fourteen narra-
tors; all but one of them  were white.8 We did not even find the sole Black 
gay man who eventually became the  fourteenth narrator. He found us. I 
received an email from a man named Peter expressing his interest in being 
interviewed for the proj ect. He had heard about it through the grapevine. 
He told me that he had attended some of the earliest gay dance clubs in the 
city in the 1970s.

I went out on a winter eve ning to interview Peter. He, his husband, who 
is white, and their mutual friend, a white queer  woman, all welcomed me 
into the  house’s spacious parlor with apparent excitement. As we sat down, 
Peter asked if both his husband and their friend might sit in on the record-
ing of the interview. “That’s not standard practice,” I cautioned. “Normally, 
we  don’t want other  people’s presences in the room to influence what I say 
or what you say.” But he insisted. And so I got the two of them to sit quietly 
on a couch only a few feet away while I and an undergraduate research as-
sistant (who was also white) interviewed Peter. As I reached for the digital 
audio recorder, I thought to myself: Am I  going to ask Peter about race?  Will 
I treat this interview any differently than I would an interview with a white 
narrator? And if so, is that the right  thing to do?

Just a few days  earlier, I had conducted my first oral history interview for 
the proj ect, with a white cisgender gay man. I asked him about his experi-
ences during the school integration crisis in  Virginia in the 1950s and 1960s. 
I asked him about racial segregation in Roanoke’s gay scene in the 1960s 
and 1970s. I asked, frankly, about the intersections of race and queerness 
in his own lived experiences. Our proj ect team had contended from the very 
beginning that  every oral history interview should include discussions of 
race. Roanoke remains a highly segregated city, and it is just as impor tant 
to know how white LGBTQ  people have experienced race and racism  here 
as it is to know about Black LGBTQ  people’s experiences. In practice, 
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however, in a survey of over forty interviews completed between 2015 and 
2020, topics such as race, racism, and Black LGBTQ experiences have al-
most exclusively been brought up only by Black narrators.  These topics 
rarely, if ever, came up in the proj ect’s two dozen or so oral history inter-
views with white  people. This is a prob lem.9

Sitting in Peter’s living room, with his white husband and their white 
friend watching and listening just feet away, I was terrified of bringing up 
the issue of race. However, in reviewing the transcript several years  later, I 
see that we did, in fact, talk quite a bit about race and Blackness and queer-
ness. Peter told me about growing up in Lynchburg in a public housing 
proj ect in the 1960s. His  mother was a maid, his  father a janitor. Attending 
public schools in the era of desegregation, Black kids picked on him for be-
ing light- skinned, querying, “What are you?” White kids picked on him for 
being Black. He spoke of school integration and then leaving the public 
school system to attend an almost- all- white private high school where he 
excelled while si mul ta neously feeling marginalized. His  mother’s wealthy 
clients provided for the  family. “So we  didn’t see racism,” he recalled. “It 
just  wasn’t part of our lives, other than the occasional . . .  and that, a lot 
came from the Black community. ‘What are you?’ was a wild question for 
my  brother and I. We’d just go, ‘What do you mean? Our parents are Black. 
What do you mean? What are you?’ ” This was not the narrative about race 
that I was expecting. In many ways, Peter had lived among white  people 
for much of his life, and he sometimes felt more comfortable in white spaces 
than in Black ones.

 After high school Peter started to travel with friends along the fifty- five 
mile corridor between Lynchburg and Roanoke, in search of the magic 
city’s gay nightlife. This was in the late 1970s. When I asked him about being 
a Black gay man in what I  imagined was a white- dominated queer scene, he 
remarked that  there  were many “mixed  couples”  there, “absolutely,  because 
we [he and his former boyfriend]  were a mixed  couple. Nothing’s changed.” 
He then glances lovingly at his husband, sitting just a few feet away. I did 
not follow up with more questions about interracial dating or about race. 
I suddenly felt awkward again, especially having a discussion about race 
and dating in this mixed com pany. Beyond that par tic u lar back and forth, 
Peter did not share any other remarks about being a Black gay man in Roa-
noke’s queer scene, and I  didn’t ask. Race, for him, at least in his adult life, 
was pretty much a nonissue.

 There is a good body of scholarship that suggests that it was not only the 
presence of his husband and friend in the room that may have altered our 
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conversations about race that eve ning, it was also my own whiteness. I was 
the one with the microphone, the one asking the questions. Every thing we 
 were  doing that eve ning was filtered through the lens of my own— and the 
History Proj ect’s— whiteness.10 In oral history theory,  there is an impor tant 
concept called intersubjectivity. It refers to the fact that who I am  will in-
fluence Peter’s responses just as much as who Peter is  will influence my 
questions. We are both subjective beings in a delicate moment of encoun-
ter. When applying this concept to this specific interview, we can see how 
Peter’s Blackness influenced the questions I asked, especially my per sis tent 
desire to get him to talk about racial difference. My whiteness, in turn, in-
fluenced the answers he provided and the way he navigated the narration of 
his story. So did, I am sure, the whiteness of the other  people in the room. 
The theory of intersubjectivity suggests that  were a Black person to conduct 
this interview, Peter may have told dif fer ent stories. I also think that if his 
husband and friend  were not pre sent, the stories would be dif fer ent. We dis-
covered as much  later on when the History Proj ect interviewed a white les-
bian  couple separately, and we found that each  woman told slightly dif fer ent 
versions of the same tales. None of this suggests that Peter as a narrator was 
strategically deploying truths or not- truths, but rather that oral history is a 
messy, embodied encounter, and as I have argued in  earlier chapters,  there is 
no right or wrong way to pair an interviewer with a narrator. We are all per-
forming our genders, sexualities, and races all of the time, in subtle and not 
so subtle ways for both pre sent and  future audiences.11

Peter’s experiences narrating his life story as a Black gay man in South-
west  Virginia are part of a larger trajectory of Black memory practices in 
the United States. African American communities, long targeted by hege-
monic attempts at physical removal and narrative erasure, have made stri-
dent efforts to preserve their pasts when and where no one  else would. 
Autonomous African American historic preservation efforts  were ongoing 
throughout the twentieth  century on a broad scale, especially in local com-
munities, including in Roanoke.12 Yet  there are silences— sometimes strate-
gic silences—in the historical rec ord, and  there are silences, too, in the 
ongoing work of Black public history.  These ruptures are particularly prev-
alent in Southern Black communities where queerness has long been ac-
knowledged through a sort of non- acknowledgment: it is often not spoken 
of among  family or community members, yet widely perceived and tacitly 
tolerated.13

In a recent oral history interview, a young Black queer  woman in Roanoke 
asked an older Black gay man, Leonard, about racism in the gay community. 
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He responded that before the late 1970s, the time when he started frequent-
ing integrated gay spaces in Roanoke, queer Black  people “prob ably went 
up on Henry Street  because even though they  were gay it was a . . .  their 
color worked for them. I’ll just make it plain. So, they  were more accept-
able up  there, to go in and hang out or just go in for a drink, maybe not so 
much as to party and dance, but they would go  there.” The narrator both 
admits to not knowing where Black gay men hung out in the era prior to 
his own experiences, yet he is able to articulate a “remembered” world of 
Black queer belonging on Henry Street as if he  were  there. This passage, 
with the key word “prob ably,” demonstrates the importance of queer pub-
lic memory as an active construction, even while acknowledging that  these 
memories are assembled from the bits and pieces left  behind through the 
collective absence of a known Black queer past. Perhaps the ruins of Henry 
Street, destroyed through urban renewal, still provide a habitation for Black 
queer ghosts?14

The gaps and silences of Black queer history are also perhaps a result of 
larger pro cesses in which queerness has been erased from  family histories. 
Alex Haley famously tells the story of sitting on his grand mother’s porch 
as a child and hearing the story of Kunta Kinte, “the African,” a long- but- 
not- lost ancestor who was kidnapped in Africa and brought as a slave to 
the United States in the eigh teenth  century. This became the basis for Hal-
ey’s best- selling book Roots, which inspired the con temporary genealogy 
movement in the United States. Haley’s work particularly gave hope to Af-
rican American communities that they, too, might use genealogical meth-
ods to discover long- lost familial pasts. Haley identifies the porch as a 
particularly impor tant space of intergenerational storytelling.15  Family his-
tory and oral history, in Haley’s account, fill in some of the gaps manifested 
by slavery’s outsized impact on Black public memory, how every thing from 
the  Middle Passage to the splitting up of families in the Amer i cas led to the 
erasure of Black community histories and challenged the formation of a 
collective understanding of where folks came from.16

Queer folks experience their own unique forms of genealogical amnesia. 
This is  because some queer  people of color have been kicked out of their 
homes and forced to create new families. The ethnographer Marlon Bailey 
writes of Black queer and trans folks who have cultivated new modes of 
kinship by forming chosen families called “houses.” In Roanoke, local drag 
families are common, often including drag  fathers, drag  mothers, drag 
 daughters, drag sons. Each drag  house has its own well- documented gene-
alogy.17 One drag  house in Roanoke  today, in fact, is led by a Black trans 
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man and drag king. And in 2019, Garland helped to found a first- of- its- kind 
ballroom  house in Roanoke for which he serves as the  house  father.  These 
Black queer and trans led  houses manifest their own genealogies of Black 
queer history.18

Stumbling Forward

When I moved to Roanoke in 2015, I discovered a regional LGBTQ commu-
nity dominated by cisgender white gay men. The leader of the local commu-
nity center, at that time, was a white gay man. The leader of the local Pride 
organ ization was a white gay man. The  people who initially  were most 
excited about and became involved with the Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ 
History Proj ect  were white cisgender gay men. When I served on the board 
of directors of the Diversity Center, I often tried to raise the issue of diver-
sity. Our board was overwhelmingly white, male, and cisgender, but this 
did not reflect the makeup of Roanoke’s  actual LGBTQ community. While 
some queer  people  were and are interested in  doing more to increase the 
repre sen ta tion of queer  people of color in all of  these local organ izations 
and initiatives,  there are other white queer  people who are not. They say, 
“It has always been this way.” “We put on an event for Black History Month, 
but no one came.” “We asked a local Black person to serve on our board, but 
they declined” (or they quit, as Garland had). “We are a welcoming space. 
Black  people are welcome  here, but they just do not come to our events.” 
Ad infinitum.

When our proj ect celebrated its first anniversary with a party and vi-
sioning workshop at the CoLab, a coworking space in Roanoke’s majority- 
white Grandin Village neighborhood, I made a point to send personal 
invites to all the Black  people I knew in the Roanoke Valley who identified 
as LGBTQ or  were allies. I was disappointed when only one person, a straight 
ally, came. Twenty- one other white folks attended, making it the largest 
public gathering of the History Proj ect to date but also the whitest. I wanted 
 people— Black and white, queer and straight, with a shared commitment to 
racial justice—to come to this event to help steer the proj ect away from its 
racial myopia. If mostly white gay men attended and participated in the 
visioning workshop, then I suspected that our proj ect would continue in its 
cycle of replicating the white dreams of its membership. While celebrating 
our proj ect, I also felt angry and disappointed that the demo cratic praxis 
of the proj ect— opening our meetings to every one, basing our proj ect’s 
trajectory on the wishes of the majority— meant that white  people would 
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continue to define the par ameters of the proj ect, further marginalizing 
queer  people of color who had not yet effectively participated.

 After nourishing our bellies on potluck foods, drinking assorted bever-
ages, and noshing on a birthday cake stylized with a lambda symbol on it 
to celebrate the proj ect’s first birthday, the twenty- two folks in the room 
next turned to the visioning workshop. The one Black participant was not 
afraid to speak up. I had been  running a slideshow of photo graphs on a 
large screen  behind us, showing images from the first year of the proj ect: 
proj ect members hard at work building the archives, leading public outreach 
events, participating in Roanoke’s annual Pride festival. “I  don’t see any 
 people of color up  there,” she said, pointing her index fin ger at the screen. 
“What’s up with that?”

Over the next hour, the twenty- two participants discussed how the His-
tory Proj ect could grow and change. We de cided to focus on expanding geo-
graph i cally beyond Roanoke city, to initiate proj ects focused on the arts, to 
bring  people together more often to tell their stories, and to continue devel-
oping new exhibitions. But we also dedicated ourselves to what we called 
“demographic expansion,” specified as: “We  will prioritize researching 
LGBTQ+ experiences among  people of color,  women, transgender and gen-
der nonconforming folks,  people of vari ous generations, and other margin-
alized groups within the LGBTQ+ spectrum.” This statement  today feels 
weak and watered down, but it reflected at least a willingness at the time 
among white LGBTQ members to work harder on the issue of race.19

As we approached this work, we found ourselves quickly falling into the 
trap of tokenizing Black queer leadership, such as how we initially leaned 
so hard on Garland to connect us with other Black LGBTQ  people. When he 
and I met at that downtown coffee house in late 2016 to talk about white-
ness, Blackness, queerness, and tutus, I knew how much his involvement 
with the proj ect would potentially open up doors to bringing in other Black 
LGBTQ  people. He already led a wildly successful organ ization in the city, 
and he was constantly building his network and his brand. When Garland 
agreed to participate that night, it was the first time— fourteen months in— 
that we had actually invited a Black queer person to be a leader in our proj-
ect. Garland is not a trained historian, but he knows  people. He knows Black 
history. He said he would find other Black gay men to bring into the proj-
ect. He became what public historians call a gatekeeper or a cultural bro-
ker. He became the link between Black queer Roanoke and the rest of us.20

Oral historians often warn against relying too heavi ly on gatekeepers. 
Like Garland’s role in our proj ect, the term signifies someone who offers 
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access to a community, and that person— for better or worse— controls that 
access. The danger is that gatekeepers are, of course, biased in their se-
lection of, say, “other Black gay men.” A gatekeeper wants to put his best 
 people forward. We needed Garland, and he knew it.  There are other Black 
queer  people in Roanoke, but we  didn’t know how to find them. He intro-
duced us to an older Black gay man who agreed to be interviewed. Mean-
while, that fall I met a Black trans  woman at a local transgender conference. 
I told her about the proj ect and she agreed to be interviewed. Additionally, 
my undergraduate research assistant and I had just discovered the story of 
a Black trans sex worker who had fought against the city of Roanoke in the 
criminal justice system in the 1990s. As mentioned in the previous chapter, 
I located this person, Christy, on Facebook, sent her a private message, and 
to my surprise she agreed to participate as well.

Garland and  these three other Black LGBTQ individuals became the 
proj ect’s initial slate of QPOC (queer  people of color) narrators for the oral 
history initiative. Although we called this a QPOC initiative, all of the par-
ticipants  were Black. One of the ways the History Proj ect has gotten race 
wrong, in retrospect, is by constantly referring to Black LGBTQ  people as 
“ people of color,” thus erasing the unique significance of their Blackness 
and their ties to local Black history.

 These individuals’ stories added significantly more Black queer historical 
content to the proj ect’s second online exhibition, Finding Each Other (2018), 
a study of gay and lesbian community organ izing in Southwest  Virginia in 
the early 1980s. The new exhibit included a panel on being “Black and Gay,” 
featuring an oral history excerpt of a Black gay man’s experiences explor-
ing downtown Roanoke in the late 1970s. Another panel focused on being 
“Black and Trans.” It included an excerpt from an oral history with a Black 
trans  woman about her experiences exploring gender identity as a teen-
ager and  running into the law as a result of stealing  women’s clothes. We 
also included a panel on trans sex work, featuring an African American sex 
worker’s story of working on the streets as a teenager.21 In retrospect,  these 
glimpses into Black queer and trans life in the early 1980s focused largely 
on narratives of marginalization, criminality, and vio lence. We must be 
careful not to reproduce the same distortions of Black life in Roanoke that 
have been pre sent since the nineteenth  century: namely, associations made 
between criminality and Blackness, and more specifically between crimi-
nality and Black sexualities.22

But  there are also hints of community and survival in  these stories. The 
Black gay man’s remembrance of downtown spaces reveals that young Black 
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gay men, and Black trans  people as well,  were welcome in unlikely corners 
of downtown— dif fer ent spaces than  those traversed by white gay men. The 
trans sex worker’s story reveals that she found community in the streets, 
“raised,” as she put it, by another Black queen. The Black trans  woman we 
interviewed who got caught in the criminal justice system reveals in her 
interview that she found an LGBT community in prison. As with W. E. B. 
Du Bois’s “sorrow songs,”  there is a tension in narrating Black histories 
between stories of pain and strug gle on one hand, and resilience and re sis-
tance on the other. We want to tell the fullest story— the cele bration and 
the sorrow.23

White proj ect members also made new commitments to antiracist work 
in the fall of 2016 and into 2017. As we gathered at the downtown branch of 
the Roanoke Public Libraries system, we increasingly talked about race 
at monthly meetings, and we interrogated our own whiteness, at least to 
a degree. Some proj ect members believed that as white  people we self- 
segregated, and our failure to bring more Black  people into the proj ect was 
 because of our own ignorance of local Black history, Black culture, Black 
spaces, and even a lack of Black queer and trans friends in our personal 
lives. The answer, they suggested, was to attend more events in Roanoke’s 
Black community and get to know  people and proj ects outside of our neigh-
borhoods and our white friend groups.

We should attend the annual Henry Street Festival (or ga nized by the lo-
cal Harrison Museum of African American History and Culture). We should 
attend meetings of the local #BlackLivesMatter chapter. Our goal was not 
to talk about ourselves or promote the History Proj ect but to listen and 
learn and participate in Black- led initiatives. Instead of, and before, asking 
Black  people to participate in our proj ect, we needed to first show up for 
Black- led proj ects and assist in what ever ways we could. Other proj ect 
members insisted, additionally, that we already knew Black queer  people 
and that we simply had not invited them to join us. We cannot just sit 
around and assume or hope that Black queer folks  will walk in the door at 
one of our meetings, one member cautioned. We need to individually ap-
proach Black queer  people in our lives and see if they are interested in this 
proj ect, and if not, find out why. How might our friends see themselves plug-
ging in? What might this proj ect do for them (rather than what can they do 
for the proj ect)? We needed to ask more questions and to listen carefully to 
the answers.

Some white proj ect members began attending local Black community- 
led events that fall. One local event, a spoken word open- mic night held bi-
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weekly in downtown Roanoke, became a space of surprising integration 
among Black and white, queer and straight poets and performers, includ-
ing History Proj ect members. By 2018, the proj ect began formally partner-
ing with the Black queer and trans poets of this group on new initiatives. 
In early 2017, white members of the History Proj ect traveled to Lexington, 
 Virginia, to march in the city’s first- ever MLK Day parade. We held signs 
proclaiming “Queers Against White Supremacy” and “Black Lives  Matter.” 
In 2020, we released a statement calling for the removal of all Confederate 
monuments across Southwest  Virginia, as well as lobbying the Roanoke 
City Council to remove its downtown Robert E. Lee monument, claiming 
that “Black LGBTQ+  people in Southwest  Virginia deserve to live in a re-
gion where the cele bration of Confederate heritage is a  thing of the past. 
Black LGBTQ+  people in Southwest  Virginia deserve to live in a region in 
which their own histories are known, their voices amplified, and their au-
thority over history- making pro cesses unconditionally recognized.”24

Yet the most significant— and disastrous—of our efforts at racial reckon-
ing began in spring 2017 when we, all white queer  people, hatched an idea 
for the proj ect’s first Black queer history– themed event. Shamefully, we did 
not realize  until it was over that the event was destined to be a boondog-
gle. We called it the “African American LGBTQ Story Circle.” To facilitate 
the workshop, one of our proj ect members, a white transfeminine person, 
reached out to and brainstormed at length with a young Black queer 
 woman in Roanoke who works as a licensed counselor. They invited her to 
facilitate the story circle. The two of them talked about what this might look 
like: What do we mean by story circle? Who is invited?  Will white  people 
be allowed to participate, or  will this be a dedicated Black space? How 
should we advertise and conduct outreach?

 Those working on the initiative de cided to reach out to the Gainsboro 
Branch of the Roanoke Public Libraries to host the event. The Gainsboro 
branch is located in a historic building: the formerly segregated library 
that once served the neighborhood’s majority African American commu-
nity. The library branch also includes a local Black history research room, 
which we  were given access to for the story circle. The library partnered 
with our proj ect in advertising the event, producing colorful flyers that 
they posted throughout several branches of the library system— not just in 
Gainsboro but downtown and elsewhere. The History Proj ect used Face-
book to advertise. As  people began to RSVP online, we became increas-
ingly concerned with what we saw: mostly white profile pics popping up on 
the “ Going” list. We had only recently settled the question of  whether the 
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story circle would be a dedicated Black space. We de cided, in consultation 
with the event’s Black facilitator, that white  people, including myself, 
could attend the beginning of the workshop to introduce ourselves and 
the proj ect, but that we would then excuse ourselves from the room, and the 
story circle would proceed with only Black  people in the room. We worried, 
however, that white  people would still attend and that they would demand, 
as white folks so often do, to be part of the conversation. Our worries  were 
both misplaced and prescient.

When the day came for the event, a Sunday after noon in April, the only 
 people in the Black history research room at the library  were myself, the 
other white proj ect member who had helped plan the event, and the Black 
 woman who agreed to facilitate the story circle. Where was every one? We 
talked hesitantly among ourselves for several minutes. I made subtle apol-
ogies about what I thought had gone wrong. Then, to our surprise, an older 
Black gay man walked in. Then another. And that was it: we had two will-
ing participants.

The facilitator encouraged the men to sit down at the large  table with 
us, and,  after a  little back and forth, we de cided to throw out the careful 
playbook we had designed— the story circle format, the dedicated Black 
space— and just began engaging in an informal conversation about the event 
itself. One of the Black gay men, Reginald, told us, “I had no idea what to 
expect.  Were we  going to hear from a panel of  people telling their stories? 
I am not prepared to tell my story.” It became clear that we had not articu-
lated what the story circle format was all about. We had not made clear 
who was invited to participate and what participation entailed.

Reginald also critiqued the proj ect’s choice of location. We had initially 
believed that having the event in a historically Black space, and specifi-
cally in a space dedicated to the preservation of Black history in Roanoke, 
would help draw a local Black audience to participate, and that Black queer 
 people would see that we  were serious about locating Black queer history 
within Roanoke’s larger African American history. The library had will-
ingly partnered with us as well. “But this is a very public place,” he said, 
gesturing around the room at the Black history books on the shelves sur-
rounding us. “Who wants to be seen attending an LGBT event in such a 
place?” We had completely missed this point.  Here we  were, asking Black 
queer  people to place themselves in arguably one of the most public spaces 
in Roanoke’s Black community and effectively “outing” themselves to any-
one who saw them enter the space. “And who is the Southwest  Virginia 
LGBTQ+ History Proj ect anyway?” he asked. “I’ve never heard of it.”
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This is what I mean by well- meaning white  people causing harm. Our 
heart was in the right place, but at that point in the proj ect, nearly two years 
in, we  were still completely blind as to how our whiteness left us in the 
dark when it came to thinking about the intersectionality of race, gender, 
and sexuality in the practice of public history.25 Reginald was absolutely 
right. Who  were we barging into this historically Black space and asking 
Black queer  people to share their life experiences?

We had not built any name recognition or trust in the Black community. 
We had not revealed ourselves. We had not put our own stories on the  table. 
We had not done the work to understand how race and racism manifest in 
queer public history spaces. We  were still tokenizing Black participation 
and potentially exploiting their  labor. The one man who narrated his oral 
history for us, the man who acted as a gatekeeper for the community, the 
 woman who agreed to facilitate the story circle:  Were we asking too much 
of them? What  were we giving in return? Certainly not Black queer com-
munity. We had de cided on what to call the event, where to hold it, and 
even  whether to do it in the first place, largely as a white cohort.

This is how Black queer history is erased in Roanoke. We are complicit 
in it.  There are Black queer  people in this city and  there have always been 
Black queer pasts to document, preserve, share, and tell, but the bumbling 
whiteness of so many public history proj ects— ours included— has left no 
room for Black leadership. It is not that we have failed to create spaces for 
Black queer  people to tell their stories, but the prob lem is that we have 
sought to create  these spaces without sufficient input from Black  people. 
And the spaces we have created are made claustrophobic by our collective 
whiteness.  These efforts may result in the accumulation of oral histories 
and the tokenizing narration of selected Black queer stories, but  these ef-
forts  will not result in the manifestation of a Black queer community space, 
the empowerment of Black queer authority, or the preservation and cre-
ation of Black queer worlds. We fucked up.

Black Queer Authority: The QTPOC Proj ect

It is a brisk April after noon one year  later, and the Roanoke Diversity Center 
is brimming with the conversations and laughter of Black LGBTQ  people. 
Three young Black queer  women huddle in one corner. Peter, Garland, and 
Reginald greet guests, inviting them into this pop-up Black queer space that 
they themselves have created. An older Black lesbian gabs with a Black gay 
man whose laughter cuts like a knife through the room. A few middle- aged 
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Black gay men are seated, waiting to see what this event is all about. A 
Black trans  woman is sitting shyly in front of the room, readying herself 
for participation in the panel discussion.  There are food and beverages, 
including sweet tea, bringing to mind E. Patrick Johnson’s discussion of 
Black gay Southern vernaculars and the multiple meanings of “pouring 
tea.” This association is not lost on the three young Black  women who are 
leading this event. They set the menu; they printed the flyers; they had 
read portions of Johnson’s Sweet Tea in preparation; they are now ready to 
ask  people to take their seats so that the event can begin.

Over the next hour, the three young  women facilitate a panel discussion 
with six Black queer and trans elders sitting in a row at the front of the 
cramped community center. The participants include Peter, Garland, two 
other oral history narrators— a Black trans  woman and a Black gay man—
as well as two new  faces to the proj ect, an older Black lesbian and another 
older Black gay man. They range in age from their forties to their seventies. 
The young  women leading the event, all in their early twenties, pose ques-
tions to the panel: How and when did you know that you  were gay/trans? 
Did your  family accept your gender/sexuality? What is your relationship 
with the Black church? What have your experiences been as a Black person 
in Southwest  Virginia?

 There are a few white  people in attendance— a few proj ect members, 
including myself, as well as some who came to watch, to listen, to learn. 
During the Q&A portion of the panel, at least one white person asks a ques-
tion, at which I cringe,  because I am still afraid of the presence of white 
 people in  these spaces and the danger of white folks to take up all the oxy-
gen in the room. But that does not happen  today. Black  people are  running 
the show. She asks her question, the panelists answer, and the facilitators 
move on to the next question.

 After the panel, I take photo graphs of the event leaders and panel par-
ticipants standing side by side, hugging one another. One photo graph, of 
the three young  women standing interchangeably among the three older 
gay men, the six of them who had worked together for four months to de-
sign this event, strikes me as an incredible documentation of Black queer 
authority in Roanoke. They did this. They made Black queer history come 
alive.

The event, “The Black LGBTQIA+ Experience,” was the first public pro-
gram of a new initiative called The QTPOC Proj ect: Repre sen ta tion  Matters. 
Founded in December 2017, the QTPOC Proj ect is the result of the History 
Proj ect’s continued efforts at demographic expansion. Reflecting on the 
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failures of the Gainsboro story circle, we went back to the drawing board 
in 2017 and de cided to apply for a small grant to fund a more intentional 
long- term approach to Black LGBTQ outreach and organ izing in Roanoke. 
We won the grant, receiving $500 from the Campaign for Southern Equal-
ity’s (CSE) Southern Equality Fund. In reviewing the funding guidelines 
that fall, we noted that the CSE wanted all grant recipients to use  these 
funds to support  either trans- led or POC- led LGBTQ initiatives.26

We made a strong case for use of the funds to create a Black- led LGBTQ 
history initiative in Roanoke. In our grant application we stated clearly 
that our proj ect operates according to demo cratic, horizontal princi ples, 
yet we wrote “proj ect leadership, while unfixed and fluid, comprises mostly 
young, white, queer and gender- variant  people from the community. Our 
big blind spot, however, is the lack of queer and trans  people of color in 
leadership positions within our group.” In order to remedy that, we pro-
posed to use grant money to hire QTPOC (queer/trans  people of color) 
youth from Southwest  Virginia, train them in oral history theory and prac-
tice, and give them the tools to conduct their own oral histories with Black 
LGBTQ elders. We stated clearly that only “14% of our interviews [at the 
time] have been conducted with Black LGBTQ+ narrators, despite the fact 
that the city of Roanoke is 29% Black.”27

With money in the bank, we began to quickly recruit QTPOC youth for 
this initiative. They would become the QTPOC History Youth Brigade (a 
name we quickly replaced with the more mellifluous “QTPOC community 
interns”). We also began to recruit elders for a Black LGBTQ advisory 
board. A stated goal of the grant application was that “the Youth Brigade 
and the Advisory Board  will work together to pair trained Youth Brigade 
members with Black LGBTQ+ elders in the community who wish to tell 
their stories.”28

Recruitment was remarkably easy. For the advisory board, we approached 
 every Black LGBTQ person who had participated in the proj ect to date and 
invited them to join. Ultimately the board comprised Peter, Garland, and 
Reginald. Recruiting for the QTPOC interns was aided by the fact that our 
recruitment flyer went viral on social media and was viewed by several 
thousand  people across Southwest  Virginia within days of publication 
(thanks to the social media site Queer Appalachia, among  others). We re-
ceived applications from, and ultimately accepted, four young queer  people 
to join this undertaking: a Black queer  woman who had recently graduated 
from Hollins University; a biracial queer  woman currently studying at 
 Virginia Tech; and two Black queer  women then studying at Roanoke 
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College, including a first- year student newly arrived from Louisiana. None 
of them  were or had ever been history majors.

The proj ect met for the first time at Garland’s favorite coffee shop, Mill 
Mountain, in downtown Roanoke on a December eve ning in 2017. Besides 
a “getting to know you,” the first meeting focused overwhelmingly on the 
question of “What do we want to learn about Southwest  Virginia’s Black 
LGBTQ history?” Across the generational (and gender) chasms that divided 
the several young Black queer  women from the older gay men, the conver-
sation moved quickly over topics such as every one’s experiences with Chris-
tian ity and the Black church; interest in Gainsboro and Roanoke’s Black 
neighborhood histories; and the legendary Black drag queens of Roanoke. 
 After an hour, the group dispersed without much consensus on how to pro-
ceed.  There  were concerns raised about how to do outreach with Black 
men and  women in the community, many of whom are not out as LGBTQ 
 people. The group also wondered aloud if  there are dif fer ent concepts of 
“outness” in the Black community than in white communities. Some of 
them wanted to do an event about Black LGBTQ  people and the church, 
and maybe host a conference at a sympathetic local Black church.  Others 
stressed the need for safe, social spaces, such as monthly potlucks for Black 
LGBTQ  people in private homes.

By the grant’s design, as well as the challenge of coordinating every one’s 
dif fer ent schedules, over the next four months the two dif fer ent genera-
tional groups met separately. Starting in January 2018, the QTPOC com-
munity interns met weekly with me on Roanoke College’s campus to begin 
oral history training, while the Black LGBTQ advisory board met monthly 
at the downtown coffee house to hear updates on the internships and pro-
vide guidance to the work of the QTPOC youth.

The advisory board members  were essential players in selecting and re-
cruiting narrators for the oral history initiative. For the first time, recruit-
ment of Black LGBTQ narrators was placed in the hands of a committee of 
Black queer elders. Among the three of them, a list of pos si ble narrators 
was compiled totaling nearly ten individuals. The group discussed ques-
tions of diversity. Since they could only select four narrators (each would 
be paired with one of the QTPOC community interns), who would com-
prise the most representative mix of Black narrators? The advisory board 
ultimately selected three drag performers— two legendary queens, and 
one up- and- coming drag king— and an older cisgender gay man. Three of 
the four narrators had memories of Roanoke’s LGBTQ scene dating back to 
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the 1970s. Three of the four narrators  were also somewhere on the trans-
gender spectrum.

Meanwhile, the QTPOC community interns began oral history boot 
camp. As part of the grant, we  were able to purchase copies of Sommer and 
Quinlan’s Oral History Manual for each participant; we also gave each 
member a $100 stipend (although one student received course credit in lieu 
of a stipend).29 I had the four of them first interview one another in pairs. 
This represented a way to not just practice oral history methods early on 
but also to get to know one another more intimately. They interviewed one 
another about their high school experiences, and they learned in the pro-
cess that despite, on the surface, all being young Black queer  women, they 
had very dif fer ent experiences that they each brought to the  table.

For  these  women, our weekly meetings  were a highly unusual Black 
queer space— mediated, of course, by my own aberrant white professorial 
presence. All of the colleges or universities that they had attended or grad-
uated from  were majority- white institutions where being both Black and 
queer was not a widely shared experience. They also brought a Black queer 
feminist politics to the  table, one that differed at times from that of the all- 
male advisory board. They objected, for example, to the advisory board’s 
se lection of narrators, wondering why the board could not locate at least 
one lesbian or queer  woman to be interviewed. (To be clear, at the time the 
proj ect had interviewed several Black trans  women, but no Black cisgender 
 women had yet participated, and no Black  woman who loved other  women 
had participated.) Despite their protestations, the se lection of narrators did 
not change, demonstrating the differing power dynamics between the 
young interns and the older men who controlled access to the community 
as gatekeepers.30

The young  women also took on the task of developing the structure of 
the proj ect and making it their own. They came up with the name The 
QTPOC Proj ect: Repre sen ta tion  Matters. Some advisory board members did 
not fancy the second half of that moniker, wondering aloud at a March 2018 
advisory board meeting  whether “repre sen ta tion” was the right word. Of 
course, the structure of  these parallel but not convergent meetings be-
tween the elders and the youth put me in the odd position of playing me-
diator. I had to faithfully represent and defend the demands and desires of 
the interns at the advisory board meetings and vice versa.

Advisory board members next took a stab at coming up with language 
for a mission statement for the proj ect. The QTPOC interns ran with that 
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stab (or at least some of it) and finished crafting a mission statement for 
the proj ect that read: “The QTPOC (Queer/Trans  People of Color) Proj ect: 
Repre sen ta tion  Matters was established as a conscious effort to unearth 
histories of  people of color in the Southwest  Virginia region. We aim to lift 
up the elders in our communities to tell their stories while empowering 
younger generations to appreciate  these stories and histories. The QTPOC 
Proj ect opens doors for dialogues to happen across race, class, gender, sex-
uality, generation, religion,  etc. This proj ect celebrates and affirms the lives 
and contributions of  those who bravely share their stories for every one to 
learn from.”31

The interns completed their interviews and transcripts by mid- March, 
just as they  were gearing up to plan and promote the “Black LGBTQIA+ 
Experience” panel at the Diversity Center. Advisory board members sug-
gested that the panel should be on a Sunday after noon,  after church. It 
could start with a social hour. Peter pulled together a beautiful gift basket 
that the organizers would raffle off to an audience member during the 
event. The young  women would plan and facilitate a panel discussion  after 
the social hour.  There would be ample food and beverages, paid for with 
the grant money. One of the young  women designed a flyer for the event, 
as well as small, colorful handouts with the proj ect’s name, mission state-
ment, and contact information on it. She also started a Facebook page for 
the  future expansion of the QTPOC Proj ect.32

One week  after the successful event at the Diversity Center, Peter had 
every one over at his home in the majority- white Southwest section of the 
city for a celebratory QTPOC Proj ect party. Ever since their first meeting in 
December, it was very impor tant to proj ect leadership that the QTPOC 
Proj ect should create social spaces for Black LGBTQ community organ izing 
and not just facilitate conversations about history. A sizable group of Black 
LGBTQ  people, young and old, including panelists from the April event, 
advisory board members, and QTPOC interns, attended the party in Pe-
ter’s home. In the weeks  after the April event, board members and interns 
also shared their visions for how the proj ect might move forward: outreach 
to other QTPOC communities, including Latinx  people and immigrants; 
bringing straight and queer  people of color together to talk across their dif-
ferences; hosting workshops for QTPOC  people on subjects such as rela-
tionships, finances, transitioning; perhaps even establishing a scholarship 
for a regional QTPOC student who wants to attend college.

As the Southern Equality Fund grant came to a close and the stipends 
 were distributed to proj ect participants, however, the proj ect began to 
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quickly unravel in small yet discernable ways. Without a clear structure or 
game plan for the  future or an agreed- upon decision- making pro cess, we— 
that is, the white members of the larger Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ His-
tory Proj ect— all wished for the QTPOC Proj ect: Repre sen ta tion  Matters to 
take flight as an autonomous or semi- autonomous program. To achieve au-
tonomy, however, someone or several  people in the QTPOC Proj ect would 
have to continue as leaders of the proj ect. Two of the young QTPOC interns 
had already left the area  after completing their schooling in May, leaving 
only two former interns to continue the work. They bravely took over lead-
ership of the proj ect as co- facilitators, despite one of them holding a full- 
time job and the other returning to classes that fall.

Meanwhile, the advisory board formally disbanded, although all of its 
members remained active in the History Proj ect in informal ways. A June 
meeting to launch the next phase of the proj ect attracted a small, mixed 
crowd of white and Black folks at the downtown branch of the Roanoke 
Public Libraries. The two new co- leaders facilitated the meeting and helped 
the group decide on structural aspects of how the proj ect should operate, 
as well as ideas for  future programming, particularly a late summer or early 
fall QTPOC picnic in one of the local parks, as well as beginning a series of 
public workshops geared  toward QTPOC folks in the community.33 None of 
 these  things ever materialized.

Indeed, over the next six months,  there was not a single QTPOC Proj ect 
meeting or event. By the end of 2018,  there  really was no QTPOC Proj ect to 
speak of. For many folks in the community, it seemed as if the QTPOC Proj-
ect was over. But why?

The QTPOC Proj ect was unique in that it represented the first known 
instance in Southwest  Virginia of Black LGBTQ  people organ izing commu-
nity spaces and initiatives specifically for other Black LGBTQ  people.  There 
 were historically Black queer spaces in this city, as I  will discuss shortly, 
but through exhaustive archival and oral history research over the course 
of five years, including work by QTPOC Proj ect members, we have yet to 
find any evidence of an explic itly Black LGBTQ organ ization or group that 
came together in or around Roanoke before the QTPOC Proj ect. This means 
that the QTPOC Proj ect was the first of its kind in our region, not just in 
terms of researching and interpreting histories but also more simply, and 
more crucially, in creating spaces for Black queer authority and sociality.

It is impor tant to consider the role that white  people played in the 
QTPOC Proj ect and think deeply about what the proper role of white queer 
allies might be in supporting a Black queer- led initiative such as this one. 
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In some ways, the QTPOC Proj ect represents the History Proj ect’s best ef-
fort at achieving what public historians call a “shared authority.” White 
members of the Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ History Proj ect wrote and de-
signed the initial grant, administered the grant, and helped provide space, 
training, and some funding for members of the QTPOC Proj ect. Black 
members of the QTPOC Proj ect, on the other hand, determined what they 
wanted the proj ect to be called, how it would operate, who would be inter-
viewed, and how it would engage with vari ous publics.

White members of the History Proj ect, including myself, believed that 
the grant would help us recruit and train young LGBTQ  people of color to 
be leaders in  doing QTPOC history; it would empower elders in the Black 
community to also become leaders in directing the study of local queer his-
tory. All of this came true. On the other hand, white members, including 
myself, hoped that the QTPOC Proj ect would become autonomous or at 
least semi- autonomous by the end of the grant period and would effec-
tively “run with” the idea. We  imagined that a QTPOC public history proj-
ect led by and for Black queer  people was pos si ble, was desirable, and would 
fill a gap that had been missing for nearly half a  century in Roanoke as white 
gay folks have or ga nized themselves around a shared (white) gay con-
sciousness, while Black gay  people have never had that level of community 
organ ization in our city. This did not come to pass.34

When public historians, including queer public historians and oral his-
torians, have conceptualized shared authority, this conceptualization most 
often has had to do with divisions between trained expert historians on 
one side and experients, descendants, and community stakeholders on the 
other. How can trained public historians work collaboratively with the 
 people who lived through that history to ensure that their stories are told 
by them, according to their wishes, in a way that empowers rather than 
exploits them?  These are valid concerns. But how does race also impact the 
pro cess of sharing authority, particularly within LGBTQ communities?35 In 
a proj ect such as ours, in which most team members and leaders are not 
trained historians but rather are young, mostly white, LGBTQ  people, what 
does it look like for them to share authority with Black LGBTQ  people who 
have long been sidelined from the task of crafting historical narratives 
about their own queerness?

I believe that white queer and trans  people cannot do Black LGBTQ his-
tory on their own. The danger is too  great that white  people  will claim— 
and, in effect, appropriate— ele ments of Black queer history to diversify 
white- centric hegemonic narratives. The inclusion of Black LGBTQ history 
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 will shield white LGBTQ historians from self- analyzing the practices of 
white supremacy and Black queer erasure within our own community 
spaces. White LGBTQ  people do have a lot of work to do thinking about 
how their community histories are racialized: how their historic spaces 
 were or are segregated spaces; how their narratives of activism, together-
ness, and uplift are fundamentally racialized narratives. But white LGBTQ 
 people cannot claim Black LGBTQ history as their own; it is, in fact, what 
they have shunted and marginalized for de cades.

White LGBTQ  people do need to contribute money, resources, and tools 
(including public historical expertise) to Black LGBTQ historical initiatives, 
but Black  people need to lead  these initiatives, including deciding what to 
study, how to study it, and how to engage the public around it. The QTPOC 
Proj ect is an example of this kind of shared authority between white and 
Black queer  people— a flawed example, to be sure, but an impor tant effort 
at combating white supremacy and Black queer erasure in the practice of 
queer public history.

Ultimately, though, is this what Black LGBTQ community members even 
want or need? Why should the first Black LGBTQ organ ization in our re-
gion be history themed? Is it not at least a  little ironic that something so 
new should be or ga nized around the study of the past? Perhaps, as I heard 
from Peter, Garland, and other elders during the course of the QTPOC Proj-
ect, what is wanted or needed is not a history organ ization but a social one.

Indeed, as the QTPOC Proj ect dissolved, Garland stepped into that void 
to carry forward Black queer organ izing in the city in new directions. In 
2019, he helped to found the region’s first ballroom  house, the House of 
Expression. Over the next year they assembled a coterie of  house members 
and began to engage in community ser vice activities and partnerships with 
existing institutions ranging from the Roanoke Diversity Center to the Ro-
anoke Police Department.

The Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ History Proj ect has also reached out to 
support the House of Expression, but we are now butting our heads up 
against our own proj ect’s mission statement. Ever insistent on putting our 
energies into historical activism, we regularly offer our support and re-
sources to Black queer- led initiatives in the city if— and seemingly only 
if— they are utilized for historical programming. But what does it mean to 
be historical? Why must every thing be so historical? At the dawn of the 
2020s, something about our proj ect’s narrow focus on Black LGBTQ history, 
rather than the well- being of our Black LGBTQ friends’ lives, makes my 
stomach upset.
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Black Queer Spaces

When QTPOC Proj ect members and participants gathered at the Roanoke 
Diversity Center for the panel event, or at Peter’s  house for the social gath-
ering one week  later,  these represented examples of making spaces for 
Black LGBTQ belonging. But what exactly is Black queer space, and how 
can communities document, preserve, research, interpret, and reclaim it, 
or make it anew?

Scholars in the field of Black queer studies have long explored how Black 
queer and trans  people relate to urban spaces. Media studies scholar Shaka 
McGlotten writes of the physical and virtual terrains of Black gay male 
cruising, both in urban spaces and online. And in his essay “Black Data,” 
McGlotten shows how gentrification is linked with whiteness and the era-
sure of Black and Latinx LGBTQ communities.36 Regarding queer erasure, 
Charles Nero and Christina Hanhardt have both explored how white gay 
communities have erased or evicted Black LGBTQ  people from gayborhood 
spaces. In Boystown in Chicago, Zachary Blair shows how white gays used 
social media in the 2010s to police and dispute the claims of QTPOC youth 
on their local neighborhood terrain.37 In terms of Southern spaces, E. Pat-
rick Johnson, through oral histories conducted with Black gay men and 
 women, has posited the Black church as a quasi- queer space for Black men, 
but the same has not necessarily been true for queer  women or at least not 
in the same ways.38 As may be evident, much of this recent scholarship 
does not so much reveal what Black queer space is as what it is not, where 
it is not, or even why it is not—an absence that perhaps would strike a 
chord with members of Roanoke’s Black LGBTQ community too.

The second part of the question— how does one document, preserve, re-
search, interpret, reclaim, or make new Black queer spaces—is more diffi-
cult to answer. This work is being done, but it is often rendered invisible by 
the white supremacy of queer public history as a field, just as Black queer 
and trans lives are rendered invisible by the white domination of LGBTQ 
community spaces, in Roanoke and beyond.39 Some proj ects, however, 
are working to center Black LGBTQ voices. The Newark Queer Oral His-
tory Proj ect, in New Jersey, has done impor tant work documenting Black 
LGBTQ history in a majority- Black city.40  There are Black queer public his-
torians in the South, too, although their voices and activities have been mar-
ginal thus far in the queer Southern public history spaces that have emerged 
over the past several years, including the statewide  Virginia LGBTQ history 
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consortium meetings we held in 2017 and 2018, and at the inaugural Queer 
History South gathering in Alabama in 2019.

Alexis Pauline Gumbs and Julia Roxanne Wallace and their Mobile 
Homecoming proj ect is one of the best examples of queer public history 
activism led by Black LGBTQ folks in the South  today.  These two co- leaders 
have traveled extensively across the South meeting and sharing stories and 
ritual activities with Black LGBTQ individuals and communities. This is an 
excellent example of a Black queer- led proj ect focused on making new 
spaces of Black LGBTQ belonging and storytelling.41

In Roanoke, the dominant narrative among Black LGBTQ participants, 
young and old, is that Black queer space simply does not exist  here. Despite 
the fact that the city is nearly 30  percent Black, Black queer and trans folks 
feel as if they are always  either among the Black community or among the 
LGBTQ community but never with two feet in both places. Over a  century 
ago, W. E. B. Du Bois wrote of “double consciousness” as defining a state of 
being both Black and American but never fully one. Black queer and trans 
Roanokers in the twenty- first  century experience something like  triple and 
qua dru ple consciousness as their intersecting identities—as Black men, 
 women, or other wise; as gay or lesbian; as trans or cis; as residents of highly 
segregated neighborhoods; as Roanokers— leave them feeling always one- 
foot-in and one- foot- out of most community spaces.42

Notably, many Black LGBTQ narrators in our proj ect spoke of the im-
pact of residential segregation on their lives, including in their search for 
gay spaces.43 As mentioned before, Roanoke remains highly racially segre-
gated. Don, a Black gay man, lives in Old Southwest, Roanoke’s historic 
gayborhood. This neighborhood was nearly 99  percent white in 1970, yet 
forty years  later in 2010 it is 15  percent Black, a transformation that actu-
ally constitutes a remarkable level of integration for Roanoke.44

Yet  there are relatively few Black queer and trans residents in Old South-
west; the ones I know of each live in dif fer ent corners of the neighborhood. 
In his oral history, Don refers to Roanoke as “still a very segregated city. It 
 doesn’t want to think of itself like that, but it still very much is. Every body 
has their own  little plot of land that is theirs in their  little enclaves.”

A few years  later, on a snowy January morning, I offered Don a  ride 
home from downtown Roanoke back to his Old Southwest apartment. As 
we traveled the mile or so to his building, I asked if he might share some of 
his thoughts on living in the so- called gayborhood. “It was not a gay place 
in the 1970s, I can tell you that,” he said. It was a slum; it was dangerous. 
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“Now you can basically throw a rock and hit a gay person  here.” Don’s nar-
rative that the gayborhood only became a queer space over time appears to 
contradict the white LGBTQ historical perspective, but we can also see how 
this is an accurate narrative from his own position as a Black man. When 
the neighborhood was nearly 99  percent white in the 1970s, we know that 
it was a hotbed for gay liberation activism, but it would have been suicide 
for a Black man to hang out in such a segregated space. Only in time did the 
gayborhood become a place open to Black LGBTQ  people and thus truly 
“gay” in Don’s mind.

Garland also lives in Old Southwest, although a few years ago he was 
living in Gainsboro, the city’s historically Black inner- city neighborhood. 
At that time, he agreed that Old Southwest was essentially the city’s “gay 
neighborhood,” but he also stated that “normally I  don’t go  there too often 
 because normally we just meet at a restaurant or out to eat or what ever.” 
He is more likely to meet up with gay friends downtown, he said, rather 
than in the gayborhood. Of the dozen or so Black LGBTQ narrators who 
have shared their stories with the proj ect’s oral history initiative from 2016 
through 2020,  there are no patterns of residential geography. A Black trans 
 woman lives in Old Southwest; a Black gay man lives in the majority- white 
Raleigh Court area; some Black folks live in Gainsboro or elsewhere in 
majority- Black parts of Northwest Roanoke. A young Black trans  woman I 
know lives in the West End.  There is no one neighborhood for Black queer 
folks, unlike the community that white queer  people have formed and fought 
for, for nearly a half  century, in Old Southwest.

Black queer history is hard to pin down geo graph i cally in urban spaces. 
Most Black LGBTQ narrators spoke of ac cep tance in Roanoke’s gay bar and 
nightclub scene. Nearly all had attended the Park, and several Black drag 
kings and queens had performed on the Park’s stage for years if not de cades. 
Carolyn and Greta  were Black drag pioneers in  these white- dominated 
spaces; Carolyn was the first Black queen, in fact, to win a major local pag-
eant. When she moved to Roanoke in 1972, Carolyn found a gay commu-
nity at the downtown YMCA, and some of  those queers dragged her out to 
the Trade Winds, a historically white segregated bar, but one that made 
space for her as a Black queen in the early 1970s. At Murphy’s Super Disco 
in the late 1970s, a bar review published in the local gay newsletter the 
 Virginia Gayzette stated that the atmosphere was “cosmopolitan” and the 
“Black influence was evident,” suggesting a racially mixed crowd. Peter 
remembers visiting Murphy’s and says that he faced no prob lems  there as a 
Black gay man. Michael, an older white gay man, recalls that  after Mur-
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phy’s shut down in the late 1970s, it reopened as a Black straight hangout. 
But most spaces  were not as integrated as the mythical Murphy’s. Leonard, 
a Black gay man, remembers both the Trade Winds and the Last Straw as 
overwhelmingly white places. “I was  there,” he remembers, but “ those two 
places are where I did go with someone and they  were white,” suggesting 
that to go  there alone, as a Black person, would have been strange or per-
haps even unsafe.45

The importance of drag per for mance and pageantry as a Black queer 
space cannot be overstated. In fact, the QTPOC Proj ect’s oral histories, 
which highlighted the voices of two Black drag queens and a king, reveal a 
genealogy of queer and trans history that can be traced over many genera-
tions on stages (and backstage) at Roanoke’s bars and nightclubs. Anton, a 
Black trans man and drag king, remembered that the first queen he ever 
saw at the Park, as a young teenager in the early 1990s, was “a short,  little, 
Black trans  woman” named Rosa Lakes. “She was not the most fearsome 
drag queen by any means,” he recalled, “but she let me know in that instant, 
 because she was the first one that I had ever seen on stage, it’s okay. If she 
could be up  there . . .  she  wasn’t decked out in jewels or anything but she 
was having her moment on stage and you  couldn’t tell her nothing . . .  And 
the only  thing I could think of was, ‘damn, why  can’t guys do this?’ ”  Later 
in life when he got the courage to get up on that stage himself, Anton re-
called that performing as a king helped him come more fully into his trans-
ness. The stage was an equally impor tant space for Carolyn.  After escaping 
a childhood in West  Virginia where she only went out dressed in  women’s 
clothes in secret and at night, Carolyn became her full self in Roanoke by 
performing on stages at the Trade Winds, the Horoscope, and at the Park in 
the 1970s.

For Black gay men, cruising presented another sometimes- dangerous 
geographic intersection where race and queerness collided. Many Black gay 
men cruised among white men. One Black man referred to the Last Straw, 
a gay bar, in the late 1970s as “a cruise bar.” “That’s where you would go 
pick up a straight boy and it was funner than hell,” he recalled. “It’d be a 
 little rough sometimes, but fun.” Another Black gay man remembers the 
Butcher’s Block, a racially mixed cruising area on Bullitt Ave nue near Elm-
wood Park in the early 1980s, the remnants of that once- larger cruising 
area that had been targeted by police and erased through urban planning 
in the 1970s. “All the way down [Bullitt Ave nue],” he said, “and that was 
the ‘Butch Block’ where guys got picked up, so that was  there. The male 
hustlers . . .  we would just go  there just to hang out. It was a place to hang 
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out.” Black gay men engaged not only in interracial dating but also trysts 
and anonymous hookups, which sometimes presented a certain level of dan-
ger, yet also sexual satisfaction.

Then  there was downtown. When Carolyn and Greta  were not perform-
ing on stage at the Horoscope or at the Park, they  were at the so- called 
meat market turning tricks. Some Black gay men  were also friendly with 
the street queens and knew them by name. In fact, right down around the 
City Market building was a quasi- Black queer and trans world in the late 
1970s, a space dominated by Black transvestite sex workers and also cele-
brated by Black gay men. “The City Market,” as Don recalls of the late 1970s, 
“was just dive bars and prostitutes and drag queens and the businesses that 
 were down  there.” He remembers, “It was a gritty place  after business 
hours, and it became a  whole other world. I loved it.” Leonard recalls a 
similar scene. “I think my first drag queen I saw was Carolyn and I knew 
Greta and I knew a lot of them that worked on the . . .  down in the Market. 
Where you eat at now,” he explained. That was the red- light district. Sex 
work “was the only  thing  going on downtown, nothing  else.  There was no 
restaurants,  there was no walk-in, at five  o’clock it became that . . .  that’s 
what it was known, famous for, all around  Virginia they  were coming  here 
for that.” In other words, Black trans sex workers made the Market a hap-
pening destination. Their bodies and their sexual  labor constituted the 
most significant industry and attraction downtown. In addition to the pres-
ence of white queens and cisgender sex workers, this was also a notably 
Black trans space, as attested to by the Black cis gay men who knew and 
supported the queens and forged an uneasy alliance with them.

Former sex workers themselves remember the Market as both a place of 
community and a site of ever- present danger. Greta, who moved to Roanoke 
around 1977 and began performing as a queen on area stages, si mul ta-
neously discovered the Market as a place to make more money engaging in 
sex work. “So I went down to the Market,” she remembers, “and  there  were 
cars that  were  there and  there  were drag queens on  every corner and I was 
like ‘What kind of madness is this?’ and this is where every body was pros-
tituting. We  don’t call it that, we call it ‘selling after- hours produce.’ ”

Carolyn, who like Greta worked as both a drag queen and a sex worker, 
recalled “the City Market downtown, that’s where we used to hang out” in 
the 1970s. But the police  were constantly harassing Black queens on the 
Market. “They ran us,” she said, “they told us we  couldn’t stand around 
down  there.” As the police pushed trans sex workers away from the Market 
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building in the late 1970s and 1980s, sex work became less safe. “It got so 
bad where they  were killing you and shooting you,” Carolyn recalled. “I 
had a friend that has been stabbed, shot, and every thing.”  There was a 
time when Greta had to throw a brick at a car of straight harassers to pro-
tect herself. That was also when Christy was beginning to have multiple 
run- ins with the police. If the City Market in the late 1970s was a space 
dominated by Black trans sex workers, then the police repression and evic-
tion of trans bodies that followed, in order to “save” downtown real estate, 
led to the increasing victimization of Black sex workers in more marginal 
parts of the city. Claiming downtown as a Black trans space was an act of 
survival for  these workers—as well as a heroic grassroots claim on urban 
real estate. I think  today of the ongoing epidemic of vio lence targeting 
Black trans  women in this country, and how Greta’s and Carolyn’s stories, 
among  others, are crucial in both localizing and historicizing the history 
of that vio lence and persecution.

Yet perhaps the most remarkable knowledge about Black queer spaces 
in Roanoke that we gleaned from the oral histories, as well as from the 
QTPOC Proj ect’s research, was that  there was a  whole network of bars that 
Black queer folks patronized downtown— bars that white LGBTQ  people 
never mentioned over the course of dozens of oral histories. While Black 
gay men  were eventually welcome in most of the city’s majority- white gay 
bars and clubs, and Black queens performed on  those same clubs’ stages, at 
least two Black narrators— a gay man and a queen— referred to a series of 
other downtown bars that no white LGBTQ person ever mentioned as 
historically significant.  These  were some of Roanoke’s nongay gay spaces. 
When I asked Daniel, an older white gay man and one of the found ers of 
Roanoke’s first gay liberation organ ization, about  these nongay spaces, he 
said he did not recall any of them. So he himself went to the  Virginia Room 
and poked around in the archives and then emailed me back with more 
information. “ These  were not gay bars,” he told me. But  these places  were 
nonetheless impor tant to at least some Black LGBTQ  people. So, I wondered, 
what makes a space gay or not, and what does that have to do with race?

When Greta first moved from Martinsville to Roanoke in 1977, she stayed 
in a boarding house filled with other young queens, and she learned about 
drag from the  house  mother “who took care of us.”  After befriending an-
other Black queen, the two of them hit the local cir cuit— the Trade Winds, the 
Horoscope— performing on stages, while also engaging in sex work at night 
around the City Market. In discussing  those late nights “selling after- hours 
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produce,” Greta recalls the vari ous businesses that would let her in from 
off the streets: the New Market, the Manhattan, the Capitol, Miss Tony’s. 
“The Manhattan was redneck, but we fi nally . . .  somehow, we knew the 
 woman who owned it and they started accepting us in  those kinds of 
places. They accepted us pretty well,” she concluded about  those rough- 
and- tumble bars. “Every body got along and  things.” Don, the Black gay 
man who liked to hang out downtown in the late 1970s and early 1980s, 
also remembered  those hangouts: “I spent most of my time downtown,” he 
recalled. “At bars like the Manhattan, the Capitol, Miss Tony’s, the Ole Bel-
mont, the Last Straw,  these places are all gone. But they  were full of gay 
 people. And lesbians and gays and  people who just  didn’t care. They just 
 didn’t care. Roanoke was like Dodge City downtown at night,” he concluded. 
“It’s not like that  today.”

This late- night otherworld— “dive bars and prostitutes and drag 
queens”— represented an arena in which Black queer and trans  people 
could come in from the streets and find a semblance of community, even if 
 these bars  were, as Greta said, redneck. The bars may have offered a space 
of comparable safety for trans sex workers. Don  later told me that they  were 
full of queens, but often only hanging on the arm of a john, who  were most 
often white straight men. At the same time, most of Roanoke’s so- called 
gay bars and clubs in the late 1970s  were openly hostile to trans  people. 
Just blocks away from  those predominantly white bars and clubs, Black 
trans sex workers occupied a “ whole other world” in downtown Roanoke, a 
place that was so seedy and so off the map that it was welcoming to Black 
queer and trans  people in a way that many formal gay spaces  were not.

I followed in Daniel’s footsteps and went to the  Virginia Room to look 
further into the history of  these seemingly nongay spaces. What I found was 
that most of  these bars had opened in the post– World War II period when 
downtown Roanoke was full of mom- and- pop eateries, groceries, and 
other small businesses. Based on their  owners’ surnames, most seemed to 
be owned by Greek or Eastern Eu ro pean families. We found that the Black 
LGBTQ hangouts mentioned by Greta and Don  were also all, unlike the 
white gay bar scene, clustered within a two- block radius around the City 
Market building, alongside Salem Ave nue and what is now Market Street.

To get a sense of what  those blocks  were like in the 1970s and 1980s, a 
student research assistant and I looked at the businesses sharing space in 
between and alongside  these nongay spaces. We found that several adult 
bookstores— the same stores that the city had targeted for closure in the 
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1980s due to their “obscene” content, including trans pornography— lived 
side by side with  these bars. For example, across the street from and  later 
nestled between the Capitol Restaurant and the Belmont was Hollywood 
Book Store; across the street from Miss Tony’s was Adult World Book Store. 
This was truly a “ whole other world” that Black LGBTQ  people seem to 
remember and relish in ways that white LGBTQ  people for the most part 
do not.46

What happened to this Black queer otherworld? As the sex work scene 
was policed and displaced in the 1970s and 1980s, just as the bookstores 
 were prosecuted and evicted, so did  these unique dive bars strug gle to sur-
vive. By 1981, the New Market and the Belmont had closed; the Manhattan 
followed in the late 1980s; the Capitol and Miss Tony’s fi nally closed in the 
late 1990s.  These former hangouts are now a Thai restaurant; a Louisiana- 
style creole restaurant (with a con spic u ous “Oysters Upstairs” sign hang-
ing  behind the bar, a veiled historical reference to prostitution); two of 
them have been absorbed into a major downtown brewery; and one, part 
of an entire demolished block, became the site of the city’s con temporary 
art museum.

In 2018, Soul Sessions— the fortnightly Black- led spoken word event that 
frequently features queer poets and performers, including History Proj ect 
members— began holding their open- mic nights in the art museum’s new 
coffee house, which is owned and operated by a Black queer  woman and 
which stands atop the site of the former Miss Tony’s. A once queer- ish late- 
night hangout, a safe haven for nonwhite gay men and trans sex workers, is 
now seemingly once again a Black queer space. Seizing on this extraordi-
nary history, the QTPOC Proj ect, in one of its last gasps, held a Stonewall 
fiftieth anniversary QTPOC brunch in 2019, in the museum’s coffee house. 
And so, a historically Black queer hangout is now a space once again for 
Black queer history- making. A space for the  future.

It is a freezing cold, blustery day in January 2019, with snow flurries whip-
ping around our heads, newly departed from the ominous, gray clouds. Two 
older Black gay men have joined a freelance reporter, a radio producer, 
and me, all of us queer folks, for a walkabout around downtown Roanoke. 
It is a Saturday in winter, so the streets are largely deserted. The reporters 
are each working on dif fer ent stories about LGBTQ history and nightlife in 
our region. I had set up this walkabout as an opportunity to not only center 
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Black queer voices in the ongoing proj ect of telling LGBTQ community sto-
ries but also as a chance to learn even more about how  these men think 
about downtown’s historically queer spaces.47

We all learn something new on the walk. One narrator recalled hanging 
out on Henry Street, the former “Black main street” of Roanoke’s once- 
segregated Gainsboro neighborhood. He remembered the Dumas  Hotel, 
Jimmie’s Place, Eric’s Lounge, the Room.  These  were not gay spaces in the 
1970s and 1980s, but they  were Black community hangouts where Black 
gay men and lesbians  were pre sent— and vis i ble, at least to other Black gay 
men and  women in the know. This is the first time I had heard any stories 
of vis i ble gayness in Gainsboro. We barely covered three downtown blocks 
in just one hour of bone- chilling walking and talking. Both men had tons 
of memories rushing back to them as we stood outside of the City Market 
building, across the street from Billy’s: memories of street queens and johns 
and the police. We  stopped at one of the old dive bars that Black folks re-
membered was popu lar with trans sex workers. Then we got to the site of 
the Last Straw, now a Christian outreach center, and our narrators regaled 
us with stories of adventurous hookups and trips to the nearby parking 
garage for public sex.

The radio program ultimately aired a story based on this walk titled 
“The Lost Queer World of Roanoke,  Virginia.” It is an apt title  because that’s 
truly what this is: a world of sights and sounds and scenes that is hardly 
imaginable to anyone  today except to  those who lived it. It is a lost world. 
 These men  were like queer history royalty walking down Salem Ave nue, 
but the white, bourgeois  people brunching inside nearby restaurants likely 
had no idea who they  were or what worlds we  were conjuring. It is devas-
tating to realize that queer worlds once existed  here but are now gone, and 
we just look like fools standing around in the cold.

The History Proj ect, over the course of its first five years, has caused 
harm as well as created positive opportunities for Black LGBTQ together-
ness and queer historical consciousness in Roanoke.  Today, when we re-
ceive media requests, like the one that led to this walkabout, we always put 
Black queer and trans voices forward first, regardless of the nature of the 
request. In 2019, we began revising our downtown walking tour for the first 
time in three years and in August relaunched the tour with a new focus on 
the stories of Black gay men and trans sex workers whose memories we 
had formerly sidelined from the narrative.

We now talk much more openly about racial conflict in Roanoke’s 
 LGBTQ community as a continuum from the lynching of Thomas Smith in 
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1893 to Christy’s solicitation court case in 1993 and beyond. This narrative 
represents 100 years of Black queer history in Roanoke, and the story is not 
over.  After organ izing the Stonewall anniversary brunch at that Black 
queer- owned coffee house, Garland next worked with me to plan and pro-
mote a visit by Dr. E. Patrick Johnson to our city, which included a lecture, 
a live per for mance, and several community dinners with Black LGBTQ el-
ders, activists, and spoken word artists, all paid for by the college. As the 
year came to a close, Garland was even more committed to building up the 
House of Expression, the region’s first ballroom  house. He had responsibili-
ties to pursue as  house  father. The House of Expression draws upon the 
histories of ball culture in African American and Latinx queer communi-
ties and represents a new space of Black queer and trans belonging in 
our city.48

The QTPOC Proj ect is now defunct, but new Black queer- led proj ects are 
emergent. This includes a new grant- funded initiative, spearheaded by the 
History Proj ect and supported by the Southern Equality Fund once again, 
to empower Black queer  women in Roanoke to learn about each other’s 
lived experiences through a series of community dinners and conversa-
tions. The History Proj ect has also provided support to a newly forming 
local chapter of Southerners on New Ground (SONG), a queer and trans 
 people of color– led activist organ ization. In the wake of the police murder 
of George Floyd in Minneapolis in 2020, the History Proj ect cohosted a 
community potluck in Wasena Park with the Roanoke SONG cohort. Sev-
eral members of the House of Expression also attended. And on a Zoom 
call during the COVID-19 crisis in mid-2020, white proj ect members came 
to an agreement that from now on we should prioritize transferring money 
and support to Black queer- led initiatives in our region regardless of any 
explicit connection to history. We also do not need to know how Black 
queer folks are using this money and to what ends.  These are impor tant 
steps we are taking that, at the same time, raise new and impor tant ques-
tions about just what queer public history activism is or can be.

I still won der  whether white LGBTQ activists, including myself, fully 
understand what our role is in working with queer and trans communities 
of color. I acknowledge that it is quite easy to screw up when talking about 
race, and it is also not that easy to heal the wounds of generations of white 
supremacy and Black queer erasure within our communities. It often feels 
unattainable to think that we might even try.  There is  great hurt and pain 
and neglect and marginalization  there. In short,  there is a history to all 
of this.
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I do know that challenging the racism within LGBTQ historical practice 
starts and ends with the simultaneous, yet dif fer ent, work of both white 
and nonwhite participants. White folks need to analyze and articulate their 
whiteness, making clear the ways they have leveraged that whiteness, and 
working hard to confront their privileges and then use  those privileges to 
benefit nonwhite communities. White  people also have to learn when to sit 
down and shut up when QTPOC folks are leading and, conversely, when to 
stand up and provide critical support and resources when QTPOC commu-
nities need them.

But we also need to be prepared to question what history even is and 
who gets to define it. Perhaps a queer public history proj ect such as ours, in 
recognizing the historic lack of Black queer organ izations in our city, should 
do every thing in our power to support new Black queer organ izations in 
this city, regardless of their mission. Our work should not be only about 
building an archive, recording an oral history, or preparing an interpretive 
program. When the act of  doing history collaboratively with community part-
ners reveals a deep trauma and vio lence rooted in the community’s past, 
we must be committed to the work of repairing that harm and preventing 
its reoccurrence. Once we can get to that plane of committed, QTPOC- led, 
antiracist practice, then something magical may result: a hidden history 
rediscovered, an old space reclaimed, a new space made, a community 
transformed.



6 Digital Queers
Does Materiality Even  Matter?

I was fourteen years old. It was the late 1990s. My upper- middle- class white 
 family had one shared desktop computer; it sat atop a beige, modern piece 
of furniture in the corner of an upstairs room in our suburban upstate New 
York home. We called this room “the office.” It was crammed with saxo-
phones and percussion instruments, an upright piano, tchotchkes, thou-
sands of books. We had a dial-up modem that, through the  house’s landline, 
connected our computer to a worldwide network of other computers. 
Through that modem’s connection, I visited chat rooms and cautiously 
flirted with complete strangers, including at one point an older divorced 
 woman who knew I was only fourteen and yet still wanted to chat with me. 
She even wanted to meet me in real life. (We  didn’t.) By the end of  middle 
school, around 1997, I had begun using instant messenger, and I chatted 
with local girls from my own high school— which was not very dif fer ent 
from (although lower stakes than) what we did before the Internet, which 
was chat on landline telephones, always listening carefully to make sure 
that our parents  were not listening in on the other line. On instant messen-
ger, I chatted with the girls I liked about innocent (yet retrospectively queer) 
topics such as Sailor Moon and musical theater. But what I did not tell them 
or my parents or even talk about with boys at school was that I had also 
discovered a website where I could see high quality images of  women in 
vari ous stages of undress. I had discovered online porn.

The amazing  thing is, I am of that generation, perhaps the first such 
generation, that experienced our sexual awakening online rather than in 
physical, material spaces. For years, I saw  women’s bodies and depictions 
of  women having sex with one another online. (The latter was of  great 
fascination to me at the time, although I could not explain why it was that 
lesbian porn so interested me  until I came out as trans in my thirties, and 
then it all clicked.) The images appeared on the screen ever so slowly, from 
top to bottom, starting with the hair atop a  woman’s head and ending with 
her . . .  feet? The images appeared on the screen in succeeding horizontal 
bands, as the modem strug gled to pro cess such a huge amount of data, 
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what ever was necessary to represent fleshy  human forms upon a small box 
screen. Only  later, in college in the early 2000s, did I hold an  actual physi-
cal porno mag in my hands for the first time: a Playboy that my suitemate 
stashed in the shared college bathroom. I knew that the Blockbuster video 
store had an “XXX” section in the back room, and local boys and I dared 
each other to sneak in, but we never did. I knew that the local gas stations 
carried Playboy and Pent house magazines covered in plastic sheaths. I was 
too afraid to even be seen glancing at them! When I first purchased a pack 
of condoms from a 7– Eleven store in the early 2000s, my palms  were cov-
ered in sweat; my eyes glanced back and forth down the aisle. I was terri-
fied of the thought of even being seen as a sexual person— a person engaging 
in what was even “normal” heterosexual be hav ior. I would much rather 
explore, discover, learn, and fantasize online, sitting at my  family com-
puter, one hand on the keyboard, the other in my pants, always ready to 
close a browser win dow and delete the search history at a moment’s notice 
if the office door came cracking open. I would rather that than put myself 
into a physical space where other  people could see me and judge my sexual 
tastes, my habits, and my desires.

Twenty years  later,  there is still a lot of good porn on the Internet, al-
though the powers that be are always threatening to crack down on the 
most DIY content, including queer and trans- produced pornography.1  There 
is now also so much more than just porn online.  Here in Roanoke  there are 
several websites run by local LGBTQ organ izations;  there are Facebook 
groups, pages, and events including a local transgender community forum, 
a page where local gay  people post photo graphs of furniture they are try-
ing to sell, and a meet-up for a local gay kickball team. Among other pur-
suits,  there is also a Meetup group for older queer  women, and  there is the 
local dating scene, on Grindr, Tinder, OKCupid, Lex, and a multitude of 
other sites. Queer  people in Southwest  Virginia have become vis i ble in the 
nonurban, nonphysical environs of the World Wide Web. Queer  people 
across Southwest  Virginia have also found one another and built commu-
nity  here, without sharing physical space together. Yet, paradoxically, the 
Internet is now the key forum through which queer  people or ga nize and 
schedule  actual physical rendezvous, be it for a sports match, a support 
group, or a hookup. The Internet has allowed us to transcend region. Now 
I can flirt with, even date,  people who live 500 miles away, all on the screen 
of my smartphone. I can look up and find information about gender and 
sexuality topics shared by other  people like me who perhaps live half a 
world away. And yet, again paradoxically, the Internet brings us closer to-
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gether as Roanokers: our Facebook feeds are a visual repre sen ta tion of 
what the local gay community is thinking and  doing at any given time, in-
cluding the latest tea or community gossip. When  there is an event that we 
should get our butts out the door to, we first hear about it online. The phys-
ical and digital worlds rely upon one another; the real and the simulacrum 
are one.2

Scholars of LGBTQ history and queer and trans studies are mixed in 
their assessment of the impact of the Internet on queer communities and 
on queer space. The only  thing that every one agrees on is that the Internet 
has had profound and lasting consequences. Some social commentators 
and activists (yet few scholars) have argued that the Internet effectively 
killed queer space. Gone are the gay bars, now replaced by Tinder. Gone 
are the cruising spaces, now replaced by Grindr. Gone are the bookstores, 
now replaced by Amazon. Gone are the adult bookstores, now replaced by 
Pornhub. Gone are the sex work districts, now replaced by Backpage—or, 
as of now, deleted from Backpage, thanks to the U.S. government which 
has forced some sex workers back into quite dangerous physical realms.3 
Gone are the community centers, now replaced by Facebook. While this is 
an easy and too neat narrative, it yet holds a tremendous truth: the Inter-
net has reshaped queer  people’s relationships with materiality and hence 
with the city.

Many scholars have added ambivalence, however, to this doomsday in-
terpretation of the Internet’s impact on queer life. Sociologist Amin Gha-
ziani, in a groundbreaking study on the decline of American gayborhoods, 
expresses the hope that virtual realms such as Grindr might “supplement, 
rather than supplant” neighborhood spaces,  because  people use  these apps 
in conjunction with putting their bodies into real physical spaces.4 Media 
studies scholar Shaka McGlotten has argued that the Internet has “Janus- 
like effects” on queer sociality. On the one hand, queer dating apps have 
made finding each other faster, easier, and potentially safer and more dis-
creet. On the other hand,  these same apps have narrowed queer  people’s 
hunts for love, sex, and community into search boxes, key words, and algo-
rithms, all based on a neoliberal, identitarian, consumer- based model of 
what twenty- first  century queer life has somehow become.5 In a dif fer ent 
vein, historian Susan Stryker notes that the modern transgender movement 
grew tremendously in the 1990s and 2000s due to trans  people’s creative 
uses of the World Wide Web, and thus the Internet functions as a space of 
online organ izing and liberation for some queer and trans  people.6 Sex 
workers have also argued that the Internet has made their work safer. Rural 
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queer folk, especially  here in Southwest  Virginia, have found it pos si ble to 
stay in Appalachia, thanks to regional online queer communities and far- 
ranging dating apps. The Internet provides all  these possibilities amid real- 
time declines in physical neighborhood spaces, gay bars, bookstores, and 
other haunts of twentieth- century queer life.7

It is no big surprise, then, that queer history has also gone digital. As the 
American public is increasingly online, so are our collective conversations 
about LGBTQ pasts. New proj ects increasingly focus on making historical 
materials and historical interpretations available on the World Wide Web. 
The so- called Web 2.0 movement has invited users to participate in the 
pro cess of cocreating online archives and databases, a perfect manifesta-
tion of the public historical ideal of a “shared authority” between experts 
and experients, between facilitators and community members.8 As queer 
history becomes public history becomes digital history, few however are 
asking larger questions about LGBTQ  people’s historic and con temporary 
relationships to the Internet. If it is true that the Internet has killed or at 
least transformed queer space, how should we approach utilizing the Inter-
net in the 2020s in ways that historicize, memorialize, and celebrate queer 
spaces without si mul ta neously further dismantling them?

An even larger question is: Does materiality even  matter? What is the 
point of physical queer spaces in a world in which gay porn is available 
through a swipe of the fingertip and entire LGBTQ communities have 
emerged and are thriving online?

In this chapter, I argue that materiality absolutely still  matters. Our 
queer materials— our spaces, our buildings, our objects— embody complex 
and as- yet- uncharted queer worlds, both historic and utopian. Just as the 
Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ History Proj ect has utilized the Internet to 
bring  people and pasts together, we also seek to create opportunities for 
 people to return to materiality: to hit their feet upon the pavement, stand 
or dance inside a building, read a dusty book, doodle in a zine. We have 
rallied our community, particularly young queer and trans  people— people 
who, like me, came of age online— around physical books, documents, art, 
 music, and poetry. Perhaps we seek to remake lost spaces and dormant 
experiences that we never had. Perhaps we are trying to manifest new 
spaces and physical encounters for a generation of born- digital queers. 
 Either way, materiality  matters— and putting our full- frontal physical bod-
ies out  there into public space is the only way that we  will ever continue to 
make a home for ourselves in the places where we live and work—at home 
in the city.
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Cruising the Web

Trans activist and social media icon Eli Erlick recently posted on social 
media a seemingly  simple sentence: “Trans  women in ven ted the Internet.”9 
She is not wrong. While commenters debated on her post about  whether or 
not trans  women actually mechanically engineered early forms of the In-
ternet, I knew that they  were also missing the more crucial point, which is 
that trans  women socially in ven ted the Internet. That is, trans  women in-
ven ted ways of finding one another and sharing information and organ-
izing themselves as a community online in ways that cisgender  people now 
mimic  every day on the World Wide Web. In an essay in Queers Online, a 
book about LGBTQ digital practices, Jane Sandberg argues that trans 
 people pioneered some of the first online community spaces in the 1990s. 
Trans  people created the first online transgender web directory— a direc-
tory of ser vices and information—in 1994, which was around the time 
when most Americans  were just beginning to have personal computers and 
play around on the Net. Sandberg shows how trans communities also broke 
ground on Web 2.0 platforms in pioneering ways, including the use of You-
Tube to narrate individual transition stories and the use of virtual real ity 
platforms such as Second Life in which trans  people could adapt avatars 
with names, pronouns, and bodies that approximated how they wanted to 
be in the world, even and especially when they could not embody their 
fully gendered selves offline.10

Transgender elders in Southwest  Virginia also utilized the Internet as 
an impor tant realm of information gathering and social organ izing in the 
1990s and 2000s. Terri, a white trans person who has also at times identi-
fied as a heterosexual cross- dresser, recalled living with her cisgender, het-
erosexual wife in Lynchburg in the late twentieth  century. In the midst of 
marital strife related to Terri’s cross- dressing, she went online in search of 
a transgender support group and found several over the state line in North 
Carolina: one in Raleigh, one in Greensboro, one in Charlotte. She ended 
up frequenting the meeting in Charlotte, a good three- hour drive away. 
That group, Kappa Beta, was founded in 1988 and, thanks to the Internet, 
provided an early meeting space for regional trans  women who found out 
about the group from the discomfort of their own homes hundreds of miles 
away. Valerie, another white trans  woman of Terri’s generation, recalled 
that the Internet was also key to her and a group of other trans  women form-
ing an early transgender organ ization in Southwest  Virginia in the mid-
1990s. At times Terri hosted  these gatherings in her own home. “We had a 
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girl coming from Richmond, another one from West  Virginia, another one 
from down in Charlotte. Again, this was the Internet, in its early stages, and 
we would communicate that way.” Whereas in the 1970s, Rona, a transgen-
der  woman in Roanoke, connected with other trans  women through na-
tional magazines such as Transvestia and through membership in national 
transgender organ izations, by the 1990s local and regional trans  women in 
 Virginia and North Carolina  were able to form their own organ izations 
and their own online media. The Internet was key to this formation of 
transgender community in our region.11

Cisgender gay men also turned to the Internet in the 1990s and 2000s. 
They  were, perhaps, more likely than trans  people at the time to still find 
community in physical spaces, although by the 1990s Roanoke’s adult book-
stores, cruising blocks, and gay bars  were all already in decline. Cruising is 
one area of gay life that, perhaps surprisingly, easily made the jump from 
word of mouth and street signals to the World Wide Web. At the time of 
this writing, at least one website, Cruising Gays, still features local user- 
generated content from around the years 1999 to 2000. This incredible on-
line archive of local gay cruising activity offers a snapshot of how gay men 
in Southwest  Virginia used an early Web 2.0 platform to find one another 
for anonymous sexual encounters.12 I was able to view user- generated en-
tries on the website for eight dif fer ent cruising spots around Roanoke. 
 These included the “Valley View Mall Downstairs Bathroom Next to Sears,” 
“Valley View Mall JC Penney,” “Blue Ridge Parkway Stewart’s Parking 
Overlook,” “Crossroads Mall Bathrooms,” “Roanoke River Overlook— Blue 
Ridge Parkway,” as well as the more familiar River’s Edge Park, Highland 
Park, and Wasena Park.  These entries, from the turn of the millennium, 
evidence the dispersed nature of Roanoke’s queer sexual geographies. 
While Highland Park and Wasena Park sit on the edges of the Old South-
west neighborhood, other parklands, particularly spots on the Blue Ridge 
Parkway, represent sites only reachable by automobile. And then  there are 
the shopping malls. The suburbanization of gay cruising is unsurprising if 
seen as a result of de cades of downtown policing and urban redevelopment 
intended to move queerness and transness to the margins. If  there was no 
Internet, this could have resulted in the dispersal and disempowerment of 
the gay community. But the Internet actually allowed Roanokers to recon-
nect disparate physical spaces into a legible network of interconnected sites 
of fucking and sucking. The Internet was a queer tool for overcoming and 
evading the sexual marginalization engendered by the city, by neighbor-
hood groups, and by the police.
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Users of the Cruising Gays website inputted information that effectively 
turned this website into an archive of gay cruising culture circa 1999 to 
2000.13 For the Valley View Mall Downstairs Bathroom Next to Sears en-
try, for example, one user wrote  under “Description”: “this is a public bath-
room, so u have to be careful. The best way to get another guys attention is 
to go into a and sit down. most likely, if a guy is interested, he  will come 
beside your and sit down. at this location, tap your foot on the floor to get 
the attention of the person at the next to you.” Other entries offered infor-
mation about demographics: who frequented the site and how to know if 
someone was gay or not. For the Crossroads Mall bathroom, one user of-
fered this tip  under “Tips & Tricks”: “Once in the bathroom, stand at the 
and assume the position of urinating.” For the Stewart’s Parking Overlook 
on the Blue Ridge Parkway, one guy said, “older guys mostly, some in 30’s.” 
As for the JC Penney location— presumably a bathroom or a fitting room— 
there was this pro- tip: “All ages and very active . . .  lots of middle- aged 
dudes,” while the “Editor” wrote: “Has any of you guys ever been  there? Can 
you tell us more about this place?  We’re all and waiting!” With so many 
typos and horrible grammar, you might think that  these entries  were cre-
ated by bots, but other entries on the site make clear that the content dates 
approximately to the year 2000 and that it was submitted by  actual gay 
 people in the Roanoke region. The entry for Wasena Park, for example, 
discusses a high- profile police sting in 1998 that led to the arrest of seven-
teen men in one eve ning. The “Editor” writes: “Two years ago, 18 men  were 
arrested  here due to a police sting operation. Ten  were sentenced to what 
could have been a year in prison, a $1,000 fine and a 5- year ban from the 
park, for soliciting to an undercover cop. Now, the state court de cided to 
throw out an appeal made by  those men, saying that ‘their privacy rights 
 weren’t at stake’ when they  were busted.  Aren’t  there real crimes in  Virginia? 
Or is busting cruisers the favorite sport  there?”14

With the rise of social media platforms such as Facebook and Instagram 
in the 2000s and 2010s, queer and trans  people in Southwest  Virginia have 
increasingly found safety and community online. Yet some have also found 
danger. While gay men cruising the Web in 2000  were warning one an-
other about the dangers to be found and avoided in the real world, such as 
police surveillance at shopping mall bathrooms and undercover cops in the 
parks,  others found that the increased visibility of queer life online led to 
new risks and exposures. Two Black LGBTQ narrators discuss  these perils 
in their oral history interviews. Anton, a Black trans man and drag per-
former, spoke of how the Park— a physical queer space in the city— offered 
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him sanctuary from the vitriol he often encountered online. “Facebook is 
awful,” he said, “in some cases,  because that’s where you learn [that] some 
of your  family members they agree with the bathroom bill,” referencing the 
HB2 legislation in North Carolina. “It’s hard. It’s hard,” he said, “and the 
Park is that place where I can be me.” Don, an African American gay man 
in his sixties, has similar feelings about social media. “Every body wants to 
kill you on the Internet by saying something ugly to you,” he states. In re-
sponse to an interviewer’s question about racial segregation in Roanoke, 
which remains incredibly palpable in the 2010s, Don replied “The Internet 
has brought about a  whole new real ity of segregation for every body. You 
now go online to talk about faggots, lesbians, the Ku Klux Klan, Princess 
Leia. I  don’t care.  People get online now and say the most hateful  things 
and it’s  because you can be an anonymous person online, have all kinds of 
hate speech, tweet it, or what ever, which brings back the old prob lems that 
most  people  didn’t want to address to begin with,” including racism, sex-
ism, and homophobia.15

If Don and Anton  were looking for a safe space in which to be both 
Black and queer in Roanoke in the 2010s, they certainly did not find it on-
line. This real ity stands in sharp contrast to the online communities formed 
by turn- of- the- century cruising gays and nineties- era white trans  women. 
 Today the queer Internet is so expansive and diverse, even  here in South-
west  Virginia, that  there is no easy way to encapsulate and articulate all of 
the ways that LGBTQ  people use it in the 2010s. It has become so ubiqui-
tous to be queer online that it is now quite shocking to engage with a mate-
rial world. To hold a book in your hands that once belonged to a queer 
person, with dog- eared pages and  little notes scribbled in the margins, is a 
rare occurrence among young LGBTQ  people. But the Southwest  Virginia 
LGBTQ+ History Proj ect is working to change that, one gay book at a time.

Queer Bibliophilia: The Roanoke LGBT Memorial Library

It is a sunny after noon in the spring of 2017. I am sitting in my office, staring 
blankly at my work computer, and an urgent message pops into my email 
inbox. It’s from a colleague at a local history museum. She writes that the 
board of directors of her institution is pressuring her to throw away a stack 
of books featuring photo graphs of drag and burlesque performers. The 
books are “a  little too racy,” she explains.

When I arrive, she hands me a stack of books and I throw them into 
the back seat of my car. A few weeks  later, a sympathetic staff member at 
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the downtown branch of the Roanoke Public Libraries points out yet another 
pile of books.  These are volumes about homo sexuality, gay history, gender 
identity— books that library staff have weeded off the shelves to make 
room for newer titles. The books are destined for the dumpster. I put them 
in my bag and nonchalantly walk out of the library’s front doors.

I’m not a gay- book- saving caped crusader. But from 2016 through 2019 I 
held the role of library man ag er for the Roanoke LGBT Memorial Library, a 
3,000- volume, twenty- year- old library tucked inside the Roanoke Diver-
sity Center in Roanoke’s Southeast neighborhood. Since 2016, the South-
west  Virginia LGBTQ+ History Proj ect has partnered with the Diversity 
Center to save this library.  Every Sunday for nearly two years,  under the 
auspices of the History Proj ect, I led a team of a dozen or so volunteers who 
worked in varying shifts to cata log and digitize the rec ords of this unique 
community library. We sat around two conjoined  tables in the back room 
of the center, our fin gers clicking on computer keyboards, entering in data 
about obscure gay books, all the while munching on snacks, listening to 
indie  music, and talking about our own queer lives. We have bonded with 
one another— and we have also bonded with the books themselves, devel-
oping a sort of queer bibliophilia that we did not know we had, needed, or 
wanted.16

The library’s volunteers represent a rainbowed array of ages, genders, 
and sexualities, from a fifteen- year- old surly high school student to a former 
gay liberation activist now approaching seventy years old. On average, we 
are mostly in our twenties and thirties. This means that the majority of us 
grew up online. We explored our queerness and transness through Yahoo 
searches and in chatrooms, on Tumblr pages and watching YouTube. Hold-
ing gay books in our hands feels strangely historical and perhaps even reli-
gious. Someone  will read aloud from the back cover of a lesbian sci-fi 
feline- themed fantasy and we  can’t help but laugh. “What the fuck is that?” 
Then someone picks up a gay manifesto from the early 1970s arguing for 
ethical love between adult men and underage boys and we all cringe. This 
leads to a vigorous debate over  whether to tag the book as “rape.” The 
range of emotions that we feel  handling  these books is truly profound. The 
sheer volume of titles about AIDS, for example, is a reminder not just of a 
generation lost but of a generation that many of us personally never knew. 
I am reminded of my  family member Allan, who died of AIDS in 1989. 
 These are the books that comforted bereaved lovers and forsaken parents. 
We are humbled, holding them in our hands.  Every book is part of our 
community’s past.
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A man named Jim Ricketson began collecting gay books in and around 
Roanoke in the 1990s. He handpicked the first 1,000 volumes that would 
 later become this library. When Ricketson passed away in 2000, his friend 
Ed Harris carried out Ricketson’s dream of turning his private collection 
into a public circulating library. At that time, public libraries, especially in 
the South, did not carry many LGBT titles. The books they did carry  were 
often scientific or religious in nature, classifying homo sexuality as disorder 
or as sin. Popu lar gay and lesbian fiction rarely found their way onto circu-
lating library shelves.17

Through the incredible work of volunteers, the Ricketson GLBT Memo-
rial Library opened to the public on December 6, 2000. Within less than two 
years, however, they  were asked to vacate the building where they  were 
leasing space. Volunteers recall that other tenants in the building, in the 
city’s majority- white Grandin Village neighborhood, found some of the li-
brary’s flyers and posters “objectionable.” The group then attempted to rent 
space on a narrow block downtown, adjacent to Roanoke’s last- remaining 
gay bookstore as well as a gay church. But they could not raise the funds to 
keep the doors open. One year  later, they boxed up thousands of gay books, 
yet not before having expanded the collection to nearly 3,000 volumes.18

Over the next de cade,  these thousands of gay books shifted hands and 
 were shuffled around town. A local HIV- testing clinic took them on and 
reopened the library in the mid-2000s. Then the clinic downsized and they 
could no longer hold the books. So the library was boxed up again inside 
Metropolitan Community Church of the Blue Ridge, an LGBTQ- oriented 
church in Southeast Roanoke. Volunteers reopened the library in the church 
in the early 2010s.  After a few years, it closed down again.

When the library first opened in 2000, it filled a vacant role in our com-
munity.  There was no LGBTQ community center back then. All that existed 
 were the bars. And most of the gay bars had shut down too. In contrast to 
the gay- cis- male- dominated spaces of bars and nightclubs, the Ricketson 
library catered to underserved audiences. They held a lesbian book club, 
leading to the tremendous expansion of the library’s lesbian fiction collec-
tion. The library also hosted one of the earliest transgender support groups. 
It was a community space— a queer space.19

Indeed, queer books  were never just for reading. In the second half of 
the twentieth  century, gay bookstores  were critical sites of consciousness- 
raising as well as places of sexual adventure. Some bookstores had video 
carousels in the back where men watched pornographic films. You could 
masturbate  there or engage in sexual encounters.  Others met their lovers 
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in a gay bookstore, beginning a romance, say, over a shared love of Ruby-
fruit Jungle. But then gay bookstores began disappearing. The city of Roa-
noke attempted in the 1970s and 1980s to use obscenity laws to shutter 
adult bookstores around the City Market building. Ultimately, a devastat-
ing combination of policing, downtown gentrification, and the rise of the 
Internet left Roanoke with only one remaining gay bookstore by the turn 
of the  century. In 2004, that store— Out Word Connections— shut their 
doors too.20

Beginning in late 2016, Julia and I dreamed of turning the Ricketson li-
brary into a community space once again. The Roanoke Diversity Center 
believed that the library belonged in the community center, although at 
the time it was still partially boxed up inside the Metropolitan Community 
Church. Our first task was to repack and move all 3,000 volumes from the 
church to a back room of the Diversity Center, which we would then turn 
into a functioning library space.

As we began the work of creating a digital cata log of the library’s con-
tents, we faced unique obstacles. For one  thing, we had to decide which li-
brary software to employ for this proj ect. I spoke with colleagues at Roanoke 
College and elsewhere for their input, and the LGBT library’s volunteer 
team ultimately de cided upon Librarika, a “ free” online cata loging soft-
ware that has been put to use mostly by church libraries and other institu-
tions with small collections. We showed off the Librarika software to the 
board of directors of the Diversity Center and they agreed to proceed, know-
ing that once we inputted the library’s 3,000 or so volumes into the appli-
cation it would trigger an annual subscription fee. (The software is only 
 free for collections of a very small size.) In the years since we crossed that 
threshold, the History Proj ect has attempted to assist the Diversity Center 
in raising money to cover the costs of the ongoing software subscription.21

Another pressing obstacle involved reconciling our cata loging approach 
with that of the Ricketson Library’s original library team. One of the origi-
nal librarians, a retired public librarian, gave us his 1979 edition of the 
Dewey Decimal Classification and Relative Index with which to guide our 
work.22 He told us that he had used this specific copy of Dewey for assign-
ing call numbers to the library’s books back in the early 2000s. We did not 
at first believe him,  because when we looked at the books in our possession 
we saw very un- Dewey- like call numbers written on many of the bindings: 
“FG BAR,” “FL MON.”  Doesn’t Dewey go from 000 to 999? We soon real-
ized that all of the fiction in the Ricketson library was assigned one of two 
special designations: FG for fiction gay or FL for fiction lesbian, followed by 
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the first three letters of the author’s last name. (Nonfiction books  were as-
signed the standard 000–999 Dewey classifications.)

 There  were two prob lems with this system. Not all fiction books, we 
found,  were so neatly categorizable into the binary options of gay or les-
bian. We found books in the collection about the friendship between gay 
men and lesbians. Is that FG or FL? What about Stone Butch Blues? Leslie 
Feinberg’s work is considered an early classic of transgender fiction, de-
picting the semi- autobiographical life of a person who does not fully con-
form to  either male or female genders. In the Ricketson collection, we 
initially found the book classified as FL. But calling Stone Butch Blues a 
work of lesbian fiction tells us more, perhaps, about the  people who or ga-
nized the library twenty years ago than how that same book  will be read 
by younger audiences  today, who are more likely to see it as a trans narra-
tive. For the first several years of cata loging, our team hesitated to change 
any of the FG or FL designations; we did not want to disturb the historicity 
of the choices that the library’s original team had made. However, by late 
2018 we had changed our minds. We then went back through the entire 
cata log and picked out  those books that would more appropriately be clas-
sified as bisexual or transgender and created new FB and FT sections. It is 
not a perfect solution, since so many  great books are about intersecting 
identities rather than just L, G, B, or T. But this is a first step  toward high-
lighting the greater diversity of the library’s collections.

The other prob lem was actually inherent in Dewey’s 000–999 scale. 
When the Dewey Decimal system was first introduced in the late nineteenth 
 century,  there  were no designated call numbers for written works discuss-
ing nonnormative genders and sexualities. Throughout the twentieth 
 century, the appropriate place to shelve queer books, according to Dewey’s 
ever- evolving system, was alongside other books focused on social and 
sexual disorders— thereby classifying queerness and transness as patho-
logical. Eventually, by the late twentieth  century, most queer books in li-
braries all around the world  were shelved in just one narrow place: 306.76.23 
In the 1979 edition of the Dewey manual that we inherited from the Rick-
etson library team, 306.76 is defined as “Homo sexuality, including bisexu-
ality.” Obviously, library science itself is grounded in and continues to 
reflect a par tic u lar epistemology— that is, an ideologically informed means 
of categorizing  human knowledge.24  Today all manner of queer and trans 
topics are still squeezed into that 306.76 designation, including “transgen-
der  people,” “homophobia,” “gay liberation movement,” and “asexuality.” 
But we  don’t all belong  there. That call number is part of the larger sec-
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tion 306.7 on “sexual relations,” which is part of the larger 300- level on 
“social sciences.” Placing histories of gay liberation or biographies of trans-
gender  people  here suggests that every thing we have ever done, every-
thing that we are, is some kind of so cio log i cal condition.25

Thankfully, the Ricketson library’s original team knew that they had to 
queer the heteronormative traditions of library science. When we fi nally 
opened the dusty Dewey manual bestowed upon us, we  were shocked to 
find all manner of annotations in its pages. Next to 306.76 the original 
LGBT librarians had circled 306.8, “Marriage and  Family,” and noted in 
the margins “Relationship Guides,” thereby suggesting that books about 
queer relationships should be considered akin to books about heterosexual 
families. They turned 307, “Communities,” into “Gay Life,” and then wrote 
out an entire list of new subheadings in the margins: “307.1: Pre- Stonewall; 
307.2: Post- Stonewall to AIDS; 307.3: Post- AIDS.” 305.4 on the “social struc-
ture” of  women’s lives became “Lesbian Separatists,” although in actuality 
all manner of lesbian books  were shelved  there, effectively creating a les-
bian nonfiction section within the larger collection. By refusing to contain 
all LGBTQ storytelling within 306.76, the Ricketson library team not only 
created a practical new system for organ izing an LGBT Library— because 
how would you ever find a book if all 3,000 titles  were shelved  under the 
same call number (306.76)— but they additionally helped to demonstrate 
that LGBTQ lit er a ture covers the entire span of  human knowledge. Queer 
 people and stories are in the 000s, the 100s, the 200s, the 700s, the 900s. 
For  every entry in the Dewey Decimal system,  there is a gay book that 
speaks to that specific realm of the  human experience.26

By early 2019, we had completed compiling the digital cata log of the li-
brary’s holdings. During  those two and a half years with the library, we 
also tried in vari ous ways to encourage community engagement with and 
public use of the space and its resources. But this was the hardest part. We 
held open- house events. We held poetry workshops and hosted open- mic 
events inside the library. We held a ten- hour- long Librarathon that in-
cluded long spurts of cata loging books punctured by periodic dramatic 
readings from the collection. But who needs gay books in the 2010s? Now 
that we have the Internet and we can create our own content online, why 
would anyone— especially young LGBTQ  people— really want to spend 
their days leafing through scientific manuals, outdated guidebooks, and 
crummy sci-fi? Our library team of LGBTQ volunteers, mostly young  people, 
had fallen in love with this collection. But most of the regional LGBTQ 
community had yet to enter the library’s doors.
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It may be that we do not need physical LGBTQ library spaces anymore. 
We may still need spaces for fucking, spaces for sex work, spaces for social-
izing and cruising. We may still need the community center and the night-
club. But in an age of Amazon and Pornhub, is  there  really any need for a 
physical library space filled with mostly dated fiction and nonfiction? I’d 
like to believe that  there is, and that  these volumes are one of our last re-
maining links to par tic u lar narratives from a shared past. Books arguing 
for and against same- sex marriage in the 1990s put into perspective an is-
sue that some of us now completely take for granted. Gay guidebooks from 
1960s- era New York remind us how secretive and potentially dangerous it 
was to find each other just two generations ago. The poetry of Walt Whit-
man still offers us clues for unlocking our erotic desires and celebrating 
the bonds of a common humanity. And lesbian cat sleuths? Well, why the 
hell not? We are a creative and resilient  people. Our queer ancestors could 
not see themselves in the lit er a ture of their era, so they wrote themselves— 
and the world they wanted to create— into existence. It is a tremendous 
gift to us that we can read their words and learn from their strug gles and 
experiences.  There is a kind of transgenerational solidarity and a gender 
and sexual euphoria that comes from holding a gay book in one’s hands. 
Call it queer bibliophilia.

And yet perhaps, this is still not enough. If we want young LGBTQ 
 people to get excited about queer material cultures, it is not enough to just 
ask  people to become passive consumers of dated queer content. Picking 
up an old book is thrilling, but it does not make space for vibrant yet untold 
 futures. Just as it is not enough to save a historically queer building, it is 
not enough to simply save historic media  either. We must si mul ta neously 
create new spaces of queer and trans embodiments and politics and medias 
to flourish while also preserving our diverse material pasts.

Making Media, Queering Space: The LGBTQ Arts Initiative

At the first anniversary meeting of the History Proj ect in September 2016, 
one mandate that the twenty- two  people in attendance agreed upon was 
something new: an arts initiative. In meeting minutes, the proj ect recorded 
the following intentions for the initiative: “We  will prioritize exploring ar-
tistic, theatrical, literary, and performative methods for sharing LGBTQ+ 
history with broader audiences and including diverse  peoples in the par-
ticipatory pro cess of researching and interpreting our shared histories.” An 
additional bullet point noted: “This may include participatory/interactive 
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theater, site- specific installations and per for mances, the production of zines 
and other publications,  etc.”27

Over the next several years, the History Proj ect’s Arts Initiative took 
vari ous forms. We produced three zines, each of which featured the prose, 
poetry, and artwork of regional LGBTQ community members, inspired by 
common themes in LGBTQ history. We produced an interactive theater 
workshop, “Living Trans History” (discussed in chapter 4), which we pro-
duced in a regional high school as well as at a summer camp for LGBTQ 
youth.  After two years of “Living Trans History,” we produced a new inter-
active theater program titled “Histories of Gay Camp” about the regional 
lesbian  women’s retreats held  here in the 1980s. We worked with a queer 
artist to produce site- specific public art proposals to be installed in histori-
cally queer spaces around the city. And we held poetry workshops and open- 
mic events, encouraging local queer and trans  people to express themselves 
through the written and spoken word.

While digital media was an impor tant component of many of  these en-
deavors, each one was also crucially centered on encouraging physical en-
gagements with historically queer spaces and material cultures. Rather than 
talking about LGBTQ narratives in an online forum, or finding community 
through a social media site, we asked participants to turn to art,  music, 
poetry, theater, and other media in order to bring queer narratives into 
space, to disrupt the sights and sounds of the city around us—to make the 
city more visually, aurally, and sensationally queer.28

Public art is one particularly effective way of bringing a community into 
a new, shared understanding of its history. In an effort to queer public space 
in the city of Roanoke, we approached local queer artist and  Virginia Tech 
assistant professor Michael Borowski with the idea of making a site- specific 
queer history- inspired art installation for the city. Michael’s proposal, sub-
mitted in partnership with the Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ History Proj-
ect, is exemplary in how it makes queer history materially resonant in the 
urban landscape.

This partnership started in November 2016 when members of the His-
tory Proj ect became aware of a call for submissions for new public art 
along the Elmwood Art Walk in downtown Roanoke. The Art Walk is a di-
rect descendent of the changes made to Elmwood Park in the 1980s  under 
the city’s Design ’79 program. Bullitt Ave nue, on the northern end of the 
park, was known as “the Block” in the 1960s and 1970s; it was the city’s 
primary gay male cruising strip. As discussed previously, the city em-
ployed increased policing and the harassment of gay men, in tandem with 
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changes ushered in through Design ’79, to remove gay male cruising from 
Bullitt Ave nue by the early 1980s. One of the ways they did this was to 
close Bullitt Ave nue to vehicular traffic. Whereas gay men used to literally 
cruise in their automobiles along this street looking for men to pick up, by 
the 1980s a culture of cruising had become impossible as the block was 

Michael Borowski, artist’s sketches for Crack a Win dow (2017).  
Courtesy of the artist.

Michael Borowski, digital rendering of Crack a Win dow (2017).  
Courtesy of the artist.
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converted first into a cul- de- sac, and then ultimately into a one- block- long 
pedestrian mall, completely closed to vehicular traffic.29

 Today a diverse collection of public art adorns the same block where gay 
men once cruised for sex. The city’s arts commission in late 2016 put out 
their call for works relating to a new theme, “City in Motion.” I immedi-
ately thought of reaching out to Michael. He had just been appointed to a 
professorship at  Virginia Tech and had taken steps to connect with the lo-
cal queer community, on the hunt for opportunities to connect his dual in-
terests and expertise in all  things artistic and queer. I sent him the link for 
the call for submissions and stressed that the “City in Motion” theme is 
perfect for this block of the city,  because the very history of the Art Walk 
itself is a fight over motion— over motorized traffic, and the sexual com-
munities and cultures that once moved along this roadway. In addition to 
the cruising of cars, gay men also came into town through the Greyhound 
bus station that used to be on one end of the block. If any street in Roanoke 
was particularly tied to histories of motion and movement, it was Bullitt 
Ave nue. This is particularly true concerning histories of queer movement 
and migrations.30

I traveled to Blacksburg to hand Michael copies of the research we had 
already collected on Bullitt Ave nue and Elmwood Park: historic images, 
maps, and references from local gay periodicals, as well as references to 
the Block in oral histories that we had conducted with local gay men. 
Working with this material, Michael created Crack a Win dow, a site- specific 
sculpture that speaks to cultures of gay male cruising on this site. In Mi-
chael’s proposed design,  people walking along the Art Walk would come 

Michael Borowski, 
digital rendering of 
Crack a Win dow (2017). 
Courtesy of the artist.
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across a large, shiny block covered with words; out of the top of this block 
emerges a car door and win dows and a bevy of rear- view mirrors. As view-
ers inch in further to see what this emerging historic automobile is  doing 
on Bullitt Ave nue, they would find, indeed, a cracked win dow, and ema-
nating from the win dow audio excerpts from oral histories with men talk-
ing about the Block. The words of one oral history narrator, Daniel, also 
wrap around the outside of the sculpture. His words— presented in both 
audio and textual form— demonstrate to the viewer and listener an inti-
mate history of the Block as a vibrant site of gay male life.31

In our joint application for the “City in Motion” proposal, Michael 
wrote that Crack a Win dow “makes vis i ble a queer history of Elmwood 
Park and highlights the importance of the automobile in that history.” 
 After explaining the relationship of cars and Greyhound buses to that 
specific block, and the ways that his installation uses the words of living 
Roanokers to amplify remembrances of that space, Michael concludes: “As 
a queer artist and scholar, this topic is personally significant and I am ex-
cited to design a public sculpture that promotes  these stories and memories 
of a too often overlooked history.”32 Unfortunately, when the city’s arts 
commission made their decision in 2017, they nixed Crack a Win dow. With-
out any explanation, we  were left to won der why Michael’s work was 
rejected and  whether it presented too  great a challenge to the city- led 
pro cesses of rewriting history that had engendered the Art Walk in the 
first place. Surely an installation celebrating the positive changes that have 
come to this city over time would be more acceptable. But a sculpture sug-
gesting that a marginalized community not only has specific claims to this 
block but was actively erased from this space through urban planning and 
policing, all of which has led to the creation of the Art Walk itself, was 
perhaps too radical for the arts commission’s appetites in the late 2010s.

Thankfully, we very shortly had a chance to apply again for another 
opportunity. In November 2017, the neighborhood organ ization Old South-
west, Inc., released a call for submissions for artwork to adorn the soon- to- 
be- rebuilt Franklin Road Bridge. The nearly century- old bridge that connects 
Old Southwest with South Roanoke was demolished in 2016. The new bridge 
was scheduled to open in  either 2018 or early 2019. While the city’s arts com-
mission had final say over any artwork adorning the new structure, Old 
Southwest, Inc., was the primary mover and shaker in this pro cess, calling 
explic itly for work that “reflect[s] the character of the neighborhood in 
their designs,” and stating that Old Southwest is a neighborhood “proud of 
both its history and diversity.”33
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I alerted Michael to this opportunity, stressing that the artwork for the 
bridge should speak to Old Southwest’s history as a gayborhood. As with 
the Elmwood Art Walk proposal,  there was a similar opportunity  here for 
site- specific design. Michael and I met in a coffee house in Salem where I 
pulled out images and oral history excerpts from my bookbag related to 
the history of Old Southwest as a queer space. The call for submissions asked 
artists to design four interrelated panels;  these panels would adorn the sides 
of pillars rising up from the twin entrances to the bridge. We talked about 
what kind of design would make the most sense in four stages. Michael hit 

Michael Borowski, sketches for Trade Winds (2017), Lions (2017),  Women (2017), 
Mattresses (2017). Courtesy of the artist.
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upon the idea of telling the story of Old Southwest over a period of four 
de cades: a panel about the 1960s, a panel about the 1970s, a panel about 
the 1980s, and a panel about the 1990s.

Michael’s four works, Trade Winds, Lions,  Women, and Mattresses, are 
just perfect. Each one uses historic imagery and symbols from the neigh-
borhood as the basis for his con temporary interpretations. For example, 
Michael’s Trade Winds mimics the menu cover of the Trade Winds, South-
west  Virginia’s first gay bar, which opened in 1953 and was situated right 
on the edge of Old Southwest—on Franklin Road, just downtown of the 
demolished bridge. The queerness in Trade Winds is subtle; only  those who 
remember attending the bar and restaurant, and recall its tropical theme, 
 will understand how significant this imagery is to the history of the neigh-

Menu cover from 
the Trade Winds 
restaurant, 1960s. 
Courtesy of Daniel 
Jones.
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borhood. As the Trade Winds was the only gay bar in the city in the 1960s, 
however, it is a fitting symbol of the Old Southwest neighborhood and of 
the city’s queerness in general.

On the other hand, Lions speaks to Old Southwest’s history during the 
gay liberation period of the 1970s. Residents in the 2010s  will recognize the 
animal imagery that closely resembles marble lion statues that long stood 
outside the entrance of the Lions Club’s Eyeglasses Recycling center on Elm 
Ave nue. That is not where  these lions resided in the 1970s, however. At that 
time, the neighborhood’s two marble lions sat sentinel outside of a large 
mansion on Mountain Ave nue, the building depicted in the background of 
Lions. Both the  house and the lions  were built by stonemason and builder 
John  H. Marsteller in the early twentieth  century, at a time when Old 
Southwest was a tony white suburb to Roanoke’s boisterous downtown. By 
the second half of the  century, the Marsteller  family was long gone and the 
 house had been split into seven small apartments. In the 1970s, all seven 
apartments  were occupied by gay  people. As one former occupant told me 
recently, the  house was “all gay.” Another gay man remembered it as the 
“lion  house,”  because of the marble lions out front. It was in this  house that 
activists involved in the formation of the  Free Alliance for Individual Rights 
(FAIR), a gay rights group founded in Roanoke in 1977, lived and met and 
or ga nized. Other activists involved in the  earlier Gay Alliance of the Roa-
noke Valley (1971–1972) also lived in the lion  house. At some point in the 
late twentieth  century, the  owners of this former mansion turned apartment 
building sold the two marble lions to the Lions Club. In Lions, Michael re-
unites the marble creatures with their former home, a scene particularly 
familiar and meaningful to Old Southwest’s LGBTQ residents, and one that 
speaks to histories of gay liberation activism in the neighborhood.34

Michael’s next work,  Women, speaks to the importance of lesbian com-
munity organ izing in Old Southwest in the 1980s, particularly relating to 
the group known as First Friday. In the 1980s, First Friday occasionally or-
ga nized athletic activities in Highland Park, such as the Frisbee Fun event 
held in a corner of the park in 1983. In  Women, Michael shows a  woman 
catching a Frisbee in the upper- left corner, while another  woman kicks a 
soccer ball in the upper- right corner. The bottom portion of the piece re-
creates the logo of the Roanoke Valley  Women’s Retreat, an annual lesbian 
retreat or ga nized by First Friday throughout the 1980s. In its totality, 
 Women links the region’s impor tant lesbian histories to the Old Southwest 
neighborhood through connections made between First Friday and High-
land Park, while also highlighting the ways that  women, many of whom 
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lived in Old Southwest,  shaped other spaces of queerness throughout the 
Roanoke Valley and across Southwest  Virginia.35

Fi nally, Mattresses speaks to the changes that occurred in Old South-
west in the 1990s and beyond, as the neighborhood organ ization Old 
Southwest, Inc., in coordination with the Roanoke Police Department, be-
gan to crack down on queerness in Highland Park through the utilization 
of park redevelopment strategies and increased surveillance to remove and 
erase histories of public sex. Mattresses draws explic itly from the testi-
mony of Roanoke police officer Mark Harris, who was quoted in the Roa-
noke Times in 2002 describing his removal of three soiled mattresses from 
the thick underbrush atop the hill above the park’s stage where police 
would “catch  couples having sex at all hours of the day.” That same hill 
and brushy area was a known cruising spot for gay men in the 1980s and 
1990s. Similarly, the city’s police department cracked down on an all- trans 

Photo graph of the Marsteller mansion, with lions out front, c. 1920.  
Courtesy of  Virginia Room, Roanoke Public Libraries.
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brothel on Highland Ave nue, just a few blocks from the park, in the early 
1990s.36 Mattresses highlights this history of sex- negative policing, whereby 
the neighborhood was purged of historic sex work and public sex spaces. 
Highland Park was sanitized in the 2000s and converted into a family- 
friendly area for the benefit of its nonqueer residents. Mattresses depicts a 
lost space, a space where public sex was once part of the fabric of neighbor-
hood life.

First Friday, Roanoke Valley 
 Women’s Retreat flyer, 1982. 
Courtesy of  Virginia Room, 
Roanoke Public Libraries.
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We  were thrilled in early 2018 when Michael’s work was chosen as one 
of four finalists for the Franklin Road Bridge proj ect. Michael relayed to us 
that the Old Southwest, Inc., committee overseeing the pro cess commented 
positively on how Trade Winds, Lions,  Women, and Mattresses spoke to the 
neighborhood’s LGBTQ history. No other proposal addressed Old South-
west’s role as the city’s gayborhood. Ultimately, however, in April the final 
decision was made to go with another artist’s designs for the new bridge’s 
pillars. In the spring of 2019, the Franklin Road Bridge reopened to the 
public amid  great fanfare.  Drivers and pedestrians are now able to view 
artwork ably depicting architectural motifs common in Old Southwest’s 
historic housing. One can see in some of  these motifs hints of the Marstel-
lar  house, the lion  house, the “all gay”  house. So maybe  there is some queer-
ness yet to be found on the city’s newest bridge.37

While Michael’s public art proposals represent a clear attempt by the 
Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ History Proj ect to mark and memorialize his-
torically queer spaces in the city, another aspect of the Arts Initiative has 
focused on the power of words. Through the distribution of printed DIY 
zines in 2017 and 2018, and by hosting open- mic events and writing work-
shops celebrating queer prose and poetry, the History Proj ect’s Arts Initia-
tive turned to the written and spoken word as a way of making queerness 
audible and tangible in urban spaces.

The History Proj ect released its first zine in the summer of 2017. RM took 
the lead as chief editor and all- around zine master. To begin, they devel-
oped a partnership with a local high school’s zine club during the academic 
year. The high schoolers proceeded to teach RM all about making zines, 
and RM worked with them to identify themes and se lection criteria for the 
poetry, prose, and artwork that would be featured in the first issue.

The zine ultimately included a diverse array of creative work: queer his-
torical fiction submitted by proj ect member Julia; several poems by trans-
gender writers; a critical analy sis of the tele vi sion show M.A.S.H.; a variety 
of artwork on trans themes; and a collage I created called “Living Trans 
History,” based on the work we had put into our interactive theater program 
of the same name. The issue also contained one of RM’s poems on the his-
tory of trans sex work along Salem Ave nue. We had initially worried that 
asking local authors and artists to create work that addressed LGBTQ is-
sues from a historical perspective would be too difficult, as not every one is 
familiar with local LGBTQ history or “what counts” as historical. But every-
one’s work was broadly and beautifully historical, speaking to LGBTQ is-
sues both locally and nationally, from the 1930s through the 2000s.38
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The collage I created uses cut-up excerpts from archival materials, in-
cluding articles in the Roanoke Times, the Roanoker magazine, and a local 
gay newsletter, the Big Lick Gayzette. It also includes excerpts from some of 
the oral histories in the LGBTQ History Collection. The fragments pep-
pered throughout “Living Trans History” range from the 1960s through the 
2010s, including archival imagery from the years 1971 through 2015.

We printed fifty copies of the first zine. Proj ect members placed them in 
local coffee shops and on college campuses. Some  people heard about the 
zine over social media and requested copies; we even mailed one as far as 
Alaska. The wildly popu lar Instagram page Queer Appalachia was helpful 
in spreading the word about our zines across the region. When I was in-
vited to speak about the History Proj ect’s digital initiatives at Washington 
and Lee University in  Virginia’s Shenandoah Valley, I brought along cop-
ies of the zine to stress to the audience that physical spaces and material 

Gregory Samantha Rosenthal, “Living Trans History.” Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ 
History Proj ect Zine, no. 1 (2017).
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cultures still remain as significant as anything you might find online;  these 
media carry on the meanings— and mediums—of local LGBTQ history.

Indeed, one of our motivations in creating the zine was to recapture 
some of the practices of previous LGBTQ generations in Southwest  Virginia. 
Gay groups’ mimeographed newsletters fill up archival boxes in the LGBTQ 
History Collection. In oral histories we have conducted, narrators recounted 
how hard it was to put together and distribute physical newsletters in the 
1970s or 1980s. As we assembled our zines, half a dozen of us sitting around 
a cramped  table, eating pizza, and cutting our fin gers on staples that we 
had to manually fold over in the center of each issue, we felt a  little bit of 
the joy and pain of that physical pro cess. In essence, while the zine became 
our contribution to the archival legacies of queer and trans life in Roanoke, 
 Virginia, in the 2010s, the pro cess itself was also a sort of historical reen-
actment, connecting us with LGBTQ activist and organ izing practices from 
an  earlier era.39

For issues two and three, which appeared in winter 2018 and summer 
2018, RM solicited works on specific themes. Issue two’s theme was “home”; 
issue three focused on “freedom.” RM contributed a poem about Riis Beach. 
I also wrote a poem, and I produced another collage. This time my collage 
featured cut- out excerpts from the oral history transcripts. I superimposed 
 these upon a Google Maps satellite image of our city. In placing queer and 
trans  people’s words in the very neighborhoods where  those memories 
 were first made, I was inspired by the 2017 digital mapping proj ect Queer-
ing the Map, which allows users all over the world (including in Roanoke) 
to upload stories about their queerness and pin  these to geo- located coordi-
nates on an online map. RM or ga nized and hosted zine launch parties fea-
turing many local writers and spoken word artists who had shared their 
work in the zines.40

The launch parties  were part of another change underway in 2018 as the 
History Proj ect developed a new partnership with the local spoken word 
collective Soul Sessions. Soul Sessions is or ga nized by a Black straight man 
who performs locally as a DJ, rapper, and spoken word artist. Other guest 
MCs have included a Black queer  woman who is a published poet. RM be-
gan reading some of their own poetry at Soul Sessions’ fortnightly open- 
mic nights inside the 16 West Marketplace in downtown Roanoke in 2017. 
Other History Proj ect members, and many contributors to our zines, also 
began reading their work at Soul Sessions events.41

I remember RM reading their poem “For the Sex Workers on Salem 
Ave.,” from zine issue one, which draws mainly on Christy’s life, detailing 
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the experiences of a Black trans sex worker in downtown Roanoke in the 
1980s and 1990s. Soul Sessions was and is a noticeably sex- positive space 
in which a spoken word per for mance about sex work is not just permissible 
but encouraged. This is in contrast to another local storytelling event at 
which a speaker, a member of the LGBTQ community in fact, took to the 
mic one eve ning to talk about his one- man campaign against “hookers” in 
the city’s West End neighborhood. RM walked out of that event disgusted 
that someone from our community would go off on sex workers like that. 
“For the Sex Workers on Salem Ave.” is a more sensitive portrait, one in-
formed by sex workers’ own words about the very places that have mat-
tered in their lives.42

The debate over sex worker histories continued as one of our local rock 
bands, Voles, began performing a new song about the sex workers in the 
West End around that same time. In the chorus to their song “Black Sheep,” 
lead singer Seanmichael Poff references the anti– sex worker campaign in 
the West End and intones, “If it’s the profession / that’s in question / how 
many  will be arrested / to fuel his obsession?” I think of all of this as an 
aural  battle for the soul of our city: through poetry, spoken word, and rock 
 music, we are engaging in a dialogue about the place of queer sexualities 
and sex work in Roanoke. Across a variety of open- mic and storytelling 
events and local  music concerts the History Proj ect has been part of this 
ongoing effort to foster a more sex- positive, LGBTQ history– informed con-
versation and creative outpouring. We aim to aurally queer the city.43

Through Soul Sessions, proj ect members have also made friendships 
with Black queer and trans poets and artists in the community. This is no-
ticeable in light of the History Proj ect’s ongoing effort to fully disentangle 
itself from the foundations of white supremacy in our practice, and the 
lack of queer and trans  people of color initially involved in the proj ect. 
Some Soul Sessions participants contributed their work to issues two and 
three of the zine, and when RM or ga nized zine launch parties at the Roa-
noke LGBT Memorial Library in Southeast Roanoke, several of  these poets 
came out to read their work, just as we had started to attend the Soul Ses-
sions events downtown.

The History Proj ect’s partnership with Soul Sessions also led to a new 
event in the LGBT Library space in June 2018, a poetry workshop led by a 
local Black transgender poet. This workshop was cohosted by both organ-
izations. This is a significant partnership in that it has become the basis for 
creating new spaces of Black (and interracial) queerness and transness 
in Roanoke. Soul Sessions already created that space with their open- mic 
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nights, which are now  housed inside a Black queer- owned coffee shop that 
sits on the site of the former Miss Tony’s in downtown Roanoke. It also 
manifested in late 2019 when the QTPOC Proj ect helped to bring scholar 
and performer E. Patrick Johnson to Roanoke for a public per for mance of 
Black queer storytelling. Soul Sessions provided the opening act for John-
son’s per for mance with spoken word recited by local Black queer and trans 
poets. The History Proj ect was able to fete all of the spoken word perform-
ers  after the event at a local bar and restaurant that used to be, in the 
1970s, a gay bar.

Our work creating new poetry and prose inspired by the past, and pro-
moting other queer and trans artists across Roanoke, now ties a direct thread 
between the literary lives of the generations that preceded us and our own 
generation. We hope through words and storytelling and  music that the 
spaces of our city can become ever more Black, more trans, and less cen-
tered on cisgender white gay and lesbian voices. Our bodies, our words, 
through the production of zines and  music and spoken word events, are the 
beginning of the transformation of this history. Together, we lead the way.

Garland and I had been trying to plan an upcoming QTPOC Proj ect meet-
ing. I emailed him, as well as a few other former QTPOC Proj ect members, 
“Would y’all like to meet to discuss your ideas for  future initiatives?” Gar-
land replies with a terse email: “Absolutely. Please call me or text. I do 
not have email access at home.” And so I text him: “Got you. Thank you.” 
Through a relay of texts, we close in on a date, time, and location for the 
next meeting. But how can we best let other  people in the community know 
about this meeting? I ask Garland if I may send out a notice via email and 
Facebook about the QTPOC Proj ect meeting? “Sure. Thank you,” he re-
plies. The QTPOC Proj ect has an email listserv, but the person who created 
it has since left Southwest  Virginia and I’m not sure how to access it. So 
I simply email the  people who have already previously been involved in 
the proj ect, the ones I can think of off the top of my head. We initially 
had similar access issues with the QTPOC Proj ect’s tiny Facebook page ( just 
35 followers as of 2019). I’ve been able since to return administrative access 
of the page to Garland. With his permission, I post something  there about 
the upcoming meeting, but over the next several days no one replies or “likes” 
the post.

Public historians interested in leveraging the power of digital tools to or-
ga nize communities have long run up against the so- called digital divide: 
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differences in access and modes of participation among  people from dispa-
rate backgrounds, particularly regarding race, socioeconomic status, and 
geography.44 I know that digital tools are not the praxis that the History Proj-
ect needs in order to rescue, narrate, and bring  people back into historically 
queer spaces in this city. Simply calling an orga nizational meeting— when 
you want diverse LGBTQ voices in the room, at the  table—is impossible 
through social media or even old- fashioned email listservs alone. Some of 
the  people Garland has brought out of the woodwork for the QTPOC Proj-
ect—in fact, most of the elders involved— were folks that he contacted 
through the “rolodex” of his cellphone.  You’ve got to call  people, speak to 
them in person. Indeed, sometimes you have to go over to their place, have 
a meal with them, talk about a hundred dif fer ent  things before turning to 
the  thing that you initially came  there to talk about. If the Internet has 
destroyed queer space, it is not a just-so story about  people turning to 
Grindr and Scruff for quick fucks. It is a much larger, complex story of how 
queer social networks have and are still transforming. The possibility of 
reanimating historically queer spaces in the city rests upon the reclama-
tion and even the reenactment of former ways of taking up space. This in-
cludes engaging with one another through and with medias that may feel 
like a blast from the past. But  these materials are still utopian, and I am 
 really not convinced that the  future— the queer utopian  future—is online.

This is why we have brought back an LGBTQ library from the brink of 
erasure. This is why we have left queer zines in local coffee shops and in 
bookstores. This is why we read and perform our poems and spoken word 
pieces and rock songs, making aural our voices and our stories, as well as 
the voices of  those who cannot physically take the stage. We have sought 
to place queer history– inspired sculptures and public art installations in 
historically queer spaces around the city, to force  people to consider the 
historicity of the places where they live, work, and travel. And, most of all, 
our bodies are the material embodiments and legacies of our histories, so 
we put our bodies out  there into public space. We put on our drag once 
again. We speak, we read, we sing, we dance, we make art in spaces through 
our bodies— a constellation of young and old and Black and white and 
queer and trans folks animating public space in cele bration of our pasts.



 Conclusion

At the conclusion of my first year in Southwest  Virginia, a Black queer 
friend invited me to come visit him an hour’s drive north in Lexington. As 
an out queer person, I was still getting my Southern bearings. So was he. 
We had both grown up in coastal, metropolitan communities. On the drive 
into town,  after turning off of Interstate 81, I passed a strip mall called 
Stonewall Square and saw signs for Stonewall Jackson Hospital. In town, 
my friend walked me down to a small cemetery where I found myself face 
to face with Stonewall Jackson’s grave.  There he explained to me an in ter-
est ing ritual: visitors often leave lemons on the ground around and about 
the Stonewall tomb. Apparently the general was a big fan of sucking on 
them in  battle, or so the story goes. Local residents recently left lemons 
inked with the letters “BLM”— Black Lives  Matter. It caused quite a stir.1

My friend was then working with a community organ ization called CARE 
Rockbridge (Community Anti- Racism Effort). They  were organ izing what 
would be, if they pulled it off, the first- ever Martin Luther King Jr. Day pa-
rade in Lexington’s history. Members of CARE had started to receive violent 
threats from white supremacists who  were planning to disrupt the parade 
in the name of Lee- Jackson Day, a state holiday in  Virginia that honors two 
of the most famous Confederate generals.  These two rival cele brations— 
Lee- Jackson Day and MLK Day— happened to fall on the same weekend. In 
the weeks leading up to the march, the white supremacists’ threats grew so 
loud that the New York Times even came and reported on the story of what 
was  going down in this small college town in western  Virginia.2

Two months before the planned parade, Donald Trump was elected 
president of the United States. The day  after his election, we posted the fol-
lowing statement to the History Proj ect’s Facebook page:

Our proj ect continues. Now, more than ever, we need LGBTQ 
history. Our history tells the world (and tells ourselves) that we 
belong. That we have always belonged. That  there is a place for us 
in the city of Roanoke, across Southwest  Virginia, and throughout 
Amer i ca. Queer and trans  people have survived centuries of perse-
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cution in this country. Hell, we have Jerry Falwell down the street, 
and yet Southwest  Virginia’s LGBTQ community is thriving. We did 
not come all this way to melt back into the shadows, or slink back 
into our closets. As members of Queer Nation said in the 1990s: 
“ We’re queer,  we’re  here, get used to it.”  We’ll be having our 
monthly meeting tomorrow at the Roanoke Public Library. We are 
 doing Lesbian Frisbee on Sunday at Highland Park. We are offering 
our walking tour again two Sundays from now. We are  going to plan 
more activities in the coming months to celebrate our glorious queer 
past together. If you are unsure of  whether you belong in this 
Southwest  Virginia community as a queer or trans person, our 
histories (and herstories) make the answer to that clear: you belong. 
You have always belonged.3

In the wake of Trump’s election, the fervor around Lexington— and the 
threat of white supremacist vio lence against the Martin Luther King  Jr. 
Day parade— grew even louder. Members of the Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ 
History Proj ect considered a call, put out by CARE, for community organ-
izations to join them in marching. When I put this question to the proj ect’s 
listserv, an older white lesbian  couple wrote back: “Personally, [we] be-
lieve that homophobia, racism, misogyny, xenophobia and all oppressions 
are bound together by a common thread, namely, patriarchy. As far as  we’re 
concerned, the oppression of one segment of society anywhere on the 
planet is the oppression of every one  else on the planet. It seems absolutely 
appropriate for the LGBTQ+ History Proj ect Group to stand up with and 
show our solidarity with the Black Lives  Matter folks.”4

On the day of the march I reserved a van from Roanoke College and five 
of us— white queer activists from Roanoke and Blacksburg— traveled to 
Lexington to participate in the march  under the banner of the Southwest 
 Virginia LGBTQ+ History Proj ect. We marched alongside hundreds of 
 others, Black, white, gay, and straight. Our signs read “Black Lives  Matter,” 
“Solidarity,” “Queers Against White Supremacy.” All five of us  were young 
queer  people in our twenties and thirties. The white supremacists had their 
own event at a nearby cemetery, honoring their dead while wearing faux- 
historical Confederate garb and railing on and on about the long- lost cause 
of white supremacy. Of course, we already live in a white supremacist soci-
ety. The neo- Confederates just want to build a society even more danger-
ous and deadly. But  there was no vio lence that day, thankfully. The parade 
was a stunning success.
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Several days  later, my American Material Culture class was conducting a 
scavenger hunt through Charlotte’s Web, an antiques mall on Main Street in 
Salem,  Virginia, just a short walk from the Roanoke College campus. As we 
stood in front of a glass case holding KKK and Nazi memorabilia— here, for 
sale, to anyone wishing to purchase it— a large tele vi sion screen in the corner 
of the store projected President Donald Trump’s face as he spoke of “Amer i ca 
First” and “American carnage.” The antiques shop also contained many rac-
ist caricatures of Black Southerners, including ste reo typical domestic ob-
jects such as lawn jockeys and Mammy figures. White folks in our community 
once owned  these; now they are profiting off of them. Students lurked 
around the tele vi sion set, watching our new president. Some looked scared.

Spring semester came to an end, and then  there was Charlottesville. In 
June, white supremacists marched with tiki torches on the campus of the 
University of  Virginia and clashed the next day with antiracist and antifas-
cist counterprotesters in the streets of Jefferson’s city. I had several friends 
who attended the melee, all of them young Black folks putting their bodies 
on the line. A Black queer  woman I briefly dated  after  these events told me 
she had been clubbed on the head during the vio lence. A white  woman, 
Heather Heyer, was killed by a white supremacist with a speeding car. But 
 there  were good  people “on both sides,” President Trump told us. This was 
the  Virginia that I now lived in.

Although the Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ History Proj ect was founded 
fourteen months prior to Trump’s election, we have always been a proj ect 
conceived and executed within a time and place of heightened white su-
premacist and anti- LGBTQ rhe toric and vio lence. Two months prior to 
moving to  Virginia in 2015 I had danced the night away on the streets of 
Cambridge, Mas sa chu setts, where I was then completing a fellowship in 
Harvard’s Houghton and Baker libraries.  Earlier that day, the U.S. Supreme 
Court had ruled that marriage equality was a constitutional right through-
out the United States and as night fell I danced and cheered and bared 
my sexy body in Cambridge’s dimly lit streets alongside thousands of  others. 
I was newly out as a queer person. I celebrated this seeming victory for 
LGBTQ  people— people like me who  were fast becoming an established part 
of the American fabric. Marriage equality meant safety and security and 
ac cep tance. And I was scared—my stomach was tied up in knots as I prepared 
to head to Appalachia in August, wondering what my life would be like  there 
as a queer person.
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 After the marriage equality decision, trans issues  rose to the forefront 
of the U.S. national conversation. The safety and security of transgender 
Americans became the country’s new po liti cal football. I came out as trans 
in that very moment. In 2016, when the North Carolina legislature passed 
HB2, the so- called bathroom bill, I wondered about my own safety travel-
ing, as I often do, and  whether I would feel safe in my neighboring state. 
Almost weekly in 2017, 2018, 2019, I heard and read the horrifying news: 
another Black trans  woman brutally murdered. As I came out as trans and 
into the world as a visibly transgender person in Southwest  Virginia, the 
world around me felt less and less safe. I leaned hard into my whiteness, 
my privilege, my racial armor, knowing full well that it was not me who 
would likely be murdered but some of the  women and femmes I knew who 
 were not white.

We worked, within the History Proj ect, to identify, critique, and chal-
lenge our whiteness and our racial myopia amid this swirling chaos around 
us. We worked to center the life stories of Black LGBTQ  people. We angered 
some older white cis gay men along the way who felt increasingly excluded 
and demonized by the proj ect. Some  people wondered if we  were  really 
invested in the work of “ doing history,” as it seemed like we spent most of 
our time critiquing racism, sexism, and transphobia within the LGBTQ 
community, and making space for new forms of queerness and transness 
rather than honoring the old.

But the Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ History Proj ect was never just a his-
tory proj ect, never just an academic exercise or a scholarly pursuit. Rather, it 
is a way to or ga nize  people around a shared past, to develop a shared his-
torical consciousness; it is a way to open up conversations about racism, 
sexism, and transphobia within our community; it is a way to give voice to 
and honor our queer elders; it is a way to empower a new generation of 
young queer and trans  people to become leaders in telling stories about our 
community; it is a way to make space for us, for queer  people, in the gentri-
fying city. Our work is motivated by historical thinking but also transcends 
history in that we live in this moment and we must work and fight for what 
we need within it. We fight to engender a queerer world for tomorrow— the 
“then and  there” the late  great queer theorist José Esteban Muñoz once 
only dreamed of.5

Along the way, we have developed a physical and digital archive, we have 
recorded and transcribed more than three dozen oral history interviews, 
we lead  free monthly walking tours in the city, and we introduced a third 
tour in 2020 focused explic itly on gentrification, criminal justice, and the 
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erasure of queer and trans  people from public space. We have launched 
two online exhibitions, published three zines, and at least three times have 
led an interactive theater program with queer and trans youth. We have 
or ga nized story circles with elders, and we hired and trained Black queer 
youth to conduct oral histories. At least two local queer high school stu-
dents have volunteered with the proj ect, in addition to roughly two dozen 
regional college students. While all along resisting electing our own offi-
cers or having a bud get, we have yet managed to transfer at least $1,000 
into the hands, or bellies, of local queer  people— mostly Black LGBTQ 
 people— through stipends, gift cards, and meals. We are currently consid-
ering ways to raise further money to put into the hands of Black LGBTQ 
 people as an example—if only a small example—of queer history- informed 
reparations.

As a form of queer public history activism, the Southwest  Virginia 
LGBTQ+ History Proj ect challenges what public history is and what it can be. 
We are not so interested in museums or in plaques or in state recognition. 
We are invested in making spaces. As we look ahead to the  future, I have 
wondered what it might look like to develop an intentionally queer, trans, 
and sex worker– inclusive housing space in this city. Old Southwest used to 
have such a  house in the 1970s; we could bring it back. We have considered 
ways to educate, empower, and or ga nize tenants in the gayborhood as a 
way to fight back against abusive slumlords and resist gentrification. Cur-
rently, tenants have almost no repre sen ta tion in the local neighborhood 
organ ization, the same organ ization that, since the 1970s, has attempted to 
“clean up” Old Southwest through the policing and surveillance of public 
sex cultures and the conversion of cheap apartment buildings into single- 
family homes.

Of course, I hope that the History Proj ect may also continue to stand up 
for racial justice and to center the voices and lived experiences of  women 
and transgender and nonbinary  people. We must not neglect rural queers, 
as we so often have done with our focus on and in the city of Roanoke. We 
must also not neglect sex workers,  house less persons, and workers in the 
informal economy. The work of the Southwest  Virginia LGBTQ+ History 
Proj ect should continue. Indeed, I encourage LGBTQ communities all 
across this country to embark upon similar endeavors: not just collecting 
ephemera and erecting plaques, but organ izing queer and trans youth, el-
ders, and every one in between around a collective demo cratic pro cess of 
storytelling, reclamation, passing the mic (and money) to  those who need 
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it, and queer utopian worldbuilding. Let’s make spaces that are historically 
informed yet open to the as- yet- unknown  future.

In September 2019, I flew to Boca Raton, Florida, to celebrate the birthday 
of my ninety- six- year- old grand mother, who had grown up in Brooklyn in 
the 1920s but in old age was now happily settled among that community of 
other exiled New York Jewish grandmas. It was just my grand mother, my 
mom, and me for an entire weekend. I was ner vous about seeing my  mother. 
I had set some unspoken goals for this trip, unbeknownst to her, and I kept 
 going over them in my head as the airplane touched down on the tarmac, 
Trump’s Air Force One jet parked, in sight, at the other end of the runway. 
I wanted to tell her that I was writing this book and that I was writing 
about Allan, whose memory—or the lack thereof—is what initially set me 
on this journey of exploring LGBTQ history. I also planned to tell her that 
five months  earlier I had started taking hormones as a means of changing 
my body, a biochemical metamorphosis into the person that I wanted to be.

Mom chauffeured me down the long, flat, palm tree– lined highway 
from the airport to grandma’s tropical residence. I turned my face away, 
staring out the passenger win dow, and fi nally said, “I have something to 
tell you.” This was my body. I could do with it as I please. The hormones 
 were making me feel better in my skin. I felt happy and beautiful. She said, 
“I know.” We continued to talk of the science of hormones and the mean-
ings of “trans” for the next two days. And then, on a morning walk around 
grandma’s gated community, I told my mom that I was writing about that 
letter that she had handed me in 2014 when I first came out, the letter men-
tioning Allan and AIDS and how death befalls  those who dare to depart 
from heterosexuality. She apologized to me. I  didn’t expect her to, but she 
did. This was actually the first time we had ever talked about the letter; it 
had been five long years. I asked her about Allan. She shared some halting 
memories with me as we walked: how Allan looked when he got sick; how 
he had a loving boyfriend who cared for him near the end; a restaurant meal 
they shared— one of the last times she saw him. She had loved him. She 
thought he was such a wonderful man.

A power ful sense of closure and forgiveness swept over me. We  were fi-
nally talking about queerness in our  family’s history. I understood now how 
much the experience of Allan’s death had  shaped my  mother and other 
members of my  family in the ways that they think about sexuality. Somehow 
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the unspeakable— those de cades of queer erasure, of not knowing— was spo-
ken. A veil lifted.

 Later that eve ning, Mom, Grandma, and I went to a Jewish deli in Boca 
for greasy sandwiches, potato latkes, and other familiar foods from our col-
lective childhoods. Over forkfuls of applesauce and sour cream, Grandma 
asked to see a picture of RM and me, so I pulled one up on my phone. 
“That’s not you. That’s two  women!” she exclaimed, wagging her fin ger at 
the screen. A smile uncontrollably spread out across my face, slowly stretch-
ing from ear to ear. I used two fin gers to zoom in on the screen. “That’s me, 
Grandma.” She looked again. “No. That’s two  women!” I thought back to 
that moment standing in front of Allan’s grave two years  earlier, how ner-
vous I felt to be  there, wondering how I would be seen by my  family, won-
dering if my queerness was something that could ever even be seen or be 
acknowledged. I showed Grandma a few more photos of RM and me, and I 
fi nally got her to agree that that “might” have been me in at least some of 
the photos. Of course, I was also sitting right  there across from her, my 
rosy cheeks glowing in the lamplight, a natu ral blush fueled by both latke 
grease and estrogen.

It is three months  later and Garland invites me to attend a holiday party at 
Don’s apartment in Old Southwest, just a five- block walk from my own 
place on the edge of the gayborhood. I had never been inside Don’s home. 
I am the first to arrive. He gives me a big hug as I enter. As he prepares food, 
I look up and around at his apartment walls, decked floor to ceiling with 
memorabilia from sixty- plus years of life and work: relics of his musical 
 career, the  people he met and befriended over the years, vibrant  album 
covers— snapshots of gay Black male life in D.C., in New York, and in Roa-
noke. Hell, Don even has a signed portrait of Christy— once Roanoke’s most 
famous sex worker, now an ordained minister—on his wall. If  there is a 
museum of Black queer excellence in Roanoke, I am standing in it.

It is not lost on me that at this very moment the local neighborhood organ-
ization is holding their annual “Holiday Parlor Tours,” an event in which 
Old Southwest homeowners open up their  castles for an eve ning and invite 
a roving crowd of architecture and design fanatics—or at least  those inter-
ested in that version of Old Southwest’s history—to tour and mingle and 
spread good holiday cheer.  These revelers  will not be stopping by Don’s 
apartment, and they are missing out on his magnificently curated walls, 
his yummy holiday food, and the multiracial queer community that filters 
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in throughout the eve ning.  There are two Old Southwests to night. Perhaps 
 there are two Old Southwests  every night.

As the night winds on, and I work my way through Don’s famous holi-
day punch, friends stop by and I find myself meeting a series of in ter est ing 
new characters, Old Southwest folks I have not yet met: a white straight 
 couple, a Black sexually fluid  woman, a formerly incarcerated white man. 
I hear stories of the shenanigans outside of Sunnyside Market, one of the 
few small con ve nience stores left in our neighborhood, and about Don’s 
famous parties of yesteryear. I think about how just down the street, in-
deed on this same block, live several well- to-do white cisgender gay men in 
single- family homes. We all know one another;  there is no animosity be-
tween  these gay worlds. And yet, Don’s Christmas party is a par tic u lar 
kind of gay world: multiracial, multigender, cross- class. This is the Old 
Southwest that I have come to love, the one that I want to fight for.

On Christmas Eve I attend ser vices at the local Metropolitan Commu-
nity Church. Roanoke’s congregation has existed since 1986 and  today it is 
led by an out spoken white lesbian pastor. As the  music swirls up into the 
caverns of this magisterial sanctuary— a former Methodist church building 
in Southeast Roanoke— I look around and count twenty  people, nearly all 
white and mostly, to my eyes, lesbians. Indeed,  there are more butches 
 here than I have seen in a long time, reminding me of just how segregated 
our queer community is. Perhaps MCC is Roanoke’s last living lesbian space. 
I  don’t think so, but  there is an air of melancholy on this solemn night. My 
students this year  will work with the pastor to develop plans for LGBTQ 
se nior care for this congregation. I am grateful for the warm welcome from 
the butch seated in front of me who turns around and wishes me, a mis-
placed transfeminine Jew, a very merry Christmas. I feel welcome and safe 
within  these walls.

 After church, I walk through the gayborhood and through the dark yet 
peaceful streets to my friends’  house in the adjoining Mountain View 
neighborhood.  There are four white trans  people  there— five, now, includ-
ing me. We drink spiked cider and watch bad Christmas movies as the 
clock ticks from Christmas Eve to Christmas Day.

I love  these spaces. Don’s home, a gay church, an all- trans home. I love 
the ways we continue to or ga nize, how we are able to find one another in 
this city of 100,000  people, how, despite our own segregation— gay  women 
over  here, men over  there; trans folks  here, cis folks  there; Black queers 
 here, white  people  there— there always remains the possibility of not know-
ing every one, of yet getting to know them, of learning how to love and 
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support them. Of course,  there are also spaces that are disappearing; the 
city is becoming more heteronormative. Downtown is unrecognizable. We 
face many more years ahead of white supremacy and transphobia in Ap-
palachia. We face the disappearance of older forms of queerness and the 
emergence of beautiful, vibrant new ways of embodying gender and sexu-
ality. The work of community- based public history activism is ongoing as 
we document queer worlds of yesteryear and plan for the dawn of a new 
queerer world.
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The LGBTQ History Collection
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another dozen folks—to see if they are okay with how their words are quoted, as 
well as how they would like to be named in the text. Some narrators and members 
chose to go by their real names;  others preferred that I use a pseudonym. In order 
to protect every one’s privacy, I have identified every one by their first names only. 
 There is no need for the reader to be able to trace any given person to a file in the 
LGBTQ History Collection, but you are welcome to explore the entire collection in 
depth at http:// www . virginiaroom . org / digital / collections / show / 19.
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